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January 7,1993 -
MFN No. 00193

,'

Docket No. STN 52-001 -
SLK 9301 :

,

*Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 -

Attention: Robert C. Pierson, Director -

Associate Director for Advanced Reactors and License Renewal

Subject: Submittal of Amendment 24 to GE's AllWR SSAR
'

Enclosed are thirty four. (34) copies of selected sections of Chapter 1, Introduction and General
' Description of Plant,' Chapter 3, Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems, i

Chapter 5, Reactor Coolant System and Connected Systems, Chapter 6, Engineered Safety Features, +

Chapter 7, instrumentation and Control Systems, Chapter 9, Auxiliary Systems, Chapter 10, Steam
and Power Conversion System, Chapter 12, Radiation P otection, Chapter 13, Conduct of
' Operations, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis, Chapter 16. Technical Specifications, Chapter 17,
Quality Assurance, Chapter 18, Human Factors Engineenng, Chapter 20, Question and Response

- Guide, of the Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) for the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor
;(ABWR). -.

[ The modifications to the chapters above provide close_out of the following DFSER open, - '

confirmatory and COL action items:
.

Open I t;n A - Confirmatory items COL Action items ..
'

:3.4. 3.4.1 1. - 3.11.1- 1 -
3.5.1.2- 1 3.4.1-2 3.11,2.1-1 '

>

3.113 2 3.4.1-3 3.113.I
9.1.5-2 5.2.51 .3.113-2

' 9.1.5-3 9.13-2 9.2.15-2
9.1.5-6 9.2.16-I 9.2 15-3 -
9.2.11-1- 93.11 103.1-2. '

e 9.2.16 1 93.1 5-
93.1 1. 933l'-
93.1 2 '~ 93.8-2
9.5.4.1-1 - 9.4.1.1 1
9.5.81 9.5.4.1- 1

-15.4.4.2.2-1 15.4.4.I-1
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Document Control Desk Docket No. STF 51-001
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission h1FN ???-93
January 7,1993 Page 2

Also inicuded in this amendm:nt is the dual filter train SGTS, a re-evaluation of the design basis
LOCA and an update of the ABWR EPGs (including differences from BWROG EPGS).

Sincerely,

D
D. J. Robare, Acting Nianager

~

Safety & Licensing
h1C-444, (408)925-6948

cc: R. C. Berglund (GE)
T. E. hturley (NRC)
D. hl. Crutchfield (NRC)
D. J. hicGoff (DOE)
F. J. hiiraglia, Jr. (NRC)
C. Postusny, J r. (NRC)
K. E. Stahlkopf (EPRI)
F. A. Ross (DOE)
N. D. Fletcher (DOE)
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ABWR SSAR
O

Amendmen124. Page Change instruction (Non Proprietary)

The following pages hase been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as page
pairs (front & back). Iloid page numbers represent a page that has been changed in Amendment 24. (See special
notations.)

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
IHGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

Chapter 1 [hapter 5

1.2-16.5, 16.6 1.2-16.5,16.6 5.2-1, 2 5.2-1, 2
5.2 19,20 5.2-19,20

1.8.70.1 1.8-70.1 5.2-25, 26 5.2-25, 26
1.8-73,74 1.8-73,74
1.8 85, 86 1.8-85,86

Chapter 6

ChaMer 3 63-iv, v 63-iv, y

3.2.ii 3.2 -11 6.5-ii, iii 6 .5 -11, 111

3.2-21.2,213 3.2-21.2,213 6.51,2 6.5-1, 2
3.2-27, 28 3.2-27,28 6.5-2.1 6.5-2.1
3.2-29, 30 3.2-29,30 6.53,4 6.5-3, 4
3.2 34.1 3.2-34.1 6.5-4.1 6.5-4.1

3.2-37 3.2-37 6.5-5, 6 6.5-5, 6
6.5-7, 8 6.5-7, 8

3.4-ii. iii 3.4 -11, 111

3.4-1,1.1 3.4-1,1.1 6.7-ii 6 ,7 11

3.4-2, 2.1 3.4-2, 2.1 6.7-1,1.1 6.71,1.1
3.4-3, 4 3.4-3, 4
3.4-5, 6 3.4-5, 6 6A-1, 2 6A-1,2
3.4-6.1, 7 3.4-6.1, 7 6A 3,4 6A-3, 4
3.4-8, 9 3.4-8, 9 6A 5,6 6A-5, 6

6A-7,8 6A-7, 8
3.5-3, 3.1 3.5-3, 3.1

3.5-8, 8.1 3.5-8, 8.1 6B-1, 2 6B-1, 2
6B-3, 4 6B-3, 4

3.7-23, 24 3.7 23,24 6B-5, 6 6B-5, 6
3.7-24.1,24.2 3.7-24.1,24.2 6B-7 6B-7

3.9-58.26,53.27 3.9-58.26,58.27
Chapter 7

3.11 il 3.11-il
3.11 1, 11.1 3.11-1, 11.1 7.1-9, 10 7.1 9,10
3.11-2, 3 3.11-2,3 7.1-26 7.1-26

7 3-23,24 73-23,24

| 73-25,26 73-25,26

|
7 3-43,44 7 3-43,44
7 3-105 - 115 7 3-105 115

O .{-
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REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE N.e,

Chapter 9 C!mpter 10

9-ii, iii 9 il,ill 103 ii 103-11
10 3-1, 2 10 3-1,2

9.1 si, sii 9.1-si, s il 10 3-3 103-3
9.13,31 9.1-3, 3.1
9.1 -4, 5 9.1-4, 5

9.1 5.1 9.1-51 Chapter _Il
9.1-9,10 9.1 9,10
9.1-13 9.1-13 12.1 3,4 12.1-4

9.2-ii, iii 9.211, til
9.2-iv 9.2 11 Cly!ntrL1,.3
9.2-v, si 9.2-5, vi
9.2-sii, viii 9.2-511. siil 13 3-3, 4 133 3,4
9.2-ix, x 9.2-ix, x
9.2-1.8 9.2-1.8 13.6-1 13.6-I
9.2-4, 4.1 9.24,4.1
9.2-11,11.1 9.2-11, 11.1
9.2-12, 12.1 9.2-12,12.1 Chapter 15
9.2-12.2,12 3 9.2-12.2,12 3
9.2-12.4 9.2-12.4 15 iv, v 15-iv, y

9.2-18, 19 9.2-18, 19

9.2 19.1 9.2 19.1 15.4-ii, iii 15.4 ii, Ili

g15.4-3, 4 15.4-3, 4

93-ii, iii 93-ii, til
93 2,3 93-2,2.1 15.6-iv, v 15.6-iv, v

93-3.1 9.3-3, 3.1 15 4-5, 6 15.6-5, 6
93-7,7.1 93-7,7.1 15.6-6.1 6.2 15.6-6.1, 6.2
9 3-11,11.1 9 3-11, 11.1 Add 15fr6.3, 6.4
Add 9 3-11.1.1* Add 15fr6.5
('Omitted in a previous amendment) 15.6-7, 8 15.6-7, 7.1

15.6-9, 10 15.6-8, 9

9.4-1,1.1 9.4-1,1.1 Add 15.6-10
9.4- 1.4, 1.5 9.4-1.4,1.5 15.6-17, 18 15.6-17
9.4-4, 5 9.4-4, 5 Add 15.6-18, d8.1

15.6-19,20 15.6-19,19.1
9.5-v.1, v.2 9 5-v.1, v.2 Add 15fr20,20.1
9.5 vi 9.5-$i 15.6-21, 22 15fr21, 21.1
9.5-4, 4.1 9.5-4, 4.1 Add 15.6-21.2

Add 9.5 4.1.1 Add 15.6-22
9.5-10.7, 10.7.I 9.5-10.7,10.7.1 15.6-23, 24 15.6-23,24

9A.4-xii thru xiii.4 9A.4-xii, sil.1 "15E.5-li, iii -

Add 9A.4-xiii, xiii.I "15E.5-3 thm 18 --

Add 9A.4-nili.2, xill3 ("Should have been removed in Amendment 23.)
Add 9A.4-xill.4
9A.4-121,121.1 9A.4-121,121.1
9A.4-2243, 224.4 9A.4-2243, 224.4

-2-
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.- REMOVE . ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE Noi PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

Chanter 15 (cont'd) Chapter 18 (cont'd)

Add 15F-Cover 18A.12-1,2 18A.12 1,2
Add 15F.1 1 M.12-2.1 18A.12-2.1
Add 15F.1 2,3 18A.12 3,4 18A.12 3,4
Add 15F.1-4,5 ISA.12 5,6 - 18A.12 5,6
Add 15F.16

18A.131,2 18A.13-1, !
Otapter 16 18A.13-3 18A.13 3

16.9-37, 38 16.9 37,38 18B-4, 5 18B-4, 4.1

16.9-39,40 16.9-39,40 Add 188 5
16.9-41,42 16.9-41,42 180-6, 7 ISB-6,7

18B-11,11.1 18B 11,11.1
188-13 18B 13,13.1

Chanter 17 Add 18B 13.2
1811-16,16.1 18B-16,16.1

17-il, iii 17-ii,111 18B 20,21 18B-20,21

18D.2 2,3 18D.2-2, 3
Chapter 18

1RA.4-5, 6 18A.4 5,6 Chanter 20
1&A.447,8 18A.4 7,8

- 18A.4 9,10 18A.4 9,10 20 3-24,25 203-24,25
18A.4-11,12 18AA 11,12 203-60,61 -203-60,61
18A 415 18A.4-15 20 3-61.1,61.2 203-61.1,61.2

20 3-128,128.1 20 3-128,128.1
18A.5-5, 6 18A.5 5,6
18A.5-7, 8 18A.5-7, 8

18AS-10 18A.5-10
18A.5-11,12 18A.5-11,12
18A.5-15,16 18A 5-15,16
18A.5-19, 20 18A.5-19, 20
18A.5-21, 22 ' 18A 5-21,22

18A.6-1, 2 18A.6-1,2
18A.6-11,12 ISA.6-11,12

- 18A 7-1 18A.7-1

18A.8-3, 4 18A.8-3,4

18A.9 3 18A.9-3

18A.11-3, 4 18A.113,4
18A.115,6 18A.115,6
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(3) the air space above the suppression pool; and Subsection 9A.9.2.

O (4) the reactor building which is structurally 1.2.2.15.811ammability Control System
integrated with the concrete primary
containment structure. An atmospheric control system is designed to

establish and maintain an inert atmosphere within
A secondary containment which surrounds the the primary containment during all plant operating

primary containment permits monitoring and modes except during plant shutdown for refueling
treating all potential radioactive leakage from the or maintenance. A recombiner system is provided
primary containment. Treatment consists of lilIPA to control the concentration of oxygen produced by
and activated charcoal filtration. radiolysis in the primary containment.

1.2.2.15.2 Containment Internal Structures 1.2.2.15.9 Suppression Pool Temperature
hionitoring System

The containment internal structures are
summarized in Subsection 6.2.1.1.2. The suppression pool temperature monitoring

system is summarized in Subsection 7.6.1.7.1.
1.2.2.15 3 Iteactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal

1.2.2.16 Structures and Scr icing Systems
The reactor pressure vessel pedestal is a

prefabricated cylindrical steel structurc filled with 1.2.2.16.1 Foundation Work
concrete which supports the itPV and is maintained
below design temperature by cooling. The pedestal The analytical design and evaluation methods for
provides drywell connecting vents which lead to the the containment and reactor building walls, slabs
horizontal vent pipes to the suppression pool. and foundation mat and foundation soil are

summariicd in Subsection 3.8.l A.1.1.
1.2.2.15A Standby Gas Treatment System

1.2.2.16.2 Turbine Pedestal
The standby gas treatment system (SGTS)

minimlics exfiltrat%n of contaminated air from the The description for the turbine pedestal is the
secondary containment to the er.vironment following same as that for foundation work in Subsection
an accident or abnormal condition which could result 3.8.lA.I.l.
in abnormally high airborne radiation in the reactor
building Because the fuel store;;c area is also in the 1.2.2.163 Crancs and lloists
secondary containment it also can be exhausted to
the SGTS. The crane and hoist are summarized in

Subsection 9.l A.2.2.1.
All safety-related components of the SGTS are

operable during loss of offsite power. 1.2.2.16A Ele ator

1.2.2.15.5 PCV Pressure and Leak Testing Facility The controlled elevators service the reactor
building radiation controlled zones from the

The PCV pressure and leak testing facility is basemat to the refueling floor. Two additional
summarired in Subsection 9.1.5.2.8 Special Servicing clean elevators service all elevations of the clean

,

lloom/Arcas. zone.

1.2.2.15.6 Atmospherie Control System 1.2.2.16.5 llenting, Ventilating und Air
Conditioning

'Ihe atmospheric control system is summarized
in Subsection 6.2.5.2.1. The plant environmental control systems control

temperature, pressure, humidity, and airborne
1.2.2.15.7 Drywell Cooling System contamination to ensure the integrity of plant

The drywell cooling system is summariecd in

Amendment 24 1.2 16.5

,
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for plant personnel, limit offsite releases of airborne 1.2.2.16.6 l' ire Protection System
contaminants.

The Gre protection system is designed to proside i
'The following environmental systems are an adequate supply of water or chemicals to points

prmided: throughout the plant where fire protection is
required. Dis ersified fire alarm and fire-

(1) the control room air conditioning system suppression types are selected to suit the particular
consisting of supply, recirculation / exhaust and areas or hazards being pro cted, Chemical fire
makeup air cleanup units to ensure the fignting systems are also proCded as additions to
habitability of the control room under normal or in lieu of the water fire fighting systems.
and abnormal conditions of plant operation; Appropriate instrumentation and controls are

provided for the proper opera' ion of the fire
(2) the reactor building secondary containment detection, annunciation and F ting systems.,

IIVAC system maintains a negative pressure in
the secondary containment under normal and 1.2.2.16.7 Floor leakage Detection System
abnormal operating conditions thereby isolating I

the environs from potential leak sources. This The drainage system is a!so used to detect
system removes heat generated during normal abnormal leakage in safety related equipment
plant operation, shutdown, and refueling periods; rooms and the fuel transfer area.

1(3) the drywell cooling system to remove heat from 1.2.2.16.8 Vacuum Sweep System 1

the drywell generated during normal plant i

operations including startup, reactor scrams, hot A portable, submersible-type, underwater
standby, shutdown, and refueling periody vacuum cleaner is provided to assist in removing

crud and miscellaneous particulate matter from the
(4) the power block pressure control supply and pool Doors or reactor vessel. The pump and the

exhaust system to distribute air so that a negative filter unit are completely submersible for extended g
pressure is maintained in the emergency core periods. The filter " package" is capable of being W
cooling equipment rooms, thereby isolating the remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
potential airborne contamination in these rooms; standard shipping container 'or offsite burial.

(5) the electrical equipment supply and exhaust 1.2.2.16.9 Decontamination System
system to pressurize the electrical rooms allowing
exfiltration of air to the battery rooms for exhaust The decontamination system provides areas,
to the outside atmosphere; equipment and services to support low radiation

level decontamination activities. The services may
(6) the power block exhaust system to maintain the include electrical power, senice air, demineralized

refueling Door at a negative pressure with respcct water, condensate water, radioactive and nonrad-
to the autside atmosphere to prevent the ioactive drains, ilVAC and portable shielding,
potential release of airborne contamination;

1.2.2.16.10 Reactor llullding
(7) the diesel generator area air exhaust system to

provide cooling during operation of the diesel The reactor building includes the containment,
generators. A tempered air supply system drywell, and major portions of the nuclear steam
controls the thermal en ironment when the diesel supply system, steam tunnel, refueling area, diesel
generators are not operating; and generators, essential power, non essential power,

emergency core cooling systems, HVAC and
(8) coolers in the steam tunnel and ECCS rooms to supporting systems;

remove heat generated during operation of the
equipment in these rooms. 1.2.2.16.11 Turbine lluilding

The turbine building houses all equipment
associated with the main turbine generator. Other g
auxiliary equipment is also located in this building. W

Amendment 20 1.2-16.6
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Table 1.8 22

O EXPERIENCE INFOltMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continued)

'ITPE: GENE:RIC LE'ITERS

Issue

Bh hatr_ I!1!r CimJ1!!rnt

90 09 12/11/90 Aliernative Requirements for Snubber VisualInsp ction
Intervals and Corrective Actions

91-03 03/0o/91 Reporting of Safeguards Events COL applica it

914M 04/02/91 Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance
Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle

91 05 04/04/91 1.icensee Commercial Grade Procurement and
Dedication Programs

91-06 04/29/91 Resolution of Generic issue A 30," Adequacy of Subsection
Safety Related DC Power Supplics? Pursuant to 108.2.24

10CFR50.54(f)

91-10 07/08/91 Explosive Scarches at Protected Arca Portals COL applicant

91-11 07/19/91 Resolution of Generic issues 48, *LCOs for Class Subsection

IE Tic Breakers" Pursuant to 10CFR50.54(f) 111.2.24

91 14 09/23/91 Emergency Telecommunications

91-16 10/03/91 1.icensed Operators' and Other Nuclear Facility COL applicant

! Personnel Fitness for Duty

91 17 10/17/91 Generic Safety Issue 29," Bolling Degradation
or Failure in Nuclear Power Hants"

!

| 92-04 8/19/92 Resolution of the issues Related to Reactor COL applicant *

| Vessel Level Instrumentation in llWRs
( Pursuant to 10CFR$0.54(f)
I

COL applicant willimplement the Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation IlWROG resolution,*

j

O
13 7u.1Amendment 24

,
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Table 1.8 22

EXPERIENCE INFOltMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWit (Continued) i

i

TYPE: IE ItUI.I.l: TINS |
Issue

his Di!1t. Illic Gmm!ral

88-07, 12/30/88 Power Oscillations in iloiting Water Reactors (llWRs)
Supp1

% 01 03/09/90 Imss of Fill-Oilin Transtnitters Manufactured by
Rosemount

% 02 03/20/90 loss of Thermal Margin Caused by Channel Bos llow

91-01 10/18/91 Reporting Loss of Criticality Safety Controls

O

O
Amendment 20 !L73
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Table 1.8 22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continued)

TYPE: IE INFORMATION NOTICES
Issue

h JJait Ilt!r Comment

79-22 9/14/79 Qualifications of Control Systems COL apilicant |

80-12 3/31/80 Instrumentation Failure Causes PORV Opening

80-21 5/16/80 Anchorage & Support of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment

80-22 5/28/80 Breakdowns in Contamination Control Programs COL applicant

80-40 11/7/80 Excessive N Supply Pressure

80-42 11/24/80 Effect of Radiation on Hydraulic Snubber Fluid

81-05 3/13/81 Degraded DC Systems at Palisades COL applicant

81-07 3/16/81 Potential Problem with Water Soluble Purge Dam COL applicant
Materials used during Inert Gas Welding

81 10 3/25/81 Inadvertent Containment Spray COL applicant

81-20 7/13/81 Test Failures of Electrical Penetrations

81-21 7/21/81 Potentia! Loss of Direct Access to Ultimate COL applicant
Heat Sink

81-31 10/8/81 Failure of Safety injection Valves COL applicant

81-38 12/17/81 Potential Significant Equipment Failures COL applicant
Resulting from Contamination of Air-Operated
Systems

82-03 3/22/82 Environmental Tests of Electrical Terminal Block

82-10 3/3/82 Following Up Symptomatic Repairs COL applicant

I 82-12 4/21/82 Surveillance of Hydraulic Snubbers

82-22 7/9/82 Failures in Turbine Exhaust Lines

82 23 7/16/82 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage
,

| 82-25 7/20/82 Failures of Ililler Actuators Upon Gradual
Loss of Air Pressure

|

82-32 8/19/82 Contamination of Reactor Coolant System by Organics COL applicant

O
Amendment 24 13-74
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Table 1.8 22

EXi'ElliENCE INFOllMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWR (Continued)

'ITPI:: 11: INI'ORM ATION NOTICI'S
issue

bh lbilt Illit Cumtural

894kt 1/17/89 Potential Problems from the Use of Space lleaters COL applicant

89-07 1/25/89 Failures of Small Diameter Tubing in Control Air,
Feel Oil, and Lube Oil Systems Which Render Emer-
gency Diesel Generators Inoperable

894M 1/26/89 Pump Damage Caused by I.ow flow Operation

89-10 1/27/89 Undetreted Installation lirrors in Main Steam
Line Pipe Tunnel Differential Temperature-
Sensing Elements at !! oiling Water Reactors

89-11 2/2/89 Failure of DC Motor-Operated Velves to Deselop
Rated Torque llecause of improper Cabling Siring

89114 2/16/89 Inadequate Dedication Process for Commercial Grade
Components Which Could Lead to Common Mode Failure
of a Safety System

O 89 16 2/16/89 ExcessivcVoltage Drop in DC Systems
PAST RELAUiD ( ORilliSPONDENCli:
Generic Letter 88-15

89 17 2/22/89 Contamination and Degradation of
Safety-Related llattery Cells

89 20 2/24/89 Weld Failures in a Pump of flyron Jackson Design

89-21 2/27/89 Changes in Performance Characteristics of Molded-
Case Circuit lireakers

89-26 3/7/89 instrument Air Supply to Safety Realted Equipment
lWSI RELATED CORRESPONDENCli,

! Generic Letter 8814

89-30 3/15/89 liigh Temperature Environments at Nuclear Power Plants

89-36 4/4/89 E.scessive Temperatures in Emergency Core Cooling
Systern Piping Located Outside Containment

89 37 4/4/89 Proposed Amendments to 40CFR Part 61, Air Emission
Standards for Radionuclides

89 39 4/5/89 List of Parties Excluded from Federal Procurment COL applicant
of Non-procurement Programs

IWAmendrncnt U

l-

I

|

|

|
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Table 1.8-22

EXPElllENCE INFOllMATION APPLICAllLE TO AllWil(Continued)

'IYPE: IE INFORh1ATION NOTICES
Issue

h I) ate Title Comment

89-52 6/8/89 Potential Fire Damper Operational Problems

89-61 8/30/89 Failure of Borg Warner Gate Valves to Close
Against Differential Pressure

89-63 9/5/89 Possible Submergence of Electrical Circuits Located COL applicant | ~

Above the Flood Level Because of Water Intrusion
and Lack of Drainage

89-64 9/7/89 Electrical Bus Bar Failures COL applicant

89-66 9/11/89 Qualification Life of Solenoid Valves

89-68 9/25/89 Evaluation of Instrument Setpoints During COL applicant
blodifications

89-69 9/29/89 Loss of Thermal h1argin Caused by Channel Box Bow COL applicant

89-70 10/11/89 Possible Indications of hiisrepresented Vendor Products COL applicant

89 71 10/19/89 Diversior, of the Residual Heat Removal Pump Seal
Cooling Water Flow During Recirculation Operation
Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident

89-72 10/24/89 Failure of Licensed Senior Operators to Classify COL applicant
Emergency Events Properly -

89-73 11/1/89 Potentail Overpressurization of Low Pressure Systems COL applicant

89-76 11/21/89 Biofouling Agent: Zebra h1ussel COL applicant

89-77 11/21/89 Debris in Containment Emergency Sumps and Incorrect
Screen Configurations

89-79 12/1/89 Degraded Coatings and Corrosion of Steel Containment
Vessels

89-80 12/1/89 Potential for Water llammt r, Thermal Stratification,
and Steam Bindingin H! h#ressure Coolant
injection Piping

89-81 12/6/89 Inadequate Control of Temporary h1odifications COL applicant
to Safety-Related Systems

O
Amendment 24 1E-86
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SECTION 3.2

- CONTENTS

Settln11 Iille Elige -

3.2.1 Er.htn}LChint.llfullan 3.2- 1

3.2.2 Quality Groups)nalfications 3.2 1
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CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetg
ihm|,- Classi d

Assurance SeismicLoc
g

Principal Componnt.t, Class
|

[ication Reuuirement Catecon Notes |

KI Radwaste System

1. Drain piping including supports N ALL D E (p) ;--

1and valves - radioactive (except
RZ,X)

2. Drain piping including supports N ALL D E - - - (p)
and valves - nonradioactive

3. Piping and valves - 2 CSC B B I

containment isolation

4. Piping including supports N C,SC 11 B 1

and valves forming part of
containment boundary

5. Pressure vessels including N W --- E (p)---

supports

6. Atmospheric tanks including N C,SC,II, --- E --- (p)
supports T,W

'7. 0-15 PSIG Tanks and supports N W --- E - - - (p)

8. Heat exchangers and supports N C,SC,W --- E --- (p)

9. Piping including supports N C,SC,H, --- E --- (p)
and valves T,W

10. Other mechanical and N ALL --- E - - - (p)
electrical modules

|.11. ECCS equipment room N SC C B 1

sump backflow protect-
ion check valves

N1 Turbine Main Steam System

1. Deleted

O
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Cl.ASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quallt3

Safelg loca- Classi d Assurance Seismic
l'dadsdComponenJ" Gim &n W , e fc

N1 Turbine Stain Steam S,ntem (Continued)

2. Ilranch line of htSL inclading N SC,T 11 11 --- (r)
supports between the second
isolation valve and the turbine
stop valve from branch point at

--

htSI, to and including the first
valse in the branch line

N2 Condensate, Feedwater and Condensate
Air Extraction System

1. hiain feedwater line (hiFL) N SC 11 Il 1

including supports from second
isolation valve b< anch lines
and components beyond up to
outboard shutoff valves

2. Feedwater system components N T D E ---

beyond outboard shutoff valve

N3 llenter, Drain and Vent System N T --- E ---

N1 Condensate Purification System N T -- E ---

_

N5 Condensate Filter Facility N T --- E ---

Nb Condensate Deminerallier N T - E ---

N7 hiain Turbine N T --- E - - -

N8 Turbine Control System

1. Turbine stop valve, turbine N T D E - - - (1)(n)(o)
bypass valves, and the main (r)
steam leads from the turbine
stop valve up to the turbine
casing

O
Amendment 11 32'2I3
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CIASSIFICATION SUhthlARY (Continued)
1

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 locg- Classi d A' ' " " " #' ' "" '' fePrincloal Com ponent, Class linn fication &quiremen_1 Catecory Notes
T6 Atmospheric Control System

1. Nitrogen Storage Tanks N O -- E - - -

2. Vaporizers and controls N O --- E - - -

3. Piping including supports 2 C,SC B B I

and valves forming part
of containment boundary

4. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC --- B 1

safety-related function

5. Cables with safety-related 3 C,SC,X --- B 1

function

6. Other piping and valves N SC,R7,0 --- E ---

O T7 Dr3well Cooling System

1. Motors N C -- E ---

2. Fans N C --- E ---

3 Coils, cooling N C --- E ---

4. Other mechanical and N C,X - - - E ---

electrical modules

T3 Flammibility Control System 2 SC B B I

'P) Suppression Pool Temperature
Monitoring System

1. Electrimi tr'dules with 3 C,X,SC --- B 1

ufety-related function RZ

| 2. Cable with safety-related 3 C,X,SC --- B I

function RZ

Amendment 23 3.2-27
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CLASSIFICATION SUMMAl(Y (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetg Lect;- Claul d ^ ""'""#' '# "#
e f

l'_rirltJpal Component 13itu ti.m1 flentig!! Etnuirerntn1 Catecon St_n
Ut foundation Work 3 C,SC,RZ --- B 1

U2 Turbine Pedestal N T --- E ---

U3 Cranes and lloists

1. Reactor Building cranc N SC --- E --- (x)
2. Refueling platform N SC --- E --- (x)
3. Upper DrywellScnicing N C - - - E I

4. tower Drywell Seniciig N C --- E I

5. Main Steam Tunnel Senicing N M --- E ---

6. Special Senice Rooms N SC.RZ, --- E ---

T,W,X

U4 1:luator 3/N SC,RZ - - - B/E 1/E

US Ileating, Ventilating and
Air Conditioning *

1. Safety-related equipment"

a. Fan coil cooling units 3 SC,X --- B 1

b. Ileating units electrical 3 SC,RZ,X --- B 1

or water

c. Blowers - Air supply or 3 SC,RZ,X -- B 1

d. Ductwork 3 SC,RZ,X --- B 1

Filters - Equipment areas 3 SC,RZ,X -- B I
; c.
!

f. IIEPA Filters, Charcoal 3 SC,X - - - B 1

Absorbers - Control Rooms

| and Secondary Containment

Includes Reactor Building, Control Building, and Service Building thennat and radiological* ,

| ennronmental ccutrolfunctions within the ABIi*R Standard Plant.

Controls erwironment in Alain and Local control rooms, dicsci-generator rooms, battery rooms, ECCS ,"

RCIC , pump rooms within the ABit'R Standard Plant.

O
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O CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Principal Component" Cl.itu ling' fication Enntirement' Seismic [Safet4
laca- Classi. Assurance

Cntecor Notes

IJS Ileating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning Systems' (Continued)

g. Valves and Dampers- 2 SC,RZ -- 11 1

secondary containment
isolation

h. Other safety-related 3 il,Z --- B I

valves and dampers

i. Electrical modules with 3 SC,RZ - - - Il I

safety-related function li,X

j. Cable with safety related 3 SC.RZ -- 11 I

function ll,X

2. Non-safety related equipment **

a. IIVAC mechanical or N SC,RZ,Il --- E ---

electrical c.imponents X,W,T
,

with non-safety related|
functions

b. Non-safety related fire N SC,RZ,II, -- E --- (t)(u)
protection valves and X,W,T
dampers

U6 Fire Protection System

j 1. Piping ir.cluding supports and 2 C 11 B I

valves forming part of the
primary containment boundary

,

i

2 Other piping including supports N SC.C,X D E --- (t) (u)'

and valves RZ,lI,T,
W,0

(t) (u)( 3. Pumps N F D E ---

4. Pump motors N F --- E --- (t) (u)

Inchtdes thermal and radiological environmental controlfunctions within the ABil'R Standard*

Plant scope.
;.

" Controls environment in rooms or areas ccataining non-safety related equipment within the

ABIIR Standard Plant.

Amendment 24 3.2-29
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CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet( l.ocij.- Classi d Assurance Seismic
g

hinthgl Com nonent, Chin t!1ta DnttLon Reuuirement fattuory Nates
U6 Fire Protection System (Continued)

5. Electrical hiales N C.SC,X --- E -- (t) (u)
RZ,ll,

T,W

6. CO actuation modules N RZ -- E --- (t) (u)y

7. Cables N SC C,X --- E - - - (t) (u)

8. Sprinklers or deluge watr r N l i,W,SC, D E -- (t)(u)
X,RZ,T

9. 1-oam, preaction or deluge N RZ,T --- E -- (t) (u)

U7 l'loor leakage Detection System N SC,RZ - - - E ---

U8 Vacuum Sweep System N C,SC --- E -~

U9 Decontamination System N C SC,RZ --- E ---

T,W,S,X

U10 Reactor llullding 3 SC,RZ --- B i

Ull T u bine Ituilding N T --- E - (v) |

U12 ControlIlullding 3 X --- 11 1

U13 Radwaste llullding N W --- E ---

1. Radwaste Building Substructure 3 W ~ B 1

U14 Senice lluilding N 11 --- E - - -

Yi Stack 3 RZ -- E 1

Y2 Oil Storage and Transfer System 2/N O --- B/E 1/---

Y3 Site Security N ALL - E ---

O
Amendment 24 3.2-30
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NOTJ2i (Continued)

O s. The recirculation motor cooling system (Rh!CS) is classified Quality Group !! and Safety Class 2 which
is consistent with the requirements of 10CFR50.55a. The Rh1CS, which is part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPII) meets 10CFR50.55a (c)(2). Postulated failure of the RhtCS piping cannot .

cause a loss of reactor coolant in excess of normal makeup (CRD return or RCIC flow), and the RNICS is )
not an enginected safety feature. Thus, in the event of a postulated failure of the Rh1CS piping i

during normal operation, the reactor can be shutdown and cooled down in an orderly manner, and
reactor coolant makeup can be provided by a normal make up system (e.g., CRD return or RCIC system), ,

Thus, per 10CFR50.55a(c)(2), the RhtCS need not be classified Quality Group A or Safety Class 1,
however, for plant availabEty, the system is deQ,acd, fabricated and constructed in accordance
with ASN1E Iloiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section ill, Class 1 criteria as specified in Subsection
3.9.3.1.4 and Figure 5.4-4.

t, A quality assurance program for the Fire Protection System meeting the guidance of Ilranch Technical
Position Ch1 Ell 9.51 (NUREG-ONK)), is applied.

u. Special seismic qualification and quality assurance requirements are applied,

See Reg Guide 1.143, paragraph C.5 for the offgas vauh scismic requirements.v.

w. The condensate storage tank will be designed, fabricated, and tested to r cet the intent of API
in addi ion, the specification for this tank will require: (1) 100% surf aceStandard API 650, t

examination of the side wall to bottom joint and (2) 1007 volumetric examination of the side wall
weld joints.

x. The cranes are designed to hold up their loads and to maintain their position:. over the units under
conditions of SSE.

y. All of f-engine components are constructed to the extent possible to the ASN1E Code, Section 111, Class
|

| 3.

i

Components associated with safety related functicn (e.g., isolation) are safety-related./

Structures which support or house safety-related mechanical or electrical components areaa.

I safetprelated.

bb. All quality assurance requirements shall be applied to ensure that the design, construction and
testing requirements are met.

A quality assurance program, which ricets or exceeds the guidance of Generic Letter 85 06, iscc.

applied to all non safety related ATWS equipment.

dd. The need for pipe whip restraints on the NISL/FW piping will be determined by a
" leak-befor e-break" evaluation.

|

|
!

O
.12411
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3A WATER LEVEL (FLOOD) DESIGN hydrostatic head from a moderate energy pipe
failure inside the turinet, or in a connecting

The types and methods used for protecting the building.
ABWR safety related structures, systems and
components from external flooding shall conform 3.4.1.1.1 Flood Protection from External
to the guidelines defined in RG 1.102. Sources

Criteria for the design basis for protection Seismic Category I structures that may be
against external flooding shall conform to the affected by design basis floods are designed to
requirements of RG 1.59. The design criteria for withstand the floods postulated in Table 2.01
protection against the effects of compartment using the hardened protection approach with
flooding shall conform to the requirements of structural provisions with incorporated in the
ANSI /ANS-56.11. The design basis flood levels plant design to protect safety-related
are specified in Table 3.4-1. structures, systems, and components from

postulated flooding. Seismic Category I
3.4.1 Flood Protection structures required for safe shutdown remain

accessible during all flood conditions.
This section discusses the flood protection

measures that are applicable to the standard ABWR Safety-related systems and components are
plant Seismic Category I structures, systems, and flood-protected either because of their location
components for both external flooding and above the der', . flood level or because they are
postulated flooding from plant component enclosed in reinforced concrete Seismic Category
failures. These protection measures also apply I structures which have the following
to other structures that house systems and requirements:
components important to safety which fall within
the scope of plant specific. (1) wall thicknesses below flood level of not

less than two feet;
3.4.1.1 Flood Protection Measures for Seismic
Category I Structures (2) water stops provided in a|1 construction

joints below floed level;
The safety-related systems and components of

the ABWR Standard Plant are located in the (3) watertight doors and equipment hatches
reactor, control, and radwaste buildings which installed below design flood level; and
are seismic category 1 structures. These
structures together with those identified in (4) waterproof coating of external surfaces.
Table 3.4-1 are protected against external flood
damage. Flood protection of safety-related (5) roofs are designed to prevent pooling of
systems and components is provided for all large amounts of water in accordance with RG
postulated design flood levels and conditions 1.102.

described in Table 2.0-1. Postulated flooding
from component failures in the building compart. Waterproofing of foundations and walls of
ments does not adversely affect plant safety nor Seismic Category I structures below grade is
does it represent any hazard to the public. accomplished princirally by the use of water

stops at expansion and construction joints. In
Structures which house the safety-related additio : to water stops, waterproofing of the

equipment and offer flood protection are plant structures that house safety related
identified in Table 3.4-1. Descriptions of these systems and components is provided up to 8 cm (3
structures are provided in Subsection 3.8.4 and in) above the plant ground level to protect the
3.8.5. Exterior or access openings and external surfaces from exposure to water.
penetrations that are below the design flood
level are identified in Table 6.2-9 The flood protection measures that are

described abcve also guard against flooding from
Pipe penetrations below design basis flood on site storage tanks that may rupture. The

level will be scaled against resulting largest is the condensate storage tank that has

Amendment 24 34-1
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a capacity of 2,110 cubic meters, This tank is
constructed from stainless steel and is located g
between the turbine building and the radwaste
building where there are no direct entries to
these buildings. All plant entries start one
foot above grade, Any flash flooding that may
result from tank rupture will drain away from the
site and cause no damage to site equipment.

P

Additional specific provisions for flood
protection include administrative procedures to
assure that all watertight doors and hatch covers
are locked in the event of a fiood warning. If
local seepage occurs through the walls, it is
controlled by sumps and sump pumps.

In the event of a flood, flood levels take a
relatively long time to develop. This allows
ample lead time to perform necessary emergency
actions for all accesses which need to be
protected.

The safety-related components located below
the design flood level inside a Seismic Category
I structure are shown in the Section 1.2 plant
layout drawings. All safety related components
located below the design flood level are
protected using the hardened protection approach g
described above. W

* ,

9
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3A.l.l.2 Compartment I'looding from Postulated After receiving a flood detection alarm, the
- Component Failures operator has a ten minute grace pctiod to act in

cases when flooding can be identified and
All piping, vessels, and heat exchangers with terminated by a remote action from the control

room. In cases involving visual inspection toflooding potential in the reactor building are
scismically qualified with one excention, and identify the specific flooding source in the
complete failure of a non seismic tans or piping affected area (except ECCS areas) followed by a
system is not applicable. The one exception is remote or local operator action, a minimum of 30
the radwaste building which contains no safe minutes is proviJed for the operator.
shutdown equipment.

In accordance with Reference 2, leakage cracks
are postulated in any point of moderate energy
piping larger than nominal one-inch diameter.
The leakage flow crea is assumed to be a circular
orifice with flow area equal to one half of the
pipe outside diameter multiplied by one half of
the pipe nominal wall thickness. Resulting In all instances of compartment flooding, a
leakuge flow rates are approximated using single failure of an active component is
Equation 3-2 from Reference 1 with a flow considered for systems required to mitigate
coefficient of 0.59 and a normal operating consequences of a particular flooding
pressure in the pipe, condition. The emergency core cooling system

(ECCS) rooms are also evaluated on the basis of
a loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) and a single
active failure or a LOCA combined with a single
passive failure 10 minutes or more after the
LOCA.

: O The MSL tunact There are no interface requirements made upon
area is instrumented with radiadon and air the remainder of the plant from possible
temperat ure monitors that are used to flooding in the AllWR Standard Plant buildings.
automatically isolate the hlSL isolation valves Other lines, such as storm drains and normal
upon detection of high abnormal limits. waste lines, interface with plant yard piping.

Ilowever, provisions are made in these lines
llowever, in the event of worst case flooding that, should the yard piping become plugged,

involving a feedwater line break, the maximum crushed, or otherwise inoperable, they will vent
,

|
flow rate from this high energy line break will onto the ground relieving any flooded condition.

| not exceed 3.6 cubic meters per minute (950 gpm)
over a 2 hour period. Refer to Table 15.616 for Considering the abuse criteria and assump.

c

feedwater line leakage parameters. Water tions, analyses of piping failures and their'

discharged from a postulated feedwater line break consequences are performed to demonstrate the
will be contained in the Scismic Category I adequacy of the AllWR design. These analyses
structure of the MSL tunnel area and will not are provided separately for the reactor and
flood any safety related equipment in the reactor control buildings.
building. The flooded area will be allowed to

| drain through normally closed floor drains in the Analysis of the worst flooding due to pipe
l tunnel area which are routed to the IICW sumps in and. tank failures and their consequences tre
l the reactor building for collection and peformed in this subsection for the reactor

discharge. building, control I uilding, radwaste building
and the service building. No credit is taken

No credit is taken for operation of the drain for safety-related equipment within these
sump pumps ahhough they are expected to operate structures if the equipment becomes partially
during some of the postulated flooding events. flooded. Ilowever, in accordance witi Section

Amendment 24 14-2
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3.11, all safety-related equipment is qualified
to high relative humidity, g

For those structures outside the scope of the
ABWR Standard Plant (e.g., the ultimate heat sink
pump house), the COL applicant will demonstrate
the structures outside the scope will meet the
requirements of GDC 2 and the guidance of RG
1.102. See Subsection 3.4.3.4 for Col license
information requirements.

3.4.1.1.2.1 Suluation of Reactor llellding
I'lood Ewnts

Analysis of potential flooding within the
reactor building is considered on a floor-by-- -

floor basis. The potential consequences of the
high energy breaks in the reactor building are
evaluated in Subsection 0.2.3.3.1.

3.4.1.1.2.1.1 Ovaluation of Floor 100 (1131')

Worst case flooding on this floor level would
result from leakage of the RilR 18' suction line
between the containment wall and the system iso-
lation valve (this applies also to the llPCF,
RCit, and SPCU suction lines, although in
smaller line sires). Leakage from this source g
may cause flooding of the affected RilR heat W
exchanger (llX) room at a rate of 1.04 cubic

.

*
meter / minute (275 gpm) and may continue until the
line is repeated or equalization of water level
occurs between this room with the suppression

| pool h. vel. Flooding in the room may cause loss
of functions for that particular divisional -

system loop. This will not impair the safe
shutdown capability of the reactor system.
Flooding of other areas is prevented by water
tight doors. Suction lines to other services
always remain submerged. Other flooding inci-
dents mat result from failures of other piping
systems penetrating the RilR llX rooms for each
division; these events, however, upon detection
by sump pump alarms, are controllable by
terminating flow with closure of valves and
shutdown of pressure sources.

O
Amendment 24 3.4-2.1
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IIPCF and RCIC systerns, while having the to system isolation this would result in a
susceptibility to flood their respective flooding rate of 2.8 cubic meters / minute (745
compartments from the suppression pool, do se at gpm). Twenty eight cubic meters in Divisions 11 i

lower rates than the RilR system. Failure, and C are spread over a minimum of 3M square j
however, is guarded against by watertight doors meters, and therefore can be restrained by ;

so that flooding in one compartment does not raised sills at divisional entrics; the area in
propagate to other arcas. Division A is limited and watertight scaled

doors will prevent fur ther flooding.
A failure in a nondivisional area, the failure

of the r suppression pool cleanup system suction in the fourth quadrant, SWCU and CUW F/D
line before the isolation valve will permit valve rooms, holding pumps and ilNil pump and ilX
flooding of the fourth quadrant uncontrollably by rooms, may experience flooding from various
system elements. The flooding rate, dnven by system line failures. The maximum flooding will
suppression pool head, would not exceed .27 cubic be from an 8' line at pump pressure resulting in
meter / minute (or 70 gpm) and, depending upon the discharge of .92 cubic meter / minute (240 ppm).
rate of manual repair, may permit 25-30 cubic
meters of water to escape into the fourth The leakage may propagate over the fourth
quadrant. Certain functions of the SPCU, CUW, quadrant but an area of 300 square meters is
and backwash systems may be lost, but because of available, sa that depth adequate to intrude
watertight doors on divisional areas no essential into divisional areas, over raised sills will
functions would be lost and plant integrity would not occur. Alarming and prompt operator
not be in question. isolation of these systems is then performed.

Firefighting in the divisional rooms on this Firefighting on this floor will be accom-
floor will be done by sprinklers in the plished manually with a flow of .57 cubic meter /
watertight rooms. Manual firefighting in the minute (150 gpm). Areas of activity are rather |
fourth quadrant and in the llCU room will bring in large so that this quantity of water (less than
.57 cubic meters / minute (150 gpm). Such for other events above) presents no problem.
activities would not create a water depth whichI

would cause concern. Firefighting in the RIP & FMCRD maintenance
rooms will also have little impact; 20 cm (8

3.4.1.1.2.1.2 Evaluation of Floor 200 (ll2F) inch) high sills and curbs prevent movement of
water from area of application and thus maintain

Flooding events on this floor may result from divisional integrity,
piping failures in the RilR pipeways, or from
piping systems of the iIPCF and RCIC. Maximum 3A.I.I.?.l.3 Fanluation of Floor 300 (lilF)
flooding w mid occur from a 10' Ri!R pressure line
at a flow rate of 1.34 cubic melcr/ minute (354 Primary flooding events on this floor are
gpm). Division 11 and C areas have ample area to associated with pipeways and pipechases utilized
spread this water (13.4 cubic meters by the end by lu lR,IIPCF, and RCIC systems. M axim um icakage
of the ten minute response period) but Division A is that postulated for a 10" RilR pressure line
hn limited flood spread area and will have failure in roomc that are connected to rooms
watertight doors to prevent a depth of 0.3 0.4 below, raised sills in these rooms prevent
meters (fificen inches) from flooding Division C intrusion of water from a failed division into
area. Division C has an area adequate to another division while clean access. control
minimize water depth on floors but will have access walb prevent propagation into emergency
watertight hatches between Division C areas on electric rooms. Water may spread after a few
Floor 200 and Division A area, on Floor 100. minutes over the sill and into the corriders.

,

| Leakage alarms are provided in these areas for but the area is sufficiently large to Lecp the
detection and operator response, level to 4-5 cm (12 inches) during the response

period ending in sptem isolation. Equipment
in associated divisional compartments failures hatches in the controlled access area are scaled

of 16" RCW pressure lines may also occur. Prior watertight to prevent propagation of a failure

144
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into a different division below. Minor water llooding may penetrate the fourth quadrant at a
flooding down stairwells may also occur. minimum depth, and leakage rnay also occur h ,j

through hatches to nondisisional areas below. '

Ilooding in the emergency electric rooms A, il |
and C and the remote shutdown rooms may occur I!rnergency diesel generator A,11 and C rooms I

!from leakage or f ailures in the heating and contain cooling water piping to components of
ventilating chilled water supply or Emergency this sptem. I'looding may occur from failures
IIVAC cooling water system. These failures are of 6" RCW piping serving these cooling needs at
limited in potential water release by line a maxirnum rate of .9 cubic meter / minute (240
inventory and surge tant capacity and will not gpm), which will fill the floor area and escape
exceed 8 cubic meters (2000 gallons), causing a into the corridor, with potential cascading down
total water depth of 4 5 cm (1-2 inches), the stairwell. The water will spread over the

side areas on the lower floor while action to
Equipment mounted on pedestals of 20 cm (8") isolate the failed system takes place. Intru-

and door sills at area entrances will prevent sion of water into other divisional areas is
propagation and provida containment for this prevented by raised sills on the entry passages,
water quantity until response to the failures is
made. Leakage of lubricating oil is also possibic

in the diesel genei, f or rooms, but level indica-
Firefighting activity in all ar :as of this tion provides a continuing control on this

lesel are carried out by manual means at a source. Esen major leakage will be contained in
maximum rate of .57 cubic rneter/ minute (150 ppm) the subject rooms due to the r,rnall inventory of
and no greater effects than those already fluid available.
considered will occur. Raised door sills prevent
intrusion of firefighting water into unaffected Iirefighting in the diesel generator asca
division rated rooms. will be provided by a foam sprinkler system.

Other firefighting will be by hoses but will be
Failures in the CUW and SPCU systems fiber / of smaller volumes than those considered, and h

demineralizers and associated piping may occur as will be of limited duration.
on Floor 200 but will spread mer a comparable
area or drain down to Floor 200 or 100 so that 3.4.1.1.2.1.5 thaluation of f loor $00 (21)
adequate time is available for detection and
subsequent system isolation. This nooi contains the following equipment

areas:
3.4.1.1.2.1.4 Etatuation of I loor 400 (lF)

(a) The emergency diesel peceratoi A,II, and
.'looding from the RiiR, itPCF, and RCIC systems C equipment areas including fans,

may occur in valve rooms A, il and C. Maximum control panels, air storage tanks and
flooding is a failure of the 10* RilR pressure associated piping,
line with leakage flow of 1.34 cubic meter /
minutes (354 ppm). With a room area of about 34 (b) The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system r

square meters flow over 20 cm (S") sills occur in consisting of two circulating pumps, two $
3 4 minutes but .nuch larger area is available heat cxchangers, two fiit e r 0

in corridors aM rooms outside these disision demineralizers, instrumentation and
rooms, so that b) the end of the ten minute associated valves and piping,
response period, a water level of 2-3 cm (one
inch) maximum is seen generally outside the (c) The SGTS monitor room.
affected room. Raised sills on entry doors to
other disisions prevent flooding propagation into (d) The ttack monitor room.
other divisions; separation walls between
controlled access and clean access areas presents (e) The MSL tunnel area.
flood propagation to diesel generator areas.

: O
I
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Flooding on this level may also occur from'

room cooling systems or from firefighting
efforts. Cooling system failurcs in air supply,
exhaust or filter rooms may allow flooding at
the sate of .3 cubic meter / minute (80 ppm) which
will flow out into adjacent corridor areas if
undetected for 10 minutes, the approximate 3
cubic meter (800 gallons) released may create a

3.4.1.1.2.1.6 1:suluation of iloor 600 0F) depth of a few millimeters over the available
floor area; a very limited amount of water will

Flooding cvents at this floor level may cascade down the stairweih.. Divisional areas
involve f uel oil as well as water. Those encompassing the three emergency electric supply
divisional rooms associated with the emergency fans and the flip A cxhaust willinclude raised
dicscl generator fuel tank and cooling system, sills to preclude water intrusion although water
have the potential of leakage from the fuct depth will be slight. Equipment pedestals will
Storage tanks. These rooms must accommodate also minimlic flooding impact on all equipment.
leakage of 11.4 cubic meter (3000 gallons) for
cach division. Twenty em (8 inches) sills on Firefighting activitics in this area would
entry to these areas successfully contain all the cause water inflow of .57 cubic meter / minute
volume in the tanks, l.cakage from these tanks (150 gpm) under controlled conditions and
will also be monitored through safety grade level expected water intrusion is no more than that
indication and alarm equipment so that protracted above,
leakage as well as gross leakage can be
identified. The rooms are protected by CO2 3.4.1.1.2.1.H 1; valuation of f loor 800 (41')

firefighting system. Water flooding may occur
from the cooling system at about .15 cubic Flooding on this floor can be caused by
meter / minutes (41 gpm). If undetected for rupture of the itCW surge tanks A,11 & C piping,O several hours water may begin cascading down the llowever, cach tank and its associated piping is
nearest stairwell but is prevented from entering located in a separate compartment which can be
other division areas by raised sills. scaled off in the event of accidental flooding.

The use of raised sills on entry ways will
in the SGTS areas, the room cooling equipment contain the scepage to the flooded area. Also,

may cause flooding at a rate .15 cubic meter (41 the use of pedestals for equipment installation
gpm). Itaised sills present intrusion of water of the IllP supply and exhaused fans and for the
into rooms of another division. Flooding may DG C exhaust fans will guard against flooding
also occur frorn manual firefighting in equipment this equipment.
maintenance areas or from leakage from the
standby liquid control tanks. Maximum tank leak Flooding in the main reactor hall may occur
rate will bc .1 cubic meter / minute (25 gpm) so from reactor service operations, but will be
that a response to tank level alarms within 10 drained into service pools. Firefighting water
minutes will limit loss to one cubic meter (or expended into this area would occur at a maximum
250 gallons). Large floor areas permit spread of rate of ,57 cubic meter second (150 gpm) but
water at limited depth, will spread over the large service area

available. Minor amounts of water may find the
3.4.1.1.2.1.7 1: valuation o' loor 700 (M4F) way to stairwells, but would not impede

operations.
Fhxxiing in the FMCitD panel rooms may occur

from firefighting activities at an input rate of 3.4.1.1.2.1.9 Flonding Summary r. valuation
.57 cubic meters / minute (150 ppm). Since these
activities are manually controlled, any excessive Floor by-floor analysis of potentiai pipe
depth of water will be noted and action taken to failure generated flooding events in the reactor
mitigate water intrusion to other areas, building shows the following:

Amendment 16 344
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(1) Whtte estensisc flooding ma) occ ur in a satt of blowdown will cauw most of the steam to
disision rated compartment, propagation to sent out of the tunnel into the lutbine
other disisions is presented by watertight building. Water or sicam cannot enter the
doors or scaled hatches. Hooding in one control building. All water will flow into the
disision is limited to that division and reactor or turbine building portions of the
Ibiod w ate r cannot propagate to other sic am t unnel. See Section 3.6.1.3.2.3 f o r a
disisions description of the subtompartrnent preuuri/ation

analysh, performed for the sicam tunncl.
(2) 1.(akage of water f rom large circulating

w aler lines, sut h as reactor building Moderate energ) water senices in thc tontrol
woling water lines may flood rooms and building comprisc 28. inch setsite water linc%
corridors, but through sump alarms and 18 inch cooling water lines, toinch cooling
leakage dete(lion systems the control room water lines to the chiller condenser, (rinch

is alerted and can control flooding by fire protection lines, and 6 inch chilled water
system isolation. 1)ivisional areas are braler linct Smaller lines supply drinking
protr(ted by watertight doors, or where only water, sanitary water and makeup for the (hilled
limited water depth can occur, by raised water system. Arras with water pipe routed
sills with pcdestal mounted cquipment within through are supplied with floor drains and turbs
the potected rooms, to route leakage to the basement floor so that

wntrol or compulcr equipincut is not subjc(trd
(3) 1.imitCd |looding that snay o(cur Irom inanual to wattr. In those areas whcre WatCr in|usion

firefighting or from lines and tanks hasing cannot be tolcrated, the access sills are

limited inventor y is rest r ained f r om r aised.
entering division areas by r aised sills anti
elevation dif f erentes. Masimum th>oding may octur f rom leakage in a

28 imb service water hur at a maximum rate of
1 herefor e, within t he r eactor building, 12.0 cubic meters / minute (3150 rpm). Early

inter nal llooding events as postulatcd will not detection by alarm to control room personnel
present the safe shutdown of the reactor. will limil the extent of flooding which will

also be mitigated by drainage to exterior of the
M.I.I.2.2 l'sutuation of Control Ilullding building. The expected release of a sersite.

l ionding lN ont s water leak is limited to line volume plus

operator response time times leakage talt. 'I h e
The control building is a sesen stor y auumed operator response time is 30 minutes to

building, it houses in separate areas, the time isolation valves and turn oil the pump in
control room proper, control and instrutneni the alftcled service water disision. Water will
cabinets with power supplies, (losed cooling be contained inside a division of closed cooling
water pumps and heat exchangers, mechanical watcr equipment rooms in the bottom lescl of the
equipment (llVAC and chillers) necessary for mntrol building. l'our Channels (3 out of 4
building occupation and cmironmental control for logic) sensors are provided at two different
computer and control equipment, and the steam levels in cach division of control building
tunnel. becment to warn operators from service water

pipe failures inside the mntrol building. The
The only high energy lines in the control first level alarm is 105mm above the basemat to

building are the mainstcam lines and feedwater prmide and to warn operators of flooding in a
lines w hich pass through the steam tunnel division. 'Ihc second level alarm at 800mm is
connecting the rentor buihling to the turbine used as a backup for operator action. Its

,

! building. T here are no openings into the control height was selected to allow the operators 30
building from the steam tunnel. The tunnel is minutes to take action. I ailure of the
stated at the reactor building end and open at operators to take action, the second Irvel alarm
the turbine building end. It consists of would signal the f ailed service water disision

| 1 reinforced concrete with 1.6 meter thick walls. to stop the pumps and close isolation valves,
j Any brcal in a maimtcam or a feedwater line will Only the service water system has enough
I j flood the steam tunnel with steam and water. The inventory to reach the second level alarrn. A
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maximum of 2.15 meters of water in a disisional mm, which is 3 meters above the radwaste

h' room is expected. Water tight doors will confine building basement slab. This tunnel connects to
the water to a division. the turbine and reactor buildings at the same

clevation.
Tbc failure of a cooling water line in the

mechanical rooms of the turbine building may The structural design of this building is
result in a leak of 0.6 cubic rneter/ minute (160 such that no internal flooding is expected or
gpm). Early detection by control room personnel will occur under the worst case conditions from
will limit the extent of flooding. Total release those tanks that arc isolated by the Seismic
from the chilled water system will be limited to Category I compartments.
line invento:y and surge tank volume, spillage of
more than 6 cubic meters (1$00 gallons) is Flooding from other sources within the
unlikely. Elevation dif ferences and separation building such as internal radwaste and
of the mechanical functions from the remainder of non radwaste piping, plant drains, small tanks,
the control building prevent propagation of the and pumps is not expected to cause the water
water to the control area. level to rise more than 1 meter above the flood

depth of 3 meters to reach the tunnel and spread
Flooding events that may result from the radioactive liquid waste to other buildings that

f ailure of the fire fighting systems within the house safety related systems
control building do not inhibit plant safety.
There are no sprinkler systeras in the control Therefore,it can be concluded from the above
building. Ilose and standpipes are located in the analysis that there is no uncontrolled leakage
corridors. Service equipment rooms may build up path of radioactive liquid from the radwaste
limited water levels from either service water, building under the conditions of worst case
cooling water, or chilled water leaks, b at internal flooding.
clevation differences and raised sills prevent
intrusion of water into control areas. Control 3.4.1.1.2.4 Evaluation of Senice llullding

O room responses to those various levels of I looding Esents
D flooding may extend from system isolation and

correction to reduction of plant load or The service building is a non seismic
shutdown, but control room capability is not concrete structure consisting of four floors,
compromised by any of the postulated flooding two above and two below grade. It serves as the
events. main security entrance to the plant and provides

the controlled access tunnels to the control
3.4.1.1.2.3 Evaluation of Radwaste llullding building, the turbine building, and the reactor -

Flooding Esent building. This building does not house any
safety related equipment.

The radwaste building is a reinforced
concrete structure designed as Scismic Category The connecting access tunnels to other
I, consisting of a substructure 13.8 meters below buildings are below plant grade as indicated in
grade and a super-structure 16 meters above Table 3.41. These passage ways are water tight
grade. This building does not contain to prevent scepage into the tunnels. Also, the
safety.related equipment and is not contiguous controlled access chambers employ curbs and
with other plant structures except through a pipe closed doors at both ends of the tunnel that
tunnel. In case of a flood, the building guard against water leakage into structures that
substructure serves as a large sump which can house safety-related equipment,
collect and hold any leakage within the
building. Also, the medium and large radwaste The only plant piping that run through this
tanks are housed in scaled compartments which are building are those needed for fire protection,
designed to contain any spillage or leakage from water services, llVAC heaters and chillers, and
tanks that may rupture. The piping that trans , for draining the sumps. This building has floor
fers the liquid waste from the other buildings drains and two sump pumps (llCW & ilSD) for
traverses through a scaled water-tight tunnel to collecting and transferring the liquid waste.

O the rea- s'c deiiai 8 ei e# eievetie er 3.soo " ac -e<si cese ce aitie s. rieeai a <e- it"er
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rupturcs is unlikels and can he contained frein and load combinations indicated in Sulo.c< tion
spreading to the Attuctures that house safety. 3.8.4. 3 a n d 3.H.$.3 u',in g w ell e st a blis he d g
related ryuipment. methods based on the general piinciples of

enginerring mechanics. All Scismic Category I
3A.I.I.2.5 thaluathm of 'l ut hine lluilding structures asc in stable (ondition due to either
f looding 13 tuts moment or uplif t touts which scsult Irom the

proper load tombinations including the design
Circulating water sptem and turbine building basis flood.

scisite water sptern are the only sptems large ;

enough to fill the condenser pit; therefore, only 3.4.3 col,1,1ceitse Infolination |

thest two systerns tan flood into adjacent
buildings. 3A3.1 llood I.triation

A f ailure in either of these sptems will 't he design imis llood ticsation for the AllWit
result in the total flooding of the turbine Standard Plant structures is one foot below
building up to grade. Water is prevented hom grade.

~

tiossing io other buildings by Iwo means. 'I h e
finst is a normally closed alarmed door in the 3.43.2 (iround Water 1:Iriation
omnetting passages between the tutbine building
and servite building. 'I hr second is that the 'l he design basis ground water elevation for
radwaste tunnel will be f.caled at both ends to the AllWit Standard Plant strutturrs is two Icel
present water f rom rither entering the tunnel or below grade.
leasing the tunnel. A large hydrostatic head is
prevented by a large non water. tight truck door 3.4.3.31'lood Protution itrquirrments for Other |
at grade to proside a release point for any Structures
WatCl.

'Ihr applicant referencing the AllWit design
liccause of the large site of the circulating will demonstrate, for the structures outside the g

water spirm, a leal will fill the condenser pit smpe of the AllWit Standard Plant, that they meet
quickly. Monitors wric added in the condenses the acquircments of (iDC 2 and the guidance of it(i
pit of Ihe turbine building io provide leal 1.102 (See Subsection 3 4.1.1.2)
detettion and an automatic means to shutdown the
circulating water sptem in the esent of Ilooding 3.44 lleferences
in the turbine building (sce Subsection

( 0.4.5.b ) . 1. Crane Co., Flow of Iluids Through I'ah rs, -

Fittings, and Pipc, Technical Papct No.
3A.I.2 Permanent Dewatering Splem 410, 1973.

't here is no perrnanent dewatering sptem 2. ANSI /ANS $6.11. Standard, Design Criteria
prosided for in the flood design. for Protection Against the Effects of

Compartment Floodmg in I.ight it'ater Rea< tor
3.4.2 Analstical and Test l'rocedures r/ ants.

Since the design flood clevation is one foot 3. Itegulatory (iuide 1.59, itcv. 2 Design liasis
below the linished plant grade, there is no floodt for Nur/rar ronrr r/ ants,
dynamic force due to flood. The lateral
hydrostatic pressure on the structures due to the
design flood water lesci, as well as ground water
and soil pressures, are calculated.

Structures, sptems, and components in the
AllWit Standard Nuclear Island designed and
analy/cd for the maximurn hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic forces in accordance with the loads g
Amendnunt 24 147
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Table 3.4.I |

O 1

STRUCTUltES,l'ENETRNrlONS, AND ACCESS Ol'ENINGS
DESIGNED FOlt FI,00D l'ItOTECflON

Reactor Sonice Control Radwaste Turbine
Sinidun lhtildlug ihlM!ag liulldinc llullding |lullding |

|

Design 8'lood Level (mm) 11,7(K) 11,70) 11,7(X) 11,70t) 11,7(K)

Reference Plant Grade (mm) 12,(XX) 12,(XK) 12,(XX) 12,(XX) 12/XX)

Ilase Stab (mm) -8,20) 2150 k -8,21Y) -1,500 5,3(X)

350)

Actual Plant Grade (mm) 12,(XX) 12/XX) 12fKX) 12JXX) 12,(XX)

lluilding Eleight (mm) 49,7(K) .16,70) 19,700 23,(XX) 49,350

Penetrations liclow Design Rrfer to None Refer to None None
Flood 1xvel Table 6.2 9 Table 6.2-9

for RCW lines

Access Openings llelow Tunnet from s/li Mam IWrance Tunnel from 5/11 Pipe Tunnel 'l unnel from s/ti

O Design i'lood level m 3Nomm nist. M graJe tevel 6 7.wo mm.lix from it/liaT/li & 7,wiomm
Area Acccu @ l,450mm

fn>m S/11 rd Note 3

12.050mm

' Notes:

1. Water tight doors (bulkhead type) are provided at all reactor and control building access ways -
that are below grade.

2. Water tight penetrations will be provided for all reactor and control building penetrations that
are below grade.

'
3. The lines that run through the radwaste building tunnel are not exposed to outside ground

flooding.

4. Penetrations below design flood level will be scaled against any hydrostatic head resulting from
a moderate energy pipe failure in the tunnel or connecting building.

|

|

O'
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3.5.1.1 Internally Generated hilulles (Outside system maintenance program including
I L'ontainment) probability calculations of turbine missile

generation based on the NRC approsed
These missiles are considered to be those methodology (such as Reference 10), or

missiles resulting internally from plant
equipmerit failures within the AllWR Standard Plant (2) Volumetrically inspect all low pressure
but outside mntainment. turbine rotors at the second refueling

outage and every other (alternate) refueling
3.5.1.1.1 Rotating Equipment outage thereaf ter until a maintenance

program is approved by the staff.
3.5.1.1.1. Miulle Characterization

(3) Meet the minimum requirement for the
Equipment within the general categories of probability of turbine missile generation

pumps, fans, blowers, diesel generators, compres- given in Table 3.51.
sors, and turbines and, in particular, components
in systems normally functioning during power re. 3.5.1.1.l A Other hllulle Analpis
actor opr ation, has been examined for any possi.
ble source of credible and significant missiles. No remaining credible missiles rnect the

significance criteria pf having a probability
3.5.1.1.1.2 RCIC Steam Turbine (P ) greater than 10 per year for rotating

4
or pressurited equipment, because either:

The RCIC sicam turbine driving the pump is not
a credible source of missiles. It is provided (1) The equipment design and manufacturing
with mechanical overspeed protection as well as criteria mentioned pregously result in
automatic governing; very extensive industrial (P ) being less than 10 per year; or

3and nuclear experience with this model of turbine
has neser resulted in a missile which penetrated (2) Sufficient physical separation (barriers

O the turbine casing. and/or distance) of safety related and
redundant equipment exists so that the

3.5.1.1.1.3 Alain Steam Turbine combinep probability (P 3 x P.,) is less
than 10 per year. *

Acceptance criteria 1 of SRP Section 3.5.1.3
considers a plant with a favorable turbine gen- These conclusions are arrived at by noting
crator placement and orientation and adhering to that pumps, fans, and the like are AC powered.
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.115 ad- Their speed is governed by the frequency of the
equately protected against turbine missile haz- AC power supply. Since the AC power supply
ards. Further, this criterion specifies that frequency variation is limited to a narrow

: exclusions of safety related structures, systems range, it is not likely they will attain an
or components from low trajectory turbine missile overspeed condition. At rated speed, if a piece
strike zones constitutes adequate protection such as a fan blade breaks off, it will not
against low trajectory turbine missiles. The penetrate the casing. The issue of missile
turbine generator placement and orientation of generation in rotating machinery is a general
the AllWR Standard Plan: meets the guidelines of safety problem which is not limited to nuclear
Regulatory Guidef.115 as illustrated in Figure applications. The designers and manufacturers

| 3.5- 2. of these equipment consider this factor as a
| 3 requirement in their design. Industrial
'

In addition, thC applicant referencing the experience and studies conducted on system
AIPVR design shtil; components indicate that the probability of a

'
| miuile escaping the ening is very low. O E has
| (1) Submit for NRE approval, within three years also conducted a study on potential missile
| of obtaining asi operating license, a turbine generation from electrical machines (motors,

exciters, generators), flexible couplings and
fluid drives. One example where missile

[] 'S generation is significant is in fluid drives
u g

.
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where the rotating part and housing diameters are
big and the relative thickness of the housing is g
small. Iteference 1. Itased on the results from
this study it was concluded that the potential of
a missile being generated and leaving the
equipm nt housing is negligibly small.

3.5.1.1.2 prosurized Components

3.5.1.1.2.1 hllulle Chanitteritation

Potential rni.siles which could result from the
failure of pressurized components are analyzed in
this subsection. These potential missiles may be
categonited as contained fluid energy missiles or
stored strain energy (clastic) missiles. These
potential missiles have been conservatively
evaluated against the design criteria in
S u bs e ct io n 3.5.1.

Examples of potential contained fluid energy
missiles are valve bonnets, valve stems, and
retaining bolts. Valve bonnets are considered
jet propelled minites and have been analyicd as
such. Valve stems have been analyzed as
piston type missiles, while retaining bolts are
examples of stored strain energy missiles.

3.5.l.1.2.2 Silssile Analyses

Pressurized components outside the contain-
ment capable of producing missiles have been
reviewed. Although piping f ailures could result

O
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valent static load concentrated at the impact impact the safety function of a safel) related
area is determined. The structural response to systems and components will be provided to the
this load, in conjunction with other appropriate NRC by the applicant referencing the AllWR
design loads, is evaluated using an analysis design. (See Subsection 3.5.1.4).
procedure similar to that in Reference 6 for
rigid missiles, and the procedure in Reference 7 3.5A.6 Turbine Splem hiaintenance Program
for deformable missiles.

A turbine system maintenance program
3,5A Interfaces including probability calculations of turbine

missile generation ruccting the minimum
3 5A.i Protection of Ultimate liest Sink requirement for the probability of mi6sile

generation shall be prosided to the NRC (See
Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.27 as Subsection 3.5.1.1.3).

related to the ultimate heat sink and connecting
conduits being capable of withstanding the 3.5.5 Iteferences
effects of externally generated missiles shall be
demonstrated (See Subsection 3.5.2). 1. K. Karim Panahi et. al, Recirculation A/G

Set Missile Generation Study, PED 18 0389,
3.5A.2 h11ssiles Gentrated b) Ltural Phenomena h1 arch 1989. (Proprietary).
from Remainder of Plant Structures,Sptems and
Components 2. P. J. h1oody, Prediction of Blowdown Thrust

and /ct Forces, ash 1E Publication 69.llT 31,
The remainder of plant structures, systems, August 1969,

and components shall be analytically checked to
ensure that during a site specific tornado they 3. A. Amirikan Design of Protective Struc-
will not generate missiles execeding the missiles turcs, lluteau of Yards and Docks, Publica-
considered under Subsection 3.5.1.4. tion No. NAVDOCKS P 51, Department of the

Navy, Washington, D.C., August 1960.
3.5A.3 Site Prosimity hilssiles and Aircrun
llatards. 4. A. E Stephenson, Pull. Scale Tornado.htis-

sile impact Tests, EPRI NP 440, July 1977,
Analyses shall be provided that demonstrate prepared for Electric Power Rescarch

that the probability of site proximity missiles Institute by Sandia Laboratories.
(including aircraft) impacting the AllWR Standard
Plant and causing consequences greater 1,hpn 10CFR 5. W. H. Cottrell and A. W. Savolainen, U. S.
Part 100 exposure guidelines is <_10 per year Reactor Containment Technology, ORNL-
(See Subsection 3.5.1.6). NSIC 5, Vol.1, chapter 6, Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory.
3.5AA Secondary blissiles luside Containment

6. R. A. Williamson and R. R. Alvy, /mpact
Protection against the secondary missiles Effret of Fragments Striking Structural

inside containment describc<l in Subsection Elements, llotmes and Narver, Inc., Revised
3.5.1.2.3 shall be demonstrated. November 1973.

7. J. D. Riera, On the Stress Analysis of
3.5A.5 Impact of Vallure of Nnn Safety Related Structurcs Subjected to Aircraft impact
Structures, Splems, and Components Due to n Forces, Nuclear Engineering and Design,
Design Rasts Tornado North llolland Publishing Co., Vol. 8,1968.

An evaluatio4 of all non safety-related 8. American National Standard For Estimating
structures, systems, and components (not housed Tornado and Other Extreme Wind Characteris-

in a tornado structure) whose failure due to a tics at Nuclear Power Sites, ANSI /ANS 2.3.

design basis tornado missile that could adversely

Amendment 24 3.5-8
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4. River Bend Station Updated Safety Analysis
y Report, Docket No. 50 458, Volume 6, pgs. h
,

3.5 4 and 3.5 5, August 1987.

|10 NUlt EG-latK. Safety Evaluation itcpor t itelated
'

to the Operation of Ilope Creek Generating
station, Supplement No. 6 July 1986.

_

<

O

O
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3.7J.M.2.2 1:ITect ot Differential ilullding analysis, in case of buried syntems
Mosements suf ficiently flexible relative to the

surrounding or underlying soil, it is
T he relative displacement between anchors is assumed that the systems will follow essen-

determined from the dynamic analysis of the tially the displacements, and deformations
structures. The results of the relative anchor- that the soil would have if the systems were
point displacement are used in a static analysis absent. When applicable, procedures, which
to determine the additional stresses due to take into account the phenomena of wave
relative anchor point displacements. Further travel and wave reflection in compactir g
details are given in Subsection 3.7.3.8.1.8. soil displacements from the ground di$r' ace-

ments, are employed.
3.7J.9 Multiple Supported Equipment Components
With Distinct inputs (2) The design response spectra for the

underground piping are the horironnl and
The procedure and criteria for analysis are vertical design spectra at the ground

d e sc ribe d in S ubs e c t ion s 3.7.2.1.3 a nd surf ace given in Figures 3.7-1 and 3.7 2.
3.7.3.3.1.3. These design spectra are construsted in

accordance with llegulatory Guide 1.60. T he

3.7.3.10 Usc of Constant Wrtical Static piping analysis is performed using one of
l' actors the methods described in Subsection 3.7.3.

All Seismic Category I subsystems and compo. (3) When applicable, the effects due to local
nents arc subjected to a vertical dynamic soil settlements, noil arching, etc., are
analysis with the vertical floor spectra or time also considered in the analysis.
histories defining the input. A static analysis
is performcd in lieu of dynamic analysis if the 3.7J.13 Interaction of 0ther Piping with
peak value of the applicable floor spectra times Seismic Category i Piping
a factor of 1.5 is used in the analysis. A
factor of 1.0 instead of 1.5 can be used if the in certain instances, non Scismic Category I
equipment is simpic enough such that it behaves piping may be connected to Seismic Category I
cssentially as a single degree of freedom piping at locations other than a piece of equip-
system. If the fundamental frequency of a compo- ment which, for purposes of analysis, could be
ent in the vertical direction is greater than or represented as an anchor. The transition points
equal to 33 lir, it is treated as seismically typically occur at Scismic Category i valves
rigid and analyicd statically using the which may or may not be physically anchored.
ze ro.pe sponse spectr um. Since a dynamic analysis must be modeled from

pipe anchor point to anchor point, two options
3.73.11 Torsional Eficcts of Eccentric Masses cxist:

Torsional effects of cceentric masses arc (1) specify and design a structural anchor at
included for Scismic Category I subsystems the Seismic Category i valve and analyre inc
similar to that for the piping systems discussed Scismic Category I subsystem; or, if
in Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.2. impractical to design an anchor,

3.7J.12 Iturled Seismic Category 1 Piping and (2) anal)re the subsystem from the anchor point
Tunnels in th : Scismic Category I subsystem through

the ' alve to either the first anchor point
All underground Category I piping systems are in ti.e non Scismic Category I subsystem; or

installed in tunnels. The following items are for a distance such that there are at least
considered in the analysis: tv o scistnic restraints in each of the three

orthogonal directions.
(1) The inertial effects due to au carthquake

upon undreground piping systems and tunnels
will be adequately accounted for in the

3.7 23
Amendment 23
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Whrse small, non Scismic Category piping is
disc (ily attached to Scismic Cntegory I g.iping, it g

Wcan be decoupled from Scismic Category I piping
per Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.3

l'urtherinore, non.Scismic Categor) I piping
(partic ularly high energy piping as defined in
Section 3 6) is designed to withstand the SSI: to
avoid jeopardiring adjacent Seismic Category I
piping if it is not lensible or practical to isolate
these two piping systems.

3,7J.14 Scisrnic Analpis for lleattor
Internals

The modeling of 1(PV internals is discuurd in
Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. The damping valuct. are gisen
in Table 3.71. The scismic nualcl of ihe 1(PV and
internal in shown in l'igure 3.7 32.

3.7.3.15 Analpis Pro <cdures for Damping

'Ihe modeling of itPV internals is discuwed in
Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. 'Ihe damping values are gisen
in Table 3.71. The scismic model of the |(PV and
internals is shown in l'igure 3.7 32.

Amendment 24 37-?4
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3.7.4 Seismic lustrumentation

3,7.4.1 Comparison with NRC Regulatory Guide
1.12

The scismic instrumentation program is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.12.

3.7.4.2 Location and Description of
Instrumentation

The following instrumentation and associated
equipment are used to measure plant response to-

.O
Amendnwnt 24 3.7-24.1
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carthquale motion: 1wo seismic triggers, connected to form redun-
dant triggering, are provided to start the TilA g

(1) bree triaxial time history accelerographs recording system. They are located in the free field
(T!!A); at the finished grade 160 M from the reactor

building. The trigger unit consists of or.
(2) three peak. recording accelerographs (PRA); thogonally mounted acceleration sensors that ac-

tuate relays whenever a threshold acceleration is
(3) two triaxial scismic triggers; creceded for any of the three axes. The trigger in

engineered to discriminate against false starts from

(4) one scismic switch (SS); other operating inputs such as traffic, elevators,
people, and rotating equipment.

(5) four response spectrum recorders;

(6) recar ti..g and playback equiprnent; and

(7) annuciators.

The location of seismic instrumentation is
outlined in Table 3.7 7

3.7.8.2.1 Time.llistory Accelerographs

Time-history accelerographs produce a record
of the time-varying acceleration at the sensor
location. This data is used directly for analy-
sis and comparison with reference information
and may be, by calculational methods, corwerted
to resp (mse spectra form for spectra comparisons g

Wwith design parameters.

Each triaxial acceleration sensor unit con-
tains three accelerometers mounted in an ortho-
gonal array (two horizontal and one vertical).
All acceleration units have their principal axes
oriented identically. The mounted units are
oriented so that their axes are aligned with the
building major axes used in development of the
mathematical models far seismic analysis.

One TilA is located on the reactor building
(RU) 'aundation mat, E! (-) 13.2 M, at the base
of an RB clean zone for the purpose of measuring
the input vibratory motion of the foundation mat.
A second T11A is located in an RB clean zone at
El (+ ) 26.7 M on the same azimuth as the
foundation mat TilA. They provide data on the
frequency, amplitude, and phase relationship of
the seismic response of the reactor building
structure. A third THA is kated in the free field
at the finished grade approximately 160 M frem
any station structures with axes oriented in the
same direction as the reactor building
accelerometers.

O
Arnendment 20 3.7-24.2
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IN SEl(VICE TESTING SAFETY RElATED PUMPS AND VAINES

P54 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply Sptem Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Yahe Test Test SSAll
Class Cat. Fune, Para Farq. Fig.

N o. Qty Description (h)(D (a) (e) (d) (e) (f) (g)

1 002 4 Nitrogen bottles N2 supply line valve 3 B " El 6.7 1

RU3 2 Nitrogen bottles N2 supply line MOV 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.71
S 3mo

HK4 2 N2 bottle supply line PCV maint valve 3 B P El 6.71
RO5 2 N2 bottle supply line PCV 3 11 A El 6.7 1

Rxv. 2 N2 bottle supply line PCV maint vahc 3 B P El 6.7 1

R107 2 Safety grade N2 supply line iso valve 2 A 1,A L,P RO 6.71
S 3me

RUS 2 Safety grade N2 supply line iso chk vlv 2 A,C 1,A L.S RO 6.71
nm 8 Safety grade N2 supply line to SRV 3 !! P El 6.71
F010 2 Bypass line around the N2 bottle 3 !! P El 6.71

supply line PCV
F011 2 N2 bottle supply line relief valve 3 C A R $ yrs 6.71
F012 2 MOV at safety /non safety boundary 3 A A P 2 yrs 6.71

S 3 mo
F200 1 Non safety N2 supply line iso valve 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.7-1

S 3mo
F2(N 1 Non-safety N2 supply line iso chk viv 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 6.7-1

T22 Standby Gas Treatment Systein Valves

RK)1 2 Fuel handling floor inlet butterfly valve 3 B A P 2 yt s 6.51(1)
S 3 mo

F002 2 Filter train inlet butterfly valve 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.5-1(1)
S 3 mo

F003 2 Filter train exhaust gravity damper 3 11 A P 2 yrs 6.51(2,3)
S 3mo

RY)4 2 Filter train exhaust butterfly valve 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.5-1(2,3)
S 3 mo

F005 2 Cooling fan butterfly valve 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.51(2,3)
S 3mo

RXb 2 Filter train R112 injection line valve 3 13 P El 6.51(2,3)
F007 2 Filter train DOP injection line valve 3 Il P El 6.5-1(2,3)

to pre llEPA filter
ITns 2 Filter train DOP samplingline valve 3 B P El 6.5-1(2,3)

downstream of pre llEPA
F009 2 Filter train DOP sampling line valve 3 B P El 6.51(2,3)

downstream of pre llEPA
F010 2 Filt5r train DOP injection line valve 3 B P IN 6.51(2,3)

downstream of charcoal adsorbent

O ro1> 2 riiicrir i o o r e P a itec v ive 3 8 e n> 65-><2.3)ii
downstream of charcoal adsorbent

Amendment 24 3.9J 8.26
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Table 3,9 8 (Continued) g
iN.SEltVICE TESTING sal'E'IT ItELATEI) I' UMPS ANI) VAINES

T22 Standby Gas Treatment System Yahes

Sahty Code Vuhe Tot Tnt SSAll
Clau Cat. I une, Para i rvy. I ig.

No. Qiy Description (h Hil (n) (c) (d) tc) (f) (g)

IU12 2 Filter train DOP sampling hne vahr 3 11 P El 651(2,3)
downstream of after lilII'A

F014 2 STGS sample line salve 3 11 P El 6,51(2,3)
F015 2 PI(M discharge to stack valve 3 Il P El 6.51(2,3)
F500 2 l'ilter unit vent line valve 3 11 P El 6.5- 1(2,3)

F501 2 Filter unit drain line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(L3)
Filtet unit vent line valve 3 11 l' El 6.51(2,3)1 504 '

.

1 505 2 lhhaust fan vent line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
I $N, 2 Filter train vent line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
F507 2 Filter train sent line vahe 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
F508 2 Filter train vent line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
I$W 2 Filter train vent line vahe 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
1510 2 Filter train vent line vahc 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

F511 2 Exhaust stack drain line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

17(x) 2 Filter unit dernister dp instrument line valve 3 11 P !!! 6.51(2,3)
1701 2 litter unit demister dp instrument hne valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,1)

1705 2 Filter train prefilter dp instrument line valve 3 11 P 111 6.5-1(2,3) g
F7tki 2 Filter train prefilterdp instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.5-1(h3)
1707 2 Filter train prellEPA dp instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

170S 2 Filter train prellEPA dp ine.trument linc vahc 3 11 P El 6.5 l(2,3)
17tn 2 Fliter train charcoal adsorber dp inst. line sly 3 Il P 111 6.51(2,3)
1710 2 Filter train charcoal adsorber dp inst line viv 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

1711 2 Filter train aftc r ilEPA dp inst line valve 3 !! P El 63-1(2,3)

1712 2 Filter train after llEPA dp inst line valve 3 11 P El 6.$ 1(2,3)

F713 2 Filter train exhaust flow instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)
l'714 2 Filter train exhaust flow instrument line valve 3 Il P El 6.5-1(2,3)

T31 Atmospheric Control System Yalves

f(x)1 1 N2 supply line from 11caetor lluilding IIVAC 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
S 3 mo

F002 1 N2 supply line to drywellinboard cont- 2 A 1,A L.P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)
ainment isoaltion valve S 3 mo

F003 1 N2 supply line to wetwell inboard cont- 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
ainment isoaltion valve S 3 mo

1%)4 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line from 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
drywell isoaltion valve S 3 mo

1105 1 Drywell atmosphere exhaust line valve 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
T31 IT04 bypass line S 3 mo

I txM 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line form 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)
welwellisolation valve S 3 mo

ITN)7 1 Wetwell overpressure line vahe 2 A P L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1) g
Amendment 24 395827
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Table 3,9 8 (Continued) g
IN.SEl(VICE TESTING sal'ETY.l(El ATED l' UMPS ANil VAINES

T22 Standby Gas Treatnient Systent Yahes

Saftly Code Yube Test 'l est SSAR
Class Cat. l'une, Para irey, l'ig.

No. Qtt Deu ription (h. (l) (a) (c) (d) (e) (0 (g)

1 012 2 l'ilter train DOP sarnpling line s ahc 3 Il P El 6.5-1(2,3)

downstream of after llEPA
1014 2 STGS sample line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,1)

1015 2 PitM discharge to stack valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

1 500 2 I iher unit vent line vahe 3 !! P El 6.5-1(2,3) -

I 501 2 Filter unit drain line valve 3 11 P lil 6.51(2,3)

1 504 2 Filter unit vent line valv- 3 11 P El 6.51(2,1)

1 505 2 Exhaust Ian vent line valve 3 !! P El 65-1(2,3)

I 506 2 Filter train vent line valve 3 11 P El 651(2,3)
F507 2 Filter train vent line vahc 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

I 50s 2 Fiher train vent line vahc 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

1509 2 I ilter train vent line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

I 510 2 Filter train vent line valve 3 Il P El 6.51(2,3)

F511 2 Exhaust e, tack drain line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

I'700 2 Filter unit demister dp instrument hne valve 3 Il P 111 6.5-1(2,3)

1701 2 Filter unit demister dp instrument line valve 3 Il P 111 6.51(2,3)

I'705 2 l'ilter train prefilter dp instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3) g~
17(6 2 Filter train prefdterdp instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

l'707 2 Filter train prellEPA dp inatrument line vahc 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

I'70s 2 Filter train prellEPA dp instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

1709 2 11 iter train charcoal adsorber dp inst, line viv 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

I'710 2 1 ilter train charcoal adsorber dp inst line viv 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

I'711 2 Filter tr'in after llEPA dp inst line valve 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

I~712 2 Filter train after llEPA dp inst line valve 3 11 l' El 6.51(2,3) -

I'713 2 Filter train exhaust flow instrument line vahc 3 11 P El 6.51(2,3)

1714 2 Filter train exhaust flow instrument line valve 3 11 P El 6.5-1(2,3)

T31 Atmospheric Control System Yahes

FU01 1 N2 supply line from lleactor Euilding IIVAC 2 A 1,A L.P 2 yt 5 6.2 39(l)
S 3 mo

l'002 1 N2 supply line to drywellinboard cont. 2 A 1,A 1,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
ainment isoaltion valve S 3mo

Ftk)3 1 N2 supply line to wetwell inboard cont- 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
ainment isoaltion valve S 3 mo

F004 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line from 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6239(1)
drywell isoaltion valve S 3 mo

F005 1 Dr)vell atmosphere exhcl : line valve 2 A 1.A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
T31 F004 bypass line S 3 no

F( 4 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line form 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrr, 6.2 3?(1)
wetwell isolation valve S 3mo

ITR)7 1 Wetwell overpressure line valve 2 A P L,P 2yn 6.2-39(1) g
Amendment 24 19-5827
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3.11 ENYlltONMENTALQUAl.IFICATION 3.11.1 Ergulpment Identificallon and

O OF SAFETY.l(EIATED MECilANICAl. Cavironmental Conditions
AND El.ECTitlCAl, EQUll' MENT

Safety related electrical equipment within
This section defines the environmental the scope of this section includes all three

conditions with respect to limiting design categories of 10CFR$0.49(b) (Reference 1).
conditions for all the safety related mechanical Safety.rclated mechanical equipment (e.g.,
and electrical equipment, and documents the pumps, motor operated valves, safety relief
qualification methods and procedures employed to valves, and check valves) arc as defined and
demoratrate the capability of this equipment to identified in Section 3.2. Electrical and
perform ofety related functions when exposed to mechanical equipment safety classifications are
the environmental conditions in their respective further defined on the system design drawings.
locations. The safety related equipment within
the scope of this section are defined in Sub. Safety related equipment located in a harsh
s e c t i o n 3.11.1. Dynamic qualification is environment must perform its proper safety
addressed in Sections 3.9 and 3.10 for Scismic function during normal, abnormal, test, design
Category I mechanical and clectrical equipment, basis accident and post accident environments as
respectively. applicabic. A list of all safety related ciec-

trical and mechanical equipment that is located
Limiting design conditions include the in a harsh environment area will be included in

following: the Environmental Qualification Document (EOD)
to be prepared as mentioned in Subsection

(1) Normal Operating Conditions - planned, 3.11.6.1. The COL applicant referencing the
purposeful, unrestricted reactor operating AllWR design will provide a list of impacted
modes including startup, power range, hot non. safety related control systems and the
standby (condenser available), shutdown, and design features for preventing the potential
refueling modes; adverse consequences identified in IE

Information Notice 79-22, Qualification of

(2) Abnormal Operating Conditions - any Control Systems. The COL applicant will also
deviation from normal conditions anticipahd address issues related to equipment wetting and
to occur often enough that the design should flooding above the flood level identified in IE
include a capability to withstand the con- Information Notice 89 63, Possible Submergence
ditions without operational impairment; of Electrical Circuits Located Above the Flood

Level llecause of Water intrusion and Lack of
(3) Test Conditions - planned testing including Drainage, as required in Subsection 3.11.6.

pre operational tests;
Environmental conditions for the zones where

(4) Accident Conditions a single event not safety-related equipment is located are cul-
reasonably expected during the course of culated for normal, abnormal, test, accident and
plant operation that has been hypothesired post accident conditions and are documentcd in
for analysis purposes or postulated from Appendix 31, Equipment Qualification Environ-
unlikely but possible situations or that has mental Design Criteria (EGEDC). Erwironmental
the potential to cause a release of radio- conditions are tabulated by vones, contained in
active material (a reactor coolant pressure the referenced building arrangements. Typical
boundary rupture may qualify as an accident; equipment in the noted rones is shown in the
a fuel cladding defect does not); and referenced system P&lD and IED design drawings.

(5) Post Accident Conditions - during the length Occurences of anticipated abnormal operating
of time the equipment must perform its conditions are similar to test conditions and
rfety-related function and must remain in a their significant environments are comparable.
safe mode after the safety related function
is performed.

O
Amendment 24 ltH
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j 1:nsironmental paramrttrs include temperature, analytical ter hniques in the derivation of
pressur e. relatise humidity, and neutron dosc environmental parameters, the number of units g
rate and integr ated dose, Itadiation dose f or tested, production tole r a nces, and t est
gamma and bcta data lot both norinal and a(cident equipment in ac c u r acie s
wnditions will be prosided by the rol. applicant
in accordance with the requirements in Subsc(tion 1 hc ensironmental conditions shown in the
12.2.3.1. 'I he radiation requircments arc site Appendis 31 tables are upper bound ensclopes
specific dmumentation owing to the need to model used to establish the ensironmenial design and

specific equipme nt w hich is applic ant quali fication. bases of sa f e t y r elat ed
| determint d The ilV AC detailed modchng and the equiprnent. 'I he upper bound envelopes indicate

cwlving wnsiderations in the area of accident that the zone data reflects the worse (ase
sourcc terms are expected to gener att espected ernironincnt product d by a (ompendium of

| signilit antly dillering r adiation requir me nts. accident conditions, listimat ed che mical

Wherc applicable, these paramcicts are gisen in ensironmental conditions are aim reportt d is
terms of a timobased probic. Appendis 31,

_

'Ihe magnitude and 60 year frequency of occ ur- 3.11.2 Qttlililletillon Tests attill Altitly ses
rence of significant desiations from normal plant
ensironments in the /ones base insignificant Salcty related electrical equipment that is
cfIe(ts on equipment lotal thermal normal aging located iri a harsh cinironinent is qualified by
or accident aging. Abnormal conditions arc test or oiber methodt as deuribed in Ililil! 321
mershadowed by the normal or accident wnditions
in the Appenda 31 tabics.

N1argin is delincd as the dillerence between the
most sescre specified service wnditions of the
plant and the wnditions used for qualification.
hlargins shall be included in the qualitication g
parameters to account for norrnal variations in
commer(ial production of equipment arid leasonable
errors in defining satisfactory performance. 'I h e
ensironmental conditions shown in the Appendis 31
1 ables do not include matgins.

Some mechanical and electrical equipment may
be required by the design to perform an intended
safety f unction between minutes of the o(currence
of the event but less than 10 houth into the
es c nt. Such equipment shall be shown to remain
functional in the accident environment for a
period of at least I hour in excess of the time
auumed in the accident analpis unless a time
margin of less than I hour can be justified.
Such justification will include for each piece of
cquirment: (1) consideration of a spectrum of
breaks; (2) the potential need for the equipment
later in the esent or during rccoscry operations;
(3) detemination that f ailure of the equipment
alter performance of its safety function will not
be detrimental to plant safety or mislead the
operator; and (5) determination that the margin
applied to the ininirnum operability ti He, When
combined with other test margins, will account
for the uncertainties accociated with the use of g
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and permitted by loCrR50.19(f) (Referentc 1). 3.11.4 less ofIleating, Ventilating, and Air
Equipment type test is the preferred method of Conditioning
qualification.

To ensure that loss of heating, sentilating,
Safety related mechanical equipment that is and air conditioning (llVAC) system does not

located in a harsh environment is qualified by adversely affec: the operability of safety-
analysis of materials data which are genera'ly related controls and electrical equipment in
based on test and operating experience. buildings and areas served by safety related

IIVAC systems, the llVAC systems serving these
The qualification methodology is described in arcas meet the single f ailure criterion.

detail in the NRC approved licensing Topical Section 9.4 describes the safety related IIVAC
Report on GE's environmental qualification systems including the detailed safety evalu-
prograrn (Reference 2). This report also add- ations. The loss of ventilation calculations
resses compliance with the applicable portions of are based on ruaximum heat loads and consider
the General Design Criteria of 10CFR$0, Appendix operation of all operable equipment regardicis
A, and thc Ouality Assurance Criteria of 10CI R50, of safety classification.
Appendix 11 Additionally, the report describes
confortnance to NUREG 0588 (Reference 3), and 3.11.5 Estimated Chemical and Itadiation
Regulatory Guides and IEEE Standards referenced Environtnent
in Section 3.11 of NUREG 0MK)(Standard Review
Plan). 3.11.5.1 Chemical 1:mironment

Mild environment is that which, during or Equipment located in the wntainment drywell
after a design basis event (DilE, as defined in and wetwell is potentially subject to water
Reference 2), would at no time be significantly spray modes of the illlR system. In addition,
more severe than that which exists during normal, equipment in the lower portions of the contain-
test and abnormal events. ment is potentially subject to submergence. The

chemical composition and resulting pil to which
safety related equipment is exposed during
normal operation and design basis accident
conditions is reported in Appendix 31.

The Col. applicant will require vendors of Sampling stations are provided for periodic
equipment located in a mild environment to submit analysis of reactor water, refueling and fuel
a certificate of compliance certifying that the storage pool water, and suppression pool water
equipment has been qualified to assure its to assure compliance with operational limits of
required safety- related function in its the plant technical specifications.
applicable environment. This equipment is
qualified for dynamic loads as addressed in 3.11.5.2 Radiation Ernironment
Sections 3.9 and 3.10. Further, a surveillance
and maintenance program will be developed to Safety related systems and components are
ensure equipment operability during its designed designed to perform their safety-related

| life. (See Subsection 3.11.6), function when exposed to the normal operational
radiation levels and accident radiation levels.

3.11.3 Qualification Test itesults
Electronic equipment subject to radiation

The results of qualification tests for exposure in excess of 1000 R and mechanical
safety related equipment will be documented, equipment in excess of 10,000 R will be
maintained, and reported as mentioned in qualified in accordance with Reference 1.
S u bse c t io n 3.11.6.

O
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The normal operational exposure is based on the Non safety-related control systems subjected gradiation sources prosided in Chapter 12. to adverse ensironments will be cvaluated foi
safety implications to safety related protective

Itadiation sources auo-iated with the DilA and functions, and equipment wctting and flooding
developed in accordance with NUllEG-0588 above the flood level will be addressed in
(itefercnce 3) are provided in Chapter 15. accordance with Subsection 3.11.1.

Inicgratcd doses anotiated with nortnal plant 3,11.7 Itererences
operation and the design basis accident condition
for various plant compartments are described in (1) Code of Federal llegulations, Title 10,
Appendix 31. Chapter I, Part 50, Par agraph 50.49,

Environmental Qualificatmn of filectric
3.11,6 CO!,1 lcense Informetion Equipment important to Safety for Nuclear

Power Plant.
3.11.6.1 Engironmental Qualification Document

(2) General Electric linvironmental Qualification
-

The EOD shall be prepared summar; ring the Program,NEDii 243261 P, l'roprictury
qualifiention results f or all safety related Docume nt, J anuar y 1983.
equipment. ~Ihe EOD shall include the following:

(3) Interim Staf f Position on Environmental
(1) The tett environmental parameters and the Qualification of Safety-Itclated tilectrical

methodology used to qualify the equipment Equipment, NUlt EG 0$HS.

| located in mild and harsh ensironments shall
be identified.

(2) A surnmary of environmental conditions and
qualified conditions for the safety rcised
equipment located in a harsh environment g

Wrone shall be presented in the system com-
ponent evaluation work (SCEW) sheets as
described in Table 11 of GE's environmental
qualification program (iteference 2). The
SCEW sheets shall be compiled in the EOD.

(3) Equipment gama and beta radiation dose data _

for both normal and accident conditions will
be provided in accordance with the
r e q uir e m e nts o f S ubse ction 12.2.3.1,

3.11.6.2 timironmental Qualification iterords

The results of the qualification tests shall
be recorded and maintained in an auditable file.

3.11.6.3 Sunelliance, Maintenance and
Experience Information

The CGL applicant will require vendor
equipment certificates of qualification
compliance and will develop a surveillance and
maintenance program in accordance with Subsection
3.11,2.

O
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5.2 INTEGitrIT OF ltEACTolt COOLANT formance with 10CFR50, Appendix A, General De.

h7 PitESSUllE llOUNDAltY sign Criterion 15. Preoperational and startup ,

instructions are given in Chapter 14. |
IThis section discusses measures employed to

provide and snaintain the integrity of the reactor 5.2.2.1.1 Safety Design liases |
coolant pressure boundary (RCPil) lor the phnt
design lifetime. The nuclear pressure relief systern has been

designed to:
5.2.1 Cornpliance with Codes and Code
Cases (1) prevent overpressurization of the nuclear

system that could lead to the failure of the
$.2.1.1 Compliance with 10CFR50, Section 50.55a RCPil;

| Table 3.2 3 shows the Code applied to (2) provide automatic depressuriration for small
components. Code edition, applicable addenda, breaks in the nuclear system occurring with
and component dates will be in accordance with maloperation of both the reactor core
10CFR50.55a. isolation cooling (RCIC) system and the high

pressure core flooder (IIPCF) system so that
$.2.1.2 Applicable Code Cases the low pressure flooder (LPFL) mode of the

residual heat removal (RilR) system can
The reactor pressure vessel and appurtenances operate to protect the fuel barrier;

and the RCPil piping, pumps, and valves will be
designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance (3) permit verification of its operability; and
with the applicable edition of the ASME Code, in-
cluding addenda that were mandatory at the order (4) withstand adverse combinations of loadings
date for the applicable components. Section and forces resulting from normal, upset,
50.55a of 10CFR50 requires code case approval for emergency, or faulted conditions.
Class 1,2, and 3 components, These code cases
contain require:nents or special rules which may 5.2.2,1.2 Power Generation Design llases

be used for the construction of pressure retain-
ing components of Quality Group Classification A, The nuclear pressure relief system safety /
II, and C. The various ASME code cases that may relief valves (SRVs) have been designed to meet
be applied to components are listed in Table the following power generation bases:
5.21.

(1) discharge to the containment suppression
Regulatory Guides 1.84 and 1.85 provide a list pool, and

of ASME Design and Fabrication code cases that
have been generically approved by the Regulate y (2) correctly reclose following operation so that
Staff. Code Cases on this list may, for design maximum operational continuity is obtained.
purposes, be used until appropriately annulled.
Annulled cases are considered active for 5.2.2.1.3 Discussion

equipment that has been contractually committed
to fabrication prior to the annulment. The ASME Iloiler and Pressure Vessel Code

requires that cach vessel designed to meet Section
5.2.2 Overpressure Protection til be protected from overpressure under t.pset

conditions.
This subsection evaluates systems that protect

the RCPIl from overpressuritation.

5.2.2.1 Design liasis

Overpressure protection is provided in con-

O
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The SRV setpoints are listed in Table 5.2 3 dump valve of the turbine control valve g
and satisfy the ASME code specifications for hydraulle actuation system. The position
safety valves because all valves open at less switches are actuated when the respective valves
than trgc nuclear system design pressure of 87.9 are closing and following 15% travel of full

| kg/cm'g. strole. The pressure switches are actuated when
a fast closure of the turbine control valves is

The automatic depicssuri7ation capability of initiated. Credit is not taken for the
the riuclear system pressure relief system is power. operated mode. Credit is only taken for
evaluated in Sect on 6.3 and Section 7.3. the safety / relief valve capacity which opens byi

the spring mode of operation direct from inlet
The following criteria are used in selection pressure.

of SRVs:
The rated capacity of the pressure-relieving

(1) must meet requirements of ash 1E Code, Section devices shall be sufficient to prevent a rise in
Ill; pressure within the protected vessel of more

than 110p of the design pregsure (1.10 x 87.9
(2) must quahfy for 100% of narneplate capacity Lg/cm*g = 96.7 k g/c m * g) f or e ve nt s

credit for the overpressure protection defined in Section 15.2.
function; and

full account is taken of the pressure drop on
(3) must meet other performance requirements both the inlet and discharge sides of the

such as response time, etc., as necessary to valves. All combination safety /rclief valves
provide relief functions, discharge into the suppression pool through a

discharge pipe from each valve which is designed
The SRV discharge piping is designed, to achieve sonic flow conditions through the

installed and tested in accordance with ASME valve, thus providing flow independence to
Code, Section 111. discharge piping losses. g
5.2.2.1.l Safety / Relief Yahe Capacity

SRV capacity of this plant is adequate to 5.2.2.2 Design Esaluation
limit the primary system pressure, including
transients, to the requirements of ASME Boiler 5.2.2.2.1 Method of Analpis
and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111, Nuclear
Power Plant Components, up to and including The method of analysis is approved by the NRC
applicable addenda. The essential ASME require- or developed using criteria approved by the NRC.
ments which are met by this analysis follow.

5.2.2.2.2 Sptem Design
it is recognized that the protection of

vessels in a nuclear power plant is dependent A parametric study was conducted to
upon many protective systems to relieve or determine the required steam flow capacity of
terminate pressure transients, installation of the SRVs based on the following assumptions.
pressure relieving devices may not independently
provide complete protection. The safety valve 5.2.2.2.2.1 Operating Conditions
siring evaluation gives credit for operation of
the scram protective system which may be tripped (1) operating power - 4005 MWt (102% of nuclear
by either one of two sources: a direct or a flux boiler rated power);
trip signal. The direct scram trip signal is
derived from position switches mounted on the (2) vessel dome pressurc 573.1 kg/cm,g; and |
main steamline isolation valves, the turbine stop
valves, or from pressure switches mounied on the

O
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sensitivity of these primary detection methods appropriate isolation valves.

O for unidentified leakage within the drywell is |

| 3.785 liters / min within one hour. These The alarms, indication and isolation trip i

variables are continuously indicated and/or functions performed by the foregoing leak
recor dcd in t he control room, if the detection methods are summarized in Tables 5.24
unidentified leakage increases to the Technical and 5.2 7.
Specification limit, the detection instru-
mentation channel (s) will trip and activate an 1.isted below are the variables monitored for
alarm in the control room. No isolation trip detection of leakage from piping and equipment
will occur. located within the drywell:

,

'Ihe secondary detection methods, pressure and (1) liigh drywell temperature
temperature of the drywell atmosphere, are used
to detect gross unidentified leakage. liigh (2) liigh temperature in the valve stem seal |
drywell pressure will alarm and trip the (packing) drain lines
isolation logic which will result in closure of
t'ne containment isolation valves, liigh drywell (3) liigh flow rate from the drywell floor and
temperature is recorded and alarmed only, equipment drain sumps

The detection of small identified Iculage (4) liigh steamline flow rate (for leaks
within the drywell is accomplished by monitoring dowmtream of flow clements in main steamline
drywell equipment drain sump pump activity and and itCIC steamline)
sump levelinctcases. The equipment drain sump
level instruments and the fillup and/or pumpout (5) liigh drywell pressure
timers will activate an alarm in the control room

| when totalleak rate reaches 95 liters / min, (6) liigh thsion product radiation

liquipment drain sump purnp activity and sump (7) llcactor vent.llow water level
level increases will be caused primarily from
leaks from large proccu valves through vahe (8) Iteactor vessel head seal drain line high
stem drain lines. pressure

The determination of the source of other (9) SitV discharge piping high temperature.
identified leakage within the drywell is
accomplished by monitoring the reactor trasel 5.2.5.1.2 Iktection of leahage internal
head seal drain line pressure, by monitoring to Dr>well
temperature in the valve stem seals drain line to
the equipment drain sump, and by moritoring The areas outside the primary containment
temperature in the SitV discharge lines to the (drywell) which are monitored for primary coolant
suppression pool to detect leakage through each leakage are: (1) the equipment areas in the
of the Sith. All of these monitors continuously reactor building; (2) the main steam tunnel; and
indicate and/or record in the control room and (3) the turbine building. Tne process piping,
will trip and activate an alarm in the control for each system to be monitored for leakage, is
room on descetion of leakage from monitored located in compartments or rooms separate from
components. other systems, where feasible, so that leakage may

be detected by area temperature indications. Each
!!xcessive leakage inside the drywell (e.g., leakage descetion system will detect leak rates

process line break or loss of coolant accident) that r.re less than the established limits for
is detected by high drywell pressure, low reactor unidentified or identified leakage,
water level or high steamline flow (for breaks
downstream of the flow elements). The The monitored areas are monitored by single |
instrumentation channels for these variables will element thermocouples for sensing high ambient

p trip when the rnonitored variable exceeds temperature in each area. The temperature
v predetermined limits to activate an alarm and cle m e ut s arc located or shicided

trip the isolation logic which will close

Amendment 15 5219
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so that they aic sensitive to air temperature (1) With'n reachir building:
oni) and not radiated heet from hot piping or
equ;pment. Increases in ambient icinperature or (a) hiain stcarnline and 11010 steamline ldgh
in dif ferential temptrature will indicate Icaiage flow
of reador toolant into the arca. 't hese monitor s
base sensitisitics suitable for delection of (b) Itcador resul low water level
reactor toolant leakayc into the monitored areas
of 95 liters / min or less 'l he temperature trip (c) liigh flow rate f rom reactor building
setpoint will be a f unction of the room site and sumps outside dr > well
the ty pe of sentilation prosided. 'l hese monitors
prmide alarm and indication and ricording in the (d) liigh ambient temperature or high
r ontrol room and will trip the kolation logic to differential in equipment areas of 11010,
dose the appropriate imlation valves, c.g., the Itllit, and the hot portions of the CUW
main steam tunnel arca ternperature monitors will
time the main steamline and MSt. drain imlation (c) ItCIC turbine eshaust line high diaphragm
vahes the CUW holation sahrt pressure

1.calage dettelina will be pimided in the (f) liigh differential mass How rate in CUW
turbine building The turbine building monitors piping
will aho alarm and indicate in the wntrol room
and trip the isolation logic to close the main (g) liigh radiation in the Itllit, CUW, and Illp,
steamline isolation valves and MSt. drain and l'PC reauor buildir.g cooling water
isolation valves when leakage cueeds 95 heal exchanger dischar ge lines

lit e r s / rn i n . (int e r syste m leakage)

1.ar ge le a k s e xt ernal t o t he drywell (e.g., (b) ItCIC steamlinc low pressure
process line breaks outside of the drywell) are
detected by low reactor water level, high procru (2) Within steam tunnel (between primary g
line flow, high ambient temperatures in the containment and turbiac building): W
piping or equipment areas, floor or equi unentl
drain sump acthily, high dif ferential flow (CUW (a) liigh radiation in main steamlines (steam
only), low steamline pressures or low main tunnel)
wndenser vacuum, 'ihese monitors provide alarm
and indication in the wntrol room and will trip (b) Main steam tunnel high ambical air
the isolation logic to cause closure of temperature or high dif ferential
appropriate sysicm isolation valves on the temperature
indication of excess leakage.

(3) Within turbine building (outside secondary
Intersystem leakage detection is accomplished containment):

by monitoring radiation of the reactor building
cooling water (11CW) coolant return lines from the (a) Main steandine low pressure
reactor internal pumps (IllP), residual heat
rcmoval (ltillt), and rea tur water (leanup system (b) Imw main condenser sacuum
(CUW) and fuel pool cooling heat exchangers.
This monitoring is prmided by the process (c) Turbine building ambient temperature in
radiation monitoring system. Potential areas traversed by main steam lines
intersysicm leakage from the itCPil to 11CIC,111111 or
llPCl? is diu ussed in response to Question .1302c. 52.5.2 leak Dctcctinn Instrumentation and

Monlinring
1.isted below are the variables monitored for

detection of leakage from piping and equipment
located external to the primary containment
(drywell):

O
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' (8) RCICTurbine Exhaust l ine Diaphracm Pressng reactor coolant leakage into the reactor

Monitors building cooling water (RCW) system which
supplies coolant water to the RllR beat

Pressure between the rupture Osc diaphragms exchangers, to the reactor internal pumps
in the RCIC system turbine exhaust vent line (RIPS) heat exchangers, to the CUW non-regen.
is monitored by four channels of pressure erative heat exchangers, and also to the fuel
instrumentation. The instrumentation pool cooling heat exchangers. One process
channel equipment and piping are provided by sensing channel is provided in each of the
the RCIC system as an interface to the LDS. three RCU loops to monitor for radiation due
The two logic channels of division I trip on to coolant leakage into the RSW. Each
high pressure to close the inboard RCIC channel will alarm on high radiation
isolation valves and the channels of conditions indicating process leakage into
Division 11 trip to close the outboard the RCW system. The process radiation
isolation valves. Either divisional logic monitoring system provides the monitoring of
channel will also trip the turbine. this variable No isolation trip functions

are performed by these monitors. Potential -

(9) hbin Steamline low Pressure M.gnitoring intersystem leakage from the RCP13 to RCIC,
RilR or HPCF is discussed in response to

Main steamline low pressure is monitored by Question 430.2c.
four pressure transmitter < (one in each
line) that sense the pressure downstream of (12) Larce Leakr External to the Drvwell
the outboard MSIVs. The sensing points are
located as close as possible to the turbine The main steamline high flow monitoring, the
stop valves. Low steamline pressure at the reactor vessel low water level monitoring and

points monitored can be an indication of an the RCIC steainline now monitoring, discussed

excessive steamline leak or a malfunction of in Subsection 5.2.5.2.1., Paragraphs 11, 12
the reactor pressure control system. The and 13, can also indicate large leaks from
transmitters are provided by the nuclear the reactor coolant piping external to the
boiler system. The LDS will automatically drywell.
initiate closure of all MSIVs and the MSL
drain valves if pressure at the turbine end 5.2.5.2.3 Summary

of the main steamlines decreases below a
preselected value when the reactor mode Tables 5.2 6 and 5.2-7 summarize the actions
switch is in the "RUN" position. taken by each leakage detection function. Table

5.2-6 shows that those systems which detect gross ._

(10) Main Condenser low Vacuum Monitorine leakage initiate immediate automatic isolation
action to terminate the gross leakage or minimize

Low main condenser vecuum could indicate loss of reactor coolant. The systems which are
that primary reactor coolant is being lost capable of detecting small leaks initiate an alarm
through the mair. condenser. Four channels in the control room as shown in Table 5.2-7. In
of main condenser pressure monitoring are addition, Table 5.2-6 shows that two or more
provided by the nuclear boiler system. The leakage detection methods are provided for each
LDS ut Ses the low vacuum signals to trip system or area that is a potential source ofi
the MSIV logie on low condenser vacuum and leakage. Plant operating procedures will dictate
close all MSIVs and the MSL drain valves. the action an operator is to take upon receipt of
The condenser vacuum trip signals can be an alarm from any of these systems. The operator
bypassed by a manual keylocked bypass switch can manually isolate the violated system or take
in the control room during startup and other appropriate action.
shutdown operations.

(11) Intersystem Leakace Monitoring

Radiation monitors 're used to detect

O
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liters / min and 3.785 liters / min, respectively. | O
The total leakage rate limit is established

low enough to prevent overnow of the sumps. The
equipment drain sumps and the Door drain sumps,
which collect all leakage, are each pumped out by

A time delay is provided for two 10 m /hr pumps |3

CUW differential flow isolation signals to
prevent system isolation during CUW t urges. If either the total or unidentified leak rate

limits are exceeded, an orderly shutdown shall be
The LDS is a four divisional channels which initiated and the reactor shall be placed in a

are redundantly designed so that failure of any cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.
single element within a channel will not
interfere with a required detection of leakage or 5.2.5.4.2 Identified Irakage Inside Dr>well
a required isolation. In the four division LDS,
where inadvertent isolation could impair plant The salve stem packing of large power operated
performance (e.g., closure of the MSIVs), any valves, the reactor vessel head flange seal and
single channel or divisional component other seals in systems that are part of the
malfunction will not cause a false indicatian of reactor coolant prtssure boundary, and from which

| leakage and will not cause a false isolation normal design identified source le '. age is
trip. Only one of the four channels will trip expected, are provided with leakoff dra.ns. The
and two or more channels are required to trip in nuclear system valves inside the drywell and the
order to cause closure of the main steamline reactor vessel head flange are equipped with
isolation valses. The LDS thus combines a very double seals. The leakage from the inner valve |
high probability of operating when needed with a stem packings and from the reactor vessel head
very low probability of operating falsely. The flange inner seal, which discharge to the drywell
system is testable during plant operation. equipment drain sump, are measured during plant |

operation. Leakage frem the main steam SRVs,
5.2.5.3 Indication in the Control Room discharging to the suppression pool, is monitored

by temperature sensors mounted in thermowells in
Leak detection methods are discussed in the individual SRV exhaust lines. The

Subsection 5.2.5.1. Details of some of the LDS thermowells are located several feet from the
alarms, recordings and other indications in the valve bodies so as to prevent false indication.
control room are discussed in Subsections These temperature sensors transmit signals to the
5.2.5.1.1, 5.2.5.1.2, 5.2.5.2.1 a nd 5,2.5.2.2. control room for monitoring. Any temperature |
Further details of the LDS control room increase detected by these sensors, that is above
indications are included in Subsections the ambient temperatures, indicates SRV leakage.

| 7.3.1.1.2.
5.2.5.5 Unidentified trakage inside the Drywell

5.2.5.4 Limits for Reactor Coolant trakage
5.2.5.5.1 Unidentified Leal, age Hate

5.2.5.4.1 5tal tratage Rate
The unidentified leakage rate is the portion

The total reactor coolant leakage rate con- of the total leakage rate received in the drywell
sists of all leakage, identified and unidenti- sumps that is not identified ar previously
fied, that flows to the drywell floor drain and described. A threat of significant compromise to
equipment drain sumps. The total leakage rate the nuclear system process barrier exists if the
limit is well within the makeup capability of the barrier contains a crack that is large enough to

3RCIC system (182 m /hr). The total reactor propagate rapidly (critical crack le ngth). The
coolant !calage rate limit is established at 95 unidentified leakage rate limit must be low be.
liters / min. The identified and unidentified cause of the possibility that most of the
leakage rate limits are established at 95

O
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6.5 FISSION PitODUCTS ItEMOVAL AND (4) Remain intact and functional in the event ofg CONTitOL SYSTEMS a safe shutdown carthquake (SSE).

6.5.1 Engineered Safety Features Filter (5) M e e t e nviron me nt al qualification
Systerns requirements est ablished f or syste m

operation.
The filter systems required to perform

safety.rclated functions following a design basis (6) Filter airborne radioactivity (halogens and
accident are: particulates) in the effluent to reduce

off site doses during normal and upset
(1) Standby gas treatment system (T22-SGTS). operations to within the limits of 10CFR20.

(2) Control room portion of the HVAC system. 6.5.1.2 System Design

(U41.ilVAC)
6.5.1.2.1. General

The cor. trol room portion of the ilVAC system is
-

discussed in Section 6.4 and Subsection 9.4.1. The SGTS P&lD is provided as Figure 6.5-1.

The SGTS is discussed in this Subsection (6.5.1).
6.5.1.2.2 Component Description

6.5.1.1 Design liasis
Table 6.5-1 provides a summary of the major

6.5.1.1.1 hmer Generation Design llasts SGTS components. The SGTS consists of two
parallel and redundant filter trains. Suction

The SGTS has the capability to filter the is taken from above the refueling area or from
gaseous efnuent from the primary containment or the primary containwnt via the atmospheric
from the secondary containment when required to control system (T31.ACS). The treated discharge |
limit the discharge of radioactivity to the goes to the main plant stack.

g environment to meet 10CFR100 requirements.
The SGTS consists of the following principal

6.5.1.1.2 Safety Design liasis components:

The SGTS is designed to accomplish the (1) Two filter trains each consisting of a
following: n oisture seprator, an electric process

heater, a prefilter, a high efficiency
(1) Maintain a negative pressure in the particulate air (IIEPA) filter, a charcoal -

secondary containment, relative te the adsorber, a second ilEPA filter, and space
outdoor atmosphere, to control the release heaters.
of fission products to the environment.

(2) Two independent process fans located
downstream of the each filter train and two
independent cooling fans for the removal of
decay heat from charcoal.

(2) Filter airborne radioactivity (halogen and
air particulates) in the effluent to reduce 6.5.1.2.3 SGTS Operation
offsite doses to within the limits specified
in 10CFR100. 6.5.1.2.3.1 Automatic

U pon the receipt of a high primary
containment pressure signal or a low reactor

(3) Ensure that failure of any active component, water level signal, or when high radioactivity
assuming loss of offsite power, cannot is detected in the secondary containment or
impair the ability of the system to perform
its safety function.
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refueling floor ventilation exhaust, both SGTS trains efficiencies are outlined in Table 6.5-1. Dose
are automatically operated. When the operation of analyses of events requiring SGTS operation,
both the trains is assured, one train is placed in described in Subsections 15.6.5 and 15.7.4,
standby mode, in the event a malfunction disables indicate that offsite doses are within the limits
an operating train, the standby train is automatically established by 10 CFR 100.

initiated.
(3) The SGTS is designated as an engineered

6.5.1.23.2 Manual safety feature since it mitigates the
consequences of a postulated accident by

The SGTS is on standby during normal plant controlling and reducing the release of
operation and may be manually initiated before or radioactivity to the environment. The SGTS,
during primary containment purging (de inerting) except for the deluge, is designed and built to
when required to limit the discharge of contaminants the requirements for Safety Class 3 equipment
to the environment within 10CFR20 limits, it may as defined in Section 3.2, and 10 CFR 50,
be manually initiated for testing or whenever its use Appendix B.
may be needed to avoid exceeding radiation monitor
setpoints. The SGTS has independent, redundant active

trains. Should any active train fail, SGTS
6.5.1.233 Decay IIcat Removal functions can be performed by the redundant

train. The electrical devices of independent
Cooling of the SGTS filters may be required to components are powered from separate Class

prevent the gradual accumulation of decay heat in IE electrical busses.
the charcoal. This heat is generated by the decay of
radioactive iodine adsorbed on the SGTS charcoal. (4) The SGTS is designed to Seismic Category 1
The charcoal is typically cooled by the air from the require,nents as specified in Section 3.2. The
process fan. SGTS is housed in a Category I structure. All

surrounding equipment, components, and
A water deluge capability is also provided, but supports are designed to appropriate safety
primarily for fire protection since redundant process class and seismic requirements,
fans are provided for air cooling. Since the deluge is
available, it may also be used to remove decay heat (5) A secondary containment draw-down analysis
for sequences outside the normal design basis. will be performed to demonstrate the capability
Temperature instrumentation is provided for control of the SGTS to maintain the design negative
of the SGTS process and space electric heaters. This pressure following a LOCA including inleakage
instrumentation may also be used by the operator to from the open, non-isolated penetration lines
[re-| establish a cooling air flow post-accident, if identified during construction engineering and
required. the vent of the worst single failure of a

secondary isolation valve to close. (Sce
Water is supplied from the fire protection system Subsection 6.5.5.1 for COL license information

and is connected to the SGTS via a spool piece, requirements).

6.5.13 Design Evaluation 6.5.1J.2 Sizing flasts

6.5.13.1 General Figure 6.5-2 provides an assessment of the
secondary containment pressure after the

(1) A slight negative pressure is normally design.basy LOCA assuming an SGTS fan capacity
maintained in the secondary containment by of 6800 m hr (21 C, I atmosphere) per fan. Credit
the reactor building HVAC system (Subsection for secondary containment as a fission product
9.4.5) . On SGTS initiation per Subsection control system is only taken if the secondary
6.5.1.23.1, the secondary cortainment HVAC containment is actually at a negative pressure by
is automatically isolated, considering the potential effect of wind on the

ambient pressure in the vicinity of the reactor
(2) The SGTS filter particulate and charcoal building. For the ABWR dose analysis, direct

transport of containment leakage to the environment g
Amendment 24 6.5-2
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was assumed for the first 20 minutes after I.OCA
( event initiation (in addition to the leakage through

the MSIVs to the main turbine condenser). Each
SGTS fan was sited to individually establish a
continuously negative differential pressure
(considering the effect of wind) within 10 minutes
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| after SGTS initiation. The dose analysis therefore (1) The advanced design of the filter housing and
assumes direct leakage from the containment to the flow pattern virtually climinates any untreated
emirons for twice the required period in addition,it bypass of the filter. In addition, the all-welded
should be recogni7cd that fission product release on design is such that degradation of filter housing
the order of that specified in Reg Guide 13 and used integrity is not liicly to occur during system
in the LOCA dose analyses (Subsection 15.6.5) standby or operation.
realistically requires significant core damage and
most likely more than 10 or 20 minutes for transport (2) Sufficient instances of inadvertent deluge

| to and leakage from the primary containment. wetting the charcoal and rendering the filter
train unavailable have been observed to

The calculation accounted for all expected heat warrant an improved deluge design concept.
sources in secondary containment after a LOCA. These unintended deluge operations have been
Where appropriately conservative, a realistic basis caused by personnel crror and by failures in
was used to determine the heat loads. For example, mechanical or electrical components. In the
no single failure of a diesel was assumed since it is AHWR design, the deluge piping is not
most likely all divisions of power would be available. connected permanently from the fire protection
Failure of one SGTS fan to start was assumed as the system to the filter housing nonie, instead, a
single failure. Therefore, heat loads from all normally disconnected hose from the fire
divisions of ECCS motors and piping were used in protection sptem is provided to act as a " spool
the calculation. piece" for connection by operating personnel to

the filter housing, as required.
Per SRP 6.23, ll3(b) and SRP 6.5.3, 11.2,

,

j secondary containment should be held below -6mm (3) Decay heat is not sufficient to cause a fire in I

w.g. under all wind conditions up to the wind the charcoal adsorber or llEPA filter, Calcula. I
speed at which diffusion becomes great enough to tions indicate that air flow from the process fan | '

assure site boundary exposures less than those is more than enough to remove the heat from
calculated for design-basis accidents, even if decay of the radioactive iodine on the charcoal
ex filtration occurs (i.e., no credit for SGTS is or filters. llowever, a cooling fan is provided to ;

' taken). For the ADWR, dispersion factors were remove the residual decay heat. IIcating does
calculated for each stability class over a range of not occur sufficient to cause iodine desorption
wind speeds. Above 8.0 m/s, stability class D or ignition of the charcoal. With the reduced
predominates and conservatively bounds observed source term expected for most sequences (see
meteorological conditions. At 8.9 m/s, above the 8.0 Subsection 6.5.1.33(4)), any heating of the
m/s stability class D transition, the dispersion from charcoalis even further reduced. No other
the increased wind speed results in offsite doses mechanism for starting a fire in the filter
equal to or lower than the design-basis calculation, hot. sing during an accident has been identified.
which assume the most stable, F-class stability and a Other possible sequences for starting a fire in
i m/s wind speed. Therefore, the ABWR SGTS was the filter train could occur during normal plant
designed to establish and maintain a negative operation or plant shutdown. These sequences
pressure in secondary containment within 10 minutes would involve an unspecified maintenance or
for any wind speed up to and including 8.9 m/s (20 operating personnel activity or an incredible
mile /hr). malfunction of the space heaters. In this case a

fire in the SGTS charcoal, like in the offgas
6.5.13.3 SGTS Filter Train system, would be a matter of plant availability

and not of plant safety. The space heaters,
! The SGTS filter train, consisting of a demister, located inside the SGTS filter housing, are

process heater, pre-filter, two IIEPA filters, and an powered only during SGTS standby and not
iodine adsorber,is considered active, and in practice during sprem operation. Therefore, the space

[ provides the reliability associated with a passive heaters are not a potential cause of fire (and
component. Furthermore, the ABWR SGTS has SGTS unavailability) when the SGTS is
incorporated design features to eliminate potential required to meet the licensing-basis release
failures or improper operation. These features limits (and presumably inaccessible for repair).
include:

O
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Note that the space heaters each have a small The effect of suppression pool scrubbing, per
fan which better distributes the heat and SRP 6.5.5, also serves to reduce the actual g
minimizes local warming by providing a more source term, providing capacity margin over the
uniform temperature throughout the filter desip basis calculation. Reasonable scrubbing
housing. This uniform heating further reduces factors of just 10 for elemental and particulate
the risk of fire by lowering local temperatures iodine results in only 45 h of charcoal being
around the space heater and by improving the required versus the nominal 794 kg provided.
accuracy of the temperature measurements This margin between the charcoal realistically
(used to detect high temperature) taken at required and that needed per the design basis
necessarily discrete points within the filter provides additional protection against any aging
housing. or weathering that may occur. The retention of

iodine in the suppression poolis discuned in
(4) Degradation of the charcoal effectiveness NUREG 0772 and NUREG 1169, which

between charcoal efficiency surveillance tests is established the basis for the ABWR design
not likely to occur. During normal operation, under Paragraph 8.9 of the Licensing Review

-

the filter is isolated, and valves upstream and Basis.
downstream of the filter train are closed.
Therefore, during SGTS standby the potential (5) Because of the high availability of the ABWR,
for impurities entering the filter train and de-inerting and the potential use of SGTS
unacceptably reducing charcoal efficiency is during de-inerting will occur primerily at the
small. end of the fuel cycle. In this way,llEPA filter

| and charcoal adsorber effectiveness will be
The ABWR SGTS charcoal bed thickness has tested, and the fiher and/or charcoal replaced,
been increased 5 cm to 15 cm as compared to if necessary, before the plant returns to power

| the GESSAR 11 design. The additional 5 cm of operation.
charcoal provide an effective measure of
protection against weathering or aging effects All active SGTS components are redundant,
when the SGTS is placed into operation. Non-safety space heaters are located upstream and | g

downstream of the charcoal bed. Divisional power is W
in addition to the increased charcoal bed depth, used for space heater operation.
significantly more charcoal is provided than is
required to meet the 2.5 mg. iodine per gram 6.5.13.4 Source Terms for SGTS Design
carbon requirement. This added charcoalis
used to meet the requirement specifying a The basis for calculating the iodine source term for
residence time of 0.25 sec per 5 cm of bed the SGTS filters is provided in Table 6.5-2 For the
depth. Approximately 332 kg of charcoal is purposes of sizing the SGTS charcoal adsorber, no
required based on iodine loading calculated per additional credit for iodine retention or holdup
Regulatory Guide 13 requirements, a 100% above that specified in Regulatory Guide 1.3 is
efficient charcoal adsorber, and no MSIV assumed. Charcoal sizing is discussed in Subsection
leakage. The SGTS charcoal adsorber is 6.5.133(4),"SGTS Filter Train."

| required to meet a 732 m/hr face velocity
which results in a normal 794 kg of charcoaj 6.5.13.5 Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.52

asaembly using a conservatively gigh 561 kg/m
charcoal density with 6S00 m /hr fan size, An assessment of compliance with Section C of
meeting the 0.25 see per 5 cm of bed depth Regulatory Guide 1.52, including testing, is provided
(732 m/hr) requirement of R.G.1.52 (Position in Appendix 6A.

C.3.i)3 and using a conservatively high 561
kg/m charcoal density. The weight of 6.5.13.6 Primary Containment Purging
charcoal will be adjusted to be consistent with

The SGTS may be used either for a
the purchased cp)arcoal density (usually lessthan 481 kg/m and any dead space in the design. basis accident identified in Chapter 15 or
adsorber section itself. during de-inerting of tbc primary containment prior

to plant shutdown. The more likely, though still
infrequent, potential use of SGTS is during g

Amendrrent 24 6.5-4
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de-inerting. Depending on indications from Ical (3) Periodic surveillance tests.
detection and isolation system (E311.DS) primary
containment radiation monitoring before de inerting The above tests are performed in accordance with
is initiated or from the process radiation monitoring the objectives of Regulatory Guide 1,52 and its
(Dil.PRht) reactor building ventilation exhaust references. Acceptance tests (including
radiation mor9o s during de-inerting, SGTS may be pre-operational tests) and .eriodic surveillance testsf
placed into service. are defined and extensively described in ASME N509

and ASN!E N510. Testing requirements in ASNIE
If purging (i.e., de-inerting) through the lWAC N509 are generally located in Section 5,

will[or does] result in a trip from the sentilation " Components." ASN!E N510 provides details of each |
cxhaust radiation monitors, then de-inerting will be component functional test. These tests are
jre-] initiated at a reduced rate through the SGTS. summarized in Table 91 of ASN!E N509 and Table
Use of SGTS duiing de-inerting is expected to be 1 of ASME N510. Specific surveillance testing
infrequent. requirements for SGTS are provided in technical

specification 3.6.4.3 (Chapter 16). Environmental
| The design basis condition for the relevant dose qualification testing is discussed in Section 3.11 and

analyses assume the large ventilation valves are is applicable to SGTS components. Dynamic
closed, because the probability of a LOCA occurring qualification is addressed in Se-tion 3.9 and 3.10 for
at the same time the ventilation valves are open is Siesmic Category I equipment.
very small. The large ventilation valves are in fact
closed throughout normal plant operation except 6.5.1.5 lustrumentatinn
during inerting and de-inerting. The LOCA dose
analyses do not assume any release from open Appendix 6B provides a discussion of the
containment isolation val es, either through the instrumentation for SGTS. Control and
SGTS or through the normal ventilation system. instrumentation for the SGTS is also discussed in

Subsections 7.3.11.5 and 7.3.2.5.
A realistic assessment of plant capability in

support of the exclusion indicates that the ventilation 6.5.1.6 Materials

| valves, if open, would be isolated before significant

| fission products are transported to the containment The construction matcrials used for the SGTS are

| atmosphere. "Significant" means fission products compatible with normal and accident environments
above that normally present in the primary system. postulated for the area in which the equipment is
A period much longer than the closing time of the located. The construction materials used in the
seatilation valves would be required to generate dryer and filter trains are consistent with the
conditions leading to the release of TID 14S44 like recommendations 01 Regulatory Guide 1.52 and its
source terms. Therefore, should a LOCA occur refere nces.

when the ventilation valves are open (valves expected
to be open only during inerting or de-inerting), little
fission product release to the environment would
actually occur. Therefore, the plant design and
analysis in this regard is conservative and bounds
releases actually expected in the event of a LOCA.

6.5.1.4 Tests and Inspection

The SGTS and its components are periodically
tested during construction and operation. These
tests fallin three categories:

(1) Environmental qualification tests

|(2) Acceptance tests as defined in ASME N509 and
N510

Amendment M 6.5-8 |
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6.5.2 Containment Spray Systems program confirm the integrity of the leakage

(/ boundary. The assumed leak rate from primary
Credit is not taken for any fission product containment is 0.5% of the free containment

removal provided by the drywell and wetwell spray volume per day measured at the containment
portions of the RilR system. design pressure.

Containment leak rate testing is descriled in
Subsection 6.2.6. The primary containment
walls, liner plate, mechanical penetrations,
isolation valves, hatches, and locks function to
limit release of radioactive materials,

subsequent to postulated accidents, such that
the resulting offsite dosos are less than the
guideline values of 10CFR100.

The structural design details of the primary
containment are discussed in Subsection 3.8.2.
Primary containment isolation valves are
discussed in Subsection 6.2.4. The conditions in
the containment during and after the design
basis events are given in Section 6.2.

Layouts of the primary containment
6.5.3 Fission Product Control Systems structure are given in the building arrangement

drawings in Section 1.2.
Fission product control systems are provided

pd | in conjunction with other ESF systems to limit the The primary containment atmosphere is
release of radioactive material from the inerted with nitrogen by the atmospheric control
containment to the environment following system (ACS). The ACS is described in
postulated design basis events. Dose analyses are Subsection 6.2.5. Following the design basis
provided in Chapter 15. The fission product LOCA, the flammability control system (FCS)
control systems consist of the primary containment controls the concentration of oxygen in
and the secondary containment. The following is a containment. Oxygen is generated by the
discussion of each fission product control system. radiolytic decomposition of water.

6.53.1 Primary Containment On appropriate signals, containment isolation
valves close as required. The primary

The primary containment is a cylindrical containment provides a passive barrier to limit the
steel-lined reinforced concrete structure forming leakage of airborne radioactive material. Systems
a limited leakage boundary for fission products required to accomplish ECCS or other ESF
released to the containment atmasphere following functions are not isolated. See Subsection 6.23
a LOCA or other event. The containment is for further details of isolation valve closure

I
divided into the upper and lower drywells and the signals.

; suppression chamber (wetwell) b* the reinforced
concrete diaphragm floor and the reactor vessel 6.53.2 Secondary Containment

i

pedestal. The diaphragm finer is rigidly attached
to the reactor pedestal a id the containment wall. The secondary containment is provided so that
A liner is also provided as part of the diaphragm leakage from the primary containment is collected

; floor to prevent bypass of steam from the upper and treated and monitored by the SGTS prior to

| drywell to the stppression chamber air space release to the environment. Refer to Subsection
during an accident. The primary containment is 6.2.3 for a description of the secondary
totally within the secondary containment. A test containment boundary and Subsection 6.5.1 for a

O description of the SGTS.
U s
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6.5.5 COL License Information

6.5.5.1 SGTS Performance

The COL applicant will perform a SGTS
draw.down analysis in accordance with Subsection
6.5.1.3.1(5).

O
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TAllLE 6.51
,Q

STANDIlY GAS TitEATMENT SYSTEM
COMPONENT DESCitlPTION

l'llter Train Consists of a moisture separator, an electric
process heater, prefilter, pre-IIEPA filter,
charcoal adsorber, post-IIEPA filter and
space electric heaters.

Quantity 2

Capacity 6800 m /hr

Moisture Separator

General Woven wire, stainless steel mesh pads

Quantity 1 bank of standard si/c moisture separators
per filter train

EfGeiency per ASME N509, Section 5.4

Electric Process lleater

General Electric, Gnned tubular

Quantity 1 per dryer train

Rating 53 kW minimum,26.2 kW maximum

Relative humidity
Inlet 100% @ 66 C
Outlet 70% @ 75 C

Air AT 9C

Prefilter

General Cartridge type

Ouantity 1 bank of standard size filters per filter train

Media Glass fiber

Efficiency Per ASME N509, Section 53

6.5-7Amenoment 24
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JTAllLE 6.51 (Continued) - -

. SUMMARY OF MAJOR STANDilY GAS
' '

TREATMENT SYSTEM COMI'ONENTS

IIEPA filters
~

General Vertically oriented

Ouantity Banks of standard size llEPA filters both
upstream and downstream of charcoal adsorber
per fiher train

Media Glass fiber

Efficiency 2.99.97% with 0.3 micron DOP (shop test
> 99.9% with 0.5 micton DOP (surveillance test)

Charcoal Adsorbers

General Vertically oriented deep beds
.

Quantity 2
D- 1

Efficiency 2.99.825% (laboratory)
.199.95% (in-place bypass test)

G.Charcoal weight 794 kg.

Depth of Bed 15 cm,

Maximum Face velocity 732 m/hr 7

- Prxess Fnn

General - . Centrifugal

Quantity -2
.

Capacity 68(X) m /hr .

Cooling Fan
1

General Centrifugal

- Quantity 2

Capacity 700 m /hr

6.5-8 -Amendment 24
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! 6.7 lilGli l'ItESSUltE NITitOGEN GAS bottles. Normally, outlet valves from five of

Q SUPPIX SYSTEM the ten bottles are kept open. Each division
has a pressure control valve to depressurire the

6.7.1 Functions nitrogen gas from the bottles.

The high pressure nitrogen gas supply system The bottles are mechanically restrained to
is divided into two independent divisions, with preclude generation of high pressure missiles
each division containing a safety related during an SSE. The bottles are also covered by
emergency stored nitrogen supply. The essential a heavy steel plate, which serses as a barrier
stoned nitrogen supply is Safety Class 3, Seismic to potential missiles.
Category !, designed for operation of the main
steam S/R valve ADS function accumulators. Flow rate and capacity requirements are

divided into an initial requirement and a

continuous supply. An initial requirement for
The function of the nonsafety-related, makeup each ADS SRV provides for actuations of the

nitropen gas supply system is: valve against drywell pressure. Fifty gallon --

accumulators supplied for each main steam ALS
(1) relief function accumulators of main steam SRV actuator f ulfill the steam valve

S/R valves, requirement. The continuous supply is divided
into safety and nonsafety portiont..

(2) pneumatically operated valves and
instruments inside the PCV, Compcessed nitrogen at a rate adequate to

make up the nitrogen leakage of each serviced
(3) leak detection system radiation monitor valve is provided by the safety portion. This

calibration assumes an air leakage rate for each valve of I
scfh for a period of at least seven days. The

(4) ADS function accumulators to compensate for essential system with associated lines, valves

O the leakage from main steam S/R solenoid and fittings are classified as Safety Class 3,
valves during normal operation Seismic Category 1.

6.7.2 System Description The nonsafety portion provides compressed
nitrogen at a rate adequate to recharge the ADS

Normally, nitrogen gas for both the essential SRV accumulators. The nonessential system has
and nonessential makeup systems is supplied from two pressure control valves to depressurire the
the nitrogen gas evaporator via the makeup line nitrogen gas from the AC system. One is to
to the atmospherie control (AC) system. The depressurize to 200 psi for the SRV accumulators
nitrogen supply system shall supply nitrogen and the other is to depressurire to 100 psi for
which is oil free with a moisture content of less other pneumatic uses.
than 2.5 ppm. This nitrogen is filtered in the
IIPIN system to remove particles larger than 5 The continuous supply portion of the
microns. All equipment using this nitrogen shall pneumatic system, extending from the AC system
be capable of operating with nitrogen of the to the isolation valve prior to the essential
quality listed above. If nitrogen is not system is not safety related,
available from the AC system to supply the
essential system, nitrogen is supplied from high Nonsafety piping and valves of the system are
pressure nitrogen gas storage bottles. The designed to ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code, and
essential system is separated into two the requirements of Quality Grou;. D of
divisions. There are ticlines between the Regulatory Guide 1.26. Pressure vessels and
nonessential and each division of the essential heat exchangers are designed to ASME Section
system. Each ticline has a motor operated Vill, Division 1.
shutoff valve. For details, see Figure 6.7-1 and
Table 6.7-1. System design pressure is 200 psig with the

system design temperature at 150 F.
Each division of the essential system has ten

Amendment 24 6.71
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6.7.3 System Evaluation

Vessels, piping and fittings of the safety
portion of the system are designed to Seismic -

t

_

O

O
Amendment 2-6 6.7-1,1
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APPENDIX 6A

REGUI ATORY GUIDE l,52, SECTION C, COMPl. LANCE ASSESSMENT

This Appendix provides the compliance status of the AllWR SGTS design with each of the regulatory
positions specified under $cction C of R.G.1.52, and the revision cited in Table 1&20. Following each
provision of R.G.1.52 is an evaluation of the ADWR compliance with that position. If the AllWR deviates
from the R.G.1.52 position, justification is provided. Note that the similarly numbered sections from the
resisions cited in Table 1&21 for ANSI N5(N and N510 are used for AllWR SGTS design except as otherwise
noted; Regulatory Guide 1.52 references older revisions (1976) of these standards. Compliance as described in
the remainder of this icsponse is measured against the applicable section of the standards referenced in Table
IA2L

in addition, the term "demister," used in R.G.1.52, is a trademark of Otto II. York Co.,Inc. of Parsippany,
New Jersey. The AllWR SGTS design includes provision for the use of moisture separators.

AHWR Complianceith R.G.132. Resision 2. Section C

*l. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The design of an engineered safety feature atmosphere cleanup system should be based on the maximuma.

pressure differential, radiation dose rate, relative humidity, maximum and minimum temperature, and
other conditions resulting from the postulated DilA and on the duration of such conditions?

The design is in compliance with this position.

O
| "b. The design of each ESF system should be based on the radiation dose to essential senices in the sicinity

of the adsorber section, integrated over the 30-day period following the postulated DilA. The radiation
source term should be consistert with the assumptions found in Regulatory Guides 13, IA and 1.25.

! Other engineered safety features, including pertinent comp <ments of essential services such as power, air,
and control cables, should be adequately shielded from the ESF atmosphere cleanup systems?

The design is in compliance with this position. Table 313-20 provides the radiation emironmental conditions
inside secondary containment for plant abnormal and accident conditions. Note that integrated doses for si5
months, not 30 days, are provided in Table 313 20,

*c. The design of each adsorber should be based on the concentration and relative abundance of the iodine
species (clemental, particulate, and organic), which should be consistent with the assumptions found in
Regulatory Guides 13, I A and 1.257

| The design is in compliance with this position. A revised Table 6.5-2 is provided.

|
"d. The operation of any ESF atmosphere cleanup system should not deleteriously affect the operation of

other engineered safety features such as a containment spray system, nor should the operation of other
enginected safety features such as a containment spray system de!cteriously affect the operation of any
EST atmosphere cleanup system?

|- The design is in compliance with this position.

O
Amendment 11 6A-1
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"c. Components of systems connected to compartments that are unheated during a postulated accident
should be designed for post-accident effects of both the lowest and highest predicted temperatures." g

The design is in compliance with this position.

"2. SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA

ESF atmosphere cleanup systems designed and installed for the purpose of mitigating accident dosesa.

should be redundant. The systems should consist of the following sequential components: (1) demisters,
(2) prefilters (demisters may serve this function), (3) liEPA filters before the adsorbers, (4) iodine
adsorbers (impregnated activated carbon or equivalent adsorbent such as metal reolites), (5) IIEPA
filters after the adsorbers, (6) ducts and valves, (7) fans, and (8) related instrumentation. Ileaters or
cooling coils used in conjunction with heaters should be used when the humidity is to be coutrolled before
filt ration."

-

The design is in compliance with this position

'b. The redundant ESF atmosphere cleanup systems should be physically separated so that damage to one
system does not also cause damage to the second system. The generation of missiles from high pressure
equipment rupture, rotating machinery failure, or natural phenomena should be considered in the design
for separation and protection."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"c. All components of an engineered safety feature atmosphere cleanup system should be designated as
Seismic Category 1 (see Regulatory Guide 1.29) if failure of a component would lead to the release of
significant quantities of fission products to the working or outdoor environments."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"d. If the ESF atmosphere cleanup system is subject to pressure surges resulting from the postulaicd
accident, the system should be protected from such surges. Each component should be protected with
such devices as pressure relief valves so that the overall system will perform its intended function during
and after the passage of the pressure surger

| The design is in compliance with this position. The ABWR SGTS is not subject to " pressure surges" from the
postulated accilent sufficient to cause damage to the filter train. Secondary containment pressure does
increase slightly as part of the post-LOCA heatup process.

"e. In the mechanical design of the ESF system, the high radiation levels that may be associated with buildup
of radioactive materials on the ESF system components should be given particular consideration. ESF
system construction materials should effectively perform their intended function under the postulated
radiation levels. The effects of radiation should be considered not only for the demisters, heaters,llEPA
filters, adsorbers, and fans, but also for any electrical insulation, controls, joining compounds, dampers,

Amendment 24 6/b2
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gaskets, and other organic-containing materir.ls that are necessary for operating during a postulated
DBA?

The design is in compliance with this position,

3
| 'f. The volumetric air flow rate of a single cleanup train should be limited to approximately $1000 m /hr. If

a total system air now in excess of this rate is required, multiple trains should be used. For case of
maintenance, a filter layout three 11 EPA filters high and ten wide is preferred?

The design is in compliance with this position.

"g. The ESF atmosphere cleanup system should be instrumented to r.ignal, alarm, and record pertinent
pressure drops and now rates at the control room?

The design is in compliance with this position. Filter train exhaust flow and reactor building differential

| pressure are indicated and appropriately annunciated in the main control room. Pertinent pressure dropsacross the indhidual components of the filter train are indicated at a local rack and main control room.

*h. The power supply and electrical distribution system for the ESF atmosphere cleanup system described in
Section C.2.a above lone that is used to mitigate accident doses] should be designed in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.32. Allinstrumentation and equipment controls should be designed to IEEE
Standard 279. The ESF system should be qualified and tested under Regulatory Guide 1.89. To the
extent applicable, Regulatory Guides 1.30,1.t00, and 1.118 and IEEE Standard 334 should be considered
in the design?

O The design is in compliance with this position. Commitments for all except IEEE 334 are provided in Chapters
7,8 and 17 and Sections 3.10 and 3.11. IEEE 334 is applied to the SGTS per this Regulatory Guide.

"i. Unless the applicable engineered-safety-feature atmosphere cleanup system operates continuously during
all times that a DBA can be postulated to occur, the sys,em should be automatically activated upon the
occurrence of a DBA by (1) a redundant engineered-safety feature signal (i.e., temperature, pressure) or _

(2) a signal from redundant Seismic Category I radiation monitors?

The design is in compliance with this position.

"j. To maintain radiation exposures to operating personnel as low as is reasonably achievable during plant
maintenance, ESF atmosphere cleanup system should be designed to control leakage and facilitate
maintenance in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8. The ESF atmosphere cleanup
train should be totally enclosed. Each train should be designed and installed in a manner that permits
replacement of the train as an intact unit or as a minimum number of segmented sections without
removal of indhidual components *

The design is in compSance with this position.

"k. Outdoor air intake openings should be equipped with louvers, grills, screens, or similar protective devices
to minimize the effects of high winds, rain, snow, ice, trash, and other containments on the operation of

O 6A 3Amendment 24
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the system. If the atmosphere surrounding the plant could contain significant environmental
contaminants, such as dusts and residues from r.moke cleanup systems from adjacent coal burning power
plants or industry, the design of the system should consider these contaminants and prevent them from
affecting the operation of any ESF atmosphere cleanup systern."

The ABWR SGTS has no outdoor air intakes, taking suction only from within secondary containment.
Secondary containment air is fdtered by the llVAC system (U41).

"1. F.SF atmosphere cleanup system housings and ductwork should be designed to exhibit on test a maximum
totalleakage rate as defined in Section 4.12 of ANSI N5091976. Duct and housing leak tests should be
performed in accordance with the provisions of Section 6 of ANSI N510-1975 "

The design is in compliance with this position.

"3. COh1PONENT L)ESIGN CRITERIA AND QUALIFICATION TESTING

Demisters should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section 5.4a.
of ANSI N509-1976. Demisters should meet Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) Class I requirements."

The design is in compliance with this position.

'b. Air heaters should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section
5.5 of ANSI N5091976." 9

The design is in compliance with this position.

*c. Materials used in the prefilters should withstand the radiation levels and environmental conditions
prevalent during the postulated DllA. Prefilters should be designed, constructed, and tested in
accordance with the provisions of Section 53 of ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"d. The llEPA filters should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with Section 5.1 of ANSI
N509-1976. Each IIEPA filter should be tested for penetration of dioctyl phthlate (DOP) in accordance
with the provisions of MIL-F-51068 and MIL-STD-282."

The design is in compliance with this position. The applicable portion of MIL-F-51068 is Section 3.4.1. The
applicable portions of MIL-STD-282 are Methods 102.1,102.8 and 102.9.1.

"c. Filter and adsorber mounting frames should be constructed and designed in accordance with the
provisions of Section 5.63 of ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

O
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"f. Filter and adsorber banks should be arranged in accordance with the recommendations of Section 4A of

O ERDA 76-21."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"g. System filter housings, including floors and doors, should be constructed and designed in accordance with
the provisions of Section 5.6 of ANSI N509-1976,"

The design is in compliance with this position.

"h. Water drains should be designed in accordance with the recommendations of Section 4.5.8 of ERDA
76-21."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"i. The adsorber section of the ESF atmosphere cleanup system may contain any adsorbent material
demonstrated to remove gaseous iodine (elementaliodine and organic iodides) from air at the required
efficiency. Since impregnated activated carbon is commonly used, only this adsorbent is discussed in this
guide."

Impregnated activated carbon is used in the ABWR SGTS design.

"Each original or replacement batch of impregnated activated carbon used in the adsorber section should
meet the qualification and batch test results summarized in Table 5.1 of ANSI N509-1976. In this table, a
' qualification test'should be interpreted to mean a test that establishes the suitability of a product for a
general application, normally a one-time test reflecting historical typical performance of material. In this
table, a ' batch test'should be interpreted to mean a test made on a production batch of product to
establish sdtability for a specific application. A ' batch of activated carbon'should be interpreted to mean
a quantity of material of the same grade, type, and series that has been homogenized to exhibit, within
reasonable tolerance, the same performance and physical characteristics and for which the manufacturer
can demonstrate by acceptable tests and quality control practices such uniformity "

The test requirements for the adsorber section will comply with this position.

"All material in the same batch should be activated, impregnated, and otherwise treated under the same
process conditions and procedures in the same process equipment and should be produced under the
same manufacturing release and instructions. Matcrial produced in the same charge of batch equipment
constitutes a batch; material produced in different charges of the same batch equipment should be
included in the same batch only if it can be homogenized as above. The maximum batch size should be

3
350 ft of active carbon."

The test requirements will comply with this position.

"If an adsorbent other than impregnated activated carbon is proposed or if the mesh size distribution is
different from the specification in Table 5.1 of ANSI N509-1976, the proposed adsorbent should have

O demonstrated the capability to perform as well as or better than activated carbon in satisfying the
specifications in Table 5.1 of ANSI N50%1976."

6A.5Amendment 11
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impregnated activated carbon is used in the AllWR SGTS design. The performance requirements of Table g
51 of ANSI N509 will be met.

*1f impregnated activated carbon is used as the adsorbent, the adsorber system should be designed for an
average atmosphere residence time of 0.25 sec per two inches of adsorbent bed. The adsorption unit
should be designed for a maximum loading of 2.5 mg of total iodine (radioactive plus stable) per gram of
activated carbon. No more than 5% of impregnant (50 mg of impregnant per gram of carbon) should be
used. The radiation stability of the type of carbon specified should be demonstrated and certified (see
Section C.1.b of this guide for the design source term).*

The design is in compliance with this position.

"j , Adsorber cells should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the requirements of
Section 5.2 of ANSI N509-1976.*

The design h in compliance with this position.

"k. The design of the adsorber section should consider possible iodine desorption and adsorbent
auto-ignition that may result from radioactivity-induced heat in the adsorbent and concomitant
temperature rise. Acceptable designs include a low How air bleed system, cooling coils, water sprays for
the adsorber section, or other cooling mechanisms. Any cooling mechanism should satisfy the
single-failure criterion. A low-llow air bleed system should satisfy the single-failure criterion for
providing low humidity (less than 70% relative humidity) cooling air now."

| The design is in compliance with this position. The design utilizes cooling fans for cmling of the charcoal.

"I. The system fan, its mounting, and the ductwork connections should be designed, constructed, and tested
in accordance with the requirements of Sections 5.7 and 5.8 of ANSI N5(rM976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

The fan or blower used on the ESF atmosphere cleanup system should be capable of operating under them.
environmental conditions postulated, including radiation."

The design is in compliance with this position.

*n. Ductwork should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the provisions of Section 5.10 of
ANSI N509-1976.*

The design is in compilance with this position.

Ducts and housings should be laid out with a minimum of ledges, protrusions, and crevices that could'o.
collect dust and moisture and that could impede personnel or create a bazard to them in the performance
of their work. Straightening vanes should be installed where required to ensure representative air flow
measurement and uniform flow distribution through cleanup components."

cuAmendment 3:
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The design is in compliance with this position.

* Dampers should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the prosisions of Section 5.9 of
ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

*4. MAINTENANCE

Accessibility of components and maintenance should be considered in the design of ESF atmospherea.

cleanup systems in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.3.8 of ERDA 76-21 and Section 4.7 of
ANSI N509-1976.*

The design is in compliance with this position.

"b. For ease of maintenance, the system design should provide for a minimum of three feet from mounting
frame to mounting frame between banks of components, if components are to be replaced, the
dimension to be provided should be the maximum length of the component plus a minimum of three
feet."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"c. The system design should provide for permanent test probes with external connections in accordance with
the provisions of Section 4.11 of ANSI N5091976.*

The design is in compliance with this position.

"d. Each ESF atmosphere cleanup train should be operated at least 10 hours per month, with the heaters on
(if so equipped),in order to reduce the buildup of moisture on the adsorbers and IIEPA filters."

The surveillance test requirements are provided in technical specification 3.6.4.3 (Chapter 16). Each space
heater, used only during SGTS standby, contains a small circulating fan which serves to maintain the entire
filter train at a uniform temperature. The filter train is physically isolated during system standby. Therefore,
SGTS operation other than as required for mitigation of offsite dose is not required. The isolation of the filter
train also serves to minimize the degradation of the IIEPA filters and charcoal adsorber due to weathering
effects between surveillance tests. This is further discussed in Subsection 6.5.1.3.3, " Justification for Single

SGTS Futer Train."

"e. The cleanup components (i.e., llEPA filters, prefilters, and adsorbers) should not be installed while
active construction is still in progress.*

Installation of the SGTS will comply with this position.

*5. IN-PIACE TESTING CRITERIA

A visualinspection of the ESF atmosphere cleanup system and all associated components should bea.

V
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made bt fore cach in-place air flow distribution test, DOP test, or activated carbon adsorber section leak
test in accordance with the prmisions of Section 5 of ANSI N510-19757 g

The system test procedures will comply with this position.

"b. The air flow distribution to the llEPA filters and iodine adsorbers should be tested in place for
uniformity initially and after maintenance affecting the flow distribution. No selocity reading shall exceed
.L20'; of the calculated average. The testing should be conducted in accordance with the provisions of
Section 9 of " Industrial Ventilation" and Section 8 of ANSI N510-19757

Acceptance tests, performed after completion of initial construction and after any system modifications or
repair (per Table 1 of ANSI N510), will comply with this position. The guidance in " Testing of Ventilation
Systems," Section 9 of " Industrial Ventilation," will be applied to any testing performed.

"c. The in place DOP test for llEPA filters should conform to Section 10 of ANSI N510-1975. IIEPA lilter
sections shou'd be tested in place (1) initially, (2) at least once per 18 months thereafter, and (3)
following painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating with the system to
confirm a penetration of less than 0.059 at rated flow. An engineered safety-feature air filtration system
satisfying this condition can be considered to warrant a 9% removal efficiency for particulates in
accident dose evaluations. IIEPA filters that fail to satisfy this condition should be replaced with filters
qualified pursuant to regulatory position C.3 d of this guide. If the IIEPA filter bank is entirely or only
partially replaced, an in place DOP test should be conducted?

The surveillance test procedure will comply with this position. Technical specification 3.6 4.3 (Chapter 16)
complies with this position.

"If any welding repairs are necessary on, within, or adjacent to the ducts, housing, or mounting frames,
the filters and adsorbers should be removed from the housing during such repairs. The repairs should be
completed prior to periodic testing, filter inspection, and in-place testing. The use of silicone scalants or
any other temporary patching material on filters, housing, mounting frames, or ducts should not be
atowed?

The SGTS maintenance procedures will comply with this position.

"d. The activated carbon adsorber section should be leak tested with a gaseous halogenated hydrocarbon
refrigerant in accordance with Section 12 of ANSI N510-1975 to ensure that bypass leakage through the
adsorber section is less than 0.05G. After the test is completed, air flow through the unit should be
maintained until the residual refrigerant gas m the effluent is less than 0 01 ppm. Adsorber leak testing
should be conducted (1) initially,(2) at least once per 18 months thereafter,(3) following removal of an
adsorber sample for labocatory testing if the integrity of the adsorber section is affected, and (4) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation 7one communicating with the system?

Surveillance testing is prosided to comply with this position.

"6. LABORATORY TESTING CRITERIA FOR ACTIVATED CARBON

The activated carbon adsorber section of the ESF atmosphere cleanup system should be assigned thea.

decontamination efficiencies given in Table 2 for c cmental iodine and organic iodides if the following
conditions are meti

Amendment 14 6A4
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APPENDIX 611
O Sit!' 6.5.1, TAllt.E 6.5.1-1 COMI'1,I ANCE ASSESSMENT

The following prmides a comparison between the instrumentation specified in SRP 6.5.1, Table 6.5.1 1, and
the instrumentation provided in the AllWR SGTS design. JustiGcation is provided for those items that desiate
from the SRP.

The selection and location of instrumentation for the ABWR SGTS was re examined during system design to
rationalire the operator interface. Instrumentation strictly required for monitoring the operation of the SGTS
to mitigate offsite releases is prosided in the main control room (MCR) on panel displays designed for that
purpose. Monitoring, of course,is a fundamental plant requirement speciGed in GDC 13. Instrumentation
used for testing or maintenance is located at the local instrument rack.

There are two basic parameters that are important to assure SGTS function, secondary containment pressure
and charcoal adsorber inlet relative humidity. If the secondary containment pressure i.s less than the ambient
pressure, any release from the plant passes through and is treated and monitored by the SGTS. If the inlet
eclative hu nidity to the charcoal adsorber is less than or equal to 70%, then credit for a 99% cfGciency may be
taken (although charcoal perfo;mance at higher humiditics provides significant decontamit.ation factors). If an
operator confirms the secondary containment pressure is negative with respect to ambient on all faces of the
building and the relative humidity is less than 70% entering the adsorber, then the system is functioning as
intended to mitigate calculated offsite doses.

The AllWR SGTS design providesinn divisional differential pressure transmitters with high and low alarms

! monitoring secondary containment pressure with respect to ambient pressure outside cach of the four walls of

| | the reactor building, in addition,1*u divisions of moisture measurement with high alarms are provided in the
l filter housing upstream of the charcoal adsorber, providing a direct measurement of relative humidity. As a
| | secondary indication of relative humidity, single division of inlet temperature (upstream of the pnuss electric

heaters) and two divisions of temperatere indication (upstreara of charcoal adsorber) are also provided. The
maximum possible relative humidity may be calculated based on the temperature rise across the heater. These
basic parameters cach have main control room indication and alarm.

Unit inlet or Outigt

I ocal Panel Maia_ Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 F1ow ratc (indication) Flow rate (recorded indication,

high alarm and low alarm
signals)

ABWR SGTS F(1) 018B(C) Inlet flow rate (recorded,
indication, low alarm);
FRS618B(C), F1618B(C). Inlet
temperature (indication);
T1602B(C)

6ILIAmendment 24
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local: AliWil design is in compliance with SitP Table 6.5.1 1

O

M CR: SRP Table 6.5.11 includes a high alarm signal to detect high flow rate at the sptem inlct or outlet.
The AllWR SGTS does not have this high alarm. A flow rate higher than the design value may indicate a
potential failuir in the fan or an increase in secondary containment leakage. Ilowever, as long as a negative
pressure is maintained in secondary containment, SGTS function is accomplished. Iow negati e secondary
containment prcssure is alarmed in the main control room. Operation of the SG1S to mitigate off. site scleases
will not be aficcted by the absence of the high flow alarrn at the local panel,

in addition, the AllWR SGT S denign provides inlet temperature indication which is used in concert with
dowstream temperature measurement as a second means to determine relative humidity in the process strcam
to the charcoal adsorber. Direct moisture measurement is the primary means to determine charcoal adsorber

-

inlet relative humidity and is discusud in a later scction of this resgxmse.

hiehtme Sepittatet
,

leuLl';inc1 Main Control Room
SitP Table 6.5.1 1 Pressure drop (indication) None

(optional high alarm signal)

AllWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication);
DP1003tl(C), DP1103tl(C) DP160311(C)

The A11WR design is in compliance with SitP Table 6.5.1 1.

Ekctric Ileater

1 ocal Pand . Mam Controlitoom
SR P Tabic ri.5.1 1 Status indication None

AllWR SGTS lland switch, status indication. Iland switch, status indication

local: l'he AllWR design exceeds the kical panel requirements of 6.5.11.

MCR: The AllWR design exceeds the control room requirements specified in Sit P Table 6.5.1 1.

Amendment 24 OD-2
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kWrMrlwruLlltaltLaud Prefiker

local Panci Main Continl Hoom_

SRP Table 6.5.1 1 Temperature (indication, high Temperature (indication, high
alarm and low alarm signals) alarm, low alarm, trip alarm

signals)

AllWR SGTS None Temperature (high alarrn and
trip signals);TS00511(c)

local: Ternperature indication requirtd for testing is available from the control room. Operation of the SGTS
to mitigate offsite releases will not be affected by the absence of temperature indication or the high and low
alarms at the h> cal panel.

htCR: The high alarm and Itip in the AllWR SGTS design is used to alert the operator and shut down the

| clectric heater should the heater temperature increase alove 110"C. This is slightly above the 107"C referenced
-

in ASME N509, Subsection 5.5.1, but well within the available margin. Per ASME N509, Section 4.9, higher
temperatures (above 150"C) may lead to significant desorption of iodine from the charcoal. Potential ignition of
the charcoal occurs at a much higher temperature (290"C per ERDA 76-21, Subsection 3.4.2) and is also not a
concern. Note that the AllWR SGTS charcoal will meet the more stringent physical property specification of

| ASMl! N509, Table 51, for ignition temperature (330',C) [see also the response to Position C.3.i, Appendis
6.5A].

Traditionally, relative humidity is maintaincd by controlling the temperature rise across the heater. A low
temperature alttm indicates a potential heater failure such that the relative humidity in the process stream may
not be maintained. Additional temperature and relative humidity itiditalian and high alarms are provided
between the first IIEPA fiker and the charcoal adsorber and are described in a later section of this response.
These additional instruments serve the same function as the SRP instruments - assuring a relative humidity in
the process stream passing through the charcoal of less than 70% A high relative humidity signals the same
problem as low temperature. Therefore, the AllWR design meets the intent of SRP Table 6.5.11. See the
discussion of basic parameters at the beginning of this response for an understanding of AllWR SGTS
instrumentation design.

hdihu

local Panel _ Main Control }{oom
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Pressure drop (indication, high None

alarm signal)

AllWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication;
DP1007 DP160711(C)

The SRP includes a high alarm signal for monitoring pressure drop across the prefilter. The AllWR design
does not have this alarm localinstrumentation for prefilter pressure drop measurement is used for testing
purposes. A high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing given the direct indication available on

| the instrument rack and main control room (MCR). Iow system flow is alarmed in the control roo n should fan
runback occur from any cause Operation of the SGTS to mitigate any patial offsite release will not be
affected by the absence of the alarm on the local panel.

O 6D-3Amendment 24
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Sitl''l able 6.5.1 1 l'rcuure diop (indication, high Pressure diop (recorded
alarrn signal) indication)

AliWit Milh Pressure drop (indication); l'rcuure drop (induation) |

I)PithN I)P16thil(C) |

1 o(al: 'Ihe local panel has indication for confirming the proper preuure drop across the Ill:PA filter during
testing.1.ile the picfilter, a high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing gisen the dirt (t indication
availabic on the instrument ra(L. laiw splem flow is alarmed in the mntrol room should fan runba(L oucur.
Operation of the MriS to initigate any gotential offsite sticate will not be affected by the absence of a local high
alatin.

M Cit : 1)uring spicm operation, it is not espected that the IlliPA filter would eshibit an curssiv(ly high
preuurt drop by sittue of the periodic testing for pressure drop and filter cflidency pt forancd m acwrdance

j with the ubcdules spc(ificd in the Technical Spedfhationt ilowever, a pressure drop (indication) is provided-

hDMriL|M U1 LitiLilEl'AliktuadzWell'c!

l UG11' anti JM!tOJU1191Rei'!u._
SitP 'lable 6.51 1 None None

AllWit MiTS None Moisture (single disision of
sedundant indication MI611, g
MI612 cach with hirh alarm).
Ternperature (single disision of
indication, cont:ol and trip, high
alarm); T1610, T5009, TSolo.
Space heater hand switch and
st at us indication.

As mentioned presiously, dircct moisture indication is provided to auure relative humidity is less than 70"i in
the gases entering the charcoal adsniber, itelatise humidity is a fundamental pararnetcr for system function and
has been em; hasized in instrumentation design. Space heaters with related temperature and status
instrumentation are provided both upstream and downstream of the charcoal. Discussion of this
instrumentation is provided in a later section, * Space between Adsortier and Second lil!!'A l'ilttr?

The Allwit MrIS design escreds the requirements of SitP Table 6.5.1 1 and ASMl! N509, Table 41.

Adielbc!

l ofalh1K1 _AIMILCenttelReonL
Sill' Tabk 6.5.1 1 None None

AllWit MrIS Pressure drop (indication); Temperaturc (high alarm);
DP1022 TS01311(C)

I'rcssure drop (indication);
DP1612, DP!622 g

MM
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| The AllWR SGTS design provides single division of high temperature alarrn both directly upstream and
downstream of the charcoal adsorber. The purpose of this alarm is to alert the operator to the potential for
desorption of iodine from the charcoal (if the SGTS is operating post accident) or of a failure in one of the
temperature control and high alarm circuits associated with the heaters. The setpoint for this alarm signal is
155' C (311"F). Should temperature reading and alarms indicate a continued and uncontrolled high temperature
during SGTS operation, deluge actuation may be warranted. Pressure drop is prosided at a local rack (for

j testing) and in AICR.

The Al3WR SGTS design exceeds the requirements of SitP Table 6.5.1 1.

Space between Adsorber and Second ilEPA Filter (Post-ilEPA)

local Panel hiain Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 Temperature (two-stage high Temperature (indication,

alarm signal) two stage high alarm signal)

AllWR SGTS None Temperature (single division of
indication, control and trip, high
alarm); T1616. TS015, TS616
Space heater hand switch and
status indication.

local: Local temperature alarms are not provided since the area is not continuously manned. Appropriate
alarms and indication are provided in the control room along with the necessary controls to respond to a high
temperature signal.

| h1CR: The intent of the SRP h1CR position, judging from Footnote 2 of Table 41 of ASNIE N509,is to provide
an alarm on high temperature and signal for manual deluge actuation on a high high temperature alarm. In the
AllWR design, high and low temperature trips based on readings from the filter housing, both upstream and
downstream of the charcoal, are used to cycle one of the two heating elements in cach space heater on and off.
A low temperature alarm is provided if low temperature coincident with space heater operation (i.e., not out of
senice)is detected. liigh temperature between the space heater elements gives an alarm in the htCR and cuts
power to the other heating clement supplied with each space heater.

I Each space heater heating element is provided with status indication. Each space heater fan is provided with a
'

hand switch and status indicatiou.

The need for deluge actuation is discussed in a later section of this Appendix," Deluge llose," and also in
Subsection 6.5.133,"SGB Filter Train."

Second ilEPA (Post ilEPA)

1.ccal Panel hiain Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 Pressure drop (indication, high None

alarm signal)

AllWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication);
DP1017, DP1027 DP!627, DP1617

O Amendment N 6D-$
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Local: The local panel has indication for confirming the proper pressure drop across the llEPA filter during
testing.1.ike the prefilter and first ilEPA filter, a high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing g
given the direct indication on the rack. Iow system flow is alarmed in the control room should fan runback

| occur. Operation of the SGTS to mitigate any potential offsite release will not be affected by the absence of alocal high alarm. MCR: pressure drop indication is provided.

[ Process! Fan

local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 (Optional hand switch and lland switch, status indication

status indication)

AllWR SGTS Nonc lland switch, status indication
(run/stop)

Continn Fan local Panel Main Controf Room

| SRP Table 6.5.1-1 (Optional hand switch, status lland switch, status indication

indication)

AtlWR SGTS None lland switch, status indication
(run/t. top)

Cooling fan will automatically start following the signal of the filter train stoppage for cocling the
adsorber. The AllWR SGTS design complies with SRP Tablke 6.5.1 1.

Valve / Damp.gr Ooerator

local Panel )1ain Contml Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 (Optional status indication) Status indication

AllWR SGTS None lland switch, status indication
(Open/ closed), porition
indication; pol 601

The AllWR SGTS design exceeds the requirements of SRP Table 6.5.11. Valve position indication (and
control) is provided on the inlet dampers, FOO2B(C).

Deluce Wives

local Panel Main Control Room
SRl' Table 6.5.1 1 lland switch, status indication iland switch, status indication

AllWR SGTS None None

Manual deluge Opability is provided on the ABWR SGTS. Inadvertent wetting of the charcoal has led to
system unavailability in operating plants. Remote deluge control, either from a local panel or the main control
room is not prosided. As such status indication (open/ closed) is not required. System availability is improved
without compromising fire protection requirements. The recert'.y issued ASME N509-1989 also shows a move
away from remote operated salves, since the requirement for .he hand switch has been deleted and status
indication is now optional. g
Amendment 24 6D-6
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SitP Table 6.5.1 1 None Summation of pressure drop
across total system, high alarm
signal

AllWit SGTS None None

Preuure drop across the entire system is not required because pressure drop indication is prosided in MCit for
each component whose pressure drop is subject to thange over time.

R.thet z SciendnyroniainmenLDilicirntiall'toiun

Local PargI hiain Contr01 ItounL.,
Sit P Table 611 1 None None

AllWit SGTS None Differential pressure (four
disisions of indication and high
and low alarms)

The Allwit SG'IS design exceeds the requirements of SitP Table 6.5.11. Measurement of secondary
containment pressure with respect to the emirons is a fundamental system parameter which is specined within,
and is under the control of, the AllWit SGTS design.

DihtL:_lueP_Stah
|

letal Panel Main Control Itoom
SitP Table 6.5.1-1 None None

AllWR SGTS None Level (two divisions of low
alarm)

1.oop seals are provided within the dryer and filter train and in the piping downstream of the filter train
discharge bh>ck valves. Redundant low level alarms are provided to assure loop seal level is maintained. The
hop seals function to continuously and passively drain any accumulation of water in the SGTS, Accumulation of
water in piping to the stack has been a problem in operating plants.

O
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Specific Regulatory Requirements: which will ensure that isolation of the

O ceniain-eni and/er reacier ves,ci wiii
The specific regulatory requirements appli- occur once initiated;
cable to the controls and instrumentation
for the ECCS are shown on Table 7.12. (f) provide instrumentation and control to

permit the operator to manually initiate
(2) Nonsafety helated Design Bases isolation if necessary.

None. (g) provide interlocks to assure reset capa- p
bility is only possible after clearance p;

'
7.1.23.2 Leak ik tection and Isolation Splem of isolation signals.
(LDS) lustrumentation and Control

Specific Regulatory Requirements
(1) Safety Design Bases

Specific regulatory reyoirements applicable
Tbc general functional requirements of the to this system are shown in Table 7.12.
LDS instrumentation and control are to
detect, indicate and alarm leakage from the (2) Nonsafety Related Design Bases
reactor primary pressure boundary and, in
certain cases, to initiate closure of The LDS instrumentation and control is
isolation valves to shut off leakage designed to:

'external to the containment.
(a) provide sufficient redundancy of instru-

In order to meet the safety design basis, ments to avoid unnecessary plant shut-
the LDS instrumentation and control sy!!cm downs due to instrument malfunctions;
shall be designed (as a minimum) to:

(b) avoid plant shutdowns due to a single
1 (a) provide direct and accurate measurements power supply failure; and

of parameters which are indicative of a
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) (c) provide the capability to maintain,

| leak or a leak of reactor coolant out- calibrate, or adjust system monitors
side the containment and then provide while operating without causing plant gq
automatic isolation of the affected shutdowns or reducing safety margins. $$
$) stem or area;

(d) provide staus information to annunciator
(b) monitor predetermined parameters with and process computer.

precision and reliability and respond
correctly to the sensed parameters; 7.1.233 RIIR Wetwell and Drywell Spray

Cooling Mode (CS RilR) Instrumentation and
(c) provide a sufficient number of indepen- Controls

dent monitors sensing each parameter to
ensure accurate measurement and preclude (1) Safety Design Bases
the possibility of a failure to isolate
due to instrumentation failure; The general functional requirements of the

wetwell and drywell cooling mode of the RHR
(d) provide an isolation control system with system shall provide instrumentation and

sufficient redundancy to ensure the LDS controls to:
can perform its intended function,
assuming a single failure caused by any (a) initiate wetwell and drywell spray as
of the design basis events or a single required to avoid environmental condi-
power supply failure; tions of pressure and temperature that

would threaten the integrity of the con-
(c) provide an isolation control system tainment during a transient or accident

' condition;

Amendment 9 7.19
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(b) sense wetwell and drywell pressure and General Functional Requirementr.:
enable system initiation in order to g
proside condensation of steam in the The general functional requirements of stic
wetwell and drpell air solumes during a instrumentation and controls of this system
transient or accident event; shall be to rnaintain a negative pressure in I

the secondary containment, relative to the
(c) manually control the wetwell and depell outdoor atmosphere, in order to control

spray subsystem in the main control exfiltration of fission products af ter |
'room; and either (a) a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)

or (b) a high level of radioactivity in the |
(d) indicate performance of the wetwell and secondary containment exhaust. The system

drywell spray subsystem in the main also filters airborne radioactivity (parti-
control room. culate and halogen) in the effluent to re- I

duce post accident offsite exposure
Specific Regulatory Requirements: j

SpeciGc Regulatory Requirements: J

The specific regulatory requirements
applicabic to the containment spray sptem The specific regulatory requirements appli-
are listed in Table 7.1-2. cable to this system are given in Table

7.1-2.

| (2) Nonsafety Related liases
(2) Nonsafety Related Design liases'

None.
(a) Process gaseous ef fluent from the pri-

7.1.2JA RilR Suppression Pool Cooling Mode - mary containment and secondary contain-
Instrumentation and Controls ment when required to limit the dis-

charge of radioactivity to the environ-
(1) Safety Design liases ment during nortnal and abnormal plant g

operations.
General Functional Requirements:

(b) Maintain the secondary containment at a
The general functional requirements of the negative pressure following a loss of
instrumentation and controls shall allow the of fsite power.
reactor operator to manually initiate
s.uppression pool cooling to ensure that Ihe 7.1.23.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Support
pool temperature does not exceed the Sptems instrumentation and Control
preestablished pool temperature immediately
after any steam discharge to the pool. (1) Safety Design llases

SpeciGc Regulatory Requirements: General Functional Requirements:

,

The specific regulatory requirements are The general functional requirements of the
j listed in Table 7.1-2. instrumentation and control for the dicsci

|
generator and its auxiliaries and support

' (2) Nonsafety Related Design Bases systems assures the automatic startup and
continued operation of the diesel generator

None. units of the plant standby power system un-
der emergency or design basis accident

7.1.23.5 Standby Gas Treatment Splem conditions.
Instrumentatlan and Controls

Specific Regulatory Requirements:

i (1) Safety Design Hases

| The specific regulatory requirements

O
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(a) laitiating Circuits The RilR pumps are interlocked with cor-e
responding bus undervoltage monitors.

Initiating suppression pool cooling is
performed manually by the control room The pump motor circuit breakers will |

operator during noimal operation, abnor- not close unless the voltage on the bus
mal transients, or post LOCA events. supplying the motors is above the set.
Initiation of suppression pool cooling A point of the undervoltage monitors.
is identical to that of B and C. 1

(d) Redundancy and Diversity
(b) legic and Sequencing

Redundancy is provided for the suppres.
The operating sequence of suppression sion pool cooling function by three se-
pool cooling, following indication that parate divisional logics; one for each
SP temperature is IIIGil, is as follows: loop.

(1) The RilR system pumps are started or (c) Actuated devices
continue to operate.

Figure 7.3 4 shows the interlock block
(2) Valves in other RilR modes are man. diagram of the suppression pool cooling

ually repositioned to align to SP mode.
cooling mode.

The RilR A, B, and C loops are utilized
(3) The RilR service water pumps ate for suppression pool cooling. There-

started. fore, the pump and valves are the same
for LPFL and suppression pool cooling

(4) RilR service water discharge valves except that each mode has its own dis-
to the RilR heat exchanger are charge valves.

Os opened.
(f) Separation

(5) If performed following LPFL initi-
ation, the injection valves are Separation of the SPC RilR is in accor-
manually closed and SP valves are dance with criteria stated in Subsec-
opened. tion 8.3.1.4.2.

(6) The suppression pool cooling mode Suppression pool cooling is a Division
will continue to operate until the . (RllR A), Division 11 (RHR B) and a
operator closes the suppression pool Division 111 (RilR C) system. Manual
cooling discharge valves or when low control, logic circuits, and instru-
water level reoccurs, in wi.ich case mentation for suppression pool cooling
the injection valve will auto open are arranged such that divisional
and the SP discharge valve will separation is maintained.

! auto close.
(g) Testability

|. (c) Bypasses and Interlocks
Suppression pool cooling is capable of

The SP cooling mode does not have being tested during normal operation.
,

interlock and can be operated anytimeI

except during LOCA where the cooling Testing for functional operability of
mode (LPFL) has priority. The operator the control logic can be accomplished
relics on instrumentation that provides by the automatic system self-test.
the temperature condition of the sup-
pression pool in the control room. Indications in the form of panel

Amendment 2 7 3-23
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indicators and annunciators are provided or fuel handling accident. System drawirgs
in the control room. are given in Figures U-l and 7.3 6. I g

(h) Environmental Considerations (2) Supporting Systems (Power Sources)

Refer to Section 3.11 for environmental The instrumentation and controls of the
qualifications of the system components. SGTS are supplied by the cmcrgency power

supply system (Division 2 and Disision 3). |

(i) Operational Considerations
(3) Equipment Design

Suppression pool cooling is a mode of the
illiR and can be used during normal power Process gas flow is controlled manually by
operation to limit suppression pool a motor-driven butterfly valve located on
temperature. Temperature, flow, the upstream of the filter train,
pressure, and valve position indica-
tions are available in the control room
for the operator to assess suppression
pool cooling operation. Alarms and The relative humidity of the air entering
indications are shown in Figure 7.3 4 the charcoal adsorber is sensed by a i

humidity clement downstream of the electric
Alarm setpoints for high suppression pool space heaters. A controller operates the
(SP) temperatures are provided in the space heaters to maintain the relative
suppression pool temperature monitoring humidity of the air at 70G or less. The
sy stem. The SP cooling system is manual. switch initiates an alarm in the control
ly initiated if a persistent increase of room upon high air temperature.
SP temperature or annunciation esists.

Temperature sensors determine the charcoal
(j) Parts of System Not itequired I or Safety bed temperature. A switch actuates a con-

trol room annunciator upon high temperature
The nonsafety-related portions of the in the charcoal.
SPC-111111 include the annunciators and the
computer. Other instrumentation (a) Initiating Circuits
considered nonsafety related are those
indicators which are provided for The SOTS is initiated automatically
operator information, but are not upon detection of a LOCA (high drywell
essential to correct operator action. pressuie or low reactor water lesel, or

by high radiation in the fuel handling
7.3.1.1.5 Standb Gas Treatment System area or secondary containment ilVAC3

Instrumentation and Controts eshaust air, it can also be initiated

manually from the main control room.
(1) System Identification

Upon initiation of the SGTS, both
The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) redundant trains start operating
processes gaseous effluent from the primary initially. Subsequently, one train may
and secondary containments when required to be manually shut down and placed on
limit the discharge of radioactivity to the standby, but may be reinitiated by low
environment during normal and abnormal airflow in the operating filter train.
operation, it also controls the exfiltra-
tion of fission products by maintaining a Upon receiving a high charcoal tempera-
negative pressure in the secondary contain- ture signal, the cooling fans are manu- |
ment, and by filtering the effluent prior to ally started. The operator may stop
discharge to the atmosphere following a LOCA the fan if the charcoal temperature is

O
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below the setpoint and is not rising. instrumentation and controls on the two |

dinisions of the standby gas treatment
(b) Logic and Sequencing system are routed separately,

initiation of the SUTS also deenergircs (g) Testability
the pressure control supply and the es-
haust fans of the secondary contain- Control and logic circuitry used in the !

ment. The secondary containment isola- controls for the active components of i

tion dampers will close, the SGTS can be individually checked by 1

applying test or calibration signals to
(c) Ilypasses and Interlocks the sensors and observing trip or con-

trol responses. Operation of dampers
interlocks for SGTS valves and heaters and fans from manual switches serifies
assure their operation when the fans are the ability of damper rnechanisms to
running. operate. The automatie control

circuitry in designed to initiate SGTS
Differential pressure indicators show operation if a luct handling accident
the pressure drop across the prefilters or LOCA occurs during a test,
and the llIIPA filters. Transmitters
upstream of the filter train monitor (h) linvironmental Considerations
SGTS system flow. If flow decreases
below a preset limit, an annunciator is Temperature, pressure, humidity, and
actuated in the main control room, radiation are considered in the

selection of equipment for the SGTS
(d) Itedundancy and Diversity instrumentation and controls.

| Two independent and redundant filter For the environment in which the SGTS
trains are provided, including indepen. instrumentation and control components
dent and redundant logic and mechanical are located, refer to Section 3.11.
equipment. The two logic systerns and
their associated mechanical devices are (i) Operational Considerations
powered from separate (ISP buses. The e
trains contain active components, sucl. The SGTS fans can be r, tarted and

as fans and heaters. Physical and dampers opened or closed on a system
electrical separation is maintained level or individual basis by
between the two filter trains. manipulating switcher, in the main

control room, thus providing the
operator with means independent of the
automatic initiatiot functions.

(c) Actuated Devices The SGTS is designed so that, once
initiated, the dampers continue to

Control devices actuated by the SGTS are operate to the end of their strokes and
shown on the interconnection block the fans continue to run, even if the
diagram, Figure 7.3 6. condition that caused initiation is

restored to normal.
(f) Separation

The operator must manually operate
The control and logic circuits of the switches in the main control room to

| filter trains are physically and shut down a standby gas treatment unit
electrically separated to reduce the which has been automatically started.
probability that a single physical event

( ,) O
may prevent operation of the SGTS.
nie<iric <> sic rer <<a a i

|
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Initiation of the SGTS is annunciated in plant operation and normal or emergency
the main control room so that the reactor shutdown, as well as to those aux. g
operator is immediately informed of the iliaries whose operation is desired follow-
condition. The status of fans and ing a LOCA but not essential to safe
dampers is indicated by lights on the shutdown,

control panel.
The RCW system is comprised of three

The SGTS is designed to start both divisions as shown in Figurc 9.21.

| filter trains automatically and Control system details are shown in the
r,imultaneously. When both units are inter connection block diagram Figure
operating, the operator may place one of 7.37.
the two trains on standby. Should the
operating unit fail, the standby unit is (2) Power Sources

| autornatically initiated.
The power for RCW system instrumentation

(j) Parts of System Not Required For Safety and controls is supplied from Divisions I,
11, and 111,125 VDC and 120 VAC essential

The nonsafety related portions of the power buses.
SGTS include the annunciators and the
compulcr. Other instrumentation (3) Equipment Design
considered nonsafety related are those
indicators which are provided for During normal operation, RCW water flows
operator information, but are not through the safetprelated and nonsafety-
essential to correct operator action, related equipment except the RilR and

emergency diesel exchangers.
7.3.1.1.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Support
Sptems During all plant operating modes, one RCW

pump is normally operating in each g
'!he Divisions I, II, and 111 diesel generator division, so that in the event of LOCA, the

r,ystem control and instrumentation is discussed RCW 6ystems required to shut down the plant
in Subsection 8.3.1.1.8. safely are already in operation.

The diesel generator auxiliary systems are isolation of the nonsafety related section
described in subsections of Chapter 9 and are of each division of the RCW system from the
listed below. safety related section is accomplished by

motor operated valves in the inlet and
(a) Diesel generator jacket water system outlet lines to the nonsafety related

section. Flow sensors are located in the
(b) Diesel generator starting air system intet lines.

(c) Diesel generator lube oil system (a) Initiating Circuits

(d) Diesci fuel transfer system During normal operation, all divisions
supply both safety-related and non-sa.

7.3.1.1.7 Reactor llullding Cooling Water fety related cooling loads. Except for
System . Instrumentetion and Controls instrument air and CRD oil cooling, the

nonsafety related loads are automati.
(1) System identification cally isolated upon the occurrence of

1 OCA. All non safety related loads are
The control system for the reactor building isolated on occurence of RCW surge tank
cooling water (RCW) system operates to main- low level (two-out of three logic).
tain the flow of cooling water to operate Isolation can also be initiated manu-
auxiliaries which are required for normal ally from the control room.

O
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for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12, the (b) !!TP ICSH 22 Guidancc for Application
following RGs are addressed for the SPC: of Regulatory Guide 1.22: All

actuated equipment within the SPC can
(a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Tc3 ting of Protec- bc f u11y t c st cd d uring re actor

tion System Actuation Functions opctation.

(b) 110 1.47 - Bypassed and inoperable (5) 'Ih11 Action Plan Requirements (Thil):
Status Indication for Nuclear Power
Plant Safety Systems in accordance with the Standard Review Plan

for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12, only
(c) RG 1.53 Application of the Single. Thil ll.E.4.2 Containment Isolation

Failure Criterion to Nucicar Power Dependability Positions is considcted
Protection Systems applicable for the SPC.

(d) RG 1.t,2 Manual Initiation of Proter. These, and all other Thil action plan requi-
tire Actions rements are addressed in Appendix 1 A.

(c) RG 1.75 Physical Independence of 7.3.2.5 Standby Gas Treatment System.
Electric Systems Instrumentation and Controls

(f) RG 1,105 Instrument Sctroints for 7.3.2.5.1 Conformance to General Functional
Safety Related Systems Requirements

(g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec- The standby gas treatment system (SGTS)
tric Power and Protection Systems limits the relcasc to the environment of

halogcus and particulates from the leakage air
The SPC conforms with all the above listed exhaust of the secondary containment during

O RGs, except RG 1.105, assurning the same accident conditions.
interpretations and clarifications
identified in Subsections 7.3.2.1.2 and 7.3.2.5.2 Specille Regulatory Requirements
7.1.2.10. RG 1.105 is not applicable to the Conformance
SPC mode of RilR since the SPC is manually
initiated and has no initiation setpoints. Table 7.12 identifics the standby gas treat-
The operator relics on instrumentation that ment system and the associated codes and stan-
provides indications of the wetwell air dards applied in accordance with the Standard
space pressure condition when initiating Review Plan. The following analysis lists the
this mode. The only interlock is the LOCA applicable criteria in order of the listing on
signal which closes the SPC valve to effect the tabic, and discusses the degree of confor-
automatic transfer to the LPFL mode. mance for cach. Any exceptions or clarifica-

tions are no noted.
(4) Hranch Technical Positions (!!TPs):

(1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279)
{ in accordance with the Standard Review Plan

for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12, only The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) has
I1TPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable for two electrical divisions and is redundantly
the SPC. They are addressed as follows: designed so that failure of any electrical

component will not interfere with the
(a) IITP ICSil 21 Guidancc for Application required safety action of the system,

of Regulatory Guide 1.47: The AllWRr

| design is a single unit. Therefore, Two completely redundant systems consisting

|
item 11-2 of the llTP is not applicable. of filter train, fan and associated piping

' Otherwise, the SPC is in full compliance are provided.
with this IITP.
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tions are qualified for the environments in (d) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single-
uhich they are located (Sections 3.10 and Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power
3.11 ) . Protection Systents

The SGTS is automatically initiated from (c) RG 1.62 - Manual Initiation of Protcr-
isolation signals originating in the LDklS. tive Actions
The splem also has full manual actuation
capability. (f) RG 1.25 Physical independence of

Electric Systerns
'I he SGTS utili7es mechanical divisions A &

11 wit h electrical divisions 1 & 11 (g) RG 1.105 - Instrument Sctroints for
respectively. Electrical separation is Safety Related Systems
maintained between the redundant divisions.

(h) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec-
The SGTS is designed to meet all the tric Power and Protection Systems
requirements of IEEE 279 Detailed system

~

design descriptions are given in Subsection With regard to RG 1.53, no active component
7.3.1.1.5. failure will result in SGTS system fail-

ure. The SGTS confornu wh' all the above |
(2) General Design Criteria (GDC): list e d RGs, assuming the same

interpretations and clarifications

in accordance with the Standard Review Plan ide ntifie d i- Subse ctions 7.3.2.1.2 and
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the 7.1.2.10.
following GDCs are addressed for the SGTS:

(4) llranch Technical Positions (IITPs):
(a) Criteria: G DCs 2, 4,13,19, 20, 21,

22, 24, 29, 41 and 43. In accordance with the Standard Review Pl.n
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12, only g

(b) Cetn_fmpann: The SGTS is in compliance BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable
as a whole, or in part as applicable, for the SGTS. They are addressed as
with all GDCs identified in (a), as follows:
discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.

(a) BTP ICSit 21 - Guidance for Application
(3) Regulatory Guides (RGs); for Regulatory Guide 1.47: The ABWR

design is a single unit. Therefore, -

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan item B 2 of the llTP is not applicable.
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the Otherwise, the SGTS is in full compli-
following RGs are addresud for the SGTS: ance with this BTP.

(a) R G 1.2 2 - Periodic Tes ting of (b) BTP ICSU 22 - Guidance for Application
Protection System Actuation Functions of Regulatory Guide 1.22: All actu-

ated equipment within the SGTS can be
(b) RG 1,47 Bypassed and Inoperable fully tested during reactor operation.

Status Indi:ation for Nuclear Power
Plant Safety Systems (5) Thil Action Plan Requirements (Th11):

(c) RG 1.52 Design, Testing and hiaintenance in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
Criteria for Post-Accident Engineered- for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2,
Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cicanup System there are no Thil action plan requirements
Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of applicable to the SGTS.
Light Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.

/mendment 24 7 3-44
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9.l.3 l'Hel l'ool Cooling stud Cleanup fuel bundles.

O *">
*t he i PC system cooh the fuel storage pool by

9.13,1 Dnign liasca transferring Ige spent fuel decay heat through
two 6.55 x 10 litu/hr heat eschangers to the
reactor building closed cooling water splem
(IICW). !!ach of the two heat exchangers is de-

The luct pool cooling and cleanup (l'PC) splem signed to transfer one half the system design i

Ishall be designed to remose the decay heat from hef t load The splem utilizes two parallel 250
the f uel pool, maintain pool water level and m' /hr pumps to provide a systern design flow of
quality and remove radioactive materiah from the 500 m /hr, I!ach pump is suitable Ior

pool to minimite the release of radioactivity to continuous duty operation. The equipment is
the environs. located in the reactor building.

The ITC system shall; The splem pool water 6cmperature is main.
tained at or below 125 F. The decay heat

(1) minimite corrosion product buildup and shall released from the stored fuel is transferred to
contr ol water clarity, so that the fuel the itCW. During refueling prior to 21 dap
aucmblics can be ef ficiently handicd under- following shutdown, the reactor (shutdown
w ate r; cooling) and fuel pool cooling are provided j

jointly by the residual heat removal (111111) and
(2) minimi/c fission product concentration in FPC systems in parallel. The reactor cavity ;

the water which could be released from the communicates with the fuel pool since the
pool to the reactor building environment; reactor well is flooded and the fuel gates are

open, 111111 suction is taken from the vessel
(3) monitor fuel pool water level and maintain a shutdown suction lines, pumped through 111111 heat

-

water level above the fuci sufficient to exchangers and discharged into the upper pools
proside shiciding for normal building occu. to improve water clarity for refueling. For the
pancy; FPC splem, fuel pool water is circulated by

means of overflow through stimmers around the
(4) mairgain the pool water temperature below periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end

125 F under normal operating condi- of the transfer pool drain tanks, pumped through
tions. 't he temperature limit of 125 F the FPC heat exchangers and filter-deminer.
is set to establish an acceptab!c environ- alizers and back to the pool through the pool
ment for personnel working in the vicinity dif f user s.
of the fuel pool. The dertign basis for the
FPC sptem is to provide cooling after After 21 dap, the fuel gates are closed.
closure of the fuel gates (21 dap) at the At this point the FPC splem solely provides the |

| normal heat load from spent fuct stored in fuel pool cooling function. Ilowever, when the
the pool is the sum of decay heat of the reactor is defueled more than the design basis!

.

most recent 35% batch plus the heat from the 35% batch (maximum heat load condition), Illiit can
previous 4 fuel batches after closure of the provide supplemental cooling. IlllR supplemental
fuel gates. The ItllR system will be used to cooling suction is taken from the skimmer surge
supp!cment the FPC system under the maximum tank, passed through RilR heat exchanger and back

load condition as defined in Subsection to the fuel pool.
9.1.3.2.

Clarity and purity of the pool water are
9.1.3.2 Spiem Description maintained by a combination of filtering and ion

exchange. The filter demineralizers maintain
The FPC sptem (Figures 9.1 1 a and b, and total corrosion product metals at 30 ppb or less

9.1-2 and Table 9.1 11) malatains the spent fact with pit range of 5.6 to 8.6 at 250F for comp-
storage pool below the desin d temperature at an atibility with fuel storage racks and other
acceptable radiar;on level and at a degree of equipments. Conductivig is maintained at less

O <i ri'r c<<ss r> 'e ir ster a ><<v><< iac ia > 2 us/cm i $ c a <aieriacs i<ss

913
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than 20 ppb. I?ach filter unit in the filter.dem-
Incraliter subsystem has adequate capacity to g
maintain the desired purity level of the pools
under normal operating conditions. The flow
rate is designed to be approximately that
required for two complete water changes per d:y
for the fuel transfer and storage pools. The
maximum system flow rate is twice that needed to
maintain the specified water quality.

The ITC system is designed to remove suspended
or dissolved impuritics from the following
sources:

(1) dust or other airborne particles;

O

t

O
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(2) surf ace dirt dislodged from equipment control room and a local panel. Pump low sue.
'O immersed in the pool; tion pressure automatically turns off the

pumps. A pump low diuharge pressure alarm is
(3) crud and fhslon products emanating from the indicated in the control room and on the local

reattor or fuel bundles during refueling; panel. 'lhe circulating pump motors can be
powered from the diesel generators if normal

(4) debris from inspection or dir.posal opera- power is not available. Circulating pump motor
tions; and loads are considered nonessential loads and will

be operated as required under accident
($) residual cleaning chemicals or flush water. conditions.

A post strainer in the effluent stream of the The water level in the spent fuel storage
filter demineraliter limits the migration of pool is maintained at a height which is suffi.
filter material. The filter-holding element can cient to provide shielding for normal building
withstand a differential pressure greater than occupancy. Itadioactive particulates removed
the developed pump head for the system. from the fuel pool are collected in filter-de-

mineraliter units which are located in shielded
The filter demineraliter units are located cells. For these reasons, the exposure of plant

separately in shielded cells with enough clear- personnel to radiation from the FPC system is
ance to permit removing filter elements from the minimal. Further details of radiological
veraels, considerations for this system are described in

Chapter 12.
linch cell contains only the filter deminera-

liter and piping. All valves (inlet, outlet, The circulation patterns within the reactor
recycle, vent, drain, etc.) are located on the well and spent fuel storage pool are established
outside of one shiciding wall of the room, by placing the diffusers and skimmers so that
logether w;th necessary piping and headers, particle 6 dislodged during refueling operationsO instrument clements and controls. Penetrations are swept away from the work area and out of the
through shiciding walls are located so as not to pools.
compromise radiation shiciding requirements.

Check valves prevent the pool from siphoning
The filter demineralizers are controlled from in the event of a ripe rupture,

a local panel. A differential pressure and
conductivity instrutnents provided for each Ilcat from pool evaporation is handled by the
filter-demineralircr unit indicate when backwash building ventilation system. Makeup water is
is required. Suitable alarms, differential provided through a remote operated valve.
pressure indicators and flow indicators monitor
the condition of the filter demineraliiers. 9,1.3.3 Safety 1: valuation

System instrumentation is provided for both The maximum possible heat load for the FPC
automatic and remote manual operations. A low- system upon closure of the fuel gates (21 days)

! low level switch stops the circulating pumps when is the decay heat of the full core load of fuel
! the fuel pool drain tant reserve capacity is at the end of the fuel cycle plus the remaining

reduced to the volume that can be pumped in decay heat of the spent fuel discharged at
approximately one minute with one pump at rated previous refuelings upon closure of the fuel
capacity (250 m3/hr). A level switch is gates; the maximum capacity of the spent fuel,

'

provided in the fuel pool to alarm locally and in storage pool is 270% of a core. The temperature
the control room on high and low level. A of the fuel pool water may be permitted to rise
temperature element is provided to display pool to approximately 140"F under these condi-
temperature in the main control room. in tions. During cold shutdown conditions, if it
addition, leakage flow detectors in the pool appears that the fuel pool temperature will
drains and pool liners are provided and alarmed exceed 125"F, the operator can connect the

O' in the control room. FPC system to the 111111 system. Combining the ca-
pacities enables the two systems to Lecp the

The circulating pumps are controlled from the

Amendment 20 E14
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water temperature below 125"F. The RilR >> stem other suitable desites to prevent inadvertent
will be used only to supplement the fuel pool pool drainage, Interconnected drainage paths g
cooling when the reactor is shut down. The are provided behind the liner welds. These
rcactor will not be started up whenever portions paths are designcd to: (1) prevent pressure
of the RilR sptem are needed to cool the fuel buildup behind the liner plate; (2) prevent the
pool. The connecting piping from the f uel uncontrolled loss of contaminated pool water to
storage pool to the RilR system is designed other relatively cleaner locations within the
5cismic Category I and can be isolated, assuming containment or fuel handling area; and (3)
a single actise failure, from the remainder of proside liner leak detection and measurement,
the f uel pool system. These drainage paths are designed to permit free

grasity drainage to the equipment drain tanks or
These connections may also be utilized during sumps of sufficient capcity and/or pumped to the

emergency conditions to assure cooling of the liquid radwaste facility,
spent fuel regardless of the availability of the
fuel pool cooling system. The volume of water in A makeup water system and pool water letcl
the storage pool is such that there is enough instrumentation are provided to replace
heat absorption capability to allow sufficient evaporative and leakage losses. Makeup water
time for switching over to the RilR system for during normal operation will be supplied from
emergency cooling, condensate. The suppression pool cleanup system

can also be used as a Seismic Category I sourcc |
During the initial stages of refueling, the of makeup water in case of failure of the normal

reactor cavity communicates with the fuel pool makeup water system.
since the reactor well is flooded and the fuel
pool gates are open. Decay heat remmal is
provided jointly by RilR and FPC systems and the
pool temperature kept below 140"F. Evaluation
studies concluded that after 150 hours decay
following shutdown (fuel pool gates open), the &Wcombined decay heat removal capacity of the 1 RilR
and 11 PC heat exchangers (single actise failure
postulated can keep the pool temperature well lloth FPC and SPCU systems are Scismic
below 140)'F.The RilR FPC joint decay heat Category I Quality Group C design with the
removal performance evaluation is shown in Table exception of the filter demineralVer portion
9.1 12. which is shared by both systems. Following an

accident or seismic event, the filt e r

The 140"F temperature limit is set to demineralizers are isolated from FPCS cooling
assure that the fuel building environment does portion and the SPCU by two block valves in
not exceed equipment environmental limits, series at both the inlet and outlet of the

common filter demineralizer portion. Scismic
The spent fuel storage pool is designed so Category I Quality Group C bypass lines are

that no single failure of structures or equipment provided on both FPC and SPCU systems to allow
will cause inability to: (1) maintain irradiated continued flow of cooling and makeup water to
fuel submerged in water; (2) re-establish normal the spent (uct pool.
fuel pool water level; or (3) remove decay heat
from tbc pool. In order to limit the possibility Connections from the RllR splem to the FPC
of pool leakage around pool penetrations, the system provide a Seismic Category 1,
pool is lined with stainless steel. In addition safety-related makeup capability to the spent
to providing a high degree of integrity, the fuel pool. The FPC system from the RilR
lining is designed to withstand abuse that might connections to the spent fuel pool are Seismic
occur when equipment is moved about. No inlets, Category 1, safety-related,
outlets or drains are provided that might permit
the pool to be drained below a safe shielding Furthermore, firchoses can be used as an
level. Lines extending below this level are alternate makeup source. The fire prot (ction
equipped with siphon breakers, check valves, or standpipes in the reactor building and their g
Amendment 24 914
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water supply (yard ruain, one motor driven pump shielded cells.O a - ><> e '<<> >< <i -i< >'1 ac'8 <a Tac I or these reasons, the exposureer i 'ec e <i'e aii'e fe- 'a< reccmotor dihen pump is powered from a bus which has
a safety related diesel generator as one of its system is minimal. FurIher deIalls of

A second seismically designed radiological considerations for this and otherpower sources.

pump, directly driven by a diesel engine is also systems are described in Chapters 11,12, and
15.

provided, lingineering analysis indicates that
under the maximum abnormal heat load with the
pool gates closed and no pool cooling taking
place, the pool temperature will reach about
212"F in about 16 hours. This provides
sullicient tirne for the operator to hok up fire
huses for pool makeup. The Col. applicant will
develop detailed procedures and operator training
for prmiding firewater makeup to the spent fuel ~

pool. See Subscetion 9.1.6.9 for COI. license
information.

The i PC components, housed in the Seismic
Category I reactor building, are Seismic Category
1. Quality Group C including all components
except t he filter demineraliter. These
components are protected from the effects of
natural phenomena, such as: carthquake, esternal
flooding, wind, tornado and external missile 6.
Inside the reactor building the FPC safety-
related components are protected from the ef fects
of pipe whip, internal flooding, internally
generated missiles, and the effects of a moderate
pipe rupture within the sicinity.

From the foregoing analysis, it is concluded
that the FPC system meets its design bases.

9.1.3.I Inspection nud Testing itequirementh

No special tests are required because,
normally, one pump, one heat exchanger and one
filter deminerali/cr are operating while fuel is
stored in the pool. The spare unit is operated
periodically to handle abnormal heat loads or to
replace a unit for servicing. Routine visual
inspection of the system components, instrumen-
tation and trouble alarms is adequate to verify
system operability.

'13.5 Radiological Considerations

The water level in the spent fuel storage
pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
cient to provide shielding for normal building
occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed
frorn the fuel

O a<-i e' >''c' pool are collect ed in filte r-i's *aich re 'e< 'ed i-

Amendment 24
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the equipn.;nt platform. The motor is then (a) The l'h1CRD drhe servicing machine has

O - <a. <i <e-r<><"'i i'r a iir'<a e 'e ii i' e- -<<n is- r" <e' 'i c a i'i 8
mounted transporI cart for direct removal I htCitD drive assemblics from a carrier on
through the equipment removal L/D the equipment platform to their installed !

equipment tunnel and hatch. The motor is position. This senicing machine interfaces {

transported horimntally out of the containment with the L/D equipment platform, which
and into the motor service shop iminediately permits positioning the servicing machine
adjacent to the L/D equipment hatch. under any of the 20517h1CitDs.

The IllP senicing equipment includes the cart (b) A separate machine and cart are provided
to transport the motor from the service arca for servicing Fh1CitD motors and seal
through the equipment hatch to the L/D assemblics and transporting them to the
equipment platform. The interface for this service shop located immediately outside
equipment is the rails on the equipment the L/D equipment hatch,
platform that permit locating the motor below
its nonic on the R PV. The servicing There is no safety.related equiprnent below
equipment includes a chain hoist for rotating cither component. Iriadvertent load drops by
the IllP motor from horimntal to vertical and a the I~htCitD senicing equipment can not cause

hydraulic lift to raise it from the equipment either (1) a release of radioactivity, (2) a
platform to its installed position below the criticality accident, or (3) the inability to cool
itPV. Facilities are provided for handling stud fuel within the reactor vessel or spent fuel pool;
tensioners, blind flanges, other tools, drains and therefore, the Fh1CitD servicing equipment is
vents used in IllP senicing. not subject to the requirements of Subsection

9.1.5.

Servicing of the IllP heat exchanger, such as
:emoyal of Ihc tubc bundie, will bc 9.l.5.2.2.3 Alainstcam Tunnel Senicing 1:quipment

accomplished by rigging to attachment points
on the itpV pedestal and structural sterl in the The mainsteam tunnel is a reinforced concrete
area. A direct vertical removal path is provided structure that surrounds the mainstcarn lines and
from the heat exchanger installed position to feedwater lines. The safety related valve area of the

the equipment platform. The operation is mainsteam tunnel is located inside the reactor
performed by a chain hoist. This is considered building. Access to the mainsteam tunnelis during a
to be a nonroutine senicing operation. refueling / servicing outage. At this time htSIW or

feedwater isolation valves and/or feedwater check
These illPs are seniced only when the reactor valves may be removed using permanent overhead
is in a safe shutdown mode, in addition, there monorail type hoists. They are transported by
|s no safety related equipment below either the monorail out of the steam tunnel and placed on the
RIPS or the IllP heat exchangers. Inadvertent floor below a ceiling removal hatch. Valves are then
load drops of either component can not cause lifted through the ceiling hatch by valve service shop
cither (1) a release of radioactivity, (2) a monorail. During shutdown, all of the piping and
criticality accident, or (3) the inability to cool valves are not required to operate. Any load drop can
fuel within reactor vessel or spent fuel pool; only damage the other valves or piping within the
thc.cfme, the IllP servicing equipment is not mainsteam tunnel, inadvertent load drops by the
subject to the requirements of Subsection 9.1.5. mainsteam tunnel senicing equipment can not cause

either (1) a release of radioactivity,(2) a criticality

(3 Fine hiotion Control itod Drive accident, or (3) the inability to cool fuel within reactor
vessel or spent fuel pool; therefore, the mainsteam

There are 205 PhtCRDs in the L/D that tunnel servicing equipment is not subject to the
require servicing. There are two types of requirements of Subsection 9.1.5.

servicing operations: replacement of the
i A1CRD drive mechanism and motor and seal 9.1.5.2.2..t Dther Senicing Equipment

replacement. Separate servicing equipment is
provided for cach of these operations. In the reactor building and control building

(except within containmer t, within the main steam

9.1 -9Amendment 18
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tunnel and on the sclucling floor) no safety related features will be incorporated.
components of one division shall be routed over any g
portion of a safety related portion of another licavy load equipment is also used to handle
division. A load drop accident in one division light loads and related fuel handling tasks. Therefme,
causing the (omplete loss of a second division is not much of the handling systems and related design,
credible, licnce, inadvertent load drops can not descriptions, operations, and service task information
cause either (1) a release of radioactisity, (2) a of Subsection 9.1.4 is applicable here. The cron
criticality accident, ('t) the inability to cool fuel reference between the handling operat-
within reactor venel or spent fuel pool, or (4) ions / equipment and Subscction 9.1.4 is provided in
prevent the safe shutdown of the reactor; therefore, Tabic 9.17. Sec Table 9.14 for a summary of heavy
all servicing equipment located outside thc load operation.
containment, the mainsteam tunnel, or the refueling
floor are not subject to the requirements of Transportation routing drawings will be made
Subsection 9.13. covering the transportation route of every piece of

heavy load removable equipment from its installed
hication to the appropriate service shop or building

9.133 Applicable Design Criteria l'or All 0111,11 esit. Routes will be arranged to prevent congestion

1:quipment and to assurc safety while permitting a free flow of
equipment being serviced. The frequency of trans-

All handling equipment subject to heavy loads portation and usage of route will be documented
handling oiteria will have ratings consistent with lifts based on the predicted number of times usage either

required and the design loading will be visibly per year and/or per refueling or r.crvice outage.
raarLed. Crancs/ hoists or monorail hoists will pass
over the centers of gravity of heavy equipment that is Safe load paths / routing will comply with the
to be lif ted. In locatiom where a single monorail or requirements of NUREG&l2, Subsection 5.1.1(1).
crane handles sescrat pieces of equipment, the
routing shall be such that each tran ported piece will 9.13.4 Equipment Opnating Procedurra
pass clear of other parts. If, however, due to Maintenancr and Scr ice
restricted overhead space the transported load
cannot clear the installed equipment, then #he Each item of equipment requieing servicing will
monorail may be offset to provide transport be described on an interface control diagram (ICD)
clearance. A lifting eye offset in the ceiling over delineating the space around the equipment required

each piece of equipment can be used to provide a for servicing. ' Ibis willinclude pull space for internal
Llift so that the load can be lifted upward until free parts, access for tools, handling equipment, and
and then swung to pmition under the monorail for alignment requirements. The ICD wid specify the
transport, weights of large removable parts, show the h> cation of

their centers of gravity, and describe installed lifting
Pendant controlis required for the bridge, accommodations such as cycs and trunions. An

trolley and the auviliary hoist to provide efficient instruction manual will describe maintenance
handling of fuel shipping containcts during receipt procedures for each piece of equipment to be handled
and also to handle fuel during new fact inspection. for servicing. Each manual will contain suggestions
The uane control system will be sclected considering for rigging and lifting of heavy parts and identify any
the long lif t required through the equipment hatch as speciallifting or handling tools required.
well as the precise positioning requirements when
handling the RPV and drywell heads, RpV internals, All major handling equipment components:
and the RPV head stud tensioner assembly. The cranes, hoist, etc., will be provided with an operating

control system will provide stcpless regulated instruction and maintenance manual for reference
variable speed capability with high empty hook and utilitation by operations personnel, llandling
r.pceds. Efficient handlings of the dr)well and RpV equipment operating procedure will comply with the
heads and stud ten ioner assembly require that the requirements of NUREG&l2, Subsection 5.1.1(2),
control system provide spotting control. Since fuel
shipping cask handling involves a long duration lift, The operational programs for maintenance and

low speed and spo' ting control, thermal protection servicing are described in Subsection 9.1.M

VI-t0AmenJunt N
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9.l.6 COI, l icense Inforniallon load handling operations and controls, (6) operator
qualifications, training and conteol program.

9.l.6.1 New I'uti Storage lla(ks Criticality Analpls
9.1.6.7 Spent I url llac ks Strm tural l'.t aluation

't he 001. applicant referencing the AllWit
design shall provide the NI(C confirmatory (titicality The col. applicarit will provide Ihe NltC
analpis as required by Subsection 9.1.1.1.1. wnfirmatory t.tructural evaluation of the spent luct

rat Ls as outhned in Subsec tion 9.1.2.1.1
9.l.6.2 Dynarnic and impact Analpr$ of New I'ori
Storage lla(Ls 9.l.6.N Spe nt fuel lla(Ls 'lher mal ll)draulic Analpls

The col. applicant relcrenring the AllWit The col. applicant will provide the NitC
dei.ign shall provide the NitC mnfirmatory dynamic confirmatory thermal-hydsaulic analpis that evaluates
and impact analpes of the new fuel storage ra(Ls. the rate of naturally circulated flow and the manimum
Sec subscttion 9,1,1.1.6. ra(L water esit temperature as required by Subsection

9.1.2.1.4.

9.1.63 Spent l'uti Storage llm kh Criticality
Analpis 9.1.6.9 Spent l'url l'It rwater Makeup Pru cdures

and 'I raining
't he COI applicant referencing the AllWit

design shall psovide the NitC (onfirrnatory critically The COI. applitant will develop detailed
analpis as required by Subsettion 9.1.23.1. procedures and operator training for providing

firewater makeup to the spent fuel pool. (See
9.1.6.4 Spent l'url llac ks Iaoul Drop Analpis Subsection 9.133).

'Ihe COI. applicant referencing the AllWit 9.l.7 References
design shall provide the NltC confirmatory load drop
analpis as required by Subscetion 9.1.43. l. Gencral Electric Standard Application for

Reactor Furt, (N!!Dli-240ll P- A, latest

9.1.6.5 New l'url Insgution Stand Scismic approved revision).
Capability

'I he COi, applicant referencing the AllWil
design will install the new fuct inspection stand firmly
Io Ihe wall so Ihat it does not fallinto or dump
personnt)into the spent luct pool during an SSli
(See Subsection 9.1.4.23.2.)

9.1.6.t. Oirrhead lead llandling Splem
Inhis matinn

The C01. applicant shall proside a list of all
cranes, hoists, and clevators and their lift;ng
capacitics including any limit and safety devices
required for automatic and manual operation. In
addition, for all such equipment, the Col. applicant
shall provide: (1) heavy load handling sptem and
equipment maintenance procedures,(2) heavy load
handling system and equipment maintenance
procedures and/or manuals,(3) heavy load handling
sptern and equipment inspection and test plans;
NDli, Visual, etc (4) heavy load handling safe load
paths and routing plans,(5) OA progtam to monitor

-O "a s'e:<i ni< <"i 'ie" ea<e-eit #<< erac v>
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(4) The MUWC system is not safety related.g

(5) The condensate storfge tank shall have a
capacity of 2,110 m . This capacity was
determined by the capacity required by the uses
shown in Table 9.2-2.

(6) All tanks, piping and other equipment shall be
made of corrosion resistant materials,

(7) The 11PCF and RCIC instrumentation, which
initiates the automatic switchover of IIPCF and
RCIC suction from the CST header to the
suppression pool, shall be designed to
safety-grade requirements (including insta'lation
with necessary seismic support).

(8) The instrumentation is mounted in a safety
grade standpipe located in the reactor building
secondary containment. With no condensate
flowing, the water level is the same in both the
CST and the standpipe. A suitable correction
will be made for the effect of flow upon water
levelin the standpipe.

9 2.9.2 System Description

| The MUWC P&lD is shown in Figure 9.2-4.
This system includes the following:

(1) A condensate storage tank (CST)is provided.
The volume is shown in Table 9.2-3.

(2) The following pumps take suction from the
CST:

(a) RCIC pumps

(b) CRD pumps

(c) IIPCF pumps

(d) SPCU pumps

6

~
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the RCW system shall be designed to Seismic characteristics for RCW system components are
Category I and the ASME Code, Section 111, given in Table 9.2-4d.
Class 3, Quality Assurance II, Quality Group
C, IEEE 279 and IEEE 308 requirements. The RCW system serves the ausiliary c luipment

listed in Table 9.2 la, b, and c.
(4) The RCW system shall be designed to limit

leakage to the environment of radioactive The reactor decay heat at four hours after
contamination that may enter the RCW from shutdown is approximately 126 million llTU/II.
the RilR System. Each division of RCW has the design heat removal

capability of 102 million IITU/Il from the RilR
(5) Safety related portions of the RCW system system. If three divisions of RilR/RCW/RSW are

shall be protected from flooding, spraying, used for heat removal, cach division must remove
steam impingement, pipe whip, jet forces, one third of the decay heat or 42 million
missiles, fire, and the effect of failure of 11T U /II. This means that each division will
any non Seismic Category I equipment, as remove 102 minus 42 or 60 million !!TU/il of
required. sensible heat, primarily by cooling the reactor

water. If only two divisions of RilR/RCW/RSW are
(6) The safety related portion of the RCW system used for heat removal, cach division must remove

shall be designed to meet the foregoing de- one half of the decay heat or 63 million BTU /II.
sign bases during a loss of preferred power This means the sensible heat primarily from the
(LOPP). reactor water. Of course, the decay heat will

decrease with time.
(7) The safety-related electric modules and

safety-related cables for the RCW system are The above analysis shows that there is
in the control building which are Seismic sufficient heat removal capability to remove not
Category 1, tornado. missile resistant and only the decay heat but also sensible heat

O flood protected structures, primarily from the reactor water, if a division
of RilR/RCW/RSW is not available or if heat

(8) Protection from being impacted adversely by removal capability has been lost due to tube
missiles generated by any nonsafety-related plugging in any of the heat exchangers, only the
components shall be provided as discussed in rate of heat removal will decrease, but, heat
Subsection 3.5.1. will still be removed.

(9) Protection against high-energy and Shutdown cooling times are discussed in
moderate-energy line f ailures will be Subsection 5.4.7.1.1.7.
provided in accordance with Section 3.6.

The RCW system is designed to perform its
9.2.11.1.2 Power Generation Design Itases required safe reactor shutdown cooling function

following a postulated LOCA, assuming a single
The RCW system shall be designed to cool active failure in any mechanical or electrical

various plant auxiliaries as required during: system. In order to meet this requirement, the
(a) normal operation; (b) emergency shutdown; RCW system provides three complete trains, which
(C) normal shutdown; and (d) testing. are mechanically and electrically separated. In.

case of a f ailure which disables any of the
9.2.11.2 System Description three divisions, the other two division meet

plant safe shutdown requirements, including a
The RCW system distributes cooling water dur- LOCA or a loss of offsite power, or both. Each

ing various operating modes, during shutdown, and RCW division is supplied electrical power from a
during post LOCA operation. The system removes different division of the ESF power system.

|
heat from plant auxiliaries and transfers it to

| the reactor service water system (Subsection During normal operation, RCW cooling water
i 9.2.15) . Figures 9.2-la through 9.2-li show the flows through all the equipment shown in Table

piping and instrumentation diagram. Design 9.2-4a, b, and c.

Amendment 24 9.2-4
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During all plant operating modes, an RCW water g
oump and two heat exchangers are normally W Joperating in cach disision. Therefore, if a LOCA
occurs, the RCW systems required to shut down the s

|plant safely are already in operation, The
second pump and the third heat exchanger in cach
division are put in service if a LOCA occurs.

The nonsafety related parts of the RCW system
are not required for safe shutdown and, hence,
are not safety systems. Isolation valves sepa-
rate the essential subsystems from the nonsafe-
ty-related subsystems during a LOCA, in order to
assure the integrity and s fety functions of the
safety related parts of the system. Some non-
safety-related parts of the system are operated
during all other modes, including the emergency
shutdown following an LOPP, or LOCA as shown in
Table 9.2-4a, b, and c.

Surge tank water level is monitored. A level
switch detects leakage and isolates the non es-
sential subsyr, tem, thus assuring continued oper-
ability of the safety-related services. Instru-
ments, controls, and isolation valvos are locat-
ed in the safety related part of the RCW system
and designed to safety grade requirements as
stated in design basis (3) of Subsection 9.2.11.
1.1.

A dedicated sump and sump pump are provided
for cach RCW division. Any system leakage or
drainage may be collected, sampled and analyzed,
and either returned to the RCW system or sent to
the liquid radwaste system for treatment or to
the llSD sample tank for discharge depending upon
the radioactivity and impurities in the water.

9.2.11.3 Safety 1%uluation

9.2.11.3.1 Failure Analysis

A system failure analysis of passive and
active components of the RCW system is presented
in Table 9.2-5. Any of the assumed failures of
the RCW system are detected in the control room
by variations of and/or alarms from the various
system instruments and also from the leak detec-
tion system sensing leakage in the ECCS pump and
heat exchanger areas.

1
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G corrosion. inhibited demineralized water through systems are preoperationally tested in
V the shell side of two of the three 50% capacity accordance with the requirements of Chapter 14.

TCW heat exchangers in service. The heat from
the TCW system is rejected to the turbine service The components of the TCW system and
water system which circulates water on the tube associated instrumentation are accessible during
side of the TCW system heat exchangers. plant operation for visual examination.

Periodie inspections during normal operation are |

The standby TCW system pump is automatically made to ensure operability and integrity of the j
started on detection of low TCW system pump system, inspections include measurements of 1

discharge pressure. The standby TCW system heat cooling water flows, temperatures, pressures,
exchanger is placed in service manually. water quality, corrosion-erosion rate, control

positions, and set points to verify the system
The cooling water flow rate to the condition,

electro-hydraulic control (EllC) coolers, the
turbine tube oil coolers and aftercoolers, and 9.2.14.5 Instrumentation and Alarms
generator exciter air cooler is regulated by
control valves. Control valves in the cooling Pressure and temperature indicators are
water outlet from these units are throttled in provided where required for testing and
response to temperature signals fro the fluid balancing the system. Flow indicator taps are
being cooled. provided at strategic points in the system for

initial balancing of the flows and verifying
The flow rate of cooling water to all of the flows during plant operation,

other coolers is manually regulated by individual
throttling valves located on the cooling water Surge tank high and low level and TCW pump
outlet from each unit. discharge pressure alarms are retransmitted to

the main control room from the TCW local control

O' The minimtm system cooling water temperature panels.

is maintained by adjusting the TCW system heat
exchanger bypass valve. Makeup flow to the TCW system surge tank is

initiated automatically by low surge tank water
The surge tank provides a reservoir for level and is continued until the normal level is

small amounts of leakage from the system and for reestablished.
the expansion and contraction of the cooling
fluid with changes in the system temperature and Provisions for taking TCW system water
is connected to the pump suction, samples are included.

Demineralized makeup water to the TCW system 9.2.15 Reactor Service Water System
is controlled automatically by a level control
valve which is actuated by sensing surge tank 9.2.15.1 Portions Wituin Scope of ABWR
level. A corrosion inhibiter is manually added Standard Plant
to the system.

Those portions of the reactor service water
9.2.14.3 Safety Evaluation (RSW) system that are within the control

building are in the scope of the ABWR Standard
The TCW system has no safety design bases Plant and are described in Subsections

and serves no safety function. 9.2.15.1.1 tbrough 9.2.15.1.6.

9.2.14.4 Tests and Inspections All portions of the RSW system which are
outside the control building are not in the

All major components are tested and scope of the ABWR Standard Plant.
inspected as separate components prior to
installation, and as an integrated system after 9.2.15.1.1 Safety Design Bases
installation to ensure design performance. The

Amendmen: 21 9.2-t t
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(1) The reactor service water (RSW) system g
shall be designed in three divisions to W
remove heat from the three divisions of
the reactor cooling water system which
is required for safe reactor shutdown,
and which also cools those auxiliaries
whose operation is desired following a
LOCA, but not essential to safe
shutdown.

The heat removal requirements from the
RCW system and the ultimate heat sink
temperature are in Subsection 9.2.11.1.

(2) The RSW system shall be designed to _

O

O
Amendment 28 9.2 11.1
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Seismic Category I and ASME Code, (2) pipe whip and jet forces resulting from |O- Section 111, Class 3, Quality Assurance postulated pipe rupture of nearby high '

B, Quality Group C, IEEE-279 and energy pipes;
IEEE-308 requirements.

(3 missiles which result from equipment
(3) The RSW system shall be protected from failure; and

flooding, spraying, steam impingement,
pipe whip, jet forces, missiles, fire (4) fire.
and the effect of failure of any
non-Scismic Category I equipment, as Liquid radiation monitors are provided in the
required. RCW system. Upon detection of radiation leakage

in a division of the RCW system, that system is
(4) The RSW system shall be designed to meet isolated by operator action from the control

the foregoing design bases during a loss room, and the cooling load is met by another
of preferred power, division of the RCW system. Consequently,

radioactive contamination released by the RSW.
(5) System low point drains and high point system to the environment does not exceed

vents are provided as required. All allowable limits defined by 10CFR100.
divisions are maintained full of water

I (to present water hammer) when not in System low point drains and high point vents
se rvice except whcn unergoing are provided as required.
maintenance.

During all plant operating modes each
9.2.15.1.2 Power Generation Design liases division shall have at least one service water

pump operating, Therefore, if a LOCA occurs,
The RSW system shall be designed to cool the the system is already in operation. If a loss

reactor building cooling water (RCW) as required of offsite power occurs during a LOCA, the pumpsO during: (a) normal operation; (b) emergency momentarily stop until transfer to standby
shutdown; (c) normal shutdown; and (d) testing, diesel-generator power is completed. The pumps

are restarted automatically according to the
9.2.15.1.3 System Description diesel loading sequence. No operator action is

required, following a LOCA, to start the RSW
The RSW system provides cooling water during system in its LOCA operating mode.

various operating modes, during shutdown and
post-LOCA operations. The system removes heat 9.2.15.1.5 Instrumentation and Alarms
from the RCW system and transfers it to the
uhimate heat sink. Figure 9.2-7 shows the RSW Locally mounted temperature indicators or
system diagram. Component descriptions are test wells are furnished on the equipment
provided in Table 9.213, cooling water discharge lines to enable

verification of specified heat removal during
9.2.15.1.4 Safety Evaluation plant operation.

The components of the RSW system are 9.2.15.1.6 Tests and Inspections
separated and protected to the extent necessary
to assure that sufficient equipment remains The RSW system is designed for periodic
operating to permit shutdown of the unit in the pressure and functional testing to assure:
event of any of the following (Separation is
applied to elect rical equipment and (1) the structural and leaktight integrity
instrumentation and controls as well as to by sisible inspection of the components;
mechanical equipment and piping.):

(2) the operability and the performance of
(1) flooding, spraying or steam release due active components of the system; and

O to pipe rupture or equipment failure;
V

Amendment 24 9.2 12
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(3) the operability of the system as a System low point drains and high point vents
whole. are provided as required. All divisions are

maintained full of water (to prevent water
9.2.15.2 Portions Outside the Scope of AllWR hammer) when not in service except when
Standard Plant uncrgoing maintenance.

All Portions of the RSW system which are 9.2.15.2.2 Power Generation Design liases
outside the control building are not in the scope (Interface Requirement)
of the AllWR Standard Plant. Subsections
9.2.15.2.1 through 9.2.15.2.6 provide conceptual There are none.
design of these portions of the RSW system as
required by 10CFRS2. The interface requirements 9.2.15.2.3 System Descriptien (Conceptual
for this system are part of the design Design)
certification.

The RSW pump house is located at the ultimate
The site dependent portions of the RSW system heat sink (UHS) which is described in Section

shall meet all requirements in Subsections 9.2.5.
9.2.15.1.1 through 9.2.15.1.6 and all following
requirements. This subsection provides a The RSW pump house shail be located so that
conceptual design and interface requirements for the main service water piping between it and the
those portions of the RSW system which are site control building shall not exceed 2 kilometers
dependent and are a part of the design in length,
certification.

The RSW system is able to function during
9.2.15.2.1 Safety Design flases (Interface abnormally high or low vater levels and steps
Requirements) are taken to prevent organic fouling that may

degrade system performance. These steps include g
The COL applicant shall provide the following trash racks and provisions for biocide treatment W

system design features and additional information (where discharge is allowed). Where discharge
which are site dependent: of biocide is not allowed, non. biocide treatment

will be provided. Thermal backwashing
(1) the temperature increase and pressure drop capability will be provided at any site where

across the heat exchangers infestations of macrobial growth can occur.

(2) the required and available net positive 9.2.15.2.4 Safety Evaluation (Interface
suction head for the RSW pumps at pump Requirement)
suction locations considering anticipated
low water levels System components and piping materials are

provided to be compatible with the site cooling
(3) the location of the RSW pump house water to minimize corrosion. Adequate corrosion

the integrity of the system during the life of |
and errosion safety factors are used to assure

(4) the design features to assure that the
requirement: P Subsection 9.2.15.1.l(3) are the plant.
met

An analysis shall show that the requirements
(5) an analysis of a pipeline break and a single in Subsections 9.2.15.1.l(3) and 9.2.15.2.l(5)

active component failure shall show that are met.

flooding shall not affect the main control
room or more than one division of the RSW 9.2.15.2.5 Instrumentation and Alarms
system. (Interface Requirement)

There are none.

O
Amendment 24 9112.1
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9.2.15.2.6 Tests and Inspections (Interface (3) The TSW system is designed to permit the

Q Requirements) maintenance of any single active
component without interruption of the

The tests shall assure, under conditions as cooling function.
close to design as practical, the performance of
the full operational sequence that brings the 9.2.16.13 System Description
system into operation for reactor shutdown and
for LOCA, including operating of applicable 9.2.16.13.1 General Description
portions of the reactor protection system and the
transfer between normal and standby power The TSW system is illustrated on Figure
sources. 9.2 8.

9.2.16 Turbine Service Water System The TSW pumps take suction from the power
cycle heat sink and supply cooling water to the

The turbine service water (TSW) system tube side of the TCW heat exchangers. The heat
supplies cooling water to the turbine cooling rejected to the TSW system is discharged to the
water (TCW) system heat exchangers to transfer power cycle heat sink.
heat from the TCW system to the power cycle heat
sink.

9.2.16.1 Portions Within Scope of AllWR Standard
Plant

'I hose portions of the turbine service water 9.2.16.13.2 Component Description
(TSW) system that are within the turbine building
are in the scope of the ADWR Standard Plant and The TSW system consists of three 50%
are described in Subsections 9.2.16.1.1 through capacity vertical wet pit pumps located at the

) 9.2.16.1.5. intake structure. Two pumps are in operation
l during normal operation with one pump in

All portions of the TSW system that are st a n d by.

outside the turbine building are not in the scope
i of the ABWR Standard Plant.

9.2.16.1.1 Safety Design liases

The TSW system does not serve or support any
safety function and has no safety design basis.

9.2.16.1.2 Power Generation Design liases

(1) The TSW system is designed to remove
i heat from the turbine cooling water

(TCW) system heat exchangers and reject The TSW pumps supply cooling water to the
this heat to the power cycle heat sink three TCW heat exchangers (two are normally in
during normal and shutdown conditions. service and one is on standby).

l (2) During normal power operation the TSW A summary of the TCW heat exchangers is
system supplies cooling water to the TCW provided in Table 9.2-12.
system heat exchangers at a temperature
not exceeding 100"F. 9.2.16.133 System Operation,

l

| The system normally is started manually from
the main control room and one pump is operated

Amendment 24 9.2 12.2
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continuously during normal power operation All portions of the TSW system that are aconditions. outside the turbine building are not in the W
scope of the ABWR Standard Plant. Subsections

The standby pump is started automatically in 9.2.16.2.1 through 9.2.16.2.6 provide a (
the event the normally operating pump trips or conceptual design of these portions of the TSW
the discharge header pressure drops below a system as required by 10CFR52. The interface
preset limit. requirements for this system are part of the

design certification.
9.2.16.1.l Safety baluation

The site dependent portions of the TSW system
The TSW system does not serve or support any shall meet all requirements in Subsections

safety function and has no safety design bases. 9.2.16.1.1 through 9.2.16.1.5 and following
The TSW system is not interconnected with any requirements. T'ils subsection provides a
safety-related systems. See Subsection 9.2.17.5 conceptual design and interface requirements for
for interface requirements. those portions of the TSW system which are site

dependent and are a part of the design
9.2.16.1.5 Instrumentation Application certification.

Pressure and temperature indicators are 9.2.16.2.1 Safety Design llases (Interface
provided where required for testing tne system. Requiremeno

TSW system pump status is indicated in the There are none
main control room.

9.2.16.2.2 Power Generation Design llases
TSW system trip is alarmed and the automatic (Interface Requirements)

startup of the standby pump is annunciated in the
main control room. The COL applicant shall provide the following g

system design features and additional inform- T
High differential pressure across the duplex ation which are site dependent.

filters is alarmed in the main control room.
(1) the temperature increase and pressure drop

9.2.16.1.6 Tests and Inspections across the heat exchangers

All major components are tested and inspected (2) the required and available net positive
as separate components prior to installation, and suction head for the TSW pumps at pump
as an integrated system after installation to suction locations considering anticipated
ensure design performance. The systems are low water levels
preoperationally tested in accordance with the
requirements of Chapter 14. (3) the location of the TSW pump house

The components of the TSW system and (4) The heat removal requirements from the TCW
associated instrumentation are accessible during system are in Subsection 9.2.14.2.
plant operation for visual examination. Periodic
inspections during normal operation are made to (5) System low point drains and high point vents
casure operability and integrity of the system. are provided as required. All components
inspections include measurement of the TSW system are maintained full of water (to prevent
flow, temperatures, pressures, differential water hammer) when not in stevice except I
pressures and valve positions to verify the when undergoing maintenance.
system condition. )

9.2.16.3 System Description
9.2.16.2 Portions Outside Scope of AllWR l

Standard Plant 9.2.16.3.1 General Description (Conceptual !
Design) g

Amendment N 9.2-12 3 !
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Piping and valves in the TSW system are
n() carbon or low alloy steel and are protected from

interior corrosion with suitable corrosion
resistant material as required by site specific
soil and water conditions.

9.2.163.2 Component Description (Conceptual
Design)

Three straincts are provided (one for cach TSW
pump). Debris collected in the strainer is
automatically sluiced to a disposal collection
area.

9.2.1633 Safety Evaluation (Interface
Requirements)

The COL applicant shall demonstrate that all
safety-related components, systems and structures
are protected from flooding in the event of a
pipeline break in the TSW system.

9.2.163.4 lustrumentation and Alarms
(Interface Requirements)

There are none.

; 9.2.16J.5 Tests and Inspections (Interface
Requirements)

There are none.

I

|

|

[
U
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q TAllLE 9.2-4b
O

REACTOR llUILDING COOLING WATER
DIVISION 11

Emergency
Normal (l.OCA)(iup-

Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 4 Shutdown at 20 llot Standtsy 110: Standby preason s'ool
Components Conditions hou rs hours (no lou of AC) (loss of AC) at 97 C

1%SENTIAl. llcat ikw ileat I' low licat flow Ilcal llow lleat I-low Ilcat flow
(Note 1)

Incrgency Die- -- - - - - - - 123 1,010 12,5 1,013

sel Generator D

RIIR1ieat - - 102.4 5,280 32.8 5,280 - - 24.0 5,280 M.7 5,280

linchanger H

l'l'C 1leat 66 1,2M 6.6 1,230 66 1,230 6.6 1,2M 6.6 1,230 9. I 1.230

lichanger in

Othe n (cuen- 4.9 1860 5.4 1%0 5.4 1860 19 18t4 53 1860 63 timo
tial)(Note 2)

NON-13SINflAL

O RWCU llcat 19.1 700 - 700 -~ 700 19.1 700 19.1 700 - -

Ihchanger

inside Drywell 51 1,2M 5.8 1,230 51 1,230 51 1.230 23 1,220 - -

(Note 31

Othen (non- 2.6 700 14 700 1.4 7u) 1.4 700 0.3 40 - 40

cssential)

(Note 4)

Total Icad E3 5.720 121.6 11 Ao 513 11.000 37.1 5,720 70.3 11,350 112.6 9.530

NOTES:

(1) Heat x 10 Bru/h: flow x g/rn, sums inay not be equal due to rounding.

(2) IIECll' refrigerator, roorn coolers (FPCpurnp, RilR, HPCF, SGTS. FCS, CAMS). flPCFand RHR inotar
andmechanicalscalcoolers.

(3) Drnvell(B) and RIP coolers.

(4) Reactor Building sarnpling coolers; LCit' sump coolers (in drywell and reactor building), RIP
AlG sets and RIf'CU purnp coolers.

Amendment 24 9.2 18
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TAllLE 9.2 4c g
REACTOR llUILDING COOLING WATER

DIVISION C

Emergency

Normal (LOCA) (Sup.

Operating Mode / Oprating Shutdown at 4 Shutdown at 20 llot Standby llot Standby pressjon Pool
Components Conditions hours hours (no kws et AC) (loss of AC) at 97 C

IN.INITAL llcat 110w Ileat flow Ileat Ilow Ileat flow Ilent flow Ileat Ilow
(Note 1)

Emergency Die. - - - - - - - 12.5 1,010 12,5 1,010

sel Generator D --

RllR ileat - - 102.4 5,280 32.8 5,280 - - 24 0 5,280 M.7 5,280

Exchanger 11

Othe rs (cun. 5.8 2,780 63 2.780 6.3 2,780 5.8 2,780 5.8 2,780 6.9 2,780

tial)(Note 2)

NON.ESSTN11Al,

Others (non. 19.4 1,S60 18.2 1,860 7.0 134 19.4 IND 03 220 0.7 220

essential)

(Note 4)

Total inad 25.2 4,M0 126.9 9,920 46.1 9,920 25 2 4.M0 42.8 9,290 IN.8 9,290

NOTES: -

0
(1) Heat x 10 Bru/h, flow x g/rn, sums may not be equal due a rounding.

(2) HECW refrigerator, room coolers motor coolers, and mechanical seat coolers for RHR and
HPCF.

(3) Instrument and service air coolers, CRD pump oil cooler, radwaste components, HSCR
condenser, and turbine building sampling coolers,

9
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TA111.E 9.2 4d

I)ESIGN CilARACI'EltlSTICS l'Olt REACI'Olt
ilUILI) LNG COOL. LNG WATElt SYSTEM COMI'ONENTS

11CW Pumps (Two pr division)
11CW (A)/[D} ltCW (C)

Discharge 110w Itate 6,250 rpm / pump 5,450 gpm/ pump

Pump Total llead 82 psig 75 psig

Design Pressure 2(x) psig 2tX) psig

Design Temperature 158"F 15M"F

RCW lleat lixchangers (Three per division)
RGY (A)/11J) RCW (C)

6 6
Capacity (for each 45x10 IITU/h 42x1015TU/h
heat exchanger)

11CW Surge Tanks
,

Capacity 16 cubic meters (total, cath)

Design Pressure Static Ilead

Design Temperature 158"F

RCW Chemical Addition Tanks

Design Pressure 2tX) psig

Design Temperature 15M"F

RCW Piping

Design Pressure 2(K) psig

Design Temperature 158"F

O
Amendment 24 9.2-19.1
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f- 9.3.3 Equipment and Floor (4) Means shall be provided by which the
( Drainage System functional performance capability of the

backup control system components can be
The system which collects and transfers all verified periodically under conditions

radioactive liquid wastes is discussed in approaching actual use requirements.
S ubsection 9.3.8. Requirements for the Demineralired water, rather than the actual
non radioactive drains are as follows: neutron absorber solution, can be injected

into the reactor to test the operation of
(1) There shall be no interconnection between any all components of the redundant control

portion of the radioactive drain transfer sys e m.
system and any non radioactive waste system.

(5) The neutron absorber shall be dispersed
(2) Effluent from non radioactive systems shall within the reactor core in - u f ficie n t

be monitored prior to discharge to assure quantity to provide a reasonable margin for
that there are no unacceptable discharges. leakage or imperfect mixing.

9.3.4 Chemical and Volume Control (6) The system shall be reliable to a degree
System (PWR) consistent with its role as a special safety

system; the possibility of unintentional or
(Not applicable to a BWR) accidental shutdown of the reactor by this

system shall be minimized.
9.3.5 Standby Liquid Control System

93.5.2 System Description
9.3.5.1 Design liases

The SLCS (Figure 9.3-1) is automatically
93.5.1.1 Sarrty Design Itases initiated or can be manually initiated through

the keyboard switches in the main control room

| q The standby liquid control system (SLCS) has a to pump a boron neutron absorber solution into
safety related function and is designed as a the reactor if the operator determines the
Seismic Category I system. It shall meet the reactor cannot be shut down or kept shut down

| following safety design bases: with the control rods. Once the operator
decision for initiation of the SLCS is made, the

(1) Backup capability for reactivity control design intent is to simplify the manual process
shall be provided, independent of normal re- by providing dual keylocked switches. This
activity control provisions in the nuclear prevents inadvertent injection of neutron
reactor, to be able to shut down the reactor absorber by the SLCS. However, the insertion of
if normal control ever becomes inoperative, the control rods is expected to assure prompt

shutdown of the reactor should it be required.
(2) The backup system shall have the capacity for

,

controlling the reactivity difference between The keylocked control room switch is provided
the steady-state rated operating condition of to assure positive action from the main control'

the reactor with voids and the cold shutdown room should the need arise. Procedural controls
condition, including shutdown margin, to are applied to the operation of the keylocked
assure complete shutdown from the most control room switch.
reactive conditions at any time in core life.

The SLCS is required only to shut down the
(3) The time required for actuation and reactor and keep the reactor from going critical

effectiveness of the backup control shall be again as it cools.
consistent with the nuclear reactivity rate
of change predicted between rated operating The SLCS is needed only in the improbable
and cold shutdown conditions. A fast scram event that not enough control rods can be
of the reactor or operational control of fast inserted in the reactor core to accomplish

A reactivity transients is not specified to be shutdown and cooldown in the normal manner.O accomplished by this system.

Amendment 24 93-2
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The boron solution tank, the test water tank,
the two positive displacement pumps, the two h
motor-operated injection valves, the two motor-

I

O

|
|
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O operated pump suction valves, and associated Each positive displacement pump is sized to
local valves, panel, and controls are located in inject the solution into the reactor in 60 to
the secondary containment outside the drywell and 150 minutes, independent of the amount of
wetwell. The liquid is piped into the reactor solution in the tank. The pump and system
vessel throughout the high pressure core flooder design pressure between the injection valves and
(llPCF) line downstream of the llPCF inboard check the pump and system design pressure between
valve. relief valves are approximately 1560 psig. To

prevent bypass flow from one pump in case of
The loron abserbs thermal neutrons and thereby relief valve failure in the line from the other

terminates the nuclear fission chain reaction in pump, a check valve is installed downstream of
the uranium fuel. cach relief valve line in the pump discharge

pipe.
The specified neutron absorber solution is

sodlurr pentaborate (Na211100 n.1011 0). The SLCS is automatically initiated afteri 2
It is prepared by dissolving stoichiometric receiving an anticipated transient without scram "

quantities of borax and boric acid in deminera- (ATWS) signal or can be manually actuated by
li7ed water. An air sparger is provided in the either of two keylocked, spring-return switches
tank for mixing. To prevent sptem plugging, the on the control room console. This assures that
tank cutlet is raised above the bottom of the switching from the OFF position is a deliberate
tank. act. Changing either switch status to RUN

starts an injection pump, opens one motor-
At all times when it is possible to make the operated injection valve, opens one pump suction

reactor critical, the SLCS shall be able to motor-operated valve, and closes both of the
deliver enough sodium pentaborate solution into reactor cleanup system outboard isolation valves
the reactor (Figure 9.3-2) to assure reactor to prevent loss of boron.
shutdown. This is accomplished by placing sodium
pentaborate in the standby liquid control tank An ATWS condition exists when either of the
and filling it with demineralized water to at following occurs:
least the low level alarm point. The solution
can be diluted with water to withiu 14 inches of (a) liigh RPV pressure (1125 psig) and
the overflow level volume to allow for average power range monitor (APRM) not
evaporation losses or to lower the saturation down scale for 3 minutes, or
temperature.

_

(b) Low RPV level (Level 2) and APRM not
The minimum temperature of the fluid in the down scale for 3 minutes.

tank and piping shall be consistent with that
obtained from Figure 9.3 3 for the solution A light in the control room indicates that
temperature. The saturation temperature of the power is available to the pump motor contactor
recommended solution is 59"F at the low level and that the contactor is decnergiicd (pump not
alarm volume and a lower temperature at 14 inches running). Another light indicates that the
below the tank overflow volume (Figures 9.3 2 and contactor is energiicd (pump running).
9.3-3). The equipment containing the solution is
installed in a room in which the air temperature Storage tank liquid level, tank outlet valve
is to be maintained within the range of 50 to position, pump discharge pressure, and injection
100"F. An electrical resistance heater valve position indicate that the system is
system provides a backup heat source which functioning. If any of these items indicates
maintains the solution temperature at 75"F that the liquid may not be flowing, the operator
(automatic operation) to 85"F (automatic shall immediately change the other switch to the ,

shutoff) to prevent precipitation of the sodium RUN mode, thereby activating the redundant train
pentaborate from the solution during storage, of the SLCS. The local switch will not have a
liigh or low temperature, or high or low liquid STOP position. This presents the isolation of
level, causes an alarm in the control room. the pump from the control room. Pump dischargeO pressure and valve status are indicated in the

control room.

Amendment 20 9.3-3
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Equipment drains and tank everflow are not g
piped to ti e radwaste systern but to separate
containers (such as 55 gallon drums) that eaa be
removed and disposed of independently to pinent
any trace of boron from inadvertently reaching
the tractor,

instrutnentation consisting of solution tem-
perature indication and control, solution level

._

s

O

c

O
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9.3.6 litstruttient Air System Distribution piping for the instrument air system

O is designed to ANSI 1131.1, Powe. Piping Code, and
The plant compresst d air sptems include the in- the requirements of Quality (iroup D, except for

strument and service air systems. the containment and drywell penetrations and
associated isolation valves which are designed to

9J.6.1 Design liasen Scismic Category 1, ASMii Code, Section 111, Clan
2, Quality Group H and Quality Assurance 11

93.6.1.1 Safety Design limes requirements.>

| The primary containment penetrations of the The instrument air sptem is connected to the
instrument air sptem are of Seismic Category I cmcrgency power supply to continue operation
design and are equipped with sufficient isolation during loss of normal power supply.
valves to satisfy single failure category.

One of the two air compressors and dryers is se-
93.6.1.2 Power Generation Design liases lected as the lead unit which shall be operated

during normal operation. The standby comprenor
The fonttions of the instrument air sptem is to and dryer will automatically start when the

provide clean dry and oil free instrument air. compreued air preuure at the air receives drops
below the low pressure set point. As the air

The instrument air spicm is also capable of sup- receiver pressure is returned to the normal range
plying backup air to the nitrogen consumers hicated the standby air comprenor is stopped and the lead
inside the PCV when nitrogen gas supply pressure unit kept in operation The assignment for lead unit
drops below a set point. and standby unit of air compressors and drycts shall

be switched periodically. The pressure set poims
9J.6.2 Spirm Description for ther.c operational changes are adjustable

depending on air requirements that might exist.
The instrument air system provides dry, oil free,O co npressed air for valve actua* ors and for During normal operation the non essential

non saIcty related instrument conttol functions and nitrogen users within containment are downstream
for generalinstrumentation and vahe tenices out- of PS2.F277 and P54.r2(E (The eseential nitrogen

side the containment. Allinstrumentation and con- users are downstream of P 54 F008A and 11.)
trol systems located inside the containment are sup- Should the AC/HPIN systems become unable to
plied with nitrogen gas during normal plant opera. supply nitrogen to Ihe non-cr.scutial users
tion. downstream of PS2-F277, the operator may remote

manually open PS2-I?57 to supply instrument air to
The instrumerit air flow requirements are based on these users. (See Figure 20 3 55).

cxperience. Two HWM air compressors and dr) cts
are provided to supply adequate instrument air. T he During refueling, the instrument air system
air compressors are of the oil-leu type, provides compreued air instead of nitrogen gas to

the users hicated inside containment in Figure 93 6.

Proccu quality requirements are listed below:
Acceptance Criterion 11.1 of SRP Section 9.3.1

Instrument requires that the maximum particle sire of 3
Air microns in the air stream at the instrument. The

corresponding maximum particle site for the
Pressure (psig) (design) ADWR design is 5 microns. F.xpcalence to date for
125 plants with a maximum filtered particle size of 5

microns in the compressed gases has been very
Dewpoint ("F) satisfactory.

40(at
100psig) All equipment using instrument air shall be

capable of operating with air of the quality listed
!

|
- Maximum Allowed Particle Sire 5 microns above.

9MAmendment M
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93.63 Safety thaluation system is maintained at constant pressure, with local g
pressure reduction provided as required. W

The operation of the instrument air system is not
required to auure of any of the following: Pressure reducing valves are used, where

required, for services requiring less pressure than
(1) inttgrity of the reactor coolant pressure esiMs in the respective receiver tanks.

boundary;
A motor operated isolation val e is provided for

(2) capability of shut down the reactor and maintain the compressed air piping penetrations through con-
it in a safe shutdown condition; or tainment. The valve is automatically clo d by an

isolation signal. A remote manual switch and
(3) ability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of open/ dosed position lights are provided in the con-

accidents which can result in potential offsite ex- trol room for verification of proper valve operation.
posures comparable to the guideline exposures of
10C1'11100.

Ilowever, the instrument air system incorporates
features that auure this operation over the full range
of normal plant operations. If instrument air system
preuure falls below a desired limit, air from the ser-
vice air system is automatically added from a tic line.
An air receiver is provided to maintain air supply
pressure if all of the instrument air system and ser-
vice air system compressor fail. Pneumatic-operated
devices are designed for a faihafe mode and do not
require continuous air supply under emergency or
abnormal conditions.

The air receiver is built according to Section til of
the ASMlllloiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Class 3.

93.6.4 Inspection and Testing ltrquirements

The instrument air system is proved operable by its
use during norrnal plant operation. Portions of the
systems normally closed to airflow can be tested to
ensure operability and integrity of each system. Air
quality shall be tested periodically to assure compli-
ance with ISA 573.

The motor-operated isolation valve is capable of
being tested to assure its operational integrity by
manual actuation of a switch located in the wntml
room and by obsenation of associated position indi.
cation lights.

93.63 Instrumentation Application

Instrumentation for the instrument air system is
primarily local, consisting of pressure, differential
pressure and temperature indication and/or control.
Pressure transmitters and pressure switches provide
control room pressure indications and alarms. The g
Amendme nt 14 93 71 I
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9.3.8 Rittiloitethe 1) rain Transfer Sptellt (?)'lhe sump lesel switches shall serve as leakage

O monitors for equipment or sptrms served by
93.M.! litsign llam rath sump. l.calage d(tection is aim diu ussed

in Subsection 5.2.5.
93.M.I.1 Safely Design llam

(3)Open drainage lines from areas that are re-
(1) The drain transfer sptern drains floor areas quirrd to rnaintain an air peruute difIctential,

where required for structuralloading trawns and but drain to a radioatthe sump, are prusided
to protut sptems requirni for a sale shutdown. with a water i. cal.

(2) All potentially radioattive drains are pipe directly (4) All deainage lines into eat h sump shall be

j to the radwaste system. turned down and terminated below the lowest
nuia i-a ie whu ihe sump pump me d,am

(T) Containment and drywell penetrations shall be
designed and fabriated in acuitdance with the 9J.M.2 Npton I)esniption
ASMI'. Code, Sn tion lit, Clau 2. Secondar y
Containment penetrations shall be in auordame The sptem p&lD showing the sumps with their
with the ASME Code, Sntion 111, Claw 1 pumps, piping, inst uments and (ontrois arc

provided in Sntion Il.2.
(4) tilliucnt f unn non radioat tive spicms shall be

monitored prior to dmharge to awure that three
are no unautplable diuharges.

93.M.2.1 (;rnrral Deuriptinn
($) The radioattive drain transfer collnlion piping

shall be prosided with the following features: The drain transfn system is designed to auure
that waste liquids, valve and purup leakof fs and

(a) These piping sptcms shall be non nudear mnqionent drains and vents and sptem are dientedO safety dau and quality Group D with the to the proper area for proccuing The process
exception of any aintainment penetrations portion of the sptems consists of sump pumps,
or piping within the drywell whidt shall be sump molers (if nectuary) lanks, valsch and
Sekmic Category I and quality Group II, insttumentation. Sumps are provided as shown in

the arrangement drawings in Sntion 1.2.
(b) The Iloor drain piping sptem shall be

ananged with a separate piping sptem for 'l be following ECCS loops are located in separate _

ca(h quadrant. Ihe piping shall be arranged walettight areas:
so that (hioding or backnow in one quadrant
unnot adscrsely allect the othcr quadrants. (1)Illlit A,1(CIC

(c) Ibcre shall be no iniremnnettion between (2) Illilt 11 and til'CF 11
any portion of the radioactive diain teansfer
system and any non-radioactive waste (3) ltillt C and ill'CI'C
system.

Eath arca contains all of the power operated
(d) Any vahes that are relied upon to picsent valves and associated instrumentation outside the

backilow shall be inspc(table and testable mntainment for the respective liCUS loop. There-
and withstand SS!!. fore, a pipe bacal or major leak in one area muld

not ihmd any adjoining area and, consequently,
93.N.I.2 l'ower Generation Design llaws would not render the loops inoperabic. The

mnsequences of internal llooding are discuued
(1)'lhe drain transfer sptem shall be designed to further in Subsection 111.

mlint and runove waste liquids inun thur point
of origin to the radwaste spt"m for further All drainage sptcms arr cucntially pauive sp.

O proc essing tems down to the sumps or urd pipe connntions.
This is, ihrv is by gravity with no vahes, pumps, aml

Amcm! ment 24 U ll
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the like ia the lines such that failure could cause a
system not to drain. All cxposed drainage piping is
scismically analyicd to remain intact following an
SSE, and thus will drain the area as required. See
Sulwuion: 3 4.1 f ;r further details.

Unacceptable flomling consequences are precluded
by the capacity of the drain transfer system and the
placement of safety related equipment on raised
pads or grating. Also, check valves in sump pump
discharge lines prevent reverse flow from other
surnps that have piping to the radwaste collection
tank.

The design of the drain transfer system precludes -

release to the environs of radioactive liquid.
Potentially radioactive systems (equipment, floor,
and detergent drains) are touted directly to the
rudwaste system, with no cross connections to
uncontrolled (storm drain, sanitary and normal
waste) systems. As a backup, however, all nonradio-
active drain systems are monitored for radiation
prior to release to the emirons.

O

-

O
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93.M.2.2 Sptcm Optration (6) Lkkigent Drains The detergent drain Sump
O collects laundry and shower drains. The deter-

Radioattive waste is directed into either one of two gent drains are transferred to the detergent
drainage systems, depending upon its source. drain tanks in the Itadwaste System. These
Drainage from equipment goes to the low conductiv- detergent wastes. are kept separate from other
ity waste (LCW) system. Drainage from the Doors in wastes, since detergent wastes are processed in a
ihe various compartmenas goes to the high separate process train in the Radwaste System.
conductivity waste (llCW) system. The terms
" dean * and '' dirty' adwaste are also used to denote 93.H.2J Component Description
LCW and ilCW, respectively.

Drain System components are as follows:
The floor drains are more apt to eshibit higher

conductivity because they contain suspended %Is (1) Collection Pipjng In all arca of potential radio-
and other not necessarily radioactive contan.Nio; activity, the collection system piping for the

liquid system is of stainless steel for embedded _

(1)liquietnent Diailu Controlled drains from and chemical dralnage, and carbon steel for
equipment carrying radioactive or potentially suspended drainage. Offsets in the piping are
radioactise liquids is collected in equipment drain provided, where necessary, for radiation
(LCW) sumps in each building and is shielding. In general, the fabrication and
automatically discharged to the Imw Conductivity installation of the piping provides for a uniform
Collection Tank in the Radwaste System. The slope that induces gravity to flow to the
sumps are sired to handle all equipment they appropriate sump. During construction

equipment drain piping is terminated not lessserve.

than 5 cm (2 in.) above the finished floor or
(2)lh0LJ)hains - lloor drains from each isolated drain receiver at each location where the

area or building are collected in the lowest level discharge from equipment is to be collected.
of the area, and the waste is automatically The connections to the individual equipment are

O transferred by means of sump pumps to the liigh made after the equipment is installed in its
Conductivity Collection Tank in the Radwaste proper location.
System. As with the equipment drain surnps, the
llCW sumps and pumps are sized to handle all (2) Collection Sumos (potentially radioactive
anticipated normal or tram.icnt floor waste. drains)- These sumps are provided with a

well Otting, but not gastight, steel plate access
(3)liusion of Spare Purum - All sumps are sup- ciner for convenient maintenance access, as well _

plied with two pumps each. IIath pump is si/cd as to minimite airborne contamination.
to handle the maximum anticipated now into the
sump. Thus, each sump has one operating pump (3)liquipmtaLDrains liquipment that may be
and one pump on standby. pressurized during drainage, and that drains via

direct o: indirect drain connection to the floor
(4) LtaLRttnlien The Reactor iluilding and drain sptem,is designed so that the cyt.ipment

drywell sumps base instrumentation which per- discharge flow does not exceed the gravity Cow
mits detection of excessive leakage and provides capacity of the drainage header at atmospherie
for an alarm upon high leakage rates. pressure.

(5) Setup Coolers - The Reactor fluilding drywell (4) ficer Drains All Door drains are installed with
equipment drain sumps each have provisions for rims flush with the low-point elevation of the
measuring their sump liquid temperature and finished Door. Floor drains in areas of potential
automatically recirculating the sump contents sadioactivity are welded directly to the collection
through a drain cooler to cool the sump contents piping and are provided with threaded, T handle

0if the temperature exceed #C (140 F). In the plugs of the same material. The T handle plugs
event of a LOCA signal, all drywell sump pumps are used to seal the floor drains during
are automatically isolated, to preclude the pos- hydrostatic testing of the drainage systems,

O sible uncontrolled release of primary coolant. system startup and during all required leakage
rate testing. All drainage piping, except carbon

Amtndment 24 9111.1.1
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I 9.4 AIR CONDITIONING (2) The system is designed to permit periodic in-

O IIEATING COOLING AND spcaion of the principai sptem componenis.
VENTilMION SYSTEMS

(3) The outside design conditions for the control
9A,1 Control ilullding ilVAC room IIVAC system are ll5"It during the

summer and .40"F during the winter.
The control building heating, ventilating and

airdonditioning (llVAC) sptem is divided into two 9.4.1.l.3 Splem Deuription
separate systems. A IlVAC system for the control
room equipment on the top two lloors. Plus a The wntrol room is heated, cooled and pressuri/ed
llVAC sptc m for essential electrical and heat ex- by a recirculated air spiem with filtered outdoor air
hanger equipment. for ventilation and pressuritation purposes. The

recirculated air and the outdoor air will be mixed and
9.4.1.1 Control Hoom 1:quipment ilVAC drawn through a filter section, a heating coil section,

and a cooling coil section. Under normal conditions, _

9.8.1.1.1 Design Itasis suf ficient air is supplied to pressurite the control room
and exfiltrate to pressurire the control buildieg.

(1) 'I he control room (llVAC) system is designed
with suf ficient redundancy to ensure operation The control building IIVAC 1%ID is shown in
under emergency conditions assuming the Iigure 9.4-1. 'Ibc control room flow rate is given in
single f ailure of any one active component. Table 9.4-3, and the sptem component devriptions

are given in Table 9.4 4. The c introl building
(2) Prmisions are made in the sptem to detect and recirculation unit consists of a medium grade bag

limit the introduction of airborne radioactive filter, a heating coil, cooling coil, two 1009h capacity
materialin the control room. supply fans.

(3) Provisions is made in the system to detect and Two itW1 capacity a cturn exhaust fans draw air

O remme smoke and radioactise material from from the electrical area, corridors, control room,
the wntrol room, computer room, office areas, and the llVAC equip-

ment room, This air is returned to the air condition-
(4) The llVAC system is designed to provide a ing unit during normal operations. Modulating damp-

controlled temperature environment to ensure ers in the return duct work to the fans are controlled
the wntinued operation of safety related equip- by a pressure controller to maintain the required
ment under accident conditiont positive pressure. The controller is located in the _

electrical equipment area.
(5) The llVAC sptem and components are 10-

cated in the Seismic Category I control buihling An emergency recirculation system consisting of an
structure that is tornado-missile and flood electrical heating coil, a prefilter, lil!PA filter, char-
protected. coal adsorber, a llEPA filter, and two itW|h capacity

booster fans which are provided in parallel to the
(6) Tornado missle barriers are provided for intake normal mixed outdoor and return air path to the

and exhaust structures. supply conditioning units. The chaicoal adsorber will
be 2 inches deep as a minimum. The system is

(7) Protection from chemical and thlorine releases normally on standby for use only during high radiation.
is discussed in Section 6.4. A radioactivity monitoring splem monitors the

buildingintakes for radiation. The radiation monitor
9.4.1.1.2 INmer Generatinn Design llaA allows the control room operator to select the safest

intake. The makeup air for pressuritation can be
(1) The llVAC sptem is designed to provide an diverted through the llEPA and charcoal adsorbing

environment with controlled temperature and sptem before distribution in the control vom areas.
humidity to ensure both the comfort and safety
of the operators. The nominal design condi. Smoke detectors in the control room and the con.
tions for the control room environment are trol equipment room exhaust sptems actuate anO 75"F and $0% relative humidity.

Amtmiment M 94-1
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alarm on indication of smoke. to free /ing, icing. or other emironmental conditions.

O
On smoke in a dhision of the htCR llVAC, that

't he llVAC cquipment space is physically sepa- division of the llVAC system is put into smoke
rated into dhisional rooms. Each divisional room removal mode. For smoke removR the exhaust fan is
consists of an air intake room and an air exhaust stopped, the recirculation duct vahe is closed, and the

fan bypass valve is opened. Either division of htCRr oom.

1IVAC can be used as a smoke terroval systern.
9.4.s.l.4 Safety 13aluation

9.4.1.1.$ Inspection und Testing Haquirements
The conti01 building IIVAC system is designed to

maintain a habitable environment and to ensure the Provisions are made ior periodic tests of the out-
operability of components in the control rmrn. All door air cleanup fans and filters. These tests include l

control room IIVAC equipment and surrounding determinations of differential pressure across the filter |
structures are of Seismic Category I design and oper- and of filter efficiency. Connections for testing, such |

able during loss of the offsite power supply. as injection, sampling and monitoring are properly
located so that test results are indicative of per-

The ductwork which services these safety functions formance,
is termed ESF ductwork, and is of Seismic Category
I design. ESF ducting is high pressure safety grade The high efficiency particulate air (llEPA) filters
ductwork designed to withstand the maximum posi- may be tested periodically with dioctyi phthalate
tive and/or negative pressure to which it can be sub- smoke (DOP). The charcoal filters may be periodi-
jected under normal or abnormal conditiont Galva- cally tested with freon for bypasses.
ni/ed steel ASThi A526 or ASThi A527 is used for
outdoor air intake and exhaust ducts. All other ducts The balance of the system is proven operable by its
are welded black steel ASThi A570, Grade A or use during normal plant operation. Portions of the
Grade D. Ductwork and hangers are Seismic Cate- system normally closed to fiow can be tested to ensure
gory 1. Ilolted flange and welded joints are qualified operability and integrity of the system.
per ERDA 76-21.

p | Redundant and independent components are pro-
9.4.1.1.6 Instrumentation Appilcation

g
"

sided where necessary to ensure that a single failure The area exhaust fan is started manually and the fan
will not preclude adequate control room sentilation. disctarges the air to atmosphere.

A radiation monitoring system is provided to A high radiation signal automatically starts the out-
detect high radiation in the outside air intake ducts. door air cleanup system, closes the normal air inlet
A radiation monitor is prosided in the cr.ntrol room damper and closes the exhaust air dampers.
to monitor control room area radiation levch. These
monitors alarm in the control room upon detection A temperature indicating controllec senses the tem-
of high radiation conditions Isolation of the control perature of the air leaving the air cleanup system. The
room and initiation of the outdoor air cleanup unit controller then modulates an electric heating coil to
fans are accomplished by the following signak: maintain the leaving air temperature at a preset limit.

A limit switch will cause an alarm to be actu ated on
(1) high radiation in the inside air intake duct, high air temperature. A mo'.sture-sensing element

and working in conjunction with the temperrture controller
measures the relative humidity of the air entering the

(2) manual holation. charcoal absorber.

Under normal conditions, sufficient air is supplied Differential pressure indicators show the pressure
to pressurire the control room and exfiltrate to pres. drop across the prefilters and the IIEPA filters. A
surire the control building, differential pressure indicating switch also measures

the pressure drop across the entire filter train. The
The safety-relatcd isoiation valves at the outside air switch causes an alarm to be actuated if the pressure g'intales are protected from becoming inoperable duc drop exceeds a preset limit. A flow switch in the out-

Amendment 21 9 4.L1
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p Retirculation unit for subsystem 1 consists of a (4) IIVAC equipment room,

(_) preidler section, a high cificient filter section, a
coohng coil, and two 1(U'1 capacity supply fans. (5) Safety related electrical equipment nom,

Two 1(o'1 capacity return exhaust f ans disharge to (6) Pauages,
the atmosphere.

(7) htG sets at !!L 7200 in Cil.

So .ty ltriated Subsptem 2 11ccirculation unit for Subsystem 3 consists of a |9.4.1.2.3.2 f

prentter section, a high cificient filter section, a cooling
Subspicn. 5. specifically serves: coil, and two ItXPL capacity supply fans.

(1) Safety rclated battery rooms 2 and 4,
Two 1to'1 capacity return exhaust f ans discharge

(2) liuential chiller room II, to the atmosphere. _

(3) ItCW and heat cubanger room II,

(4) iIVAC equipment room, 9.4.1.2.4 Safety 1.taluation

(5) Salcty-sclated-clectrical equipment room, The cuential electrical llVAC sptem is designed to
ensure the operability of the cssential clectrical equip-

(6) Passages, ment, and to limit the hydrogen concentration to less
than 2's by volume in the battery rooms. All

(7) Itemote Shutdown Panel Rmun, safety related IIVAC equipment and surrounding
structures are of Scismic Category I design and

itecirculation unit for Subsptem 2 consists of a operable during loss of the olfsite power supply,
s, profilter section, a high efficient filter section, a

cooling cod, and two 1(NF1 capacity supply fans. The ductwork which services these safety functions
is termed liSF ductwork, and is of Scismic Category I
design. I!SF ducting is high pressure safety grade
ductwork designed to withstand the maximum positive

Two itKF1 capacity return exhaust fans discharge and/or negative pressure to which it can be subjected
to the atmosphere. under normal or abnormal conditions. Galvanized

steel ASThi A526 or ASThl A527 is used for outdoor
air intake and exhaust ducts. All other ducts are
welded black steel ASTM A570, Grade A or Grade D.

9.4.1.2.3J Safet3 Hetated Subsplem 3 Ductwork and hangers are Scismic Category 1. Ilotted
Flange and welded joints are qualified per IIItDA

Sukspicm 3 specifically serses: % 21.

(1) Safety-related battery room 3, Redundant components are provided where neces-
sary to ensure that a single failure will not preclude

(2) Essential (hiller room C, adequate heat-exchanger buihling ventilation.

(3) ItCW water pump and heat-cubanger room C, 9.4.1.2.5 Inspection und Testing Requirements

Provisions are inade for periodic tests of the out-
door air cleanup fans and filters. These tests include
determinations of differential pressure actoss the filter
and of filter cificiency. Connections for testing, such
as injection, sampling and monitoring are prop-

O
Amendment M 9414
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erly located so that test results are indicative of per-

hformance.

The balance of the system is proven operable by its i

use during normal plant operation. Portions of the j
system normally closed to flow can be tested to ;
ensure operability and integrity of the system,

j,

9.4.1.2.6 Instrumentation Application

The area exhaust fans are started manually and the
fans discharge the air to atmosphere.

On an alarm of exhaust fan or supply fan
failure, the standby fan is automatically started, and
an alarm is sounded inside the control room
indicating fan failure.

A temperature indicating controller sent.cs the
temperature of the air leaving the air cleanup system.
The controller then modulates an electric heating
coil to maintain the leaving air temperature at a
preset limit. A limit switch will cause an alar- to be
actuated on high air temperature.

The essential electrical return exhaust fans start
autornatically when the air conditioning unit is
started. Each fan inlet damper is open
autoir.atically. The exhaust dampers are closed
automatically and the return air dampers to the
conditioning unit are opened automatically.

On a smoke alarm in a division of the control
building essential electrical llVAC system, that
division of IIVAC shall be put into smoke removal
mode. No other division is effected by this action.
For smoke removal, the recirculation duct valve is
closed, the fan bypass valve is opc-ed, and the
exhaust fan is stopped.

The chiller room cooling unit starts automatically
on a signal from the temperature-indicating control-
ler installed in the chiller room. The controller irod-
ilates a three-way chilled water valve to maintain the
space conditions.

O
Amendment 21 9.4-13
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9.4.9 Dipell Cooiing Splein consist of the drywell head area, upper dr>well, lower

O drywell, shield wall annulus, and the wetwell air
9.4.9.1 Design liases space. The drywell cooling system head loads are

provided in Table 3.4 2.
The drywell cooling system shall have the

capability to maintain the drywell temperature, Gravity dampers and adjustable volume dampers
during normal operation, at temperatures control distribution of the air / nitrogen to the dr)well
specified in Section 3.11. space.

The drywell cooling sptem shall be capable of liigh drywell temperatures are alarmed in the main
controlling the temperature rise of the drywell control room, alerting the operator to take appropriate
during normal operational transients so that the corrective action. During normal plant operation, two
uset, age drywell temperature does not exceed fan coil units are oper. ated. During LOPA (when no
135 F. Tpe local temperature shalla not ex. LOCA signal exists), fan coil units shall restart
cced 165 F in the CitD area or 149 F else- automatically when power is available from the diesel
where in the drywell. generators. During LOPA, chilled water from the

IINCW system will not be available. Chilling will only
The drywell cooling system is designed to be available from the RCW coils. The fan coil units

provide sulficient air / nitrogen distribution so are not operated during LOCA,
that proper temperature distribution can be
achiesed to prevent hot spots from occurring in 9.4.9,3 Safety thaluation
any area of the drywell.

Operation of the drywell cooling sptem is not a
9.4.9.2 Splem Description prerequisite to assurance of either one of the

following:
See Figures 9.4 8 and 9.4 9 for the flow

diagram illustrating the drywell cooling system, (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressureO and Table 9.41 for a listing of its components, it boundary, or
is a recirculating sptem consisting of three fan
coil units. Normally, two of the three fan coil (2) capability to safely shut down the reactor and to
units are in operation. Each fan coil unit maintain a safe shutdown condition,

consists of cooling coils, a drain pan, and a
centiifugal fan. Cooling water comes from the llowever, the system does incorporate features that
RCW and llNCW systems. Two sets of (ooling provide reliability over the full range of normal plant
coils are arranged in series. The return air passes operation. These features include the installation of
over the first coil which is cooled by RCW. part of redundant principal system components such as:
the cooled air is then cooled by the second coil
which is cooled by IINCW. This twiec cooled air is (1) electric power;
rnised with the air that bypasses the second cooling
coil Condensate that drips from the coils is (2) fan coil units;
touted to the drain system via the leak detection
system in the drain line. Instrumentation is (3) sources of chilled water;
installed in front of the leak detection sptem
connection that monitors cooler condensate flow. (4) ductwork;

'Ihe drywell cooling sptem supplies conditioned (5) controls; and
air to a common distribution header. The
air / nitrogen is then ducted to areas within the (6) cross connection of all fan coil units.
drywell for equipment cooling. These areas

O
Amendment 23 94-1
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9.4.9.4 Insgwction and Testing Rcquircments g
Equiprnent design includes provisions for periodic
testing of functional performance and inspection
for system reliability. Standby components are
fitted with test connections so that system
effectiveness, except for airflow or static
pressure, can be verified without the units being
online. Test connections are provided in the
discharge air ducts for verifying calibration of
the operating controls,

9.4.9.5 Instrumentation Applications

Drywell cooling unit function is manually
controlled from the main control room. The
ins,trumentation which monitors system performance
is part of the atmospheric control system and the
leak detection and isolation system.

O

O

Amendment 20 9.4-5
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9.5.4 I)lesel Generator ituel Oli diesel generator. Also, there ar three
O Stnrage and Transfer Sysicm independent diesel generator systems, any

one of which can safely shut down the
9.5.4.1 Iksign liasen plant, hiissile damage of such lines for

j more than one division is highly unlikely
9.5.4.1.1 Safrty Design Itases because cach division is located in'

separated areas of the plant.
(1) Each engine is supplied by a separate

dicscl generator fuel oil storage and trans- (5) System components sclected to be corrosion
fer system. All fuel oil transfer equipment resistant.
is designed, fabricated and qualified to
Scismic Category I requirements. l'ailure of (6) System design also considers positive pro-
any one component could result in loss of tcction from damage caused by turbine
fuel supply to only one diesel generatm. missiles.

(2) hiinimum onsite storage capacity of the sys- 9.5.4.1.2 Power Generation Design liases
tem is sufficient for operating each dicsci-
generator for a minimum of seven days while The diesel generator systems are standby
supplying post LOCA masimum load demands. power supply systerns. The diesel f uel oil

storage and transfer systems are capable of
(3) Design and construction of the diesel- supporting the instant start requirements of the

generator fuel oil storage and transfer diesel-generators.
system up to the first connection on the
engine skid conforms to the Ilil!E Criteria 9.5.4.2 System Description
for Class 111 Power Systetus for Nudcar Power
Generating Stations (It!EE-308); and AShili Although specific suppliers may dif fer in the
Code, Section 111, Class 3, Quality Group final design, a typical P&lD is provided as

O C. hiiscellaneous equipment conforms to ap- 17igure 9.5 6 (Sec 9.5.13.5).
I plicable standards of NEht A, DEhtA, ASThl,
|

Ilifili, ANSI, API,NFPA. ANSI Standard N195 There are three diesebgenerators, DG A, DG il
'Tuct Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Gen- and DG.C, cach one housed in its separate area
cratore is applied, within the reactor building. The units are iden-

tical and are held in reserve to furnish standby
(4) The dier.cl generator fuel oil storage and AC power in case of an emergency,

transfer is of Scismic Category I design.
In addition, the system is protected from The diesel-generators DG A and DG C are 10-
damage by flying lebris carried by imnados cated north side of the reactor building, but
and hurricanes, from external floods, and are separated frorn each other. The dicscl-
other environmental factors. The fill generator DG li is located in the south side of
connection is located at grade clevation. the reactor building.
The vent and sample connection are located a
little above the grade elevation, and are The diesel generator fuel oil system for each
capped and locked to prevent entry to engine consists of a fuct oil day tank, fuel oil
moisture. Each vent is of fireproof goose transfer pump, suction strainer, duplex filter,
necked line with fine mesh screen to prevent instrumentation and controls, and the necessary
access. interconnecting pipe and fittings. A bleed line

;

|
returns excess fuel oil from the day tank for

Damage to these lines would have no adverse recirculation to the yard storage tank. Day
safety consequences since they are not part tank clevation is such that the fuel oil pump
of the fuel path from the storage tank to operates with flooded suction. The bottom of
the diesel in addition, each diesel has the day tank shall never be lower than the pump
ils own day tank, which is located inside suction centerline.

| the reactor building. This provides another

| level of protected fuel supply for each Each diesel generator set has its own day

Amendment il 93-4
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An engine driven fuel oil pump supplies fuel located in a separate room with 3 hr fire rated
f rom the day tank to the diesel engine fuel concrete walls. The quality of the fuel oil
manifold. Fuct oil transfer system piping is used for diesel engine will be ensured per
AShili, Section ||!, Class 3, Seismic Category I. Appendix II, of ANSI N195. The fuel oil stored
Connections for an optional motor driven fuel oil will meet the requirements of the ASThi D975
booster pump are also provided. ' standard specifi cation for diesel fuel oils *

and the require ments of the diesci engine
9.5.4.3 Safety baluation manuf acturer. Fuel oil not meeting these

requirements will be replaced within a one week
1 hc overall diesci generator fuel oil storage period.

and transfer system is designed so that failure
of any one component may result in the loss of 9.5.4.4 Tests and Inspections
fuel supply to only one diesel generator. tlc
loss of one diescl. generator does not preclude ad. The diesel generator fuel oil storage and
equate core cooling under accilent conditions. transfer system is designed to permit periodic -

testing and inspection.
Day tank fuel oil feed to the fuel pump is by

gravity. There are no powered components to Diesel generator fuel oil storage and
f ail. A suction strainer prevents foreign matter transfer system operability is demonstrated
from entering the pump and causing malfunction. during the regularly scheduled operational tests
The sptem is safety related and all piping and of the diesel generators. Test frequency is
components up to the enginc skid connection are given in Chapter 16. Periodic testing of
designed and constructed in accordance with the instruments, controls, sensors and alarms is
ash 1E Code Section 111, Class 3, and Seismic Cat- necessary to assure reliable operation.
egory I requirements.

ASTA1 standard fuel sample tests are conducted
The dicscl. generator fuel oil storage and at regular intervals to ensure compliance with g

transfer system is designed to withstand the ad- fuel composition limits recommended by the T
verse loadings imposed by carthquakes, tornadoes dicsci engine manufacturer. The " Standard
and winds. Earthquake protection is provided by Specification for Diesel Fuel Oils ANSI /ASThi
the Seismic Category I construction. Tornado and D975" is the governing specification.
wind protection is provided by locating system
components either underground or within the reac. Fuel oil may be stored by a minimum of six \

tot building. All underground piping is covered months without deterioration.
with protective coating and wrapping to guard
against corrosion. The system will be provided Each fuel oil storage tank will be emptied
with a protection against external and internal and accumulated sediments be removed every 10
corrosion. The buried portion of the tanks and years to perform the AShtE Section XI, Article
piping will be provided with waterproof IWD 2000 examination requirements.
protective coating and an impressed current type
cathodic protection, to control the external Periodic surveillance of cathodic protection
corrosion of underground piping system. The for underground piping system will be provided,
impressed current type cathodic protection system not to exceed a 12 month interval, to make sure
will be designed to prevent the ignition of that adequate protection exists.
combustible vapors or fuel oil present in the
fuel oil system, in accordance with Regulatory New fuel oil will be tested for specific
Guide 1.137, Paragraph C.I.g. gravity, cloud point and viscosity and visually

inspected for appearance prior to addition to |All storage and day tanks are located at a ensure that the limits of ASThi D975 are not
sufficient distance away from the plant control exceeded. Analysis of other properties of the
room to preclude any danger to control room fuel oil will be completed within two weeks of
personnel or equipment resulting from an oil tank the fuel transfer.
explosion and/or fire. The fuel oil day tank is g
Amendment D 9.5-41
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tank, which holds a capacity of fuel oil suffi-pd cient to operate it s corresponding
diesci generator set for a minimum of eight hours
at full load. 17uct oil is supplied by transfer
pumps to each day tank from the yard storage sys-
tem.

, crated withA set of transfer pumps mas < ,

rnanual control switchest howes they are nor-
mally operated automatically b) sevel switches on
the day tanks. A ' low" level switch starts the
first transfer pump, a * low low * level switch
starts the standby transfer pump and a "high*
level switch stops both pumps.

(

O
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fulblond following every no load or low. load with plant monitoring equipment; !

O (20%. or less) operation lasting for a period of
30 rninutes or more. (See Subsection 8.3.1.1.8). (c) hiinimum isolation /one and protected area

illumination capabilities cannot be
,

9.5.13.9 Applicant Fire Protectinn Program defeated by sabotage action 6 outside of the
protected area; and,

The following areas are out of the AllWR
Standard Plant design scope for the fire (d) Electromagnetic interference from plant
protection program, and shall be included in the equipment r,tartups or power transfers will
Col, applicant's fire protection program. not create nuisance alarms or trip security

access control systems.
(1) hiain transformer

9.5.13.12 Fire liarard Analpin Compilance
(2) Equipment entry lock l{cilew

(3) l' ire protection pumphouse The COL applicant will perform a compliance
review of the as built design against the

(4) Ultimate heat sink assumptions and requirements stated in the fire
haiard analysir ( Appendix 9A) shall be

The Col. applicant's fire protection program conducted. This includes comparision with Table
shall comply with the SRP Section 9.5.1, with 9Ah.1 data base. Any non compliance shall be
ability to bring the plant to safe shutdown documented as being required and acceptable on
condition following a complete fire burnout the basis of the Fire liarard Analysis, Appendix
without a need for recovery. (See Subsection 9A, and the Fire flatard Probabilistic Risk

9.5.1 ) Assessment, Appendix 19ht. (See Subsection
9. 5.1.3) .

9.5.13.10 llVAC Pressure Calcubthms
O. 9.5.13.13 Diesel fuel Hefueling Procedures

The Col, applicant shall provide pressure
calculations and confirm capability during The COL applicant shall establish procedures
pre. operational testing of the smoke control mode to verify that the day tank is full prior to
of the llVAC systems as described in Subsection refilling the storage tank. This minimires the
9.5.1.0 m. likelihood of sediment obstruction of fuel lines

and any deleterious impacts on dicsci generator
9.5.13.11 Plant Security Sptoms Criteria operation.

The COL applicant's design of the security 9.5.I3.1.l Portabic and thed Emervency
system (see Subsection 9.5.2) shall include an Communication Sptoms
evaluation of its impact on plant operation,
testing, and maintenance. This evaluation shall The COL applicants design of the portable
assure that the security restrictions for access radio communication system and the fixed
to equipment and plant regions is compatible with emergency communication system shall comply with
required operator actions during all operating IITP ChlEH 9.51, position C.S.g(3) and (4). The
and emergency modes of operation (i.e., loss of COL applicant will supplement Subsection 9.5.2h
offsite power, access for fire protection, health accordingly as applicable,
physics, maintenance, testing and local
operator). In addition, Ihis evaluation shall 9.5.13.15 ldentificutlun of Chemicals
assure that:

The COL applicant will identify the type and
(a) There are no areas within the Nuclear Island location of chemicals as required by SRP Section

where communication with central and 13.2.2. (See Subsection 9.5.1.1).
secondary alarm stations is not possible;

Od (b) Portable security radios will not interfere

Amendment M 9 3-10.7
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9.$.13.16 NUREG/CR-0660 Diesel Generator
Reliability Recommendations

Programs shall be developed to address
NUREU/CR-OW) recommendations regarding training,
preventive maintenance, and root-eause analysis
of component and system failures.
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2. Cote, Authur E., NFPA Fire Protection
llandbook, National Fire Protection
Association, Sixteenth Edition.

3. Design of Smoke Control Systems for
Buildings, American Society of Ileating,
Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers, Inc., September 1983.

4. Recommended Practice for Smoke Control
Systems, NFPA 92A, National Fire Protection
At.sociation,1988.

5. Life Safety Code, NFPA 101, National Fire
Protection Association.
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9A.4.1.631 Deleted 9A.4192

9A.4.1.632 Upper D/O 111IVAC Room (Rm No.663) 9A.4-193

9A.4.1.63.1 Upper Corridor 11 (Rm No. 626) 9A.4-194

9A.4.1.634 Deleted 9A.4195

9A.4.1.635 Fh1CRD D/II Panel Room (Rm No. 681) 9A.4196

9A,4.1.636 Deleted 9A.4 197

9A.4.1.637 Deleted 9A.4-198

9A.4.1.638 hts TunnelllVil Room (Rm No (65) 9A.4-199

9A.4.1.6.39 Pits and Pools 9A.4 200

9A.4.1.6.40 PVC Purge IIxhaust Fan Room (Rm No. 623) 9A.4-21K).1

9A.4.1.6.41 D/G (C) Corridor Room (Rm No. 635) 9A.4 200.2

( 9A.4.1.6.42 RIP Power Supply Room (Rm No. 638) 9A.4 2fX).2

9A.4.1.6.43 liWil Pump & Ileat Exchanger Room
(Rm No. 640) 9A.4 2003

9A.4.1.6.44 Leak Detection Dust Radiation Room
(Rm No.657) 9A.4 200.4

9A.4.1.6.45 Dust Radiation Sampler Room (Rm No. 658) 9A.4 200.5

9A.4.1.6.46 CAhtS A Room (Rm No.659) 9A.4 200.6

9A.4.1.6.47 Upper llWil lical Exchanger and Fan Room
(Rm No. 680) 9A.4-200.7

9A.4.1.6.48 Dust Radiation Sampler Room B (Rm No. 682) 9A.4 200.8
i
l

9A.4.1.6.49 Containment Vessel Atmospher (CAhl)
hionitor Rack (Rm No. 683) 9A.4 200.9

9A.4.1.6.50 Room 684 9A.4 200.10

9A 4-mii
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Section Ilite l' age
1

1

9A.4.1.7 fluilding - Reactor Illdg El 31700mru 9A.4-202

9A .4.1.7.1 Reactor fluilding Operating Deck (R n No. 716) 9A.4-202

9A.4.1.7.2 RIP (A) Supply Fan & RCW (C) Surge Tank
(Rm No. 715) 9A.4 203

9A .4.1.7.3 Deleted 9A.4 2M

9A .4.1.7.4 DC (C) thhaust Fan Rmun (R n No. 7.V)) 9A.4 205

9A 4.1.7.5 Deleted 9A.4 206

9A.4.1.7 6 IllP (11) Supply l'an & RCW .;) Surge Tank
.

(itm No. 740) 9A.4 207

9A.4.1.7.7 Access Service Area (Itm No. 764) 9A.4 208

9 A.4.1.7.X ltefueling Machine Control itoom
(Itin No. 760) 9A.4 209

9A .4.1.7.9 Gallery (Rm No. 762) 9A.4 210

9A ,4.1.7.10 Menanine Corridor (Rm No. 761) 9A.4 211

|
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Srtilon Title Paes

9A.4.1.7.11 Roof A/C Arca (Rm No. 810 & 830 9A.4-212

9A.4.1.7.12 Roof A/C Area (Rm No. 820 & 840) 9A.4 212

9A.4.1.7.13 RCW (A) Surge Tank (Rm No. 710) 9A.4 214

9A.4.1.7.14 Periodic inspection Room (Rm No. 720) 9A.4-214.1

9A.4.1.7.15 RIP Repair Room (Rm No. 723) 9A.4 214.2

9A.4.1.7.16 Refuel Machine Control Room IIVli
(Rm No. 722) 9A.4 214.3

9A.4.1.7.17 Standby Gas Treatment Spem Pipe
Space (Rm No. 741) 9A.4 214.4

9A.4.1.7.18 IIVAC Supply Duct Room (Rm No. 711) 9A.4 214.5

9A.4.1.7.19 Elevator Equipment Room (Rm No. 811) 9A.4-214.6

9A.4.1.7.20 Elevator Equipment Room (Rm No.821) 9A.4-214.7

9A.4.2 Control !!uilding 9A.4 215

9A.4.2.1 Floor One El(-)8200mm and (-)2150nmi 9A.4-215

9A.4.2.1.1 RCW *A* (Rm No.111) 9A.4-215

9A.4.2.1.2 Pauageway (Rm No.112) 9A.4 216

9A.4.2.1.3 RWCU 'B"(Rm No.121) 9A.4 217

9A.4.2.1.4 Passageway (Rm No.122) 9A.4 219

9A.4.2.1.5 RCW *C" (Rm No.131) 9A.4-220

9A.4.2.1.6 Passageway (Rm No.132) 9A.4 221

9A.4.2.2 Paor Two El(-)2150mm 9A.4 222

9A.4.2.2.1 Passageway (Rm. No. 211) 9A.4 222

9A.4.2.2.2 Passageway (Rm No. 221) 9A.4 223

9A.4.2.2.3 Passageway (Rm No. 231) 9A.4 224
O
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9A.4.23 11oor Three El 35(K)mm 9A.4 224.1

9A.4.23.1 250 VDC 11attery Room (Rm No. 313) 9A.4 224.1

9A.4.23.2 Passageway (Rm No. 312) 9A.4-224.2 l

9A.4.233 Non Divisional E!cetrical Equipment
Room (Rm No.311) 9A.4-2243

9A.4.23.4 Passageway (Rm No. 314) 9A.4 224.5

9A.4.23.5 !!attery Room Div 2 (Rm No. 322) 9A.4 224.6

9A.4.23.6 Division 2 Electrical Equipment Room
(Rm No. 323) 9A.4 224.7

9A.4.23.7 Division 4 Electrical Equipment Room
(Rm No. 342) 9A.4 224.8

9A.4.23.8 Itattery Room Division 4 (Rm No. 341) 9A.4 224.9

9A.4.23.9 Passageway (Rm No. 343) 9A.4 224.10

9A.4.23.10 Passageway (Rm No. 321) 9A.4 224.11

9A.4.23.11 Division 2 IIVAC Chase (Rm No. 324) 9A.4 224.13

9A.4.23.17. !!attery Room Division 1 (Rm No. 316) 9A.4-224.14,

9A.4.23.13 Divison i Elcetrical Equipment Room
(Rm No. 317) 9A.4 224.15

9A.4.23.14 Divison 1 IIVAC Chase (Rm No. 319) 9A.4-224.16

9A.4.23.15 Battcry Room Division 3 (Rm No. 332) 9A.4 224.17

9A.4.23.16 Division 3 Electrical Equipment Room
(Rm No. 331) 9A.4 224.18

9A.4.23.17 Divison 3 IIVAC Chase (Rm No. 335) 9A.4 224.19

9A.4.23.18 Passageway (Rm No. 333) 9A.4 224.21

9A.4.2.3.19 Passageway (Rm No. 318) 9A 4 224.22

9A 4.sihI
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9A.4 2.3.20 Passageway (Rm No. 315) 9A.4 224.23

9A.4.2.3.21 Stairwell (Rm No. 325) 9A.4 224.24

9A.4.2.3.22 Stairwell (Rm No. 336) 9A.4-224.25

9A.4.2.3.23 Elevator (Rm No. 337) 9A.4 224.26

9A.4.2 4 Floor Four El 79(X)mm 9A.4 224.27

9A.4.2.4.1 Control Room Complex 9A.4-224.28

9A.4.2.5 Floor Five EL 12300mm 9A.4-224.29

9A.4.2.5.1 Control Room IIVAC "B" Exhaust Duct Chase
(Rm No. 522) 9A.4-224.29

9A.4.2.5.2 ilVAC "A* Supply (Rm Nos, $11,512
and 513) 9A.4 224.30

9A.4.2.5.3 11VAC *C" Supply (Rm Nos. 531,5320 and $33) 9A.4 224.32

9A.4.2.5.4 Stairwell 1 anding (Rm No. 505) 9A 4-224.33

9A.4.2.5.5 Chiller Unit *C"(Rm No.534) 9A.4-224.34

9A.4.2.5.6 Recire. Intenal Pump MG Sets and Control
Pancis (Rm Nos. 501,502,503 and 504) 9A.4-224.35

9A.4.2.5.7 Computer Room (Rm No. 591) 9A.4 224.37

9A.4.2.5.8 Passageway (Rm No. 521) 9A.4 224.38

9A.4.2.5.9 Passageway (Rm No. 594) 9A.4 224.39

9A.4.2.5.10 Passageway (Rm No. 592) 9A.4-224.40

9A.4.2.5.11 Passageway (Rm No. 593) 9A.4-224.42
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9A.4.2.5.12 Control Room IIVAC *C', Exhaust Duct

Chase (Rm No. 595) 9A.4-224.43

9A.4.2.5.13 Passageway (Rm No. 506) 9A.4-224.44

9A.4.2.6 11oor Six Et,17150mm 9A.4-224.45

9A.4.2.6.1 Control Room iIVAC Supply ''Ir (Rm No. 621) 9A.4-224.45

9A.4.2.6.2 Passageway & Room (Rm Nos. 622 and 662) 9A.4-224.46

9A.4.2.6.3 Chiller Unit *IP (Rm No. 623) 9A.4-224.48

9A.4.2.6.4 IIVAC *B" Supply and Exhaust (Rm Nos. 624,
625,627,661 and 664) 9A.4-221.49

9 A.4.?.6.5 IIVAC 'A" Intake Duct and Exhaust
(Rm Nos 613,617,618 and 619) 9A.4 224.51

9A.4.2.6.6 Control Room IIVAC Exhaust *lr
(Rm Nos. 620,626,628,629 and 663) 9A.4 224.5?

9A.4.2.6.7 Chiiler Unit "A"(Rm No. 612) 9A.4 224.53

9A.4.2.6.8 Control Room IIVAC Supply "C" (Rm No. 615) 9A.4-224.55

9A.4.2.6.9 Passageway & Room (Rm Nos. 611 nad 652) 9A.4 224.56

9A.4.2.6.10 Control Room IIVAC Exhaust "C"
(Rm Nos. 614,616 and 654) 9A.4 224.58

9A.4.2.6.11 IIVAC 'C" Intake L)uct and Exhaust
(Rm Nos. 631,632,633,634,651 and 653) 9A.4 224.59

9A.4.3 Turbine llullding 9A.4-225

9A.4.3.1 iloor One El 0.35M 9A.4-225

9A.4.31.1 Floor One (except fire areas IT1501
IT 1503) 9A.4 225

9A.4.3.1.2 Air Compressors & Dryer Area (Rm. No.111) 9A.4 226

|
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9A,4.3.1.3 Stair Tower # 1 (itnt. No.114) 9A.4-227

9A.4.3.1.4 htair Tower #2 (Rm. No.122) 9A.4 228

9A.4.3.2 floor Two til 7.35M 9A.4 228
,

9A.4.3.2.1 11oor Two (except lire areas 17T15(n,

l'1250(1-IT25f)$) 9A.4 228

9A.4.3.2.2 Switchgear *A* Atca (Itm. No. 210),
And Chiller Arca (Itm. No. 248) 9A.4 2.1W)

9.4.3.2.3 1 ube Oil Conditioning Area
(11m. No. 230) 9A.4 231

9A .-l.3.2.4 Stair Tower #5 (Rm. No. 2%) 9A.4 232

9A .4.3.2.5 Stair Tower #3 (itm. No. 212) 9A.4-233

9A.4.3.2.6 Auxiliary lloiter Area (Rm. No. 217) 9A.4 234

9A.4.3.2.7 Stair Tower #4 (Hm. No. 249) 9A.4 235

9A .4.3.2.8 Steam Tunnel Arca (llm. No. 219) 9A.4 236
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for core cooling systems backup are defined in relatisely large amounts of lubricating and fuel

O Subsection 9A.2.5. oil present.

Smoke from a fire will be removed by the 9A.4.1.4.16 ECCS Vahe ll itoom (Itm No. 421)
tiliVAC(ll) system operating in its smoke
removal mode. The emergency supply fan (13) (1) Fire Area F1200
will also remove smoke from the room if the
diesel is running or if initiated manually. (2) Equipment: See Table 9A.6-2

(10) Consequences of Fire Suppression Suppres. Safety- Provides
sion extinguishes the fire. Water pools on the Related Core Cooling
floor. Protection against flooding it psovided
by supporting equipment on steel framing or Yes, D2 Yes, D2
raised pads and providing floor drainage
through the sump system. (3) Radioactive Material Present None that can

be released as a result of fire.
(11) Design Criteria Uried for Protection Against

inadvertent Operation, Carricss Operation or (4) Qualifications of Fire 13arriers All walls serve
Rupture of the Suppression System: as fire barriers and are of 3 hr fire resistive

concrete construction. The rooms below (323
(a) location of the manual hose suppression & 324) are in the same fire area (F1200);

system external to the room. therefore the floor is not fire rated. The
reactor containment serves as one wall to this

(b) provision of raised supports for the equip- room. A section of the ceiling, common to
ment; toom 520 above,is of three hour fire resistive

concrete construction. Access to the room is
(c) provision of floor drainage; provided from corridor II (Rm 420) through a 3

O hr fire rated door to the corridor.
(d) Seismic Category I standpipe (rupture un-

likely); (5) Combustibles Present:

(c) provision of cross zone detector alarms; Fire Loading Total IIcat of
Combustion (litu)

(f) provision of low pressure alarm in dry
pipe; None NCLL (64,000 Iltus

per sq ft maximum
(g) provision of preaction valve; and average) applies.

(h) provision of close head sprinkler system. (6) Detection Provided Class A supervised POC
in the room and manual alarm pull station at

(12) Fire Containment or Inhibiting Methods !!m- Col.1.6-11.5 & 2.1 F.1.
ployed;

(7) Suppression Available:
(a) The functions are located in a separate

fire resistive enclosure. Type location / Actuation

(b) The means of fire detection, suppression Modified Class Col.1.6-13.5 &
and alarming are provided and accessible. 111. Scismie 2.1 F.1/

Category 1, Manual
(13) Remarks Although the areas suriounding the standpip: and

adjacent diesel generator room are of the same hose rect
safety division. the diesel generator room is

O designated as a separate fire area due to the ABC hand extin- Col.1.6 II.5 &
guishers 2.1-F.1/ Manual

Amendment 72 9A.4-121
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(8) l' ire Protection Design Criteria Employed:

(a) The function is located in a separate fire
resistive enclosure.

| (b) Fire detection and suppression capability is
provided and accessible.

-

1

O

.

O
Amendment 2J 9A 4-121.1
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(2) Equipment: See Table 9A h.3 (b) Fire stops are provided for cable tray and

9 piping penetrations through designated
Safety. Provides fire barriers.
Related Core Cooling

(9) Consequences of Fire - 1% > - fire assumes
No No loss of the functions. Non.d4 ad CVCF and

division 1 power would possibly be lost,
(3) Radioactive hiaterial Present: None however, power for divisions 2,3 and 4 would

remain available. Smoke controlis by the
(4) Qualification of Fire llarricts: normal IIVAC system functioning in the smoke

control mode Refer 10 9.5.1.04 for a:lditional
One wallis internal to fire area FC1110 and is information.
not a designated fire barrier. The opposite wall
is a building exterior wall of three hour fire (10) Consequences of Fire Suppression - Suppres.
resistive concrete construction. Iloth ends of sion extinguishes the fire. Water cools on the

_

the passageway have three hour fire resistive floor. Protection against flooding is provided
doors. The ceiling serves as a fire barrier by floor drainage through the sump system,
between adjacent fire areas and is of three hour
fire resistive concrete construction. The floor (ii) Design Criteria Used for Protection Against
of Rm No. 312 is common to fire area FCll10 Inadvertent Operation, Careles: Operation or
below and is not a fire barrier. Rupture of the Suppression System.

(5) Combustibles Present:(NCLL Applies) (a) Provision for floor drainage;

Type Fire Loading (b) Seismic Category I standpipe (rupture
Total IIcat of unlikely); and

Combustion (BTU)9 (c) Location of the manual suppression system
Cable in trays internal 1o the room.

(6) Detection Provided: (12) Fire Containment or inhibiting hiethods
Employed:

Class A Supervised POC detection system in
the room and manual pull alarm stations at (a) The functions are located in a separate fire

_

4.05.J .05, resistive enclosure.

(7) Suppression Available: (b) The means of fire detection, suppression
and alarming are provided and accessible.

Type Location / Actuation
(c) Fire stops are provided for cable tray and

htodifict! Class 4.00-J .05/ piping penetrations through rated fire
111. Seismic h1anual barriers.
Category 1,
Standpipe and (13 Remarks: None
hose reel

9A.4.2 3 Non Divisional Electrical Equipment |
AllC lland 4.05-J.05/ Room (Rm No.311) (

'

Extinguisher hianual
(1) Fire Area FC1110

(8) Fire Protection Design Cri: ria Employed:

(a) Fire detection and suppression capability is
provided and accessible.

Amendment 24 9AA224 3
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(2) Equipment: See Table 9A4-3 (8) Fire Protection Design Criteria Employed:

Safety - Provides (a) The function is located in a fire area which
Rclated Core Cooling is separate from fire areas providing

alternate means of performing the safety
No No or shutdown function

(3) Radioacti e Material Present: None (b) Fire d: tection and suppression capability is
provided and accessible.

(4) Qualification of Fire liarriers:
(c) Fire stops are provided for cable tray and

The wall in common with the adjacent fire piping penetration through designated fire
area fire area FC3410 is designated as a fire barriers.
barrier and is of three hour fire resistive
concrete construction. The remaining walls (9) Consequences of Fire: Postulated fire assumes
are internal to fire area FC1110 and are not the loss of the non divisional CVCF and DC
fire barriers. The ceiling serves as a fire power and possibly, the division 1 power.
barrier between adjacent fire areas and is of Power for divisions 2,3 and 4 would remain
three hour fire resistive concrete construction available.

The floor is common to fire area FC1110 Room cooling is provided by coolers which
below and is not a fire barrier. receive chilled water from the turbine building

chilled water system. Room purge (supply and
(5) Combustibles Present:(ECLL Applies) exhaust) is provided by the division 1 IIVAC ,

which would be switched to the smoke removal
Type Fire Loading mode upon detection of smoke. The

Total IIcat of combustion products would then be exhausted g
Combustion (13TU) directly to the atmosphere without being W

returned to the division 1 areas. Smoke
Cable in trays detection is provided in the branch exhaust duct
Eleurical Panels for the non safety related rooms in this fire

area (Rm Nos. 311,312,313 and 314). This is
(6) Detection Provided: an aid to determining that a Fire is in the non

safety related rooms and not in the division 1
Class A supervised PDC detection system in rooms served by the common purge system,
the room and manua pull alarm station at See Subsection 9.5.1.0.6 for additional
4mJ.05 in Rm No. 312. information.

( 7) Suppression Available: (10) Consequences of Fire Suppression - Suppres-
sion extinguishes the fire. Water pools on the

Type Location / Actuation floor. Protection against flooding is provided
by supporting equipment on steel framing or

Modified Class 4MJ 05, raised pads and providing floor drainage
111, Seismic Rm No. 312 througli the sump system.
Category 1, 4.t Kb K.95

Standpipe and Rm No. 314/ (11) Design Criteria Used for Protection Against
hose reel Manual inadvertent Operation, Careless Operation or

Rupture of the Suppression System:
ABC lland 4.00-K.39/
Extinguisher Manual (a) Location of manual suppression system in

an area external to the room;

O
Amendment 22 9A.4-224 4
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O 103 Main Steam Supply System 103.2.1 General Description

The fumtion of the main steam supply system The main steam supply system is illustrated in
is to convey steam generated in the reactor to the Figure 10.3-1. The main steam piping consists of four
turbine plant. This section discusses that portion of 2& inch diameter lines from the outboard main steam
the main steam system which ranges between, but line isolation valves to the main turbine stop valves.
does not include, the outermost containment The four main steam lines are connected to a header
isolation valves and the turbine stop valves. upstream of the turbine stop valves to permit testing

of the main steam line isolation valves during plant
The main steam line pressure relief system, operation with a minimum load reduction. This

main steam line flow restrictors, main steam line header arrangement is also provided to ensure that
imlation valves (MSIVs), and main steam piping the turbine bypass and other rnain steam supplies are
from the reactor nonics through the outboard main connected to operating steam lines and not to idle
steam isolation valve (MSIV) are described in Sub- lines. The main steam process downstream of the
sections 5.2.2,5 4 4,5.4.5, and 5.49 respectively. turbine stop valves is illustrated in Figure 10.3 2.

10.3.1 Design Huses The design pressure and temperature of fhe
main steam piping is 1250 psig and 600 F,

10J.1.1 Safety Design Itases respectively, the same values as the design parameters
of the reador. The main steam lines are classified as

The main steam supply system is not required discussed in Section 3.2.
to effect or support safe shutdown of the reactor or
to perform in the operation of reactor safety A drain line is connected to the low points of
features, however, the main steam supply system is each main steam line, both inside and outside the
designed: containment. Iloth sets of drains are headered and

O ceeecc'ca. *ita isei tiee v ives 'e >ie- ar ie>cc ie
j (1) To comply with applicable codes and standards the main condenser. To permit intermittent draining

in order to accommodate operational stresses of the steam line low points at low loads, oriGced lines
such as internal pressure and dynamic loads are provided around the final valve to the main
without risk of failures and consequential condenser. The steam line drains maintain a continu-
releases of radioactivity in excess of the ous downward slope from the steam system low
established regulatory limits; points to the orifice kicated near the condenser. The

drain line from the orifice to the condenser also

| (2) To accommodate normal and abnormal envi- slopes downward. To permit emptying the drain lines
ronmental conditions; and for maintenance, drains are provided from the line

low points, going to the radwaste system.

| (3) With suitable accesses to permit inservice
testing and inspections. The drains from the steam lines inside contain-

ment are connected to the steam lines outside con-
103.1.2 Power Generation Design liases tainment to permit equalizing pressure across the

main steam line isolation valves during startup and
Power Genciation Desn Itasis Om, - The system following a steam line isolation.
is designed to deliver steam from the reactor to the
turbine generator system for a rangt of flows and 103.2.2 Component Description
pressures varying from warmup to rated conditions.
It also provides steam to the reheaters, the steam jet The main steam system lines are made of
air ejectors, the turbine gland sealing and the carbon steel and are siicd for a normal steady state
deacrating section of the main condenser and the velocity of 150 feet per second, or less. The lines are
turbine bypass system, designed to permit hydrotesting following construc-

tion and major repairs without addition of temporary
10.3.2 Description pipe supports.

Amendment h 1011
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103.23 System Operation

NORMAL OPERATION - At low plant
power levels, the main steam system may be used to 10.3.4 Inspection and Testing
supply steam to the turbine gland steam seal system. Ilequirernents
At high plant power levels, turbine gland scaling
steam is normally supplied from the one turbine Inspection and testing will be in accordance with
crossaround pipe. the requirements of Section 3.2. ') he main steam

line will be hydrostatically tested to confirm leak-
Steam is supplied to the crossaround steam re- tightness,

heaters in the T-G system when the T-G load ex-
cceds 15 percent and supply steam pressure is con 10.3.5 Water Chernistry (PWIt)
trolled by regulating valves in the 15 to 60 perce it
load range. This section applies to a pressurized water

reactor (PWR), and is therefore not applicable. -

If a large, npid reduction in T-G load occurs,
steam is bypassed directly to the condenser via the 10.3.6 Steam and Feedwater System
turbine bypa'.s system (see Subsection 10AA for a Materials
description c. the turbine bypass systerr.).

5tcam and feedwater component materials are
10.3.3 Emluation identified in Section 3.2.

All components and piping for the main steam 103.6.1 Fracture Toughness of Class 2 Components
supply system 're designed in accordance with the
codes and stacdards listed in Section 3.2. This The fracture toughness properties of the ferritic
ensures that the main steam supply system accom- materials of these comp (ments will meet the require-
modates operatio: al stresses resulting from static ments of NC-2300, Fracture Toughness Requirements &
and dynamic loads, including steam hammer and for Materials, (Class 2) of ASME Code, Section 111, W
normal and abnorn.at environmental conditions, of edition and addenda as invoked by Regulatory
The COL applicant shall provide operating and Guide 1.26, Quality Group Classification and
maintenance procedures that include adequate Standards for Water , Steam , and Radioactive-IVaste
precautions to avoid steam hammer and relief valve Containing Components of Nuclear Powcr Plants.
discharge loads (see Subsection 103.7.1 for COL
license information requirements).

The break of a main steam line or any branch 103.6.2 Materials Selection and Fabrication
line will not result in radiation exposures in excess of
the limits of 10 CFR 100 to persons located offsite The materials specified for use in Class 2
because of the safety features designed into the components will conform to Appendix I to Section
system. The main steam line pipe break accident is 111 of the ASME Code, and to Parts A,B, and C of
addressed in Chapter 15, and high energy pipe Section 11 of the Code.
failure is discussed in Section 3.6.

Regulatory Guide 1.85, Code Case Acceptability
ASME Section til Materials, describes acceptable
code cases that will be used in conjunction with the
above specifications.

The following criteria are applicable to all compo-
nents:

(1) Regulatory Guide 1.71, IVcider Qualification
for Areas of Limited Accessibility, provides the
following criteria for assuring the integrity of g

Amendment N 10.3-2
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_A wclds in locations of restricted direct physical and

V visual accessibility.

(a) The performance qualification should require
testing of the welds when conditions of
accessibility to production welds are less than
30 to 35 cm (1214 inches) in any direction
from the joint.

(b) Requalification is required for different
accessibility conditions or when ether
essential variables listed in the Code,
Section IX, are changed.

(c) The qualification and requalification tests
required by (a) and (b) above may be waived
provided that the joint is to be ItXF1 radio-
graphed or ultrasonically examined after
completion of the weldment. Fxamination
procedures and acceptance standards should
meet the requirements of the ASME Code
Section Ill. Records of the examination
reports and radiographs should be retained
and made part of the Quality Assurance
documentation of the completed weld.

(2) Regulatory Guide 1.37, Guality Assurance
G Rectuirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and

Associated Components of li'ater Cooled Nuclear
Powcr Plants, describes acceptable procedures
for cleaning and handling Class 2 components of
the steam and feedwater systems. Vented tanks
with deionized or demineralized water are an
acceptable source of water for final deaning or
flushing of finished surfaces. The oxygen content
of the water in these vented tanks need not be
controlled.

(3) Acceptance criteria for nondestructive examina.
tion of tubular products are given in the ASME
Code, Section 111, Paragraphs NC 2550 ihmugh
2570,

10.3.7 COI, l.icense Infortnation

10.3.7.1 Procedures in Avoid Steam llammer
and Discharge Loads

The Col, applicant will provide operating and
maintenance procedures that include adequate
precautions to avoid steam hammer and discharge
loads (see Subsection 10.3.3).D

|

Amendment 24 1033
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(9) providing space for pumps and vahes outside
O of highly radioactive areas;

(10) providing remotely operated centrifugal
discharge and/or backflushable filter
systems for highly radioactive radwaste and
cleanup systems;

(11) providing labyrinth entrances to radioactive
pump, equipment, and valve rooms;

(12) providing adequate space in labyrinth
entrances for easy access;

(13) maintaining ventilation air flow patterns
from areas of lower radioactivity to areas
of higher radioactivity; and

(14) providing both automatic logic control and
mechanical stop devices for control of the
transverse in-core (TIP) probe to prevent
withdrawl of the radioactive portions of the
TIP onto the cable spoolers.

12.1.3 Operational Considerations

Out af ABWR Standard Plant scope. SeeO Subsection 12.1.4.3 for COL license information.

12.l A COL License Information

12.1.4.1 Regulatory Guide N.10

Compliance with Regulatory Guide 8.10 shall _

be demonstrated by the COL applicant (See
Subsection 12.1.1.3.2 ) .

12.1.4.2 Regulatory Guide 1.8

Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.8 shall be
| demonstrated by the COL applicant (See Subsection

12.1.133).

12.1.43 Occupational Radiation Exposures

| COL applicants will provide the criteria
and/or conditions under which various operating
procedures and techniques shall be provided to
ensure that occupational radiation exposures one
ALARA are implemented (See Subsection 12.13).

O
Amendment 23 12.1 4
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Table 13.31

AllWR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR EMERGENCY PLANNING
REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

Primary
Document / Emergency Planning AllWR

1.iuility Sntion Etquirements DrMen Co.!niderntion

| Operational Support NUREG-0W6/ The OSC is an onsite The OSC is not within
Center 13.2 assembly arr.a separate the scope of the ABWR

(OSC) from the control nmm Standard Plant. A COL
and the TSC where applicant is responsi-
licensee operations ble for identifying
support personnel the OSC and communi- _

report in an emergency. cation interfaces for
There is direct commun- inclusion in the
ications between the detailed design of
OSC and the control the control room and
mom and between the TSC. The detailed
OSC and the TSC so requirements are
that the personnel provided in Section 3
reporting to the OSC of NUREG-06%.
can be assigned to
duties in support of
emcrgency operations.

Emergency Oper. NUREG-0606/ The EOF is a offsite The EOF is not within
ations Facility 133 supgwrt facility for the scope of the ABWR

(EOF) the management of over Standard Plant. It
alllicensee emergency is the responsibility

response, coordination of the COL applicant
of radiological and to identify his EOF
emironmental assess- and the communication _

ments and determination interfaces for inclu-
of recommended public sion in the detailed
protective actions. design of the TSC and
The EOF has appropriate control room. The
technical data displays detailed requirements
and plant records to are provided in
assist in the diagnosis Section 4 of
of plant conditions to NUR EG 4)696,

evaluate the potential
or actual release of
radioactive materials to (
the environment. A senior
licensee officialin the

|EOF organizes and manages
licensee offsite resources
to support the TSC and the
control room operators.
assembly area
separate from the

Amendment 24 13.3-3
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Table 13.31
O

AlnVit DESIGN CONSIDEllATIONS FOlt EMEltGENCY PLANNING
ItEQUlltEMENTS (Continued)

Primary
Document / Emetyency Planning AllWR

l'affl!!I Still n }{rguirements l}nlen ConsiderationE

control room and the
TSC, shall be prmided
for operations support
personnel to report in
an emergency. There
shall be direct comm.

_

ucations between the
OSC and control room
and between the OSC
and the TSC so that
the personnel report-
ing io the OSC can be
assigned to duties in
emergency operations.

Emergency Oper- NUREG 0654/ Each licensee shall Not within the scope
ations Center 11.11.6 make provision to of the ABWR Standard

(EOC) acquire data from or Plant. Ilowever, no g
for emergency access inpact on ABWR W
to offsite monitoring design.
equipment including
geophysical phenomena
and radiological
monitors.

Laboratory Facil- NUREG4b54/ Provisions to acquire Responsibility of COL |
~

ities, Fixed or li.II.6.c data from or for emer- applicant. ABWR
Mobile gency access to off- design allows

site monitoring and applicant to meet
analysis equipment for this requirement.
laboratory facili ies,
fixed or mobile.

Post Accident NUREG-0737/ Post accident sampl- Post-accident sampi.
Sampling System II.B3 ing capability ing system of Sub-

section 93.2 meets
requirements except
as descrilwd in |
Section 1A.2.7 for i

the upper limit of
activity in the
samples at the time
they are taken. g

Amendment 2 6 113-4
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13.6 l'lIYSICA L SECURITY I

bq
13.6.1 l'reliminary I'lanning

Not Hcquired

13.6.2 Security Plan

Out of AllWR Standard Plant scope

O

O
Amendment 24 13f-l
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enthalpy that includes the local peaking clfect 15.4.1.233 Evaluation Itased On Criteria

O is calculated.
Due to the effective protection function of

Other assumptions uscd in the analysis are: the period-based trip Iunetion, the fueI
enthalpy increase is mall. The criteria of 170

(a) The standc.rd IlWR data of the adiabatic model cal /gm for fuel enthalpy increase under rod
is used. withdrawal eiror event is satisfied.

(b) The scram r%iuty shape is derived from An additional analysis was performed with the
the des.gn core, assuming no failing rods same assumptions and conditions as stated in
and same scram speed for all rods. Sections 15.4.1,2.3.1 a n d 15.4.1.2.3. 2, b u t

assuming no protection function from the SRNht.
(c) Six delayed neutron groups are assumed. Under this condition, the APRh1 seldown scram

trip at 15% power provides the protection
15.4.1.2.3.2 Analysis Conditions and Results function. Flux and power excursion caused by

continuous rod withdrawal error reaches the 15%
(1) Analysis Conditions power scram level and the reactor scrams. The

result showed that the final peak fuel enthalpy
(a) The reactor is assumed to be in the was approximately 35 cal /gm, lower than the rod

critical condition before the control withdrawal error criteria for fuel integrity.
rod withdrawal, with an initial power of
0.001% rated, and a temperature of 15.4.1.2.4 liarrier Performance
286"C at the fuel cladding surface.

An evaluation of the barrier performance is
(b) The worth of the withdrawn rods (gang) not made for this event, because there is no

is 3G AL f rom full-in to full-out, fuel damage in this event and only with mild
Gang rod withdrawal is used as during a change in gross core characteristics,O normal startup.

15.4.1.2.5 Radiological Consequences
(c) The control rod withdrawal speed is

30mm/sec, the nominal FN1CRD withdrawal An evaluation of the radiological
speed, consequences is not required for this event,

because no radioactive material is released from
(d) With the gang rod withdraw I, the the fuel.

reactor period monitored by any SRNht is
relatively the same. Any single channel 15A.2 Itod Withdrawal Error at l'ower
bypass of the SRNN1 does not affect the
result. 15.4.2.1 l'eatures of the AllWR Automatic Thermal

1.imit N!nnitoring System (ATLht)

(2) Analysis Result:
In AllWR, the automatic thermal limit monit- |

With this 3%AL reactivity insertion, the oring system ( ATLN1) performs the rod block
flux excursion generates a period of monitoring function. The ATI.N1 is a dual channel
approximately 4 seconds. The rod block trip subsystem of the rod control & information
is initiated at 14 seconds alter the start system (RCIS). In each ATLN1 channel there are
of the transient. The scram is initiated at two independent thermal limit monitoring |
about 25 seconds. The event is terminated devices. One device monitors the N1CPR limit and
by the scram. The peak fuel enthalpy protects the operating limit htCPR, and the other
reached is approximately 16 A cal /gm, which Jevice monitors the APLilGR limit and protects
is 0.15 cal /gm higher than the initial fuel the operating limit of the APLilGR The rod
e n t halpy. The result is illustrated in block algorithm and setpoint of the ATLhl arc
Figure 15A-1 based on actual on-line core thermal limit

O iefermaiien. if aes eee ef the tw e iimits is i

Amendment M t s+3
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reached, either due to control rod withdrawal or not made for this event, because there is no
recirculation flow increase, control rod postulated set of circumstances for which this
withdrawal permissive is removed. Detailed event could occur.
description of the ATLM system is presented in
Reference 1 and Chapter 7. 15.4.2.6 Radiological Consequences

15.4.2.2 Identification of Causes and An evaluation of the radiological
Frequency Clanification consequences is not required for this event,

because no radioactive material is released from
The causes of a potential rod withdrawal error the fuel.

(RWE) transient are either a procedural error by
the operator in which a single control rod or 1 15.4.3 Control Rod Maloperation (System
gang of control rods is withdrawn continuously, Malfunction or Operator Error)
or a malfunction of the automated rod withdrawal
sequence control logic during automated operation This event is covered with evaluations
in which a gang of control rods is withdrawn presented in Subsection 15.4.1 and 15.4.2 and
continuously. Ilut in either case, the operating does not have to be reanalyzed for specific core
thermal limits rod block function will block any configurations.
further rod withdrawal when the operating thermal
limit is reached. That is, the withdrawal of 15.4.4 Abnormal Startup orldie Reactor
rods will be stopped before the operating thermal Internal Pump
limit is reached. Ilecause there is no operating
limit siolation due to the preventive function of 15.4.4.1 Identification of Causes and Frequency
the ATLM, there is no rod withdrawal error Classification
transient event.

15.4.4.1.1 Identificatinn of Causes
15.4.2.3 Sequence of Esent and System Operation g

This action results directly from manual T
Due to an operator error or a malfunction of action by the operator to initiate pump

the automated rod withdrawal sequence control operation. It is assumed that the remaining
logic, a single control rod or a gang of control nine RIPS are already operating.
rods is withdrawn continuously. The ATLM
operating thermal limit protection function of The normal restart procedure requires the
either MCPR or APLilGR protection algorithm stops operator to reduce the pump speeds of running
further control rod withdrawal when either RIPS to their minimum speeds (i.e.,30% of rated
operating limit is reached. There is no basis speed) before the restart of the idle RIP.
for occurrence of the continuous control rod There is an interlock to enforce this
withdrawal error event in the power range. requirement. If the operator tries to restart

the idle RIP with running RIPS at speeds higher
No operator action is required to preclude than their minimum speeds, the interlock will

this event, because the plant design as described prevent the restart of the idle RIP. The
above prevents its occurrence. interlock is provided by the triplicated RFCS

cont rolle r. No single failure will prevent the
15.4.2.4 Core and System Performance interlock from performing its function.

Therefore, an abnormal restart occurs only when
The performance of the ATLM of the RCIS an operator error (i.e., operator ignoring the

prevents the RWE esent from occurring. The core procedure) and multiple failures in the
and system performance are not affected by such interlock occur simultaneously. Should an
an operator error or control logic malfunction. abnormal restart occur, the much higher reverse
There is no need to analy/c this t s nt, flow at the idle RIP requires the inverter to

provide electrical current much higher than the
15.4.2.5 11arrier Performance normal. This overcurrent requirement activates

An evaluation of the barrier performance is

Amendmcni 24 114-8
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Other isotopes of high intrinic activity such There are no realistic, identifiable events ;

as N.16 have been precluded due to their which we.uld result in a pipe break inside the 1

extremely short half lives. containment of the magnitude required to cause a
losoof-coolant accident coincident with an

15.6.4.5.1.2 lbslon Product Transport to the SSE. The subject piping is of high quality,
1:nvironment designed to construction industry codes and

standards, and for seismic and environmental
The transport pathway is a direct unfiltered conditions. Ilowever, because such an accident

release to the environment. The MSI.IV detection provides an upper limit estimate for the
and closure time of 5.5 sec results in a resultant effects for this category of pipe
discharge of 28373 ib of steam and 48397 lb of breaks, it is evaluated without the causes being
liquid from the break. Assuming all the activity identified.
in this discharge becomes airborne, the release
of activity to the environment is presented in 15.6.5.1.2 Frequency Classification
Table 15.6 6.

This event is categorized as a limiting
15.6.4.5.1.3 Resulth f a ult.

Ihe calculated exposures for the design basis 15.6.5.2 Sequence of thents and Systems
analysis are presented in Table 15.0 7 and are Operation
less than the guidelines of 10CFR100.

15.6.5.2.1 Sequence of inents
15.6.5 less-of Coolant Accident (itesulting
froin Spectruin of Postulated Piping Ilreaks The sequence of events associated with this
Within the Iteactor Coolant Pressure accident is presented in Table 6.3-2 for core
lloundary) - Inside Containtnent system performance and Table 6.2-8 for barrier

O < <e ' ' - < ') P< > re,- < c.

This event postulates a spectrum of piping
breaks inside containment varying in size, type, Following the pipe break and scram, the MSI.IV

,

and location. The break type includes steam begins closing on the low level 1.5 signal. The
! and/or liquid process system lines. This event low water level or high drywell pressure signal
j is also assumed to be coincident with a safe initiates RCIC, llPCli nd RilR fk>oding systems.a
'

shutdown carthquake (SSE) for the mechanical
design of components. 15.6.5.2.2 Identification of Operator Actions

The event has been analyzed quantitatively in llecause automatic actuation and operation of
Sections 6.3 (Emergency Core Cooling Systerns); the ECCS is a system design basis, no operator

| 6.2 ( Con t ainm e n t S yst e m s); 7.3 a nd 7.1 actions are required. liowever, the operator
! (Instrumentation and Controls); and 8.3 (Onsite should perform the following:
( Power Systems). Therefore, the following
| discussion provides only information not The operator should, after assuring that all

presented in the subject sections. All other rods have been inserted, determine plant
information is cross referenced, conditions by observing the annunciators. After

observing that the ECCS flows are initiated
The postulated event represents the envelope check that the diesel generators have started

evaluation for liquid or steam line failures and are on standby condition and confirm that
inside containment. the service water system is operating in the

L.OCA mode. After the RilR system and other
| 15.6 5.1 Identification of Causes and auxiliary systems are in proper operation,

l'requency Classification periodically monitor the oxygen concentration in
the drywell and wetwell.

15.6.5.1.1 Identification of Causes

Amendment 7 titL$
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15.6.2.3 Systems Operations Continued long-term core cooling is g
demonstrated. Radiological impact is minimized W

Accidents that could resuh in the release of and within limits. Continued operator control and
radioactive fission products directly into the surveillance is examined and provided.
containment are the results of postulated nuclear
system primary coolant pressure boundary pipe 15.6.5.4 ilarricr Performance
breaks Possibilities for all pipe breaks, sizes and
locations are presented in Sections 6.2 and 63, The design basis for the containment is to
including the severance of main steam lines, maintain its integrity and experience normal
emergency core cooling system lines, feedwater stresses after the instantaneous rupture of any
lines, or other process system lines. The most primary system piping within the structure, while
severe nuclear system effects and the greatest also accommodating the dynamic effects of the
potential release of radioactive material to the pipe break at the same time an SSE is also
containment result f rom a compiet e occurring. Therefore, any postulated LOCA does
circumferential break of one of the two llPCF not result in exceeding the containment design
injection lines. The minimum required functions limit (see Sections 3.8.23,3.6, and 6.2 for details
of any reactor and plant protection system are and resuhs of the analyses).
presented in Sections 6.2,63. 7.3. 7.6 and 83, and
Appendix 15A. 15.6.5.5 Radiological Consequences

15.6.53 Core and System Performance Two specific analyses are provided for the
! evaluation of the radiological consequences of a

15.6.5 3.1 Mathematical Model design basis Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA),
one for offsite dose evaluations and the second for

The analytical methods and associated control room dose evaluations. Both analyses are
assumptions which are used in evaluating the based upon assumptions provided in Regulatory
consequences of this accident are considered to Guide 13 except where noted. The analysis is a
prmide conservative assessment of the expected based upon a process flow diagram shown in W
consequences of this improbable event. Figure 15.6 2 and accident parameters specified in

Table 15.6 8.
The details of these calculations, their

justification, and bases for the models are 15.6.5.5.1 lission Product Release and Pathways
developed in Sections b 1 7.3, 7.6, 83 a nd
Appendix 15A. Fission product releases are based upon

Regulatory Guide 1.3 in that it is assumed that of
15,6.5.3.2 Input Parameters and initial the fission products found in the core,10tWF of the
Condition noble gases and 50% of the iodines are released

from the core. Of these iodines,50% are assumed
input parameters and initial conditions used for to plate out leaving 25% of the total core inventory

the analysis of this event are presented in Table of iodine airborne and available for release. The
63-1. chemical species differentiation for the iodine

isotopes released to the containment atmosphere
15.6.5.3.3 Results are assumed as specified in Regulatory Guide 13

; as 91G clemental form, FF organic form, and the
-

Resuhs of this event are presented in detailin remaining 5% as particulate form. Following the
Section o.3. The temperature and pressure release of fission products to the containment
transients resulting as a consequence of this atmosphere from the reactor pressure vessel, the
accident are insufficient to cause perforation of the fission products are subject to hold-up and
fuel cladding. Therefore, no fuel damage results radioactive decay, removal processes, and leakage
from this accident. Post accident tracking to other plant areas and to the environment.

|!

inst rument ation and cont rol is assured. I

O
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p Two spccific pathways are analyzed in releasing provide for a release pathway from the vessel and
i fission products to the environment. The first drywell into the suppression pool for all cases

pathway is leakage to Ihe reactor building involving vessel depressurization and therefore for
(secondary containment) via penetrations and removal of fission products by scrubbing in the
engineered safety feature components. This suppression pool. The NRC has accepted the fact
leakage pathway is assumed as not greater than an that the suppression pool is capable of removing
equivalent release of 0.5% by volume per day of fission products and provides for credit to
the primary containment free air volume per plant incorporate this phenomena in design basis
technical specification. The secondary analysis by recourse to the requirements of
containment is e multi-compartment self contained Standard Review plan 6.5.5. The requirements of
structure maintained at negative pressure with SRP 6.5.5 state that any flow directed through the
respect to the environment thereby providing a pool can be credited with a decontamination factor
significant hold up volume for fission product of 10 providing the requirements of subsection 11
releases. All leakage pathways from the primary are met and that the total decontamination is a
containment except the main steamlines and the combination of she decontamination applied to
feedwater lines terminate in the reactor building. flow through the pool to that fraction of the release
Leakage through the steamlines is treated which bypasses the pool. The fallowing paragraphs
separately below and leakage through the describe the determination of the bypass fraction
feedwater lines is assumed negligible assuming the for the calculation of overall pool decontamination.
proper isolation and filling of the feedwater lines
upstream of the primary containment through the The requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.3
feedwater system. Flow through the reactor stipulate an instantaneous release of fission
building / secondary containment is directed via the products from the vessel to the containment
standby gas treatment system to the plant stack atmosphere. Coincident with an instantaneous
through hepa and charcoal filters. Credit is taken release, under LOCA conditions, the BWR
for hold up assuming 50% mixing in the secondary pressure vessel will be depressurized resulting in
containment without plateout and other removal the purging of the primary containment

( processes except filtration in the stand by gas atmosphere to the suppression pool. This situation
treatment system (SGTS) as given in Table 15.6-8. is shown in Figure 15.6-3 which show the fractions
it is assumed that for the first 20 minutes after an of airborne particulate as a function of time in the
isolation signal, the SGTS is drawing the reactor drywell and wetwell airspaces assuming a
building down to negative pressures, and therefore decontamination factor of 10 for that flow which is
all leakage during this time period is assumed purged either through the horizontal vents or the
without effectise filtration. Following this 20 safety relief valves. The figure shows that the
minute period, full filtration is assumed for the airborne inventory is reduced by almost a factor of
remainder of the period. ten within two minutes of the initiation of the

blowdown event.
Removal process in the primary containment

and for leakages from the primary containment are llowever, the application of the precepts of
described in the following sections. Section Regulatory Guide 1.3 do not indicate the most

discusses reduct ons in airborne iodine likely train of events in a core damage event whichi15.6.5.5.1.1
due to water attrition while sections 15.6.5.5.1.2 is what is implied in the design basis release
and 15.6.5.5.1.3 discuss removal processes for assumptions. Both Regulatory Guide 1.3 and its
leakages downstream of the main steamline predecessor, TID-14844, are based upon
isolation valves. non-mechanistic assumptions and dedces and are

in the process of being replaced. Therefore
15.6.5.5.1.1 Suppression Pool Scrubbing consideration of a range of accident progressions

beyond the rigidly narrow scope of Regulatory
The BWR suppression pool, though designed Guide 1.3 is given below to evaluate potential

primarily as a pressure suppression mechanism for suppression pool bypass under more realistic
vessei blow down, serves also as an excellent conditions.
medium for the intrainment and capturing of all
fission products except the noble gases. The design The basic assumptions of this evaluation of

\ and operational characteristics of the BWR suppres.sion pool bypass conditions assumes that an

Amen,tment 24 15 6-6, t
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event occurs which challenges the reactor core The release of volatile fission products would
causing sufficient damage to release approximately occur over a period of 10-20 minutes during which
half the fission product solatile iodines. Damage steam or hydrogem flow frotn the core region
to the core is limited to this extent implying the would be very small. Using an upper bound
ability to recover core cooling and limit in-vessel estimate of 2 kg/sec of steam generation during
damage. Such an auumption complies with the this period, the vessci Hushing rate would be once
intent of design basis licensing in that the exact every ten minutes. Therefore during this period
means by which the core is challenged is not 0.13% of the flow would bypass the pool through
specified but gisen the challenge, the response and MSIV leakage. The remaining faction would be
adequacy of the plant design is tested, in addition, transported through the safety relief valves,
the assumption of resumpiton of core cooling and Without recovery of cooling water after this period
recoscry with limited release is fully justifiable significant damage would occur to the core beyond
since the AllWit incorporates multiple cooling that of a design basis event. With the recovery of
modes with redundant safety grade cooling water, the energy generated from decay heat which
syste m s. Esents leading to more significant core would be evident in overall core temperature rise -

damage are not considered as design basis since and core degradation would cause a rapid pulse of
they assume masshe damage with multipkfailures steam resulting in the purging the pressure vessel
to the design safety systenn Such eventr. are of of all airborne materials. Ilased upon the MAAP
exceedingly low probabihty and are described and analysis it is conservatively estimated that 9 y 10
evaluated in Chapter 19 Therefore broadly Kg of steam would be generated in a short period
speaking esents which lead to the assumed damage of time on the order of minutes resulting in a sessel
can be divided into two categories, break and purge rate of sesen to eight complete exchanges.
non. break. lireak events are those through which Therefore eflectively all fission products remaining
primary coolant are released directly to the airborne in the vessel or lines would be purged to
primary containment atmosphere and non break the suppression pool. The effective pool bypass
events are those in which the primary coolam fraction would then be 0.13% for an integrated
boundary is not bicached. Iloth types of everas will oserall DF of 9.8 without credit for plateout or 4.9
be consdered below to provide a bounding .malysis with a factor of Iwo platcout.
for suppression pool bypass,

The break case follows a similar logie. Initially,
in considering the non-break events, more following a break, masshe depressurization of the

damage is primarily the result of failure to pressure vessel would occur causing all non-
maintain proper core water level resulting it. condensables in the drywell to be purged into the
uncmering the wre with subsequent release of wetwell air space through both the horizontal sents -

lission products upon overheating of the fuel rods. and the safety relief valves. Isolation of the
To consider the train of events in such a case, the containment and associated lines would be
M AAP code (see subsection 19.E for a description automatically initiated on depressurization.
of the M AAl' code) w as used to model vessel Following this rapid depressuritation there would
response. Itased upon the M AAP analysis, follow a period during which the water levelin the
releases would begin shortly alter core water lesel sessel would drop to the bottom of core resulting
reaches the bottom of the core and would proceed in the eventual release of fission products form the
r a pidly. During this period, isolation of the core. Since in a break case, the path of least
primary coolant system and containment would resistance would be thiough the break, the tission
base been automatically tripped on low water lesel products would be effectively purged to the drywell
and the main steam isolation vahes as well as all airspace. In this case the temperatures and surface
the other isolation valves would have tripped areas involved would provide adequate plate out
effecthcly isolating all flow from the primary areas to salidate the llegulatory Guide 1.3 plate
containment. Therefore, the released fission out factor of 2. Like the non break case the total
products would be exposed to three primary release is limited implying resumption of cooling
influences: (1) platenut and removal in the dryers and a massive release of steam upon resumption of
and separators, (2) leakage from the main cooling. In the case of reflood with a break,
steamline imlation sahes into the main steamlines, because of the large solume of the drywell,
and (3) flow through the safety relief vahes into conservathely 80'1 of the drywell volume is purged g
the suppression pool. during the reflood period. If complete mixing is

Amen iment 2 4 15(A 2
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assumed which is resonable because of the associated branch lines outboard of the last reactorg
y dynamic nows involved, it is then found that 55.6% building scismic restraint are Quality Group D

of the airborne fission products are purged to the structures. In addition, these lines and structures
suppression poolin the few minutes needed to are required to be dynamically analyzed to SSE
reflood Ihe core. Therefore in this case an conditions (Table 3.2-2, note R) which determines
integrated pool DF of 2 is calculated. the flexibility and structural capabilities of the lines

under hypothetical SSE conditions.
In summary,it is found that for design basis

accident conditions in which credit is taken for the The analysis of leakage from the primary
proper operation of redundant safety grade containment through the main steamlines involves
systems subject to the single failure proof criteria the determination of (1) probable and alternate
that the suppression poolis capable of reducing the flow pathways, (2) physical conditions in the
elemental and particulate airborne iodine inventory pathways, and (3) physical phenomena which affect
by a factor of 2. the flow and concentration of fissioa products in

the pathways. The most probable pathway for
15.6.5.5.1.2 Stain Steamline Stodeling fission product transport from the main steamlines

is found to be from the outboard blSIV's into the
The second potential release pathway is via the drain lines coming off the outboard htSIV and then

main steamline through leakage in the main into the turbine building to the main condenser. A
steamline isolation valves. It is assumed that a secondary path is found along the main steamlines
pathway exits which permits the primary into the turbine though Gow through this pathway
mntainment atmosphere or in the non-break case as described below is a minor fraction of the flow
pressure vessel air space direct access to the main through the drain lines. Consideration of the main
steamlines and that the main steamline isolation steamlines and drain line complex downstream of
valves leak at the maximum technical speciGcation. the reactor building as a mitigative factor in the
Furthermore, it is assumed that the most critical analysis of LOCA leakage is based upon the
main steamline isolation valve fails in the open following determination.O position. Therefore, the total leakage through the
steamlines is equal to the maximum technical 1. The main steamlines and drain lines are high
specification for the plant. quality lines laspected on a regular schedule.

The main steamlines are graded (see Table 2. The main steamlines and drain lines are
3.2-1) as Seismic Classification ! Quality Group B designed to meet SSE criteria and analyzed to
from the pressure sesselinterface to the outboard dynamic loading criteria.
seismic restraint outboard of the downstream
htSIV thereby providing a qualified safety grade 3. The main steamlines and drain lines are
mitigation system for Assion product leakage which enclosed in a shielded corridor which protects
in this case is limited by the leakage criteria them from collateral damage in the event of an
specific in the technical speci0 cations for the hiain SSE. For those portions not enclosed in the
Steamline Isolation Valves (htSIV). The primary steam tunnel complex, an as built inspection is
purpose of this system is to stop any potential Dow required to verify that no damage could be
through the main steamlines. Down stream of the expected from other components and structures
seismic restraint referred to above, the steamlines in a SSE.
pass through the reactor building - control building
interface into the steam tunnellocated in the 4. The main steamlines and drain lines are
control building upper Door. This steam tunnelis a required under normal conditions to function to
heavily shielded mismic category I structure loads at temperature and pressure far exceeding
designed primarily to shield the control building the loads expected from an SSE. This capability

,

complex. From the control building the steamlines inherent in the basic design of these components '

pass through the control building - turbine building furnishes a level of toughness and ficxibility to
interface into the turbine building steam tunnel assure their survival under SSE conditions. A
which is a heavily shielded reinforced concrete large data base of experience in the survival of 4

|

O*
structure designed to shield workers from main these types of components under actual
steamline radiation shine. The steamlines, their earthquake conditions exits which prove this

Amendment 24 15663
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contention. (Reference 5) In the case of Release from the condenser / turbine building g
ABWR further margin for survival can be patlway are assumed via diffuse sources in the W
expected since the ABWR lines are designed turbine building. The two major points of release
through dynamic analysis to survive such events in the turbine building are expecte-1 to be the truck
whereas in the case of the actual experience doors at the far end of the turbine building and the
data base, the lines shown to survive were maintenance panels located midway on the turbine
designed to lesser standards to meet only building on the side opposite the service building.
normally expected loads. Releases are assumed to be ground level releases.

See section 15.6.5.53 for applicable meteorology.
Therefore, based upon the facts above, the

main steamlines and drain lines in the ABWR are 15.6.5.5.2 Control Room
used as mitigative components in the analysis of
leakage from the MSIVs. The ABWR control room is physically

integrated with the reactor building and turbine
The analysis of leakage from the MSIVs buildings and is located between these structures

follows the procedures and conditions specified in (see Figure 15.6-4). During a LOCA, exposure to
Reference 5. Two Gow paths are analy7ed for dose the operators will consist of contributions from
contributions. The first pathway through the drain airborne Gssion products entrained into the control
lines is expected to dominated due to the room ventilation system and gamma shine from the
incorporation of a safety grade isolation valve on reactor building and airborne fission products
the outboard drain line which will open the line for external to the control building. Of these
flow down the drain line under LOCA conditions. contributions, the last two involving gamma shine
The second pathway through the main steamlines are negligible since the inhabited portions of the
into the turbine is expected to carry less than 0.3% ABWR control room are physically located
of the flow based upon a determination that the underground with sufficient shielding overhead (a
maximum leakage past the turbine stop valves with minimum of L6 meters of concrete) and in the side
an open drain line would permit only 03% flow for walls (L2 meters) to protect the operators from the g
the valves to operate within speciGcation. Specific normal steamline gamma shine. Such shielding is W
values used and results of the main steamline more than sufGcient to protect the operators given
leakage analysis are given in Table 15.6-8. any amount of airborne fission products.

15.6.5.5.1.3 Condenser and Turbine Modeling Therefore, exposure to the operators will consist
almost entirely of fission products entrained into

Tr .: condenser and turbine are modeled as the control room environment from the
detailed in Reference 5 with specific values used atmosphere. The ABWR control room uses a
given in Table 15.6-8. Both volumes are modeled redundant safety grade llVAC system with two
primarily as stagnant volumes assuming the inch charcoal Glters for removal of iodines and two
shutdown of all actise components. Both turbine roof mounted automatically controlled intake
and condenser are used as mitigative volumes vents. The location of the vents are given in Figure
based upon the determination that such 15.6-4. Because of the location of these vents, it
components designed to standard engineering cannot be assumed that at least one vent will be
practice are sufficiently strong to withstand SSE uncontaminated given most conditions of
conditions due wholly to their design. (Reference meteorology. Therefore, no credit for dualintakes
5) The only requirement in the design of the was taken. In addition, the location of these vents
condenser being that it be bolted to the building with respect to the potential release points show
basemat to prevent walking during an earthquake. that given any wind flow condition, the vents may
The turbine has no such restriction and may be contaminated only by a release from the reactor
possibly move. The requirement on these building or turbine building but not both,
components for purposes of mitigation is only that Nevertheless, for purposes of conservative
they survive as a volume and not that they provide calculations,it was arbitrarily assumed that for
functionality or leak tightness following an
earthquake.

O
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30% of the time stagnant meteorologicalp/y conditions were assumed such that the primary
intake vent was contaminated by both sources. For
the remaining 70% of the time only the more
significant source was assumed to contaminate the
primary intake vent.

Infiltration of airborne contamination to the
control room was considered negligible owing to
the pathway for access to the control complex.
Entry into the control room is via the service
building and a labyrinth doorway entry system
through double doors into the clean portions of the
service building. From the service building
additional controlled access through double doors
provides entry into the control room. In each of
these entry / access door systems, positive pressure
is maintained to vent infiltrated air to the outside
and away from the control room complex. As such
no contamination is anticipated beyond the initial
access entry way from which infiltrating air is
purged to the environment.

Control room dos.c is based upon fission
product releases modeled as described in
paragraph 15.6.5.5.1 and the values presented in
Table 15.6-8. Operator exposure was based upon

Os those conditions given in Table 15.6-8 and
occupancy factors as shown below derived from
SRF 6.4. Meteorology was derived as is specified
in section 15.6.5 3.2.

Time Occupancy Factor

0 1 day 1.0

14 days 0.6

> 4 days 0.4

OO
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15.6.5.5J hieteoroh>gy and Site Assumptions Murphy-Campe X/OO Time Period improvement Factor
15.6.5.5 3.1 Offsite Metrorology

0-8 hours 1.0

The SSAR involves the we of a generic U.S. 8-24 hours 0.59
site which does not specifically identify 1-4 days 0.375
meteorological parameters adequate to definc > 4 days 0.165
dispersion conditions for accident evaluation.
Therefore for the evaluation of offsite accident Also, since the control room may be
conditions recourse war made to Regulatory contaiminated from two physically separated
Guides 1.145 and 1.3 for meteorological sources, the reactor building stack base or the
definitions. Specifically, the table found in section turbine building truck doors, scference was made
C.2.g(4) of Regulatory Guide 1.3 was used to to the most recently published work of Ramsdell to
define the meteorological parameters for use with evaluate the differences in X/O for releases from
the models found in Regulatory Guide 1.145. All cach source to the control building. Using the
releases were defined as ground level incorporating methodology given in Reference 7, it was
building wake conditions using the minimum determined that releases from the turbine building
ABWR building cross section. at 108 meters from the control room intake would

be a factor of six lower in concentration for a equal
Unlike the other design basis accidents found release than releases from the reactor building

in Chapter 15. the LOCA accident analysis stack base at 41 meters from the nearest control
requires the development of meteorological building intake. Therefore a factor of six
conditions over a 30 day period. Therefore the improvement in X/O was assumed for releases
specification of a maximum value for the X/O from the turbine building.
dispersion parameter is not feasible for the 30 day
analysis. Instead, for the determination of site For application to specific site analysis, two

I suitability with respect to the offsite dose for LPZ methods exist for determination of control room
- calculations, site specific X/O's should be dose. The first method is a one on one comparison

compared to those given in Table 15.6-13 and if of the X/O values in Tabic 15.614 to the site
each site X/O is less than those given in the table X/O's. If the site X/O's are for all values less than
the site will be suitable. Otherwise specific dose the values in Table 15.6-14, then the control room
calculations will be required using the activity doses are less than regulatory requirements. If this
release values gisen in Tables 15.tr10 and 15.rrl2. is not true then a site specific calculation needs to

be performed for the site. For this purpose, an
15.6.5.5 3.2 Control Room Meteorology isotope by isotope release rate table is given in

Table 15.610 and 15.6-12 from which actual
No specific acceptable method exists to calculations can be made,

calculate the meteorology for standard plant
application for control room dose analysis. Unlike 15.6.5.5.4 Results
the offsite dose methodology which is a relatively
straight forward application of Regulatory Guides The results of this analysis are presented in
1.3 and 1.145, the parameters and methods by Tables 15.6-13 and 15.6-14 for both offsite and
which the control room intake concentrations can control room dose evaluations and are within
be calculated are poorly characterized and current regulatory guidelines.
currently not codified in a usable form. Therefore,
for application to AflWR, a back calculation was 15.6.6 Feedwater Line-llreak - Outside
used to provide an estimate of the meteorological Containment
X/O dispersion parameters which would provide
for the maximum acceptable dose under SRP 6.4. To evaluate large liquid process line pipe breaks
Since the calculation covers a period of 30 days, a outside containment, the failure of a feedwater line

| variation in meteorological X/O was assumed for is assumed to evaluate the response of the plant
variations in wind direction and wind speed. The design to this postulated event. The postulated
variation factors chosen acre take from Table t of break of the feedwater line, representing the;

- Reference 4 and are shown below. largest liquid line outside containment, provides

Amendmem 21 ISM
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the envelope evaluation for this type of break. The
bacak is assumed to be in tantaneous,

circumferential and downstream of the outermost
iwlation valve.

A more limiting event from a core perfromance
evaluation standpoint (liedwater 1.ine Urcal -
Inside Containment) has been quantatively
analyzed and is presented in Section 6.3.
T herefore, the following dinossion provides only
new information not presented in Section 6.3. All
other infor nation is cross referenced to
appropriate Chapter 6 subsections.

15.6.6.1 Identification of Causen and -

l'requency Claulfication

c

7

O

O
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O 15.6.6.1.1 Identification of Causes reactor pressure has decreased . low 150
psia.

A fcedwater line break is assumed without the
cause being identified. The subject piping is These actions occur user an clapsed time of
designed to high quality, to strict engineering 3-4 hours,
codes and standards, and to seismic environmental
requirernents. 15.6.6.2 3 Systems 0;mtion

15.6.6.1.2 l'requency Classification it is assumed that the normally operating
plant instrument and mitols are functioning.

This event is categorized as a limiting fault Credit is taken for the t.-tuation of the reactor
(liquid line break), isolation system and ECCS aystem. The reactor

protection system (safety / relief ' calves, ECCS,
15.6.6.2 Sequenec ot i:sents and Splem and control rod drive) and plaH protection
Operation system (RilR heat exchangers) aie assurned to

function properly to assure a safe shutdown.
15.6.6.2.1 Sequence of Esents

The ESF systems and RCfC/IIPCF systems are |
The sequence of events is presented in ' able assumed to operate normally.

15.6 15.
15.6.6.2.4 The Effect of Single Failures and

15.6.6.2.2 Identification of Operator Actions Operator Orrors

!!ccause automatic actuation and operation of The feedwater line outside the containment
the !!CCS is a system design basis, ns sperator is a special case of the general LOCA break
actions are required, llowever, the operator spectrum presented in detail in Section 6.3.
should perform the following (shown for The general single-failure analysis for LOCAs is
informational purposes only): presented in detail in Subsection 6.3.3.3. For

the feedwater line break outside the
(1) Determine that a line break has occurred oid containment, because the break is isolatable,

evacuate the arca of the turbine building. cither the RCIC or one of the llPCF systems |
provides adequate flow to the vessel to maintain

(2) Ensure that the reactor is shut down and core cooling and prevent fuel rod clad failure.
| that RCIC and/or IIPCF are operating A single failure of either one of the lipCF |

normally. systems or the RCIC still provides sufficient
flow to keep the coro covered with water (see

(3) Implement site radiation incident Section 6.3 and Appendix 15A for analysis
procedures, details).

(4) Shut down the feedwater system and 15.6.6.3 Core and System Performance
de.cnergite any electrical et,uipment which
may be damaged by watet from the feedwater 15.6,6 3.1 Qualitatise Summary
system in the turbine building.

The accident evaluation qualitatively
(5) Continue to monitor reactor water level and considered in this subsection is considered to

the performance of the ECCS systems while be a conservative and envelope assessment of the
the radiation incident procedure is beiag consequences of the postulated failure (i.e.,
implemented an<l begin normal reactor severance) of one the feedwater piping lines
couldown measures, external to the containment. The accident is

postulated to occur at the input parameters and
(6) Initiate RilR in the shutdown cooling mode to initial conditions presented in Table 6.31.

continue cooling down the reactor when the

Amendment 2 116-8
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15.6.6.3.2 Qualitathe Hesults The analysis is based on a conservative g
assessment of this accident. The specific

The feedwater line break outside the models, assumptions and the program used for
containment is ler.s limiting than either of the coluputer evaluation are presented in Reference
steam line breaks outside the containment 2, Specific values of parameters used in the
(analysis presented in Sections 6.3 and/or evaluation are presented in Table 15.616. A
15.6.4), the feedwater line break inside the schematic diagram of the leakare path for this

,

containment (analysis presented in Subsections accident is shown in Figure 15.6 3. |

6.3.3 and 15.6.5).
15.6.6.5.2.1 Fission Product Release

The reactor vessel is isolated on water level
1.5, and the RCIC and the llPCF systems togethe There is no fuel damage as a consequence of
restore the reactor water level to the normal this accident, in addition, an insignificant
elevation. The fuel is covered throughout tbc quantity of activity (compared to that existing
transient and there are no pressure or in the main condenser hotwell prior to occur-
temperature transients sufficient to cause fuel rence of the break) is released from the con-
damage. tained piping system prior to isolation closure.

15.6.63.3 Consideration of Uncertaintles The iodine concentration assumed is that of
the maximum equilibrium reactor water

This event was conservatively analyzed and concentration given in Subsection 15.6.4.5.1.1,
uncertainties were adequately considered (see case 1, subject to a 2% carryover of iodine in
Section 6.3 for details). the water to steam condensate. Noble gas

activity in the condensate is negligible since
15.6.6.4 Ilarrier Performance the air ejectors remove all noble gases from the

Accidents that results in the release of
radioactive materials outside the containment are 15.6.6.5.2.2 rission Product Transport to the
the result of postulated breaches in the reactor 1:ns tronment
coolant pressure boundary or the steam
power. conversion system boundary. A break The transport pathway consists of liquid
spectrum analysis for the complete range of release from the break, carryover to the turbine
reactor conditions indicates that the limiting building atmosphere due to flashing and
fault event for breaks outside the containment is partitioning and unfiltered release to the
a complete severance of one of d e main steam environment through the turbine building
lines as presented in Subsection 15.6.4. The ventilation system.
feedwater system piping break is less severe that
the main steam line break. Results of analysis Of the 950,500 lb of condensate release from
of this event can be found in Subsections 6.2.3 the break, 231,000 lb flashes to steam.
or 6.2.4.

Taking no credit for holdup, decay or
15.6.6.5 Radloh>gical Consequences plate.out during transport through the turbine

building, the release of activity to the
15.6.6.5.1 Design Itasis Analpis environment is presented in Table 15.6-17. The

release is assumed to take place within 2 hours
The NRC provides no specific regulatory of the occurrence of the break.

guidelines for the evaluation of this accident;
therefore, the analysis presented is based upon 15.6.6.5.2J Results
conservative assumptions considered acceptable to
the NRC. The calculated exposures for the analysis

are presented in Table 15.618 and are a small
15.6.6.5.2 Analpls fraction of 10CFrt100 guidelines. g

Amendment 17 1$ 6-9
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Q Table 15.6 7

51AIN STEAh! LINE liitEAK

h1ETEOllOI.OGY* l'AltAA1ETEllS AND itADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Meteorology Distance Thyroid Done Whole llody Dose
3ber/m ) (rn) (l<cm) (Item)

Case 1

8.12B 03 max 15 3.7E-01
1.18E-03 300 2.2E + 00 5.4 E-02
2.19E-04 800 4.1E-01 1.0E-02

Case 2

812E 03 max 300 7.4E HX)
'

1.18E 03 300 4.4E + 01 1.1 E + 00

2.19E-04 800 8.1 E + 00 2.0E 01

* Meteorology calculated using llegulatory Guide 1.145 for a ground level 1.0 m/s, F
stability release. " max" - maximum meteorology to meet 10% of 10CFR100 limits.

O

I

|

O
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Table 15.6 8

LOSS OF COOL ANT ACCIDENT PAllAMETERS l

1 Data and Assurnptions used to esimate source terms.

A. Power level 4005 h1We ;

II. Fraction of Core Inventory Itcleased i

Noble Gases 100 %

lodines 50 %

C. lodine Initial Platcout Fraction 50 %

D. lodine Chemical Species
Elemental 91 %

Particulate 5%
Organic 4%

E. Suppression Pool Decontamination l' actor - see 15.6.5.5.1.1
Noble Gas 1

Organic lodine 1

Elemental lodine 2

Particulate 2 ,

Pool liypass Area 0.05 ft'

11 Data and Assumption used to estimate activity released.

A. Primary Containment leakage
(1) Penetration and ESF Equipment 0.5%/ day

O (2) h1SIV leakage (Total all lines) 140 SCFil
II. Itcactor fluilding leakage

(1) 0 20 min 150%/hr
(2) >20 minutes 50%/ day
(3) hiixing Effcciency 50 %

C. SGTS
Filter Effeciency (6 inch charcoal) 97 %

Drawdown Time 20 min
D. htSIV Leakage see Reference 5 for standard parameters

hiain Steam 1.ine length 157 ft

Drain Line i ength 235 ft

hiain Steam Line IR/OR 31.98/35.55cm
Drain Line IR/OR 3.33/4A5cm

, hiain Steam Line Insulation 12.0 cm
! Drain Line insulation 6.5cm

| Plateout and itesuspension Factors Ref5.
L E. Condenser Data

3
Free Air Volume 220,tXX)ft

Fraction of Volume involved 20 %

Leakage Itate 11.6%/ day
lodine Removal Factor

Elemental 09)3
Particulate 0.W3
Organic 0

O
Amendment 24 15 6-18
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Tiible 15.6-8

1.OSS OF COO! ANT ACCIDENT PAllAMETEllS (Continued)

til Control Room Data

A. Control Room Volumes
Total Frcc Air Volume 5,5(D m'

Gamma Room Volume (room si/c) 1,400 m'
B. Recirculation Rates

Illtered intake 0.1 m'/sec
Unfiltered intake 0.0

3Illtered Recirculation 0.65 m /sec
Filter ElIcciecy (2 inch charcoal) 95'?v

IV Dispersion and Dose Data

A. Meteorology Sec 15.6.5.5.3
Tbis 15.613,14

11. Dose Calculation Method (semi-infinite) Ref 2 & 3, RG 1.1(N
C. Dose Conversion Auumptions Ref 2,3
D. Activity / Releases This 15.6-9,10,11,12

Appendix F.
E. Dose Evaluation This 15.6-13,14

9

O
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Table 15.6 9

O
LODINE ACTIVITIES

A. Primary Containment Inventory in Curies

Isotope Ihiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2Ilts 4 lits 8Ilts 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1 131 1.4E + 7 1.4E + 7 1.4E + 7 1.4E 4 7 13E+7 13E+7 13E+7 1.211 + 7 9.2E + 6 7.2E + 5
1132 2.0E + 7 1.9E + 7 1.5E + 7 1.1 E + 7 5.9E+6 1.8E + 6 5.2E + 5 1.4E + 4 43E 6 0

1133 2.9E + 7 2.bE 4 7 2.8 E + 7 2.7E + 7 2.5E+7 2.2E + 7 1.9E 4 7 13E+7 1.1 E + 6 7.511 4

I134 3.lE 4 7 2.8E + 7 1.4E + 7 6.5E + 6 13E+6 5.6E + 4 2.4E + 3 1.8E 1 0 0

1135 2.7E 4 7 2.7E 4 7 2.4 E + 7 2.2E + 7 1.8E + 7 1.2E 4 7 7.6E 4 6 2.1 E + 6 1.1 E 4 3 0
Total 1.2E + 8 1.2E + 8 9.5E + 7 8.0E + 7 63E+7 4.9E + 7 4.0E + 7 2.7E + 7 1.0E + 7 7.2E + 5

11. Itcactor fluilding Inventory in Curies

isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2 lits 4 lits 8 Ilts 12 lirs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 4.7E + 1 4.0E + 2 2.5E + 3 5.2E + 3 1.0E + 4 1.9E + 4 2.6E + 4 3,9E + 4 4.6E + 4 3.6E + 3
1 132 6.8E + 1 5.6E 4 2 2.8E 4 3 4.2E + 3 4.5E + 3 2.5E + 3 1.0E 4 3 43E+1 2.1E 8 0

I133 9.8E 41 8.4E + 2 5.2E + 3 1.0E + 4 1.9E + 4 3.1 E + 4 3.7E + 4 4.0E + 4 5.5E + 3 3.8E-6
l 134 1.1 E + 2 8.2E + 2 2.7E + 3 2.5E + 3 1.0E + 3 7.9E + 1 4.7E + 0 5.7E-4 0 0

1-135 9.2E + 1 7.8E + 2 4.5E 4 3 8.4E + 3 13E+4 1.6E + 4 1.5E 4 4 6.8E + 3 5.2E + 0 0
Total 4.1 E + 2 3.4 E + 3 1.8E 4 4 3.0E + 4 4.8E + 4 6.8E 4 4 7.9E + 4 8.6E + 4 5.1E & 4 3.6E + 3

C.1 h1SIV Pathway - Condenser inventory in Curies - Elemental lodine

isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2Ilts 4 lits 8 lirs 12 ilts 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1 131 0 0 2.lE + 2 13E43 5.5E + 3 1.7E + 4 3.0E + 4 6.4E + 4 1.lE + 5 8.5E + 2
1-132 0 0 23E+2 1.1E + 3 2.4E + 3 23E+3 1.2E + 3 7.1E + 1 5.2E-8 0

1-133 0 0 43E+2 2.6E + 3 1.0E 4 4 2.8E + 4 4.4E + 4 6.6E + 4 1.3E + 4 9.0E 7
|-134 0 0 2.2E + 2 6.4E + 2 5.4 E + 2 73E+1 5.5E 4 0 9.4 E-4 0 0

1 135 0 0 3.8E+2 2.2E + 3 7.2E + 3 1.5E + 4 1.7E + 4 1.1 E + 4 13E+1 0
Total 0 0 1.5E + 3 7.9E + 3 2.6E + 4 63E+4 9.2E + 4 1.4E + 5 1.2E + 5 8.5E 4 2

C.2 htSIV Pathway - Condenser Inventory in Curies Organic lodine (Primary Containment)

Isotope I hiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2lirs 4Ilts 8 Ilts 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 0 0 1.SE + 1 1.lE 4 2 4.7E + 2 1.5E + 3 2.5E + 3 5.6E + 3 1.6E + 4 3.6E + 3

1-132 0 0 1.9E + 1 9.1E + 1 2.1E + 2 1.9E + 2 1.0E + 2 6.2E + 0 7.6E 9 0

1 133 0 0 3.7E + 1 2.2E + 2 8.6E 4 2 2.JE+3 3.7E + 3 5.7E + 3 1.9E + 3 3.8E-6
1134 0 0 1.9E + 1 5.4E + 1 4.6E + 1 6.2E + 0 4.7E-1 8.2E5 0 0

1135 0 0 3.2E + 1 1.8E + 2 6.lE + 2 13E+3 1.5E + 3 9.6E + 2 1.8E + 0 0
Total 0 0 1.2E + 2 6.7E + 2 2.2E + 3 53E+3 7.8E + 3 1.2E + 4 1.8E + 4 3.6E+3

O
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Table 15.6 9
O

IODING ACTIVITIES (Continued)

C.3 htSIV Pathway Conderner Inventory in Curies Resuspended Organie
i

Isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 fir 2Ilts 4 lirs 8 lits 12 Ilts 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1-131 0 0 7.5 E-2 1.5E 1 9.2E1 2.4E 4 0 7.4E + 0 2.5E + 1 13E+3 2.6E + 3
1132 0 0 6.0E 2 1.0E-1 23E1 33E1 1.6E 1 4.7E-2 0 0
1133 0 0 1.5E 1 2.9E1 1.6E + 0 4.0E + 0 9.6E + 0 2.5E + 1 1.6E + 2 1.4E5
1134 0 0 3.9E 2 5.7E-2 3.4E 2 2.8E 2 1.5E-3 3.2E 5 0 0
1135 0 0 1.2E1 23E-1 9.7E1 2.0E + 0 3.1E + 0 4.2E + 0 2.6E 1 0 !
Total 0 0 4.4E1 83El 3.8E + 0 8.8E + 0 2.0E + 1 5.4E 41 1.5E + 3 2.6E + 3 j

C.4 Condenser inventory in Curies Cornbined

isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2 lits 4 lirs 8 lirr. 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 0 0 2.3E 4 2 1.5E + 3 6.0E + 3 1.9E + 4 3.2E + 4 7.0E 4 4 13E+5 7.1 E + 3
1-132 0 0 2.5E + 2 1.2E + 3 2.6E + 3 25E+3 13E+3 7.7E 41 6.0E 8 0
1133 0 0 4.7E + 2 2.9E + 3 1.1 E + 4 3.1 E + 4 4.7E + 4 7.2E 4 4 1.5E + 4 1.9E 5
1 134 0 0 2.4E+2 6.9E + 2 5.9E + 2 7.9E + 1 5.9E+0 1.1E 3 0 0
1135 0 0 4.1E + 2 23E + 3 7.8E + 3 1.6E + 4 1.9E + 4 1.2E + 4 1.5E + 1 0
Total 0 0 1.6E + 3 8.5 E 4 3 2.8E + 4 6.8E + 4 1.0E + 5 1.5 E + 5 1.4 E + 5 7.1 E + 3

D.1 Control Room inventory in Curies

isotope I hiin 10 hiin 1 IIr 2 Ilrs 4 lits 8Ilts 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 1.2E-5 1.1E 3 2.8E-3 1.8E-3 9.0E-4 7.1 E-4 6.2E-4 9.9E-4 8.9E-4 5.2E 5
|132 1.8E 5 1.5E-3 3.0E-3 1.4 E-3 4.0E-4 9.5E-5 2.5E-5 1.1E-6 0 0
1133 2.5E-5 2.2E-3 5.6E-3 3 5E-3 1.7E-3 1.2E 3 9.0E 4 1.0E-3 1.1E-4 0
1134 2.8E-5 2.2E 3 2.9E-3 8.5E-4 8.9E-5 3.0E-6 1.1E-7 1.5E 11 0 0
1135 2.4E 5 2.1E 3 4.9E-3 2.9E 3 1.2E 3 6.2E-4 3.6E-4 1.7E-4 1.0E-7 0
Total 1.1 E-4 9.0E 3 1.9E-2 1.0E-2 43E 3 2.6E-3 1.9E 3 2.2 E-3 9.9E-4 5.2 E-5

D.2 Control Room Integrated Activity in Curies-seconds

Isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 lir 2 lits 4 lits 8IIrs 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 2.4 E-4 2.2E 1 9.2 E + 0 8.0E + 0 9.1 E + 0 1.0E + 1 9.0E + 0 3.5E + 1 2.2E + 2 4.2E + 2
1132 3,5E-4 3.1E-1 1.1 E + 1 7.6E 4 0 5.7E+0 2.7E+0 7.0E-1 3.3E1 1.1E 2 3.2E 12
1133 5.1E-4 4.6E-1 1.9E + 1 1.6E + 1 1.7E + 1 1.8E + 1 1.4E + 1 4.2E + 1 9.1E + 1 5.8E + 0 -
I134 5.5E 4 4.6E1 13E+1 6.0E+0 2.4E + 0 33E-1 1.2E 2 5.4 E-4 6.0E-8 0
1135 4.SE-4 43E-1 1.7E + 1 1.4E + 1 13E41 1.1E + 1 6.5E + 0 1.1 E + 1 4.9E + 0 1.9E 3
Total 2.1E-3 1.9E + 0 7.0E + 1 5.1 E + 1 4.8E + 1 43E+1 3.0E + 1 8.9E + 1 3.2E + 2 43E+2

O
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Table 15.610
O

IODINE ACTIVTlY ltELEASE TO ENVil(ONMENT

A. Itclease from iteactor iluilding to Emironment in Curies

isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 lir 2Ilts 4Ilts 8 lits 12 Ilts 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1 131 7.8E1 7.1 E + 1 2.6E + 2 2,6114 2 2.SE + 2 3.5E + 2 4.7E + 2 9.6E+2 5.2E + 3 1.8E + 4
1132 1.l E + 0 1.0E + 2 3.5E + 2 36E+2 3.7E + 2 3.9E + 2 4.0E 4 2 4.0E + 2 4.0E + 2 4.0E 4 2
1133 1.6E + 0 1.5 E + 2 5.4 E + 2 5.5E + 2 5.8E 4 2 7.1 E + 2 8.8E + 2 1.5E 4 3 33E+3 3.511 + 3
1134 1.hE + 0 1.5 E + 2 5.0E + 2 5.0E+2 5.iE+2 5.1 E + 2 5.l E + 2 5.1 E + 2 5.lE+2 5.l E + 2
1135 1.5E 4 0 1.4E + 2 5.0E + 2 5.1E 4 2 5.3E+2 6.lE+2 6.9E + 2 8.5 E + 2 9.4E+2 9.4E 4 2
Total 6.9E + 0 61E + 2 2.1 E + 3 2.2E 4 3 23E+3 2.6E + 3 2.9E + 3 4.2E 4 3 1.0E 4 4 2.4 E + 4

11.1 hihlV Pathway Release to Emironment Elementalin Curies

isotope Ihiin 10 hiin 1 Ilr 2 lits 4 lits 8lirs 12 lirs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 0 0 1.5 E-3 2.5E 2 2.5E l 1.7E + 0 4.9E + 0 2.4 E + 1 2.8E 4 2 8.2E + 2
1132 0 0 1.7E 3 23E 2 1.5E 1 4.9E1 73E1 9.0E 1 9.lE 1 9.1 E 1

1133 0 0 3.0E 3 5.1E 2 4.7E 1 3.1 E + 0 8.0E + 0 3. l E + 1 13E+2 1.5E + 2
1134 0 0 1.7E-3 1.7E 2 6.2 E-2 9.6E-2 1.0E-1 1.0E-1 1.0E 1 1.0E-1
1135 0 0 2.7E-3 43E 2 3.6E-1 1.9E + 0 4.2E + 0 1.0E + 1 1.5E + 1 1.5E + 1
Total 0 0 1.1E-2 1.6E 1 13E40 73E+0 1.8E + 1 6.7E + 1 43E+2 9.8114 2

11.2 h1SIV l'athway Release to Emitonment - Organic in Curics

Isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 lir 2 lits 4 lits 8 lits 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days - 30 Days

1131 0 0 1.8E-2 3.1E 1 3.0E + 0 2.1 E 41 6.0E + 1 3.0E 4 2 4.4E + 3 3.9E + 4
1132 0 0 2.0E 2 2.8E 1 1.8E 4 0 6.0E+0 8.8E + 0 1.1 E + 1 1.lE + 1 1.1 E + 1

1 133 0 0 3.6E 2 6.1E 1 5.7E 4 0 3.7E + 1 9.7E + 1 3.8E + 2 1.9E + 3 2.2E + 3
1 134 0 0 2.1E 2 2.1E-1 7.5E1 1.2E + 0 1.2E + 0 1.2E + 0 1.2E + 0 1.2E + 0
1135 0 0 3.2E 2 5.2E 1 43E40 2.3E + 1 5.0E + 1 1.2E + 2 1.9E + 2 1.9E + 2
Total 0 0 13E1 1.9E + 0 1.5 E & 1 8.9E 41 2.2 E + 2 8.2E+2 6.5E + 3 4.lE + 4

!! 3 htSIV Pathway Release to Ernironment - Resuspended Organic in Curies

isotope 1 hiin 10 hiin 1 lir 2Ilts 4Ilts 8lirs 12 lirs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 0 0 1.8E-4 7.2E-4 5.9E-3 3.8E-2 13E1 1.0E + 0 1.7E + 2 1.4 E + 4
1 132 0 0 1.5E-4 5.6E-4 2.2E-3 7.0E 3 1.2E 2 1.8 E-2 1.9E 2 1.9E-2
1-133 0 0 3.6E- + 1.4 E-3 1,1E 2 6.5E-2 2.0E-1 1.2E + 0 3.SE + 1 8.9E + 1
1-134 0 0 1.1E-4 3.4 E-4 7.5E-4 13E-3 1.5E-3 1.5E 3 1.5E-3 1.5 E-3

1135 0 0 3.0E 4 1.1E 3 71E-3 3.7E 2 8.7E-2 3.1E-1 93E-1 9.4 E- l

Total 0 0 1.1E 3 4.2E 3 2.7E 2 1.5E 1 4.3E-1 2.5E + 0 2.1 E 4 2 1.4 E + 4

O
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Table 15.610
0

IOI)lNE Act'lVITY f(El. EASE TO ENVillONMENT

11.4 |(ckase Irorn Condenser to linsironinent + Surn of l1.1411.2 4113 in Curies

Isotolie 1 Min 10 Min 1 Ilr 2Ilts 4 lits 8ilts 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

1131 0 0 1.91! 2 3311-1 3 211 + 0 231i+ 1 6.51! + 1 32114 2 4.9114 3 5.411+ 4
1 132 0 0 2.211 2 3.015 1 1.91! + 0 6.5114 0 9.513 + 0 121I41 1.2f! + 1 12114 1
1 133 0 0 40l!2 66111 6211 + 0 4.0l!41 1.0114 2 4.111 + 2 2.01I4 3 2.411 + 3
1 131 0 0 2.31! 2 2.31! I 8.11 1 1.31! + 0 1.3114 0 1.3114 0 1311 + 0 1.31I 4 0
1135 0 0 3.51! 2 5.611 1 4.711 + 0 2.51141 5.51! + 1 1.41! + 2 2.011 + 2 2.0l! + 2
Total 0 0 1.41?l 2.1114 0 1.71i4 1 9.61!4 1 2.4114 2 8.91!4 2 7.1114 3 5.711 + 4

O

O
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Table 15.61I
O

NOlit.E GAS ACTIVITIES

A. Primary Containment Inventory in Curies

Isot o;>e 1 Min 10 Min 1 lir 2ilts 4 lirs 8 lits 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 D.iys

Kr-8hn 1.219 7 1.2E + 7 8.6E 4 6 6.0E + 6 2.8E + 6 6.3E + 5 1.4E + 5 1.6E + 3 3.4E4D 0
Kr 85 1.2E + 6 1.219 6 1.2E 4 6 1.211 + 6 1.2E + 6 1.2E + 6 1.2E + 6 1.211 + 6 1.lli+ 6 8.3E + 5
Kr 85m 2.7E 4 7 2.6E 4 7 2.3E + 7 2.0E + 7 1.4E 4 7 7.6E + 6 4 UE + 6 6.0E + 5 6.6E + 0 0
Kr-87 5.1E + 7 4.7E 4 7 3.0E v 7 1.7E + 7 5.811 + 6 6.5E 4 5 7.3E + 4 1.0E + 2 0 0

Kr 88 7.3E + 7 7.0l! + 7 5.7E+7 4.5E + 7 2.7E + 7 1.0E 4 7 3.7E + 6 1.9E + 5 3.2E-03 0
Kr-89 7.3E + 7 1.0E + 7 1.9114 2 3.hE44 0 0 0 0 0 0 _

XE.131m 6.3E + 5 6.3E4 5 6.3E + 5 6.3E + 5 6.3E + 5 6.2E + 5 6.lE + 5 5.9E + 5 4.8E + 5 7.NE + 4
XI! 133 2.211 + 8 2.2E + 8 2.2114 8 2.2E 4 8 2.2E + 8 2.lE + 8 2.1E + 8 1.9E 4 8 1.2E + 8 3.0E + 6
XE 13hn 9.2E + 6 9.2E + 6 9.1E+6 90E+6 8.811 + 6 8.3E + 6 7.9E 4 6 6.7E 4 6 2.6E + 6 6.4 E + 2

XE 135 2.911+ 7 2.8E 4 7 2.7E 4 7 2.5E + 7 21E+7 1.6E 4 7 1.1 E + 7 4.611 + 6 1.9 E + 4 0

XE 135m 4.0E + 7 2.7E + 7 2.9E 4 6 2.1 E + 5 1.0E + 3 2.6E 02 6.4E-07 0 0 0

XI!137 1.6E 4 8 3.2E + 7 3.611 + 3 6.61i-02 2.2E 11 0 0 0 0 6

X E-138 1.8E + 8 1lE48 9.8E + 6 5.3E + 5 1.5E + 3 1.2E-02 9.8E-08 0 0 0

Totals 8.8E + 8 6.0E + 8 3.9E + 8 3.4E + 8 3.0E + 8 2.6E + 8 2.4E + 8 2.1E + 8 1.3E + 8 3.9E+6

11. Reactor fluilding imentory in Curies
-

Isotope 1 Min 10 Min 1 lir 2 lits 41 Irs 8 lirs 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

Kr 83m 4.3E + 1 3.5E + 2 1.6E + 3 2.311 + 3 2.111 + 3 8.9E 4 2 2.8E + 2 5.1E 4 0 0 0

Kr 85 4.lE + 0 3.6E + 1 2.2E + 2 4.6E + 2 9.1E + 2 1.7E + 3 2.411 + 3 3.8E 4 3 5.7E + 3 4.2E + 3
Kr 85m 9.211 + 1 7.8E + 2 4.3E 4 3 7.5 E + 3 1.1 E + 4 1.1 E + 4 7.9E + 3 1.9E + 3 3.3E 2 0

Kr.87 1.8E + 2 1.4E + 3 5.6E + 3 6.6E + 3 4,4 E + 3 9.1 E + 2 1.4 E + 2 3.2E-1 0 0

Kr h8 2.5E 4 2 2.1E + 3 1.1E 4 4 1.7E + 4 2.0E + 4 1.4E 4 4 7.3E + 3 6.0E + 2 1.6 E-5 0

K r-89 2.5114 2 3.0E + 2 3.5E-2 1.5E 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
_

Xe 131m 2.2E + 0 1.9E + 1 1.2E + 2 2.4E + 2 4.7E + 2 8.7E + 2 1.2E + 3 1.9E + 3 2.4E + 3 3.9E + 2
Xc 133 7.6E + 2 6.5E + 3 4.1E + 4 8.4 E + 4 1.6E + 5 3.0E + 5 4.0E + 5 6.1E + 5 6.2E + 5 1.5 E + 4

Xc 133m 3.2E + 1 2.7E + 2 1.7E + 3 3.4E + 3 6.6E + 3 1.2E 4 4 1.5E + 4 2.1E + 4 1.3E 4 4 3.2E + 0
Xc 135 9.8E + 1 8.3E 4 2 4.9E + 3 9.4E + 3 1.6E + 4 2.2E + 4 2.3E + 4 1.5E + 4 9.4E + 1 0
Xe-135m 1.411 + 2 7.9E + 2 5.5E + 2 8.0E + 1 7.8 E-1 3.6E-5 1.3 E-9 0 0 0

Xc 137 5.5E + 2 9.3E + 2 6.7E-1 2.5E 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Xe138 6.0E + 2 3.31:, + 3 1.8E + 3 2.0E + 2 1.1E + 0 1.7 E-5 0 0 0 0

Totals 3.0E + 3 1.8114 4 7.2 E + 4 1.3E + 5 2.2E 4 5 3.6E + 5 4.6E + 5 6.5E + 5 6.4E + 5 2.0E -t 4

AmenJment 24 15 4-21
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Table 15.611
O

NOlli E GAS ACI'IVITIES (Continued)

C Condenser Inventory in Curies

Isotope 1 Min 10 Min 1 lir 2 lits 4 lits 8Ifrs 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

Kr 81m 0 0 1.$E 4 2 6.5 E 4 2 13E+3 9.0E + 2 3.6E 4 2 9.5E 4 0 0 0
Kr-85 0 0 2.1 E + 1 13E+2 5.4E 4 2 1.7E + 3 3.0E + 3 7.0E + 3 2.6E 4 4 5.5E 4 4
Kr 85m 0 0 3.9E + 2 2.1 E + 3 6.4E+3 1.1E + 4 1,0E 4 4 3.5E 4 3 1.5E 1 0
Kr 87 0 0 5.l E 4 2 1.9E + 3 2.6E + 3 93E + 2 1.8E + 2 6.0E 1 0 0
Kr-88 0 0 9.8E + 2 4.8E + 3 1.2E 4 4 1.4E + 4 9.4 E + 3 1.1 E + 3 73E-5 0
Kr-89 0 0 3.2E 3 4.1E 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
Xc 131m 0 0 1.1 E + 1 6.9E + 1 2.8E 4 2 8.NE + 2 1.5E + 3 3.5E + 3 1.1E + 4 5.1E+3
Xe 133 0 0 3.8E 4 3 2.4E + 4 9.7E + 4 3.0E + 5 5.2E + 5 1.lE + 6 2.8E + 6 2.0E + 5
Xe 133m 0 0 1.6E 4 2 9.8E + 2 3.9E + 3 1.2E + 4 2.0E + 4 3.9E 4 4 5.8E + 4 4.2E + 1
Xc-135 0 0 4.5E 4 2 2.7E + 3 9.5E + 3 2.2E + 4 2.9E + 4 2.7E + 4 43E+2 2.8E 18
Xc 135m 0 0 5. l E + 1 2.3E + 1 4.7E 1 3.7E 5 1.7E 9 0 0 0
Xc 137 0 0 6.lE 2 7.2E 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
'(c-138 0 0 1.7E + 2 5.7E + 1 6.8 E- 1 1.7E 5 0 0 0 0
Totals 0 0 6.7E + 3 3.7E 4 4 13E+5 3.6E + 5 5.9E + 5 1.2E 4 6 2.9E + 6 2.6E + 5

D.1 Control Room Inventory in Curies

Isotope 1 Min 10 Min 1 lir 2 lits 4Ilts 8lirs 12 lirs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

Kr 83m 2 2E-4 1.9E-2 5.7E-2 5.8E 2 6.4 E-2 43E-2 1.4E 2 3.6E-4 0 0
Ki-85 2.lE 5 1.4E 3 7.9E 3 1.2E 2 2.7E.2 8.2E-2 1.2E-1 2.7E-1 4.5 E-1 1.7E 1
Kr-85m 4.8E-4 4.2E-2 1.5 E-1 1.9E- 1 3.2E-1 5.2 E-1 4.0E 1 13E1 2.6E-6 0
Kr-87 9.lE-4 7.6E-2 2.0E 1 1.7E- 1 13E-1 4.4E 2 7.2 E-3 23E 5 0 0
Kr-K8 13E-3 1. l E- 1 3.7E- 1 43E1 6.1E-1 6.9 E-1 3.7E 1 4.2E 2 1.2E 9 0
Kr-89 13E-3 1.6E-2 1.2E-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Xc-131 m 1.1E-5 1.0E-3- 4.lE-3 6.lE 3 1.4E 2 4.2E 2 6.1E-2 13E-1 1.9E-1 1.6E 2
Xc 133 3.9E-3 3.5E 1 1.4E + 0 2. l E + 0 4.9E + 0 1.4E + 1 2.1E + 1 43E s 1 4.8E + 1 6.2E 1
Xc 133m 1.6E 4 1.5E-2 6.0E 2 8.7E-2 2.0E 1 5.7E-1 7.8 E-1 1.5E 4 0 1.0E + 0 13E 4
Xc-135 5.1E 4 4.5E 2 1.7E- 1 2.4 E-1 4.8E-1 1.lE + 0 1.1E + 0 1.0E + 0 7.4E 3 0
Xc 135 7.lE-4 43E 2 1.9E-2 2.0E-3 23E 5 1.8E-9 0 0 0 0
Xc 137 2.9E 3 5.1E-2 2.3E-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Xe-138 3.1E-3 1.8E 1 6,4 E-2 5.lE 3 3.4E-5 0 0 0 0 0

| Totals 1.6E 2 9.6 E- 1 2.5E 4 0 33E+0 6.7E + 0 1.7E 41 23E + 1 4.6E + 1 5.0E + 1 8.1E-1
1

l

l

|

O
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Table 15.611

NOllLE GAS ACTIVITIES (Continued)

D.2 Control Room Integrated Inventory in Curie seconds

Isotope I Min 10 Min 111r 21hsr 411rs 811:s 12 ilrs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

Kr-83m 4.4 E-3 4.0E + 0 1.7E + 2 2.0E 4 2 4.4 E + 2 8.0E + 2 3.8E + 2 1.7E 4 2 3.5E + 0 0
Kr 85 4.3 E-4 4.0E 1 2.0E + 1 3.4E + 1 13E+2 7.6E + 2 1.4E + 3 8.2E + 3 9.6E 4 4 4.5E + 5
Kr-85m 9.6E 3 8.7E 4 0 4.1E + 2 6.0E + 2 1.8E + 3 63E + 3 6.6E + 3 1.1E + 4 3.211 + 3 4.9E-2
Kr 87 1.8E-2 1.6E 41 6.2E + 2 6.5E + 2 1.1 E + 3 1.2E + 3 3.0E 4 2 5.6E + 1 1.5E 1 0
Kr 88 2.6E 2 23E+1 1.0E + 3 1.4E + 3 3.8E+3 9.9E + 3 7.4E 4 3 6.8E + 3 63E+2 1.6E 5
Kr 89 2.8E-2 6.5E+0 8.9E 4 0 3.4 E-4 1.1E 9 0 0 0 0 0
Xc-131m 2.3E 4 2.1E 1 1.1E + 1 1.8E + 1 7.0E + 1 3.9E + 2 7.4E 4 2 4.1E + 3 43E+4 1.0E + 5
Xc 133 7.9E-2 73E+1 3.7E + 3 63E+3 2.4E + 4 13E + 5 2.5E 4 5 1.4E + 6 13E47 1.5E + 7
Xe 133m 33E-3 3.0E+0 1.5114 2 2.6E4 2 9.9E + 2 53E 4 3 9.7E + 3 5.0E + 4 3.4E+5 1.5E + 5 -
Xe 135 1.0E-2 93E+0 4.5E + 2 73E+2 2.5E 4 3 1.lE + 4 1.6E + 4 4.9E 4 4 5.6E + 4 2.6E + 2
Xc 135 1.4E 2 9.911 + 0 1.6E 4 2 2.7E + 1 3.3E + 0 3.7E 2 2.5E 6 0 0 0
Xe-137 6.0E 2 1.8E 41 3.5E + 1 8.0E-3 2.2E-7 0 0 0 0 0
Xc-138 63E 2 4.2E + 1 6.2E + 2 83E+1 73E+0 4.7E 2 1.1E-6 0 0 0
Totals 3.2E 1 2.1 E + 2 7.4E + 3 1.0E + 4 3.5E + 4 1.7E + 5 2.9E + 5 1.5E + 6 13E+7 1.6E + 7

O
|
t

I

|

!

l
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Table 15.612

NOllLE GAS ACTIVITY ltELEASE TO ENViltONMENT

A. Reactor Building Release to Emironment in Curies

Isotope 1hiin 10 h1in 1 lir 2 lits 4 lits 8 lits 12 lirs 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

Kr-83m 7.2E 1 63E + 1 2.5E + 2 33E+2 5.2E+2 7.7E + 2 8.6E + 2 9.0E 4 2 9.0E + 2 9.0E + 2
Kr 85 6.9E 2 63E +0 2.7E + 1 4.lE + 1 9.8E + 1 3.2E + 2 6.6E + 2 2.2E + 3 1.8E + 4 1.5 E + 5
Kr-85m 1.5E + 01.4E + 2 5.7E + 2 8.2E 4 2 1.6E + 3 3.5E + 3 5.0E+3 7.2E + 3 7.8E + 3 7.8E 4 3
Kr 87 2.9E 4 0 2.5E + 2 9.8E + 2 1.2E + 3 1.7E + 3 2.1 E + 3 2.2E + 3 2.2E + 3 2.2E + 3 2.2E + 3
Kr 8S 4.2E + 0 3.7E + 2 1.5E + 3 2.lE + 3 3.7E + 3 6.7E + 3 8.4E+3 9.8E + 3 9.9E + 3 9.9E + 3
Kr M 4.5E+013E+2 1.8E 4 2 1.8E + 2 1.8E + 2 1.8E 4 2 1.SE + 2 1.8E + 2 1.hE + 2 1.8E + 2
Xe 131m 3.6E 2 33E + 0 1.4E + 1 2.1 E + 1 5.1 E + 1 1.6E 4 2 3.4E 4 2 1.l E + 3 8.2E + 3 3.7E 4 4
Xe 133 13E + 1 1.1E + 3 4.9E + 3 7.5E + 3 1.8E 4 4 5.7E + 4 1.2E + 5 3.7E + 5 2.4E+6 6.7E + 6
Xe 133m $3E 1 4.8E+ 1 2.0E + 2 3.1E+2 73E+2 23E+3 4.5E + 3 1.4E + 4 7.0E + 4 1.1 E + 5
Xc 135 1.6E + 01.5E + 2 6.2E + 2 9.2E + 2 2.0E + 3 5.2E + 3 9.0E + 3 1.8E + 4 2.8E+4 2.8E + 4
Xc 135m 23E + 01.6E + 2 4.7E + 2 4.8E + 2 4.9E + 2 4.9E + 2 4.9E + 2 4.9E + 2 4.9E + 2 4.9E + 2
Xe-137 9.9E + 0 3.4E + 2 5.2E + 2 5.2E + 2 5.2E + 2 5.2E+2 5.2E + 2 5.2E + 2 5.2E+2 5.2E4 2
Xe-138 1.0E + 17.0E + 2 2.dE 4 3 2.0E 4 3 2.0E + 3 2.0E + 3 2.0F + 3 2.0E + 3 2.0E+3 2.0E + 3
Totals 5.1 E + 13.5E + 3 1.2r 4 1.6E + 4 3.1 E + 4 8.1 E + 4 1.5 E + 5 43E+5 2.6E + 6 7.1E + 6

B. Condenser Release to Emironment in Curies

Isotope Ihiin 10 hiin 1 lir 2lirs 4 un 8Ilrs 12 lits 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

i Kr-83m 0 0 1.6E 1 2.1 E + 0 1.2E + 1 3.5E + 1 4.6E + 1 5.2E + 1 5.2E + 1 5.2E + 1
Kr 85 0 0 2.0E-2 3,5E-1 3.4E + 0 2.5E + 1 7.1 E + 1 3.6E + 2 63E+3 1.6E 4 5
Kr-85m 0 0 4.0E 1 6.2E + 0 4.8 E + 1 23E+2 43E+2 8.2E + 2 9.6E + 2 9.6E + 2
Kr 87 0 0 5.5E-1 6.5E + 0 3.0E + 1 6.5E + 1 7.4E + 1 7.6E + 1 7.6E + 1 7.6E + 1
KrdiS 0 0 1.0E + 0 1.5E + 1 1.0E + 2 3.8E + 2 6.1E42 8.5E + 2 8.7E + 2 8.7E + 2
Kr-89 0 0 1.!E 4 1.1E-4 1.lE-4 1.1E-4 1.1E-4 1.1 E-4 1.1 E-4 1.1E-4
Xc-131m 0 0 1.1E-2 1.8E-1 1.8E + 0 13E+1 3.6E + 1 1.8E + 2 2.8E + 3 3.4 E + 4
Xe-133 0 0 3.7E + 0 6.4E + 1 6.2E + 2 4.4 E + 3 1.2E + 4 6.0E + 4 8.2E+5 4.9E+6
Xc 133m 0 0 1.5E 1 2.7E + 0 2.5E + 1 1.8E + 2 4.8E + 2 2.2E + 3 2.2E + 4 5.4E + 4
Xc.135 0 0 4.6E-1 7.4E 4 0 6.5E + 1 3.8E + 2 8.8E + 2 2.6E + 3 53E+3 53E+3
Xe-135m 0 0 7.9E-2 2.8E-1 3.4 E-1 3.4E1 3.4E-1 3.4E1 3.4E1 3.4 E-1

Xe-137 0 0 91E 4 9.5E-4 9.5E 4 9.5 E-4 9.5E 4 9.5 E-4 9.5E 4 9.5E-4
Xe-138 0 0 2.S E-1 8.6E-1 1.0E + 0 1.0E + 0 1.0E + 0 1.0E + 0 1.0E + 0 1.0E + 0
Totals 0 0 6.8E+0 1.1 E + 2 9.1 E + 2 5.7E+3 1.5 E + 4 6.8E + 4 8.6E + 5 5.2E + 6

O
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Table 15.613

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

SIETEOROLOGY AND OFFSITE DOSE ItESUllrS

SITE IlOUNDARY DOSE RESULTS

*
Meteorology Dist Thyrold Dose Whole llody Dose

(sec/m ) (m) (Rem) (Rem)

2.18E-03 max 300 6.4E 4 00
1.18E 03 300 1.6E + O2 3.5E + 00
2.19E-04 NK) 3.0E + 01 6.5E-0i

LOW POPULATION ZONE ILOUNDARY DOSE RESUL*lS

Time Meteorology Dist Thyroid Dose Whole llody Dose

(hrs) (sec/m ) (m) (Rem) (Rem)

8 3.73E-05 428 73E + 00 2.5E-01
24 1.21E 05 9.9E + 00 3.5E 01
96 4.27E 06 2.0E + 01 4.9E-01O 720 9.09E-07 3.4 E + 01 5.9E-01

,

.

" max" = maximum meteorology to meet 10CI'R100 limitation.

Table 15.6-14

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

51ETEOllOI.OGY AND CONTitOL ROONI DOSE ItESUllrS

Time Meteorology Thyroid Whole Body Beta

(sec/m ) (Rem) (Rem) (Rem)

0-8 hrs 3.10E-03 3.4E+0 7.9E 2 9.5 E-1
8-24 hrs 1.83E-03 7.1E+0 3.5E1 5.5E + 0
1-4 days 1.16E-03 1.7E + 1 13E+0 2.2E + 1

4-30 days 5.12E-04 283 2.1 E + 0 3.6E + 1

.

See Subsection 15.6.5.53.2 for description of meteorology Values are for dispersion from Reactor Building.
Dispersion values for releases from Turbine Building are a factor of six less than Reactor Building dispersion
values.

O
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Table 15.615 g
SEQUENCE AF EVENTS FOlt FEEDWATER LINE lil(EAK

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

Time
Lud ihr11

0 One feedwater line breaks

0+ Feedwater line check valves isolate the reactor from the break.

7 Iteactor scram initiated on vessellow water level 3.

22 1(CIC signaled to start but is unavailable due to the break in the feedwater line.

| 143 IIPCF initiate on vessel low water level 1.5.

| 180 One llPCF begins injection (the other llPCF is unavailable due to the single failure
assumption).

296 The safety / relief valves open and close to maintain the reactor vessel pressure at
approximately 1100 psig.

12 hr Normal reactor cooldown procedure established.

O

-

O
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API'ENDIX 15F

LOCA INVENTORY CUltVES
15F.1 INTitODUCrlON

This appendix provides additional detail on the
distribution of iodine isotopes for the design basis
LOCA analysis found in subrection 15.6.5. The
information is in the form of a series of curves as is
explained below.

CUlWl:S EXPLANATION

15F1 Provides the total airborne fraction of
iodine in the primary containment as a
function of time.

15F 2 Provides the total altborne fraction of
iodine in the reactor building as a
function of time.

15F-3 Provides the distribution of elemental
(including elemental and particulate)
and organic iodine in the condenser
which originated in the primary
containment as a function of time.

15F 4 Provides the distribution of elemental
and particulate iodine which originated
in the primary containment in the main
steamline and drain line piping. Shown
is the:

Fraction of total core inventory on the-

pipe surfaces as a function of time.
(FRACTION IN PIPES)

, - Fraction of total core inventory
converted to organie iodine which was

i

originally fixed to the pipes and
! resuspended as a function of

Time integrcted release to the-

condenser.

- Time integrated release from
condenser.

15F 5 Provides fraction of core inventory
released to environment.

O
Amendment 24 151'.1-1
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O 16.9.43 3A43 Standby Gas Treatment Systern

$tandby Gas ireatment System
3.6.4.3

3.6 CONTA!NM[Ni $YST[MS

3.6.4.3 Ittttd|ttigtfrig1Mrit irsits

LCO 3.6.4.3 The Standby Gas 1reatment system (SGTS) shall be OPtRABL[.

APPL!CABillTV: M00[$ 1. 2, and 3
When handling irradiated fuel in the Secondary Containment.
During CORE Al1[ RATIONS,
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor

vessel (OPORVs).

.........................No1[.........................
Conditions A through [ may be concurrently applicable.
......................................................

ACTIONS

CON 0lil0N REQUIRED AC110N COMPLET10N 11M(

L One SGTS fdter train A.] Restore inoperable 7 days from
inoperable Lot hiter train to discover of

gitrasons othcL1haa OPERABLE status. be
CsaditiOILC.

g, Both SGTS filter train B.) Restore at least one 4 hoursinoperable in MODE 1 hiter train to OPERABLE
2. or 3 for reasons status,

other than Condition C, g

B.2 Restore the initial 1 days from
inoperable filter discovery of
train to OPERABLE a

]y
status. subsystem

L hgth SGTS hiter trains L1 Reatate one of t_he 4 hours[npperable in MODE 1. 2 filteL trains ton

gLl. OPERABt F status,

(continued)

ABWR 3.6 37 5/31/89

Amendmect 24 16.9-37
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Standby Gas Treatment System
3.6.4.3

ACTIONS fcontinued)

CONDli!ON RIQUIRfD ACTION COMPLET10N TIME

D. Dequired Actions and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Times of Concition A, 8 MQ
or C not met in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. 0.2 Be in MODE 4 36 hours

L Required Action and E.1 NOT[-- ---- -

associated Completion Provisions of LCO 3.0.3
! Time of Condition A are not applicable.

not met when handling ---------- - --- ---

| trradiated fuel in the
secondary Containment, Suspend handling of Immediately
during COR[ ALTERATIONS, irradiated fuel in the
or during CPDRVs, Secondary Centainment.

QB ehD

"5
E.2 Suspend (ORE ALT [RA110NS. Immediatelyn r e n

hanakng irradiated 33g
fuel in the Secondary
Containment, during [.3 Suspend OPDRVs. As soon as
CORE ALTERATIONS. E''' I''D '

or during OPDRVs.
Oh

Roth filter trains
inocerable when
haQdPMdialtd
fuel in the Segmdgy
Containmenkduung
CORE ALTERATQNS.
or durina OPDRVs.

_

|

|
|

ABWR 3.6-38 5/31/89

9
Amendment 24 W
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lStandby Gas Treatment System
!

3.6.4.3
1URVEILLANCE PEDUIREMENM

$URY[lLLANCE FREQULNCY

| $R 3.6.4.3.1 Demonstrate each SGTS fdter train operates 31 days p.n_t
for a 10 hours with heaters on. RfD IE11

$R 3.6.4.3.2 Demonstrate < 0.05% penetration of the 18 months
SGTS HEPA filters by a DOP test at a system
flow rate of 6800 m3/hr. E

Once within
7 days
after
painting,

+ fire or
chemical
release in
filter
service areaO -

.

Prior to
declaring
subsystem
OPERABLE
after each
complete or
partial
replacemcct
of filter

(continued)

ABWR 3.6 39 5/31/89

O
Arnendtnent 24 '
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Standby Gas Treatment System
,

3.6.4.3

$UDVE11 LANCE PEDVIPIMENTS f continued)

$UF.v[lLLANCE FR[QUINCY

5R 3.6.4.3.3 Demonstrate < 0.05% bypass leakage 18 months
thrcogh the SGT5 charcoal absctber section
by a halogenated hydrocarbon test at a O

3system flow rate of 6800 m /hr. Once within
7 days
after
painting,
fire or
chemical
release in
filter
service area

LN2

Prior to
declaring
subsystem
OPERABLE
after each
complate or
partial
replacement
of adsorber
bank.

(continued)

,

ABWR 3.6 40 5/31/89

Amendment 24
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I

Stancby Gas Treatment System
3.6.4.3

| SURVElttANCE PEOUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVElLLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.3.4 --.....- ---.----NOTE- - - -- -~~--

Analysis to be completed within
31 days of sampling. .

-_

...................................s..

Remove and perform a laboratory analysis 71Q hours
of a SGTS charcoal adsorber sample for of charcoal
methyl iodide penetration. adsosber

operation

MQ

18 months

e.t!D

Once within
7 days

O after
painting,
fire or
chemical
release
in filter
service area

-

SR 3.6.4.3.5 Demonstrate < ( ) inches water gauge 18 months
pressure drop across the combined SGTS HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks at a

| now rate of 6800 m3/hr.

SR 3.6.4.3.6 Perfrom a system functional test of each 18 months
| SGTS filter train which demonstrates

startup and iscJation dampers opening
upon receipt of a simulated automatic
initiation signal.

SR 3.6.4.3.7 Demonstra;e each SGTS heater dissipates 18 months
from ( ) to [ ] kw.

ABWR 3.6-41 S/31/89

Amendment 24 16.941
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Standby Gas Treatment System
3.6.4.3

CPOSS PEFERENtB

T11LE NUMBER

Secondary Containment Isolatton Actuation Instrumentation [ ]

O

ABiiR 3.6 42 5/31/89

O
Amendmeat 9 IW2
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RHR (LPCF); control and maintain pump flow less than the RHR |
+

Pump NPSH Limit and [the RHR Vortex Limit].
1
!
,

RHR (LPCF) PUMP NPSH
120

116 1

g 115
-

*
110

109.4 J 1.05 kg/cm2

105 -

{10Q-- C.70 kg/cm2
N SCO =

95 -

N SCO =
90 L - 0 35 kg/cm2

' -

DO NOT OPERATE
'

) RHR (LPCF) PUMPS q80 -- ABOVE CURVE w SCO =

| | 0.00 kyem2

O 200 400 600 800 1000 1200;

, RHR (LPCF) PUMP FLOW (mahr) -
|
'

KEY: SUPPRESSION CHAMBER OVERPRESSURE (SCO) = '
'

SC AIRSPACE PRESSURE + WATER HEAD OVER SUCTION STRAINEB,

,

RHR (LPCF) VORTEX LIMIT'
3.0

2.5
,

E.
.

2.0

/|d '.a,

f ' *t /'
> . ,

h L! , N3"W \ '+ ,+
__

,

g
= - -

;!|tg < < *y* r,

n a ew _

@ RHR (LPCF) PUMPS
. $bDO NOT OPERATE

"'

s
' '

O.5
tc s >w .,,o, 4s

, &-
. . , < 's

{( .3- ;;y; 3;g. v-

0 200 400 -600 '800 1000 1200
852

RHR (LPCF) PUMP FLOW (m3/hr)

- ABWR RC-5

Amendment 22 i8A.4-5
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If RPV water level cannot be restored and naintained above [370.6 cm
(low level scram setpoint or shutdown cooling RPV water level
interk)ck, whichever is higher)|, maintain RPV water level above [0 cm
(top cf active fuel)].

RPV water level control may be augmented by one or more of the
following systems:

Fire protection system and the Drewater addition mode of RilR(C) |
-

[+ Interconnections with other unitsj
ECCS keep-full systems:-

ilPCF, RilR |
SLC (test tank).

|

! Condensate Makeup Water System+

If RPV water level can be maintained above (O cm (top of active fuel)J
and the ADS timer has initiated, prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

O
If RPV water level cannot be maintained above [0 cm (top of
active fuel)|, enter [ procedure developed from Contingency #1].

RC/L-3 When (procedure for cooldown to cold shutdown conditions) is entered
from IStep RC/P-5), proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with
[ procedure for cooldown to cold shutdown conditionsJ.

ABWR RC-6

Amendment 24 18A.4-6
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RC/P Monitor and control RPV pressure.

If while executing the following steps:

A high drywell pressure ECCS initiation signal [0.12 kg/cm2 g-

(drywell pressure which ininates ECCSii exists, prevent injection from _

those LPCF pumps not required to assure :tdequate core cooling
prior to depressurizing below their maximum injection pcssures.

Em:rgency RPV Depressurization is anticipated and either w #6.

all control rods are insened to or beyond [4.2% (Maximum
Subcritical Banked Withdrawal Posit on)] or it has beeni

determined that the reactor will remain shutdown under all conditions
without baron, rapidly depressurize the RPV with the main
turbine bypass valves.

Emergency RPV Depressurization is required and less than.

![8 (number of SRVs dedicated to ADS)| SRVs are open, enter
Iprocedure developed from Contingency #21,

RPV water level cannot be determined and less than [8 (number.

of SRVs dedicated to ADS)] SRVs are open, enter { procedure
developed from Contingency #21 _

RPV water level cannot be detennined and at least [8 (number.

of SRVs dedicated to ADS)] SRVs are opn, enter [ procedure
'

developed from Contingency #41

O
ABWR RC-7

Amendment 24 18 A.4-7
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RC/P-1 if any SRV is cycling, manually open SRVs until RPV pressure drops to
[68.32 kg/cm2 g (RPV pressure at which all turbine bypass valves are fully
open)].

If while executing the following steps:

Suppression pool temperature cannot be maintained sr #6-

below the lieat Capacity Temperature Limit, maintain
RPV pressure below the Limit.

HEAT CAPACITY TEMPERATURE LIMIT
115

@ 110

2

103
~

.

100 EMERGENCY RPV\,d DEPRESSURIZATION
w 95 REQUIRED

!. V e: y
f

,,

qA

s x
|',~', N '

M
s N -

.* 65

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 00

RPV PRESSURE (kg/cm2)

Suppression pool water level cannot be maintained*

below the SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit, maintain RPV rr #6
pressure below the Limit.

ABWR RC-8

Amendn en 22 18 A 4 8
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O

.

SRV Tall PIPE LEVEL LIMIT
14

13

12 6 - -

EMERGENCY RPV
7- 12 DEPRESSURIZATION
d REQUIRED

11" T

10

!* N; x
'

S 8
3 h >

7

6

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
28 1

RPV PnESSURE (ko'cm2)

O Steam Cooling is required, enter [ procedure developed from-

Contingency r3).

_

If while executing the following steps:

Boron injection is required, and.

The main condenser is available, and.

There has been no indication of gross fuel failure or steam line.

break,

open MSIVs, bypassing low RPV water level isolation interlocks if necessary,
to re-establish the main condenser as a heat sink.

ABWR RC-9

Amendment 24 18A.4 9
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RC/P-2 Stabilire PPV pressure at a pressure below |74.9 kg/cm2 g (high RPV pressure
scram setimint)) with the mein turbine bypass valves.

RPV pressure control may be augmented by one or more of the following
systems:

SRVs only when suppression pool water icvel is above [2.291 m (ebvatio'i*

of top of SRV discharge devite)}; open SRVs in the following
sequence if possible: ITable (SRV opening sequence));if the continuouri

SRV pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailable, place the control
switch f or each SRV in the AUTO mode. |

SRV Opening Sequence

Valve Valve Valve
Sequence & Scouence & Scouence &

gI C 7 11 13 11

2 L S R 14 M
3 F 9 D 15 E
4 T 10 K 16 U
5 A 11 G 17 1

6 N 12 S 18 P
,

RCIC with suction f rom the condensate storage tank w #3,4 |
+

[Other steam driven equipment!*

RWCU (recirculation mode h bypassing regenerative heat exchangers+

and filter /demineralizers and,if necessary, defeating SLC and other
isolation interlocks.

Main steam line drains.

RWCU (blowdown mode)if no boron has been injected f ato the RPV;.

refer to [ sampling proceduresj prior to initiating blowdown.

If while executing the following steps the reactor is not shut down, return to
[ Step RC/P-21

i

ABWR RC 10

Anrn.huent 2 4 18A 4-10

__
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RC/P-3 When either:

' All control rods are insened to or beyond [4.2% (Maximum Suberitical.

Banked Withdrawal Position)l, or

lt has been detennined that the reactor will remain shutdown under all*

conditions without boron, or

[541.8 kgm (Cold Shutdown Baron Weight)] of baron have been injected-

into the RPV, or

The reactor is shutdown and no baron has been injected into the RPV,-

depressurize the RPV and maintain cooldown rate below 155.6 *C/hr (RPV

cooldown rate LCO)].

If one or more SRVs are being used to depressurize the RPV and the
continuous SRV pneumatic supply is or becomes unavailable, depressurize
with sustained SRV opening.

RC/P-4 When the shutdown cooling RPV pressure interlock clears, initiate shutdown
cooling using only those RilR subsytems not required to maintain RPV water
level above [370.6 cm (RPV water level shutdown cooling interlock)] by
operation in the LPCF mode.

If shutdown cooling cannot be establi3hed and further cooldown is required,
continue to cool down using one or more of the systems used for
depressuri/.ation.

Ov
ABWR RC-I l

Amendment 24 1EAA.ll
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9

RC/P-5 When either:

All control rods are inserted to or beyond [4.2% (Maximum Subcritical*

Banked Withdrawal Position)], or

It has been determined that the reactor will remain shutdown under all*

cortditions without boron, or

[541.8 Pgm (Cold Shutdown Boron Weight)] of boron have been injectede *

into the RPV,

proceed to cold shutdown in accordance with [ procedure for cooldown to cold

shutdown conditions).

9

-

ABWR RC-12

Amendment 22 18A 4-12
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If while executing the following steps SLC tank water level drops
to [ 0 m3 (low SLC tank water level)), manually trip the
SLC pumps.

__ . , _

RC/Q-6.1 If boron is not being injected into the RPV by RWCU and
RWCU is not isolated, bypass regenerative heat exchangers
and filter /demineralizers.

RC/Q-6.2 Continue to inject boron until [541.8 kgm (Cold Shutdown
Boron Weight)) of bomn have been injected into the RPV.

RC/Q 6.3 Enter (scram procedure].

RC/Q-7 Insert control rods as follows:

RC/Q-7.1 Reset ARI, bypassing ARI logic trips if necessary. |

RC/Q-7.2 Insert control rods with one or more of the following methods:

De-enegize scram solenoids*

Vent the scram air header+

Reset the scram, bypassing RPS logic trips if necessary,*

and iniuate a manual scram
Open individual scram test switches.

Drive control rods, defeating RSCS and RWM+

interlocks if necessary
.

ABWR RC- 15

Amendment 24 18A.4-l$
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DW/f-2 Before drywell temperature reaches (171 *C (maximum
temperature at which ADS qualined or drywell design
temperatum, whichever is lower)) but only if suppression
pool water level is below [l1,70 m (cicvation of txittom of
suppression Ixxil-to--lower-drywell vent)] and drywell
temperature and pressure are within the Drywell Spray
initiation Limit, shut down drywell cooling fans and initiate
drywell sprays using only those RilR subsystems (RilR(B),
RilR(C)) not required to assure adequate core cooling by
continuous operation in the LPCF mode.

If ittlR(B) and RilR(C) are not available for drywell sprays,
initiate drywell sprays using the fire protection system and firewater
additon mode of RllR(C).

DRYWELL SPRAY INITIATION LIMIT
110

0 -

100

es e - s2
bW

00 NOT START90
5 DRYWELL SPRAYS
r
h 80 ,

5;y --

.c

$
8 so

40

06 C5 10 15 20 25 30
0 33 1 46

DRYWELL PRESSURE (kg/cm2)

O ABWR PC-5

Amendment 24 18A.5 5
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DWA'-3 When drywell temperature cannot be maintained below
[171 *C (maximum temperature at which ADS qualified or drywell
design temperature, whichever is lower)], EMERGENCY

RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

O

OABWR PC-6

Amendment 22
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2PC/P Monitor and control primary containment pressure below [0.12 kg/cm g (high
drywell pressure scram setpoint)] using the following systems:

SGTS RBilVAC, and nitrogen vent and purge only if containment.

pressure is less than [0.14 kg/cm2 g (SGTS and RBIIVAC design
pressure)]; use [ containment vent and purge operating procedures].

When primary containment pressure cannot be maintained below [0.12 kg/cm2g 3
(high drywell pressure scram setpoint)], or the offsite radioactivity release rate
reaches the offsite release rate LCO, isolate the primary containment vent
and purge.

I

If while executing the following steps suppression pool sprays have been
2initiated and suppression chamber pressure drops below [0.12 kg/cm g (high

drywell pressure scram setpoint)], temiinate suopression pool sprays.

O
2PC/P- 1 Before suppression chamber pressure reaches [0.728 kg/cm g

Suppression Chamber Spray Initiation Pressure)), but only if
suppression pool water level is below [18.90 m (elevation of
suppression pool spray nonles)], initiate suppression pool sprays
using only those RilR subsystems (RilR(B), RHR(C)) not required

_

to assure adequate core cooling by continuous operation in the LPCF
mode.

If RilR(B) and RilR(C) are not available for suppression pool
sprays, initiate suppression pool sprays using the fire protection
system and the firewater addition mode of RilR(C).

ABWR PC-7

Amendment 24 18A.5 7
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If while executing the following steps drywell sprays have been
initiated and drywell pressure drops below [0.12 kg/cm2 g (Itigh
drywell pressure scram setpoint)], terminate drywell sprays.

PC/P-2 When suppression chamber pressure exceeds [0.728 kg/cm2 g
(Suppression Chamber Spray initiation Pressure)] but only if
suppression pool water level is below [11.70 m (clevation of bottom
of suppression pool-to--lowerwirywell vent)] and drywell
temperature and pressure are within the Drywell Spray Initiation
Limit, shutdown drywell cooling fans and initiate drywell sprays
using only those RHR subsystems (RilR(B), RilR(C)) not required
to assure adequate core cooling by continuous operation in the LPCF
mode.

If RilR(B) and RHR(C) are not available for drywell sprays, g
initiate drywell sprays using the fire protection system and the
firewater addition mode of RHR(C).

DRYWELL SPRAY INITIATION LIMIT
110

_ 105 0 --
R 100
|E b

h DO NOT START90
onYWELL SPAAYSg

aj 80 ,

$ ,

y ca's--
'

<

h
'

e
E 50

40

00 0.5 10 1.5 20 2.5 30
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ABWR PC-8
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PC/P-6 When suppr::ssion chamber pn'ssure cannot be maintained below
[(the Primary Containment Pressure Limit)], then irrespective of
whether adequate core cooling i; assured:

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PRESSURE LIMIT

u

-| START SPRAYS |
6

'

p
g 56
5 s
8
W
$ d

E,
5
5.E,
E ta.

O *
0

!- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 -

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL (m)

.lf suppression pool water level is below [18.90 m (elevation of -.

suppression pool spray nozzles)] initiate suppression
pool sprays. Suppression pool sprays may be augmented -
by the fire protection system and the firewater addition mode of -
RiiR(C).

If suppression pool water levelis below [11.70 m (elevation of ..

bottom of suppression pool-to-lower-drywell vent)] .
and drywell temperature and pressure are within the
Drywell Spray initiation Limit, shut down drywell
cooling fans and initiate drywell sprays. Drywell spray .
may be augmented by the fire protection system and the

firewater addition mode of RilR(C).

!

'

.

% ABWR PC- 10

Amendment 24 18A'.5 10
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SP/L Monitor and control suppression pool water level.

If while executing the following steps Primary Containment Fkxiding is
required, enter [ procedure developed from Contingency #6].

SP/L 1 Maintain suppression pool water level between (7.1 m (maximum
suppression pool water level LCO)] and [7.0 m (minimum
suppression pool water level LCO)); refer to (sampling
procedurel prior to discharging water, if suppression pool water
level cannot be maintained above [7.0 m (minimum suppression 1xx>l
water level LCO)), enter [ procedure developed from the RPV
Control Guideline] at [ Step RC-1] and execute it concurrently with
step [SP/L-2j.

O
Use the following systems to makeup to the suppression pool:+

- SPCU

! - RCIC
- IIPCF
- Fire protection system and firewater addition mode of

; RilR(CL
i

Use the following systems to reject water from the.

j suppression pool:

- RilR

If suppn ssion pool water level cannot be maintained above
(7.0 m 01inimum suppression pool water level LCO)), execute
[ Step SF/L-21

If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained below
[7.1 m (maximum suppression pool water level LCO)], execute
[ Step SP/L-31

O)%

ABWR PC- 11

Amendment 24 18A.5-il
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SP/L 2 SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL BELOW
[7.0 m (minimum suppression pool waterlevel LCO)]

SP/L-2.1 Maintain suppression pool water level above the
lieat C:ipacity Level Limit.

HEAT CAPACITY LEVEL LIMIT

7.50

7 00

\1
g 6 50
$ EMERGENCY RPV

6 00 yg

,

h 550
'

a
E 5 00

8 \ ' eE4.50

4 45

4 00
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 - 60

21.6

MARGIN FROM SUPPRESSION POOL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE TO HCTL (C) .

where llCTL Margin = Ileat Capacity Temperature Limit .
- Suppression pool temperature,

t.

| If suppression pool water level cannot be maintained
| above the llcat Capacity Level Limit EMERGENCY

RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

|- (SP/L-2.2 Deleted-not applicable to ABWR)

|

| ABWR PC-12 .

!

Amendment 24 18A.5-12
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i

SP/L-3.3 - Maintain primary containment water level below the
,

Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit.

MAX PRIMARY _ CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL LIMIT
30

Mg. '* i ,si; ; ,_ +
1

, ,

1 27.2- V sjgs >

d as
* -

h
*

, - - s

T ?%{ *t >

Q 20

il:
_

w;',,-+

16
y ,

SToP
10 '

INJECTION
> FROM ..

OUTSIDE
5 PRIMARY

f CONT.

. .

O e , 2 . . . . 7
5.6

SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PRESSURE (kg/cm2)
.,

,

If primary containment water level cannot be maintained
below the Maximum Primary Containment Water Level
Limit, terminate injection into the primary containment
from sources external to the primary containment
irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured.

i ' -
v ABWR PC-15

.

Amendment 22 18 A.515
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PC/ll Monitor and control hydrogen and oxygen concentrations

if while executing the following steps:

The hydrogen or oxygen monitoring system is or becomes unavailable,*

sample the drywell and suppression chamber for hydrogen and oxygen in
accordance with [ sampling procedure].

Drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration cannot be*

detennined to be below 6% and drywell or suppression chamber oxygen
concentration cannot be determined to be below 5% EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED; enter [ procedure developed from
the RPV Control Guideline] at (Step RC-1] and execute it concurrently with
this procedure; secure and prevent operation of the FCS and, initiate
suppression pool and drywell sprays in accordance with [ Step PC/H-4] until
drywell and suppression chamber hydrogen concentrations can be
determined to be below 67c or drywell and suppression chamber oxygen

gconcentrations can be determined to be below 5%

PC/H 1 When drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration
reaches [0.1% (minimun' detectable hydrogen concentration)], but
only if the offsite radioactivity release rate is expected to remain
below the offsite release rate LCO and primary containment
pressure is below [0.14 kg/cm2 g (SGTS and RBHVAC design
pressure)], vent and purge the primary containment, bypassi1g
isolation interlocks (except drywell pressure and radiation interlocks) |
if necessary, to restore and maintain drywell and suppression
chamber hydrogen concentrations below [0.1% (minimum detectable
hydrogen concentration)] as follows:

If while executing the following steps the offsite radioactivity
release rate reaches the olfsite release rate LCO, or primary
containment pressure exceeds [.0.14 kg/cm2 g (SGTS and
RBHVAC design pressure)}, isolate the primary containment verr.
and purge.

.

ABWR PC- 16

Amendment 24 18A.5-16
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PC/H-3 Monitor and control hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in the
suppression chamber.

PC/H-3.1 When suppression chamber hydrogen concentration
reaches [0.5% (minimum hydrogen concentration for
recombiner operation or minimum detectable hydrogen
concentration, whichever is higher)], but only if
suppression pool level is below [11.70 m (elevation of
bottom of suppression pool-to-lower drywell vent)],
and only if drywell hydrogen concentration is below
[6% (maximum hydrogen concentration for recombiner
operation or 6%, whichever is lower)] or drywell
oxygen concentration is below [5% (maximum oxygen
concentration for recombiner operation or 5%,
whichever is lower)], place FCS in service and enter
[ procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline]
at [ Step RC-1] and execute it concurrently with this
procedure.

(PC/H-3.2 Deleted, not applicable to ABWR.)

i

ABWR PC-19

Amendment 22 18A.5 19
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O

PC/ll-4 When drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration reaches
6% and drywell or suppression chamber oxygen concentration is above
SG , EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

If while executing the following steps suppression pool or drywell
sprays have been initiated and:

Suppression chamber pressure drops below [0.12 kg/cm2 g*

(high drywell pressure scram setpoint)], tenninate suppression
pool sprays.

Drywell pressure drops below 10.12 kg/cm2 g (high drywell.

pressure scram setpoint)], tenninate drywell sprays.

PC/Il-4.1 If suppression pool water level is below [18.90 m
(elevation of suppression pool spray nozzles)], initiate h
suppression pool sprays using only those RilR
subsystems (RilR(B), R11RtC)) not required to assure
adequate core cooling by continuous operation in the
LPCF mode.

If RilR(B) and RilR(C)are not available for
suppression pool sprays, initiate suppression pool
sprays using the fire protection system and the firewater
addition mode of RilR(C).

ABWR PC-20

Amendment 24 18A.5 20
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'

PC/Il-4.2 (Deleted - not applicable to ABWR.)
~ '

7

PC/Il-43 (Deleted - not applicable to ABWR,)
.

PC/114.4 If suppression pool water level is below (11.70 m
(elevation of bottom of suppression
pool-to-lower-drywell vent)) and drywell temperature,
and pressure are within the Drywell Spray Initiation
Limit, shut down drywell cooling fans and initiate -
drywell sprays using only those RilR subsystems
(RiiR(B), RilR(C)) not required to assure adequate core
cooling by continuous operation in the LPCF mode.

If RHR(B) and RilR(C) are not available for drywell
sprays, initiate drywell sprays using the fire protection
system and the firewater addition mode of RilR(C),

.

ORYWELL SPRAY INITIATION LIMIT
110

,

105 0 - -

-

0'** 8
0 - DO NOT STARTgo
5 DHYWELL SPRAYS
t

' 3

70 -

y 68 6 -'-
<

60

E

f $ - 50

- 40

| -- ~

1 46
00 05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3D

- 0 33
DRYWELL PRESSURE (kg/cm2)

L

LO
ABWR PC-21

i.
Amendment 24 - 18A.5-21
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PCal-5 When drywell or suppression chamber hydrogen concentration
cannot be restored and maintained below 6% and drywell or
suppression chamber oxygen concentration cannot be restored and
rnaintained below 5%, then irrespective of whether adequate core
cooling is assured:

If while executing the fo!!owing steps suppression pool or drywell
sprays have been initiated and:

Suppression chamber pressure drops below [0.12 kg/cm2 g*

(high drywell pressure scram setpoint)], terminate suppression
pool sprays.

Drywell pressure drops below [0.12 kg/cm2 g (high drywell*

pressure scram setpoint)], terminate drywell sprays.

O
PCai-5.1 If suppression pool water level is below (18.90 m

(elevation of suppression pool spray nozzles)], initiate
suppression pool sprays.

ABWR PC-22

Amendment 22
18A 5-22
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18A.6 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

PURPOSE I

The purpose of this guideline is to:

Protect equipment in the secondary containment,*

Limit radioactivity release to the secondary containment, and either:*

Maintain secondary containment integrity, or*

Limit radioactivity release from the secondary containment.*

ENTRY CONDITIONS

The entry conditions for this guideline are any of the following secondary containment
conditions:

Differential pressure at or above 0 mm of water*

Os
An area temperature above the maximum normal operating temperature*

A HVAC cooler differential temperature above the maximum normal operating*

differentialtemperature
_ _

A HVAC exhaust radiation level above the maximum nonnal operating radiation*

level
An area radiation level above the maximum normal operating radiation level*

A floor drain sump water level above the maximum normal operating water level*

An area water level above the maximum normal operating water level*

ABWR SC-1

Amendment 22 18 A.6-1
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

If while executing the following steps secondary containment liVAC exhaust
radiation level exceeds [0.2 mR/hr Reactor Building or 2.0 mR/hr Fuel llandling
Area (secondary containment llVAC isolation setpoint)):

Confinn or manually initiate isolation of secondary containment*

ilVAC, and

Confirm initiation of or manually initiate SGTS. |.

If while executing the following steps:

Secondary containment ilV AC isolates, and,-

Secondary containment ilV AC exhaust radiation level is below h*

{0.2 mR/hr Reactor Building or 2.0 mR/hr Fuel llandling Area (secondary
containment !!VAC isolation setpoint)l,

restart secondary containment flVAC, defeating high drywc!1 pressure and

j low RPV water level isolation interlocks if necessary.

Irrespective of the entry condition, execute [ Steps SC/T, SC/R and SC/L1
concurrently.

O
ABWR SC-2

hndment 24 18A 6-2
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Talile 1
Operating Values of Secondary Containment Parameters

(Coni.)
Maximum Maximum
Nonnal Safe

Operating Operating
Secondary Containment Parameter Value Value

Floor Drain Sump Water Level m

Sump llCU Area - 0* HiIli Alarm N/A
Surnp RHR(A)& RCIC Area Ili Hi Alarm N/A
Sump RIIR(C)& IIPCF(C) Area IliIli Alarm N/A
Sump llCU Area 180' lliIli Alarm N/A
Sump itilR(II) & llPCF(II) Area IliIli Alarm N/A

Area Water Level Un m

El. 8200 T.M.S.L (Floor 100-Il3F)
+ llCU Area - O' 5 127

O + RilR(A) Pump & lix Roorn 5 213
+ RCIC Room 5 140
. IIPCF(C) Pump Room 5 288

HilR(C) Pump & lix Room 5 213
* CRD Pump Runn 5 70
. IlCU Area .180' 5 127
+ RilR(B) Pump & lix Room 5 213

HPCF(II) Pump Room 5 288
* CUW Non Regen. Ilx Roorn 5 >20
+ CUW Pump Ar:a 5 85

El. 1700 T.M.S.L (Ibor 200-82F)
. TIP Area 5 >20
* ECCS Pump Maintenance Arca 5 >20
+ Valve Room A 5 *

Valve Room C 5 >20
. FMCRD & RIP Maintenance Area 5 >20
. Valve Room B 5. >20 |
. CUW Regen. Ilx & Valve Area 5 >20
. CUW F/D Valve Area 5 >20

El. 4800 T.M.S.L (Floor 300-B I F)
+ RPV instrument Area 1 & 3 5 >20
* RPV instrument Area 2 & 4 5 >20

CUW/FPC F/D Area 5 >20

* 1.cvel of detail not avadable; should be bottom of MOV elevation.

' '

ABWR SC-I l
.

Amendment 24 18 A.6-i l
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Table 1
Operating Values of Secondary Containment Parameters

(Cont.)
Maximum Maximum

Normal Safe
Operating Operating

Secondary Containment Parameter Value Value

Arca Water Level cm cm

El. I2300 T.M.S.L. (Floor 4041F)
* Valve Room A 5 >20
* Valve Room C 5 >20
* FCS Area 5 >20
* Vulve Room B 5 >20
* CUW Valve Area 5 >20

El. I8100 T.M.S.L. (Floor 500-2F)
* Main Steam /FW Tunnel 5 400
* FPC Area

lix Area 5 >20
- Pump Area 5 100

h- Valve Area 5 >20

El. 23500 T.M.S.L. (Floor 600-3F)
* SRV/MSIV Maintenance Room 5 >20
* SLC Area 5 46
* SGTS Area

Fan Area 5 >20
- Filter Train Area 5 >20

!

:

I

i
1

:

(

ABWR SC-12

| Anwndment 22 18A+12
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18 A.7 II ADIOACTIVITY ltEl, EASE CONTitol, GUIDEl,INE

R ADIOACTIVITY RELEASE CONTROL OU!DELINE

PURPOSE

'ihe purpose of this guideline is to limit radioactivity release into amas outside the
primary and secondary containments.

[E]LY CONijlTIONS

De entry condition for this guideline is:

Of fsite radioactivity release rate atove the offsite release rate which requires an.

Alert.

OPER ATOR ACTIONS

O -

11 w hile executing the following steps tutbine building ilVAC is shutdown
restart turbine building ilVAC.

RR 1 Isolate all primary systems that are discharging into areas outside the
primary and secondary containments execpt systems required to
assure adequate core cooling or shut down the reactor.

If the radioactivity release rate continues to increase enter iprocedure
developed from the RPV Control Guidelinel at (Step RC-1] and
execute it concurrently with this procedure.

RR 2 When offsite radioactivity release rate approaches or exceeds the
offsite release rate which requires a General Emergency but only if a
primary system is discharging into an area outside the primary and
secondary containments, EMERGENCY RPV
DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

O AllWR RR-1

%wnJment 24 18A.71
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(Cl-1 Deleted - not applicable to ABWR)

Cl 2 Line up for injection, start pumps, and irrespective of pump NPSil
and s onex limits, increase injection flow to the maximum with 2 or
more of the following injection subsystems:

Feedwater / Condensate.

llPCF(ll) __

e

IIPCF(C).

RilR A (LPCF).

RilR-il(LPCFi.

RilR C(LPCF).

If less than 2 of the injection subsystems can be lined up, commence
lining up as many of the following allemate injection subsystems as
possible:

Fire protection system and the firewater addition mode of*

RilR(C)O linierconnections with other units).

ECCS Leep full systems:.

ilPCF, RilR |
SLC (test tank).

Condensate Makeup Water System.

-

O ABWR Cl 3

Amenawnt 24 18A.8-3
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Cl 3 If RPV pressure is above [14 kg/cm2 g (highest RPV pressure at
which the shutoff head of a low-water-quality abernate injection
subsystem (excluding SLC) is reached)]:

If while executing the following steps RPV pressure drops below
(14 kg/cm2 g (highest RPV pressure at which the shutoff head of a
low water quality attemate injection subsystem (excluding SLC)is
reached)], continue in this procedure at [ Step Cl-4).

Cl-3.1 If no injection subsystem is lined up for injection with 3
at least one pump running, start pumps in alternate

~

injection subsystems which are lined up for injection.

C 1-3.2 When RPV water level drops to [0 cm (top of active
fuel)]:

If any system, injection subsystem or alternate*

injection subsystem is lined up with at least one
pump running, EMERGENCY RPV

DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.

If no system, injection subsystem or altemate
_

*

injection subsystem is lined up with at least one
pump running, STEAM COOLING IS REQUIRED.

Cl-4 When RPV pressure drops below (14 kg/cm2 g (highest RPV
pressure at which the shutoff head of a low-water-quality attemate
injection subsystem (excluding SLC) is reached)]:

C l-4.1 Line up for injection, start pumps, and irrespective of
pump NPSH and vonex limits, increase injection flow
to the maximum with all systems and injection
subsystems.

ABWR Cl 4

Anwndment 22 Ig A g.4
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C2~ 2 When cilher:

All contiol nuts are inserted to or beyond [4.2% (Maximuni.

Soberitical llanked Withdrawal Position)l, or

lt has tren detennined that the reactor will reniain shutdown under=

all conditions without txnon, or

1541.8 kg (Cold Shutdown lloron Weight)) of lxnon have been injected |*

into the Ill'V, or

'the reactor is shutdown arid no tx>ron has been injected into the 1(PV,=

enter | procedure descloped Irotn tlie 1(l'V Control Guidelinel at [ Step t

it C/i> -4 ).

O

O AllWit C2 3

Amniamna ;4 su9 3
|
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C4. I jf any control rmi cannot be determined to be inserted to or beyond !

14.2% (Maxiinutn Suberitical llanked Withdrawal Position)J and it has not been ,

deterinined that the teartot will ternain shutdown under all conditions without
'

boron, fhol the 1(PV as follows:

If w hile executing the following steps either all control rods ase inserted to or
beyond [4.2% (Maximum Suberitical llanked Withdrawal Position)} or it has
be been determined that the reactor will reinain shutdown under all conditions
without boron but RPV water level cannot be determined, continue in this
procedure at | Step C4 2).

C4- 1.1 Tereninate and prevent all injection into the itPV excep;
from boron injection systems and CRD until RPV
preuure is below the Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure.

O Number of open SRVs Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure
(kg/cm2 g)

8 or more 9.48
7 10.98
6 12.98
5 15.78
4 19.99
3 27.00
2 40.99

Ifless than [2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below
the lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs can be opened,
continue in this procedure,

C4 l.2 If at least [6 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for
limergency Depressurization)J SRVs can be opened,
close the MSIVs, main steam line drain valves,and
RCIC isolation valves.

AllWR C4-3

Anendment 22 Is A 113
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C4- 1.3 Commence and, irrespective of pump NPSil
and vortex limits, slowly increase injection into tr #7
the RPV with the following systems until at least

12 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum
Altemale RPV Flooding Pressure is below thelowest
SRV lif ting pressure)) SRVs arc open and RPV
pressure is above the hiinimum Altemate RPV
Fkioding Pressure:

Motor driven feedwater pumps, defeating high RPV*

water level isolation interk>eks if r.ecessary.
Condensate pumps.

CRD.

RilR (l.PCF).

If less than 12 (minimum number of SRVs for which the
Minimum Altemate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the
lowest SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs are open or RPV g
pressure cannot be increased to above the Minimum W
Altemate RPV Flooding Pressure, commence and,
irrespective of pump NPSil and vortex limits, slowly
increase injection into the RPV with the following
systems until at least 12 (minimum number of SRVs for
which the Minimum Allemate RPV Fkxxiing Pressure is
below the lowest SRV lifting pressure)] SRVs are
open and RPV pressure is above the Minimum Altemate
RPV Fhxxling Pressum:

IIPCF(II, C), defeating high RPV water level*

isolation interlocks if necessary.
Fire protection system and the firewater addition.

mode of RiiR(C)
ECCS keep-full systems*

llPCF, RilR
Condensate Makeup Water System*

A13 WR C4-4

Amendment 24 I B A. l l-4
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If less than [2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting
pressure)) SRVs are open or RPV pressure cannot be increased to
above the Minimum Altemate RPV Flooding Pressure PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
[ procedure developed from Contingency #6] and (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at [ Step RC/P-4) and
ex.ecute these procedures concurrently.

C4-1.4 When at least [2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the lowest
SRV lifting pressure)) SRVs are open and RPV pressure is above
the Minimum Altemate RPV Flooding Pressure, controlinjection to
maintain at least [2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the

O Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the lowest
SRV lifting pressure)] SRVs open and RPV presswe above the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure but as low as
practicable.

C4- 1.5 When all control rods are inserted to or beyond [4.27c (Maximum

Suberitical Banked Withdrawal Position)) or it has been determined
that the reactor will remain shutdown under all conditions without
boron, continue in this procedure.

Ce if at least (6 (Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency
D pressurization)) SRVs can be opened or if a HPCF or motor driven
Jeedwater pump is available for injection, close the MSIVs, main steam
line drain valves, and RCIC isolation valves.

ABWR C4-5

Anrndment 22 iga.ll 5
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C4-3 Fhxxl the RPV as follows:

C4-3 1 Commence and, irrespective of pump NPSil and vonex limits,
increase injection into the RPV with the following systems until at
least [6 (Niinimum Number of SRVs Requirrd for Emergency
Depressurization)] SRVs are open and RPV pressure is not
decreasing and is [3.27 kg/cm2 g (Minimum RPV Pkxxling
Pressure >J or rnore above suppression chamber pressure'

1

IIPCF, defeating high RPV water level isolation interlocks if |.

necessary, )
Moter driven feedwater pumps, defeating high RPV water level.

isolation interlocks il necessary.
RilR (LPCF).

Condensate pumps.

CRD.

Fire protection system and firewater addition mode of RilR(C) |.

[ Interconnections with other unitsj.

ECCS Leep-full systems g.

H PCF, RilR W
SLC (test tank) |.

Condensate Makeup Water System.

ABWR C4-6

Amendment 24 18 A.ll 6
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18A.12 CONTINGENCY #5, LEVEIJPOWER CONTROL

CONTINGENCY #5
LEVEI1 POWER CONTROL

|

If while executing the following steps:

!
RPV water level cannot be determined, enter [ procedure developed from i

+

Contingency #4).

All control rods are inserted to or beyond [4.2% (Maximum Suberitical*

llanked Withdrawal Position)) or it has been determined that the reactor will
remain shutdown under all conditions without boron, enter (procedure
developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at [ Step RC/L1,

Primary containment water level and suppression chamber pressure cannot be+

maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit,
i

then irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured terminate
i

O injection into the primary containment from sources external to the primary
containment until primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment Water
Level Limit.

MAX PRIMARY CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL LIMIT
30
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C51 Prevent automatic initiation of ADS.

C5 2 If:

Reactor power is atuive 15% ( APRM downscale trip)] or cannot be.

detemiined, and

Suppression pool temperature is atxwe the lloron Injection Initiation _

.

Temperature, and

BORON INJECTION INITIATION TEMPERATURE
47.0g

Gi
* 4c.s
h 46.39
$ 4c.0
$
w

} 45.s g
<

(# 45.0
e <

f 44.5
a

44.0

E 43.5
EC 43,33 - <

a
* 43 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2.21

2.56 RE ACTOR POWER (%)

Either an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure is atxwe.

(0.12 kg/cm2 g (high drywell pressure scram setpoint)),

ABWR C5 2

Amendment 24 18 A.12-2
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%

C5-2 (continued)

'Ihen:

11 any NISIV is open, bypass low RPV water level h1SIV isolation interlocks,.

and

l ower RPV water level, irrespective of any consequent reactor power or.

RPV water level oscillations, by tenninating and preventing all injection
into the RPV except Irom txnon injection systems and CRD until either:

Reactor power drops below [59 ( APRN1 downscale trip)|, or.

RPV water level reaches [0 crn (top of active fuel)), or.

All SRVs rernain closed and drywell pressure remains tx' low.

10.12 kg/cm2 g (high drywell pressure scrani setpoint)J.

O
V

.

\

'w) All W R C5- 2.1

Armnamtni 24 tgA 12 2.]
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Stiintlartl Plant av4

O :

If w hile executing the following steps limergency RPV Depressuri/ation is required,
continue in this procedure at (Step C5 31 J.

If while executing the following step;

Reactor power is above 15% ( APRM dow nscale trip)) or cannot le detennined,*

and

RPV water level is above 10 cm (top of active fuel)), and.

Suppression pml ternperature is above [the lloron injection Initiation.

Temperature J, and

liither an SRV is open or opens or drywell pressure is atove (0.12 k '/cm2 g.
!

(lugh drywell pressure scram setpoint)],

scium to (Step C5 2].O
C5-3 Maintain RPV water level either: ** #7

Il RPV water level was dehberately lowered in { Step C5-2|, between.

[-74.4 cm (Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water I.evel)] and the level to
w hich it w as lowered, or

If RPV water level was not deliberately lowered in IStep C5 21, between.

[0 cm (top of active f uct)| and |474.2 cm (high level trip setpoint)), with the
following systems:

I

j - Condensate /feedwater

- CRD

- RCIC with sucuon f rom the condensate storage tank, $r #3,4
bypassing low RPV pressure and area high temperature
isolation interhicks and high suppression Ixx>l water level

j suction transfer logic if necessary.

O AllWR C5 3

Anwndment 24 18A 121
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RilR (LPCF); control and maintain pump flow less than the ItllR Pump.

NPSil Limit and the RilR Vonex 1.imit |
!

RHR (LPCF) PUMP NPSH
120

It5'4e
_.

'w N $CO .
g 10 1.0$ kg/cm2

'
105g N SCO .

10Q~
- 0 70 ko'cm2

95 -

E % SCo n

g M61 0.35 kgicm2

$ %
* %

-35 ' m
DO NOT OPERATE
RHR (LPCF) PUMPS

M- - ADOVE CURVE w SCO .

g g 0 00 ko'em2
75

0 200 '400 600 000 1000 1200 i

RHR (LPCF) PUMP FLOW (m11w)

KEY. SUPPRESSION CHAMBE R OVERPRESSURE (SCO) .
SC AIRSPACE PRESSURE * WATER HEAD OVE R SUCTION STRAINER

RHR (LPCF) VORTEX UMIT
30

2.5

.E
>

d
[ 2.0
" / !

I' "$1 #
7

i 1.0g
"

DO NOT OPERATE
RHR (LPCF) PUMPSg

05

0.0

0_ 200 400 000 800 1000_ 1200

RHR (LPCF) PUMP FLOW (m3h)

G.' ABWR C5 4
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Standard Plant ac u

O

If RPV water level was not deliberately lowered in [ Step C5-2] and RPV water
level cannot be maintained above (O cm (top of active fuel)), maintain RPV
water level between [-79.4 cm (Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level)]
and [474.2 cm (high level trip setpoint)].

If RPV water level cannot be maintained above [ 79.4 cm (Minimum Steam
Cooling RPV Water Level)], EMERGENCY RPV DEPRESSURIZATION IS
REQUIRED:

__

C5-3.1 Terminate and prevent all injection into the RPV except from boron
injection systems, CRD, and RCIC until RPV pressure is below the
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.

Number of open SRVs Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure
(kg/cm2 g)

8 or more 9.48
7 10.98
6 12.98
5 15.78
4 19.99

_

3 27.00
2 40.99

If less than [2 (minimum number of SRVs for which the Minimum
Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting
pressure)] SRVs can be opened, continue in this procedure.

O AnwR C5 5

Anendmem 22 I B A.12-5
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9

CS 3.2 Commence and, irrespective of pump NPSil and
sonex limits, slowly increase injection into the RPV sr #7
with the following systems to restore and maintain RPV
water level above (O cm Hop of active fuel)]:

Condensate /feedwater*

CRD.

RCIC with suction Irom the condensate storage pool,+

defeating low RPV pressure isolation and area high temperature
interlocks and high suppression pool water level suction transfer
logic if necessary.
RilR (LPCF)*

If RPV water level cannot be restomd and maintained abovc 10 cm
(top of active f uel)), restore and maintain RPV water level atx)ve
[ 79.4 cm (hiinimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level)].

If RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above
[-79A cm (htinimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level)|, commence gand,irn:spective of pump NPSil and vonex limits, slowly increase
injection into the RPV with the following systems to restore and

maintain RPV water level above [ 79.4 cm (hiinimum Steam
Cooling RPV Water Level)):

IIPCF*

Fire protection system and firewater addition mode of RilR(C) |
-

f!CCS keep full systems:*

ilPCF, RilR |
Condensate hiakeup Water System.

if RPV waterlevel cannot be restored and maintained above
[-79.4 cm (hiinimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Leve!)],
PRih1ARY CONTAINhiliNT FLOODING IS REQUIRED; enter
[pmeedure developed from Contingency #6|.

C 5 3.3 When RPV water level can be maintained above ( 79A cm
(Alinimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level)], retum to
[ Step C5-3).

AllWR C5 6

Anwndment 24 18A.12 6
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O
18A.13 CONTINGENCY #6, PRIMARY CONTAINh1ENT FLOODING

CONTINGENCY #6
PRIM ARY CONTAINMENT ROODING

If while executing the following steps:

Primary containment water level and suppression chamber pressure cannot be*

maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment Water Level Limit,
then irrespective of whether adequate core cooling is assured terminate
injection into the primary containment from sources external to the prirnary
containment until primary containment water level and suppression chamber
pressure can be maintained below the Maximum Primary Containment Water
Level Limit.

MAX PRIMARY CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL LIMIT
30

L 27 2-

O s >e

b
a
{ 20

%
t;

{ 15

2
C STOP

h
10

!NJECTION
> FROM
$ OUTSIDE
R 5 PRIMARY
[ CONT.

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
56

SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PRESSURE (kegem2)

RPV water level can be restored and maintained above [0 cm (top of active+

fuel)) enter [ procedure developed from the RPV Control Guideline) at
(Step RC/L].

O sawR Ce.i

Anendnient 22 18 A.131
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(C61 Deleted-- not applicable to AllWit)

If while executing the following step:

Containment radiation is greater than llCore Damage 1(adiation Level)], and
1(PV water les el is below 10 cm (top of active fuel)) or cannot be
determined, tenninate all injection into the primary containment when
drywell water level reaches ll2.X7 m (elevation of the bottom of the RPV)].

C6-2 Operate the following systems:

IIPCF with suction f rom the condensate storage tank when available |
*

I:cedwater / Condensate.

CRD.

SPCU with suction Itom the condensate storage tanke

l(CIC with suction from the condensate storage tank only, defeating+

low RPV pressure isolation interlocks and high suppression pool water
level suction transfer logic il necessary g
Fire protection system and firewater addition mode of RilR(C), injecting into W.

the RPV
!!CCS Leep lull sptems:e

IIPCF, RllR

linterconnections with other units)*

(Other primary containment fill systems]..

Condensate Makeup Water System*

lixecute lSteps C6 3 and C6-4) concunently, only if containment radiation is
below |(Core Damage Radiation Level)] or cannot be detemiined.

C6 3 When primary containment water level reaches (12.87 m (elevation of the
bottom of the RPV)), then intspectis e of the offsite radioactivity release rate
vent the RPV, by passing isolation interlocks if necessary, until RPY water level
reaches 10 cm (top of active fuel)) with one or more of the following:

MSIVs,.

Main steam line drain,*

RCIC steam line. j*

i

G ||AllWR C6-2
|

Amendment 24 18A 112
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C6 4 When prirnary containtnent water level scat hes 122.3 in (elevation of top of
active fuel)). maintain piirnary containtnent water level between |22.3 in
(elevallon of top of active f uel)| and the Maximuin Prirnary Containtnent Water
lxvel 1.irnit with the following systerns taking suction f ann sources extemal to
the prirnary containtnent only when required:

llPCII*

I cedwater/ condensate*

Cl(D*

SPCI)*

itill( (l.PCF)*

ficad spray*

I ire protection system and firewater addition inute of i<llit(C), injecting into*

the RPV
!!CCS keep full systeins;*

ilPCli, RilR
llnterconnections with other units),*

[Other pritnary containment lill systems |*

Condelnate Makeup Water Systern*

MAX PillMAf tY CONTAINMENT WAT 0ll L EVEL. LIMIT
ao

.{| ;'12 --

d s _
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O TAlli,E 1816-1 (('ont'd)

tillcl/Eltl'NCEN llETWEEN llWit()(i El'(i ItEVISl()N 4 AND AllWit El'(i

All W R ltWlu XI DilFitRI.NCI.S l'HOM llASIS I Olt Dil11iki.NCit.S.

I1%i SII p lil4 i 1(i.V, 4 IlWH(X1 RhV. 4 I!p0

STlip

RC/l 2 RC/l 2 Changni the phrase, In the AllWR ADS design, there are no tirner* *

(uvintunt) (uninntn!) " prevent automaue RpV reset swikhes comparable to those in some
depteuurvatk ui by operatmg plants. 'I wo ADS intubit switthe!i are

~

rewtung the ADS tuner", available to over. ride automatic initiation of
to " prevent automatic ADS. Ihcre are two set of conditions that will
minanon of ADS" automatically initiate ADS: (a) ADS will

autornatically initiate af ter a tune delay of 29
snonds upon in eipt of lugh drywell presstue and
low RpV water level signals, (b) ADS will
automatically irutiate ulum rucipt of low itpV
water level signals af ter an eight ininute tirne
delay plus an addnional delay of 79 seconds.
'these auunnatic ADS imtiations can le inhibited
by mtuating two ADS inhibit switches on the
snain control console il acutated withm the stated
time delays. The instruc tion for sm h action is to
be specihed in plant-specific emergc3cy
pnx edures.

S rafied the brewater 'lhe use of the fire protection system and the*
t *

adihtuni system,12.CCS hrewater addiuon nuwle of RilR(C)in described
Lecp full systems aint in Subsection 5.4.7.1.1.10. It can inject water
St.C (test tank) as into the RpV via piping connection to RllR C -

alicrnate mjecuon header. Itue water additon using the fire
systerns protection system backed up by an external

uinnection outside of the reactor buldmg at
ground level for connecting portable water
ininnon sourus (such as a fire truck). The
AltWR HCIC system does not have a line fill
pump that can take water from the suppreuion
gx ol or the condensate storage tank and therefore
is not included m the list of IlCCS keep full
systemt The St.C test tank is a source of water
that (an be aligned to inject into the RpV with
the St.C pumps, with makeup to the tank
provided by a makeup water system.

O

Amendment ? 4 )33a
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TAllLE 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFEltENCES IlETWEEN llWl(OG EPG ltEVISION 4 AND AllWR EPG

AllWR llWROG DilFERENCES TROM BASIS FOR DIFIERENCES
EIO STEP E10 REV. 4 BWROO REV. 4 EPO

S'IT.P

RC/P-1 RC/P-I Deleted LPCS, arid '!he ABWR (kies not have LPCS.* a

Override Ovenxic
Changed LICI to LPCF. See basis under RC/L-2 atove.* *

RC/P-2 RC/P-2 Changed phnise,"open The ABWR pneumatic supply to the MSIVs is* a

Override, Ovenide, MS!Vs, bypassing not isolated by a containment isolation signal
second lux sec<md box pneumatic systern and (low RPV water level or high drywell pressure)
statement statement low RPV water level as in some operating plants.

isolation interlocks if
recessary', to read as
follows: "open MSIVs,
bypassing low RPV water
level isolation interlocks
if necessary".

RC/P-I RC/P-1 Deleted IC from step. ABWR does not have isolauon condensers.. .

RC/P-2 RC/P-2 Deleted IC and l{ICI. AllWR does not have these systems.* *

RC/P-4 RC/P-4 Changed Litl to LICF See basis under RC/L-2 atove,. .

mode of RHR system.

O

Amendment 24 188-4.1
_.
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O rAn u isn-i <cminn
DIFFEltENCES IIETWEEN llWitOG EPG ltEVISION 4 AND AllWit EPG !

|

AllWR BWROG DIFil!RiiNCilS FROh! IIASIS FOR DllFERiiNCliS
!!PG STl!P IIPG REV. 4 !!WROG RI!V. 4 !!PG

STl!P

RC/Q-2 RC/Q-2 ARI is specified in this Initiation of ARI will open scrarn header valves* *

step instead of RCJQ-5. (separate from those actuated by the Reactor
Protection System, RPS), and initiate the
Ph1CRD Run-In function. Two dedicated
switches on the operator's control console are
used for ARI initiation as a backup to the
automatic ARI initiation based on an ATWS
signal. ARI logic is separate from that of RPS.

__

RC/Q-3 RC/Q-3 Deleted phrase "and the in the ABWR, a turbine trip is imtiated when the* *

htSIVs are open" htSIVs are closed and hence this phrase is
superfluous since the turbine-generator canrot be
on-line with the htSIVs closed.

Changed phrase. New phrase is a more explicit instruction to* *

" Confirm or initiate reduce recirculation flow by runhack of the
recirculation flow runback internal recirculation pumps to their minimum
to minimum", to speeds.
"Confinn or initiate
recirculation pump
tunback to minimum
speed".

RC/Q-5 RC/Q-5 Deleted step. ARI is specified in Step RC/Q-2 because ARI* *

inititation will not trip recirculation pumps with
a potential for tripping of the main turbine at
high RPV water level (Level 8).

RC/Q-6 RC/Q-6 Deleted ilPCI and liydro * The AllWR does not have these systems.*

pump from second
pangraph.

.

-

RC/Q 6.1 RC/Q 6.1 Delete " confirm automatic AllWR does not have automatic trip of purnp on* *

Overr* Ovenide trip of or" low SLC tank level. Levelindication only. -

O

Anrednwnt 22 1811-5
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O TAllt.E 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFERENCES IIETWEEN llWROG EPG REVISION 4 AND AllWR EPG

ABWR BWROG DIFFERENCES FROhi BASIS FOR DIl4T!RENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV. 4 BWROG REY. 4 EPG

STEP

RC/Q-7.2 RC/Q-7.2 * Deleted the following phrases: These steps are applicable to the*

" drain the scram discharge conventional hydraulic kgking-piston drives
volume, "," Increase CRD and are not applicable to the ABWR
coohng water ddferential Fh1CRDs.
pressure", and " Vent control
rod dnvc overpiston
volumes".

Primary Primary Deleted the phrase: His entry condition is applicable only to* *

Containment Containment " Containment temperature BWRs with Mark Ill containtnents. Refer to
Control Control above F)0 'F(containment basis for deleting the CNfr subsection given
Entry Entry temperature LCO)]". below.

Conditions Conditions

- CNfr Deleted enttre section. The contyrol functions specified in thisa *

section, operation of containment cooling,
initiation of suppression pool sprays, and
performing an RPV depressurir.ation when
containment temperature cannot be
maintained below a prescribed limit, are
control functions that are already specified in
subsection SP/T of the ABWR EPGs.
Subsection CN/r of the BWROG EPGs is
developed specifically for the BWR/6 Mark
111 contair, ment where temperattue can be
controlled by the previously stated control
functions. The' ABWR containment,
although it incorporates the concept of a
Mark !!! suppression pool is anologous to a
Mark 11 BVrR containment for the purpose of
connolling the wetwell space temp;rature.

DW/T, DW/T, Added phrase:" shutdown the The BWROG EPGs assumed that other plant* *

reactor" at the end of Step procedure steps will sho:down the plant at
DWfr-1 DW/T-1 DW/T, and Aided a second part the Technical Specifkation LCO limit.

to DW/T-1,"When drywell Adding the iristruction to shotdown the
temperature cannot be reactor allows shutdonin by nmning tock the 1

maintained below [103 *C recirculation pumps and inserting control
(Saturttion temperature rcxis, and then proceed to scian the mrtor as
corresponding to high drywell sinified in the second paragraph of Step
pressure scram setpoint)], DW/T-1. Adding these steps does not
enter (proccxiure developed change the intent of the EPGs and makes
frorn the RPV Control DWTT consistent with the o6ber primary
Guideline] at (Step RC-11 and , containment sections.

O execute it concunently with
this procedure".

k
\

Amerstmem 24 16H-4
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TAlli,E 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFEllENCES IIETWEEN llWitOG EPG llEVISION 4 ANI) AllWit EPG

1

AllWR llWiUXi DilMiRiiNCES FROM llASIS 1:OR DilTERl!NCliS
liPG STliP liPG RiiV. 4 IlWROO Rl!V. 4 I!PG

STEP

DW/lL2 DW/I'-2 Replaced phrase. In the AllWR containment, vents are provided* *

"clevation of bottom of connecting the upper drywell to the lower
internal suppression drywell. When the wetwell-to-<!rywell vacuum

_

t hamber to drywell breakers open, flow is from the wetwell to the
vacuum breakers less lower drywell and then from the lower drywell to
vacuum breaker opening the upper drywell through these vents. The
pressure in feet of water", vaccum breakers are located above the vents.
with the phrase. Water can also spill to the lower drywell from the
"clevation of the bottom suppression pool if pool level reacties die vents,
of suppreoion pool-to- Water can also flow from the lower drywell to the
low er-<lrywell vent" suppreuion pool if lower drywell is flomled to

the elevation of the vents. For these teamns, it
is appropriate to spray the drywell only when
supprenion pool water level is below the bottom
of the upper drywell to lower drywell vents to
preclude drywell ddferential pressure capability to
le cxceeded.

Deleted phrase The AllWR has internal recirculation pumps,* *

" recirculation pumps" driven by motors located below the RPV in the
from instruction to lower portion of the drywell. Drywell spray only
shutof f recirculation sprays the upper portion of the drywell. An
pumps and drywell explicit instruction to shut down the recirculation
Cooling Iarls prkor to pumps is not Tequkred.
dryw ell spray initiation.

Specify RilR pumps used RilR subsystems 11 and C provide drywell and*

for drywell spray as wetwell spray capability. Initiation of sprays is
"RilR subsystems 11 arid by manual control action, it is possible to
C" initiate spray when RilR I! or C is operating in

other modes by opening spray valve;.

|

Specified the use of the The firewater addition tystem is described in* *

firewater addition system Subsection 5 A.7.1.1.10. The specific purpose oft

/ if RilR(ll) and RilR(C) the fire addition system is to provide makeup to
are not available for the RPV to extend the station blackout capabdity
dryw ell sprays. of the AllWR, but it can be used for drywell and

wetwell sprays if no other systems are available
for sprays.

.,

1

O

Ancranem 22 188 7
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TAllLE 18Il-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFEltENCES IIETWEEN llWitOG EPG ltEVISION 4 AND AllWR EPG

AllWR BWROG DIFFERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIFFERENCES
EPO STEP EPG REV. 4 BWROG REV. 4 EPO

STEP

SP/L-1 SP/L-1 . Deleted all references to ABWR does not have SPMS which dumps water.

Sulpression Pool Makeup from the containment pools to the suppression
System (SPMS). pool in a BWR/6. ABWR uses the SPCU as the

normal system for make up to the suppression
pool from the condensate storage tank.

. Added phrase:"If This step is added for scramming the reactor.

suppression pool water when suppression pool water level cannot be
levelcannot be maintained maintained above the low level LCO limit. The
above 17.0 m (minimum BWROG EPGs assumed that other plant
suppreseion pool water procedure steps wiu require a scram. Specifying
level LCO)l, enter this step here does not change the intent of the
(proceduredevek ulfmm EPGs and makes it consistent with other sections3
the RPV Control cf the Primary Containment Control Guidelines.
Guidelinel at [ Step RC-1 Scramming the reactor at this point will allow
and execute it concurrently the operator to use the turbine bypass valves to
with this pmcedure". depressurize the reactor and will make the

transient less severe in the subsequent
depressurization required in Step SP/L-2.

. Specified RCIC,IIPCF, More explicit information is provided on the.

SPCU, and fire protection systems that can be used to control suppression
system and the firewater pool water level. SPCU is the normal system
addition mode of RIIR(C) that can be aligned to take suction from the
as systems that can condensate storage tank and add water to the
makeup to the suppression suppression pool,
pool, and RIIR for
rejecting water from the
suppression pool.

| SP/L-2 SP/L-2 . Deleted phrase:" enter This phras: has been moved to Step SP/L-1 as.

| ! procedure devekred from discussed above under Step SP/L-1.
j the RPV Control
l Guideline) at [ Ster RC '
| and execute it concunently

with this procedure"

S P/L-2.2 S P/L-2.2 . Deleted entire step on ABWR does not have the steam-driven IIPCI.

maintaining poollevel system.
above IIPCI exhaust line
and instruction to execute
concurrently with Step
S P/L-2.1.

SP/L-3 - SP/L-3 . Deleted references to ABWR does not have SPMS..

SPMS.,

Amendmem 24 18B-11 -
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TAllLE 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFEltENCES IIETWEEN IlWitOG EPG ltEVISION 4 AND AllWit EPG

ABWR liWROG DIFFERENCES FROM BASIS FOR Dl!TERENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV,4 BWROG REV. 4 EPG

STEP

S P/L- 3.1 SP/L-3.1 Replaced the phrase A system is injecting water into the primary* *

" terminate injection into containment if all the following criteria are
the RPV from sources satisfice

--

external to the pnmary
containment" with the (1) The suction source of the system is outside
phrase '1erminate the primary contaiment, and
injection into the primary (2) The system penetrates the primary
contamment from sources contaiment, and
external to the primary (3) The system discharge is adding to the
containment" primary containment water inventory (i.e., a

system is injecting into the RPV and either
the RPV has an unisolated leak inside the
primary containment or the safety relief
valves are open to the pnmary containment.

The function of the Primary Containment Water &
Limit is to preclude containment failure. W
Systems that inject into the RPV is a subset of
those systems that can inject into the primary
containment. It has always been the intent of the
existing wording to direct the termination of all
injection into the primary containment from
sources external to the primary containment.
The new wording of the injectin termination -

statement is also intended to allow RPV
injection to continue if no water is leaving the
RPV into the primary containment.

O

Anendment 22 18 B.11. t
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O TAllt.E IHit-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFEllENCES IlETWEEN llWitOG El'G IIEVISION 4 ANI) AllWit El'G

All W R llWROO DilFl!Rl!NCIIS IHOM IIASIS i OR DliFliRiiNCliS
lipo STliP lilTi kliV.4 IlWHOO RiiV 4 filti

.'iTl!P

The AllWR flammabihty gas control systernDeleted phraw," hydrogenPC/il-l PC/fl-l *.

Ovenkle Override mixing systems", and does not have hy& ogen toixing systems.
throughout this

,

doeurnent.

Containtnent venting is not to be performed inDeleted instruction to e*

vent the containment. the AllWR because contaimnent integrity is
assured by the rupture diaphragms as discussed
under basis for IC/P4.

it is required by this step to maintain offsiteAdded instruction not to10/11-1.1 l'C/Il-l .1 e*

bypass the high radiation radioactivity release rates below the LCO.
isolation and high drywell Therefore, the radiation isolation interlocks
pressure isolation (which typically have setpoints which are less
interkwks. than or equal to the LCO) should remain

ON operable. 'the instruction not to bypass the high
rachation isolation interkick is consistent with the
instruction given in the over ride statement of
Steps PC/il.l.1 to PC/ll 1.3 to isolate the
primary containment vent and purge when of fsite
release rate reaches the LCO.

The basis for the instruction to not bypass the
high drywell pressure isolation interktk is given
under the basis for the over ride statement of
Steps 1C/11 1.1 to PC/Il l.3 in this Tabic.

O
I

Arnendment 24 1811 13
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TAllLE 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFERENCES IIETWEEN IlWHOG EPG REVISION 4 AND ABWR EPG

ABWR BWROG DIFf'ERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIITERENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV.4 BWROG REV 4 EPG

STEP

Containment venting at relatively low '

PC/Il-1.1 to PC/ll-1.1 to Added instruction to isolate *-

l.3 Override 1.3 Override containment venting if containment pressure is permitted only if
containment pressure exceed containment pressure is less than the design
the design pressure of pressure of these " soft vent" systems
SGTS and RBHVAC (RBHVAC, SGTS) to preclude structural
systems. damage to these system equipment. The vent

path is automatically isolated on high
. containment pressure. Bypassing this isolation

| interlock and opening the vent path for venting
and purging will defeat the purpose of thei

|
rupture disks. At such low hydrogen
concentration (0,1%), it is inappropriate to
bypass the high containment pres 3ure isolation
and open the vent path which can damage plant
egipment that may be needed later for post
accident recovery. If hydrogen concentration
reaches 0.5%, the hydrogen recombiners are
placed into operation.

In case there is a LOCA and ECCS is
available, boiling in the reactor is suppressed
by the injection of cold water into the reactor,
stopping hydrogen generation by radiolysis.
Even if the containment is isolated on high
pressure, hydrogen concentration is expected to
not exceed 0.5%, precluding the need for vent
and purge.

if no pumps are available after a LOCA,
containment pressure will increase to a pressure
that will actuate the rupture disks in about 24
hours, prior to reaching an explosive mixture
assuming the hydrogen recombiners are not
available.

In severe accident scenarios wita core damage,
the containment vent paths will be
automatically isolated by a high radiation
signal. According to the BWROG EPGs,
venting at low hydrogen concentration is not
allowed in the presence of high radiation.

O

Amendment 24 18B-13.1
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TAlli,E 1811-1 (Cont'd)
i

DilTERENCES IIETWEEN llWROG EPG REVISION 4 AND AllWit EPG

Ali W R llWROG !)llI1!Hl.NCliS FROM IIASIS FOR DilFEltliNCES
liPG STEP EITi Rl!V.4 IlWR(Xi RI!V 4 liPG

STEP

-

The flammability gas control system (FCS) isReplace phraw," placePC/li 2.1 PC/Il-2,1 a.

hydrogen recombiners in desenbcd in section 6.2.5 of the SSAR. 'Ihc
service taking suction . system equipment are located outside of the
directly on the drywell and drywell, it consists of two blowers that only
operate the urywell take suction on the drywell und two hydrogen
hydrogen rnixing system", recombincts. Flow is discharged to lhe
with L'c phrase," place FCS wetwell. An explicit instructmn to take
m service" suction directly f rorn the drywell is redundant .

Instruction is given to place the FCS into
servi e rather than to start the hydrogen
recombinces because in the FCS control
system, pushing the FCS Start control switch
will start the blower, heater, and recornhiner,
mul abgn valves.

G When the recombiners discharge into theAdded phrase,"and only if'Q a=

suppression pool water wetwell, the vacuurn breakers open to allow
level is below l(clevation ol flow into the lower drywell, through the
the supprewinn pool-to- suppression pool-to lower drywell vents to the
lower drywell vent)l", as a upper drywell. This flow path can only be
condition for initiating established if the vents are not covered by
i CS, water.

Step RC-1 requires a reactor scram.Ackled phnu," enter +.

(pnt edure (k veloped Irorn Scramming the reactor at this point will make
the RPV Control Guideline) the depressuruation (as required in Sicp PC/ll-
at | Step HC-ll and c.woute 4) transient less severe and is consistent with
it concurrently wnh this the strategies in other sections of the Primary
pnxedwc" Containment Control Guidelines.

O

Ammfment 2 6 iKn~13 2
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DIFFERENCES IIETWEEN liWitOG EPG REVISION 4 AND AliWIt EPG

AllWR llWROG DiiTERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIFFERENCES
liPG STl!P EPG RiiV. 4 BWROG REV 4 EPG

STEP

PC/li-4.4 l'C/il-4.4 Deleted reference to See discuuion of basis for step DW/r-2,* .

recirculation pumps and
specified RIIR pumps
used for drywell spray as
Rif R subsystems 11 and
C; added instruction to
use FAS if RilR B and C
are not available.

Replaced phrase. See discussion of basis for sten DW/f-2.* .

" elevation of bottom of
internal suppression
chamber to drywell
vacuum breakers less
vacuum breaker opening
pressure in feet of water",
with the phrase,s

" elevation of the bottom
of suppression pool-to-
lowersitywell vent"

PC/ll-5.2 PC/Il-5.2 Deleted reference to * See discussion of basis for step DW/P2..

recirculation pumps.

Replaced phrase, See discuuion of basis for step DW/T-2,* *

" elevation of bottom of
internal suppression
chamber to drywell
vacuum breakers less
vacuum breaker opening
pressure in feet of water",
with the phrase,
" elevation of the bottom
of suppression pool-to-
lower-drywell sent".

OG
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TABLE 18B-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFERENCES IIETWEEN llWROG EPG REVISION 4 AND ABWR EPG

ABWR BWROG DIFFERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIFFERENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV. 4 BWROG REV 4 EPG

STEP

SC/r-3, SC/r-3, Added phrase," protect The existing steps in BWROG EPGs SC/T-3,- *

SC/R- 1, SC/R-1, primary containment SC/R-1, and SC/L-1 already prioritizes the
SC/L-1 SC/L-1 integrity", to each of secondary containment's importance with respect

these three steps. to the reactor core. By requiring the isolation of
only those systems not required to assure
adequate core cooling, regardless of their current
effect on the secondary containment, the EPGs
have set the protection of the reactor core ahead
of secondary containment. When a decision
between the possible loss of adequate core
cooling and a loss of primary containment
integrity must be made, the EPGs choose to
maintain primary containment integrity.
Therefore, it directly follows that the primary
containment takes precedence over the secondary
containment. Those systems that are required to
protect primary containment integrity must not
be isolated in Secondary Containment Control.

RR-1 RR-1 Deleted phrases,"or The turbine building HVAC has no high- -

Overnde Overnde isolated due to high radiation interkick.
statement statement radiation", and " defeating

isolation interlocks if
necessary"

RR-1 RR-1 Added phntse,"If the If offsite release continues to increase, it is- .

radioactivity release rate appropriate to scram the reactor lat RC-1]. This
continues to increase enter will also allow the operator to use the turbine
[ procedure developed fmm bypass valves to depressurize the reactor, making
the RPV Control the depressurization as required in RR-2 a less
Guideline) at [ Step RC-1] severe transient.
and execute it
concurrently with this
procedure

RR-2 RR-2 Deleted phrase " enter This phrase has been moved to Step RR-1 as* *

{ procedure developed from disettssed above.
the RPV Control
Guidelinel at (Step RC-1)
and execute it g
concurrently with this w
procedure

Amendment 24 1BB-!61
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t' TABLE 1811-1 (Cont'd)

DIFFERENCES IIETWEEN llWROG EPG llEVISION 4 AND ABWR EPG

AP.WR BWROG DIFFERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIFFERENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV. 4 BWROG REV. 4 EPG

STEP

C4-3.1 C4-3.1 Define lilCS as See C4-1.3 basis atove,= .

llPCF(B) and IIPCF(C).

Deleted LPCS and RilR See C4-1.3 basis above.- -

service water crosstic
from the list of systems.

Deleted phrase,"IfCI See C4-1.3 basis above,. -

with injection through the
heat exchangers as socm
as possible" and added
Ri(R to list of systems.

Inserted phrase," PRIMARY See basis for C4-1.3 above.*.

OCNTAINMINT11DODING IS

REQt:IREIT. prior toO' instruction to enter C6.

C-5 Override C-5 Outride Refer to basis for RC/L-2 Over-ride statement.Change the word "RPV" +.

Statement, S tatement, in the phrase " .. terminate
third bullet third bullet injection into the RPV

item item from sources external to
the primary
containment... ", to
" primary containment"

C5-2 C5-2 The pneumatic system supplies to the MSIVs inChanged the phrase,"If+ - -

any MSIV is open, the ABWR has no low RPV water isolation and
bypass low RPV water no high drywell pressure isolation and therefore,
level pneumatic system thc instruction to bypass isolation interlocks and
and MSIV isolation restore the pneumatic supplies (having been
interlocks and restore the isolated) is not appropriate.
pneumatic supplies to the
containment, and", to read
as follows: "If any MSIV
is open, bypass low RPV
water level MSIV
isolation interlocks, and"

OV

Amendrnent 24 18B-20
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TABLE 1811-1 (Cont'd)

L)IFFERENCES IIETWEEN BWROG EPG REVISION 4 AND AllWR EPG

AllWR llWROG DIFFERENCES FROM BASIS FOR DIFFERENCES
EPG STEP EPG REV.4 BWROG REV 4 EPG

STEP

C5-3, C5-3, Added bypass of RCIC See basis for RC/le2.= +

C5-3.2 C5-3.2 area hig h temperature
isolation 'nterlock.

C5-3, C5-3, HPCI is deleted, The ABWR does not have the HPCI system.* .

C5-3.2 C5-3.2
The phrase,"LPCI with In the ABWR design, the RHR heat exchangers+ *

injection through the heat are normally in the flow path for all modes of
exchangers as soon as operation. There are no timers to keep the heat
possible", is deleted, and exchanger bypass valves from closing as in a
added RHR to the list of typical BWR/6 design. Therefore, it is not
systems. necessary to retain the phrase, "with injection

through the heat exchangers as soon as possible.
In addition, the ABWR LPCF mode of RHR(A)
injects into a feedwater line, and RHR(B) and
RHR(C) injects outside of the shroud in the
RPV, and hence, are suitable systems to be used
in this step for systems injecting outside of the
shroud.

C5-3.2 C5-3.2 Specifies HPCF(B) and The systems given are systems that inject inside*

H"CF(C), the shroud. The ABWR HPCF systems inject -

inside the shroud and thus are appropriate in this
step.

Deleted LPCS, and The ABWR does not have LPCS.* .

Deleted RHR service The ABWR does not have RHR service water* +

water crosstie. crosstie.

inserted phrase," PRIMARY See basis for C4-1.3 above.* *

CONTAINMDT FLOODING IS
REQUIREW prior to
instruction to enter C6.

C5-4 C5-4 Entire C5-4 step and the his step is only applicable for plants with SLC- +

"If while executing . " injecting into the bottom of the RPV. The
phrase above the step are ABWR SLC injects via HPCF(B) into the core.
delet xt. Therefore, this step is not applicable to the

ABWR.

O

Amendment 22 18B-21
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O
TABLE 18D.21

IlWROG EPG REV,4 APPENDIX C RESULTS FOR ABWR

P A R A M E'l ER V Al.l:E PAR AMEl ER DEFINillON

CSBW 541.8 kgm Cold Shutdown Borun Weight

MSBWP 4.29c' ' Maximum Suberincal Banked Withdrawal Position

Tsp _hetl_2 103.9 'C lleat Capacity Temperature Limit Low-Pressure Endpoint Temperature

Tsp _hetL1 66.2 C llcat Capxity Temperature Limit Higil-Pressure Endpoint Temperature

2 Primary Containment Pressure Limit at Elevation of MinimumPpc_pepl_1 5.62 kg/cm
Suppression Pool Water Level LCO

MNSRED 6 Minimum Number of SRVs Required for Emergency Depressurization

2 Minimum RPV Flmxiing PressureMRFP 3.27 kg/cm

MSCRWL -79.41 cm" Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level

MZIRWL -111.2 cm" Minimum Zero-Injection RPV Water Level

2MSRP O kg/cm Minimum SRV Re opening Pressure

W Lsp_tpl_1 12.65 m SRV Tail Pipe Level Limit Low-Pressure Endpoint Water Level

2 Suppression Chamber Spray initiation PressureSCSIP 0.728 kg/cm

[None] 2 Minimum Number of SRVs for which the Minimum Alternate RPV
Flooding Pressure is below the lowest SRV lifting pressure

O'7c = Fully inserted*

0 = Top of Acuve Fuel (TAF)"

O

Amendment 24 IGD 7-2
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TABLE 18D.2-1 (Cont.)
BWROG EPG REV. 4 APPENDIX C RESULTS FOR ABWR

PA R AM ETER VALUE PARAMETER DEFINITION

MARFP SRVs - MARFP Minimum Alternate RPV Flood Pressure
UD (kg/cm2)

8 or more 9.48
7 10.98
6 12.98
5 15.78
4 19.99 !

3 27.00
2 40.99

MCFI SRVs MCFI Minimum Core Flooding Interval
UD Usd ;

8 or more 43.9
7 59.9
6 84.8

WLLI Highest DW Minimum Indicated Water LevelInstrument Number 1:
Run Temn. ('C) Level (cm) Shutdown (345.3 to 1272.3 cm)

14E High
-- 65.6 426.5

65.6 121.1 439.9 |

-121.1 176.7 458.' ~i

176.7 232.2 482.1
232.2 287.8 514.6

WLL2 Highest DW Minimum Indicated Water Level Instrument Number 2:
Run Temo. (*C1 Level (cm) Narrow Range (345.3 to 497.8 cm)

laE High
- 65.6 389.6

65.6 121.1 382.5
121.1 176.7 372.9 !

176.7 232.2 360.7
232.2 287.8 345.3

DWSIL Drywell Drywell Drywell Spray Initiation Limit
**

(See Figure in Section 18A.5)g cm

0.21 46.3-
0.28 81.9
0.33 105.4
0.47 97.2

.

0.61 90.6
0.75 85.3
0.89 80.8
1.03 77.1-
1.17 73.9
1.31 71.1
1.46 68.6

h3.00 68.6

Amendment 22 18D.2-3
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(~' quantified. Also, at the same time, these should be a marked, noticeable drop in the value of the
A pressure being monitored between the inner and outer 0-ring seals and this pressure drop would be

indicated in the control room.

Thus, by correlating past versus current drywell leakage information, leakage through both the
inner and outer vessel head flange seals could be both detected, identified and quantified.

| RESPONSE 430.2b

For the above ABWR, the reactor building equipment drain sumps are also designated as reactor
building low conductivity waste (LCW) sumps. Reactor building floor drain sumps are also designated
as reactor building high conductivity waste (HCW) sumps.

Sources that may contribute to the identified leakage collected in the reactor building equipment
drain sumps include the following examples:

(1) RCIC, RI1RA, B&C and ilPCF B&C pump shaft seal drains
(2) RCIC barometric condenser vacuum tank relief valve discharge
(3) RCIC turbine and pump lube oil cooling line relief vahc discharge
(4) RilR A, B&C and llPCF B&C pump seal vent and pump suction vent discharge (upon opening valves to

allow discharge)

(5) RilR heat exchancer drains
(6) Valve stem packing drains via return from valve gland leakage treatment system drain lines
(7) Process piping vent, leak tightness test and sampic drain lines
(8) CRD system pumps drain and vent lines
(9) CRD system high point vent and low point drain lines

O\
(10) CRD system filter drains and vents
(11) CRD sptem pump suction and purge water heater pressure relief valve drains
(12) IICU equipment drains

RESPONSE 430.2c

items 5,6, and 7 of Table 1.11 (BWR) of SRP Section 5,2,5 were already discussed in Subsection
5.2.5.2.2(11). Item 4 of Table 1.11 is not applicable to the ABWR.

For all other items (i.e.,1,2 and 3) of Table 1.1I of the SRP, any potential intersystem from the
RCPB that might be applicable to the ABWR would have to be postulated to occur as leakage through
closed check valves and/or closed containment isolation valves.

For the water side of the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system of the ABWR, i.e., item 3 of
Table 1.11 of the SRP, RCIC inlet suction flow is drawn from the condensate storage pool (or from the
suppression pool) and not from the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. During RCIC operations,
the RCIC discharge flow would be through the low point check valve in the RCIC piping, through the
RCIC injection valve, and then through another RCIC check valve before flowing into feedwater line B
upstream of the outboard isalation check valve of feedwater line B.

When the RCIC turbine driven pump is not in the RCIC piping, from the condensate storage pool down
to the low point RCIC check valve, is filled with water from the condensate storage pool. Between
the outlet of the low point check valve and the closed RCIC injection valve, the RCIC piping is
maintained full of water from the condensate makeup water system through two check valves interfacing
this section of RCIC piping. Any potentialintersystem leakage into the RCIC piping system resulting
from leakage through closed RCIC check valve or the closed RCIC injection valve would be from the
feedwater system or condensate makeup water system and not from the RCPB.

Amendment 24 203 24
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Thus item 3 of Table 1.11 of the SRP is also not considered as being applicable to the ABWR, as g
the RCIC water side discharge is through feedwater line B and is not considered as being directly
connected to the reactor system pressure boundary.

It should be noted, howeser, that there are test points and test valves that are provided in the
RCIC sptem piping that are located both between the inner (Iow point) RCIC check valve and the RCIC
injection vahe and between the injection valve and the outer RCIC check valve, that are intended to
be used to specifically test for the leak tightness of these three RCIC valves.

Item 2 of Table 1.11 of the SRP addresses the inlet and discharge line components of the residual
heat removal (RilR) systern that are connected to the reactor coolant system.

For the ABWR, the inlet RilR pump suction line of each of the three RilR subsystems, i.e., RilR
subsystems A, B and C, is connected to the reactor coolant system by piping, through an RilR shutdown
cooling line suction vahe and through both an outboard and an inboard containment isolation valve.
T hese suction lines, for each RllR subsystem, are used only the shutdown cooling mode of operation.
During most reactor operations, the shutdown cooling mode suction line suction valves are keylocked
in the closed position and the outboard and inboard containment isolation valves in the three
shutdown cooling mode suction lines are all closed by high reactor pressure isolation sigr.als.

For normal lineup of RiiR suction, for all three RilR subsystems, the RilR suction lines are also
connected by piping through normal RilR pump suction valves to the suppression pool. The three normal
RilR pump suction vahes are keylocked in the open position such that the normal suction for the RiiR
pumps is from the suppression pool and not from the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. This
normal RilR lineup supports the low pressure core flood (LPCF) mode of operation of the three RIIR
subspiems.

O
Potential intersystem leakage from the reactor coolant system into the inlet or suction side of

the three RilR subsystems can thus only occur through the shutdown cooling mode suction piping. Such
intersystem leakage can only be postulated to result from leakage through three closed valves in each
of the three RilR subsptems shutdown cooling mode suction lines. That is, for each " 1 suosystem,
leakage through both closed inboard and closed outboard ccC;unent isolation valves and then through
the kc3 ocked closed shutdown cooling mode sucF , vaive.l

For each RilR subsystem, a test point and test valves are located between the inboard and outboard
centainment isolation valves of the shutdown cooling mode RilR pump suction lines to be used to
specifically test for the leak tightness of the inboard containment isolation valves. Leakage
through both containment isolation valves would be detected by pressure sensors located between the
outboard containment isolation sahe and the keylocked closed RilR shutdown cooling mode suction
salve. liigh pressure in this section of piping would result in a control room alarm. Significant
pressurization at this section of piping, resulting from postulated intersystem leakage through the
containment isolation valves, would be discharged to the suppression pool via pressure relief valves.

For the ABWR, the RilR system discharge or injection lines are used by all three RiiR subsystems to
return flow to the reactor for both the shutdown cooling mode of operation or the LPCF mode of
operation. The discharge lines of the three RIIR subsystems are normally kept full of water up to the |
injection valves by RiiR discharge line fill pumps A, B and C. Suction flow for filling the discharge
lines is drawn from the suppression pool and not from the reactor coolant system.

Only the RIIR subsystem B and subsystem C discharge lines communicate directly with the Reactor
Coolant System pressure boundary. The RiiR subsystem A discharge is not directly to the reactor
coolant sptem pressure boundary but rather such discharge (whether for shutdown cooling mode of g
operation or for the LPCF mode of operation) is through RilR subsystem A injection valve (normally

wumm5 2u3-25
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QUESTION 430.54o

Section 6.4.7.1, External Temperature, "provides design maximum external temperature of 1000F
and 100F. Ilow are these values used in the design and assessments related to the ABWR? What
factors, such as insulation, heat generation from control room personnel and equipment and heat
losses, are taken into account? Do these values represent " instantaneous" values or are they
temporal and/or spatial averages?

RESPONSE 430.54o

These values represent the summer maximum dry bulb air temperature. They are used in sizing the
llVAC essential chilled water system chillers and the control room liVAC system.

QUESTION 430.54p

Clarify your position on potential hazardous or toxic gas sources onsite of an ABWR. If
applicable, indicate the special features provided in the ABWR design in this regard, to ensure
control room habitability.

RESPONSE 430.54p

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.4.73.

QUESTION 430.54g

Identify all the interface requirements for control room habitability systems (e.g.,
instrumentation for protection against toxic gases in general and chlorine in particulart potential
toxic gas release points in the environs).

RESPONSE 430.54q

The ABWR control room habitability system has no interface requirements.

QUESTION 430.55

Regarding ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems,(6.5.1)

QUESTION 430.55a

Provide a table listing the compliance status of the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) with
car.h of the regulatory positions specified under C of RG 1.52. Provide justifications for each of
those items that do not fully comply with the corresponding requirements. In this context, you may
note that the lack of redundancy of the SGTS filter train (the staff considers that filter trains are
also active components - See SRP 6.4, Acceptance Criterion II.2.b) is not acceptable. Further, the
described sizing of the charcoal adsorbers based on assumed decontamination factors for various
chenhal forms of iodine in the suppression pool is not acceptable (RG 1.3 assumes a decontamination
factor of I for all forms of iodine and RG 1.52 requires compliance with the above guide for thee

' design of the adsorber section). Therefore, revise charcoal weight and charcoal iodine loading given
in SSAR Table 6.5-1 as appropriate.

Amendment 11 20.344
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| RESPONSE 430.55a O
The response to the first part of this question is provided in Appendix 6A. Two completely

rcdundant filter trains are provided as described in Subsection 6.5.1.3.3. The iodine source term is
discussed in Subsections 6.5.1.3.3 and 6.5.1.3.4. Tables 6.5-1 and 6.5 2 have been revised.

QUESTION 430.55b

Specify the laboratory test criteria for methyl iodine penetration that will be identified as an
interface requirement to be qualified for the adsorber efficiencies for iodine given in SSAR Table
15.6-8. Also, provide the depth of the charcoal beds for the control room emergency system.

RESPONSE 430.55b

The respor:sc to the first part of this question is provided in Appendix 6A which assesses -

compliance against Regulatory Guide 1.52, Positions C.3.i, C.6.a (2) and C.6.a(3).

Control room IIVAC charcoal bed depth is discussed in Subsection 9.4.1.1.3.

QUESTION 430.55c

Prmide a table listing the compliance status of the instrumentation provided for the SGTS for
read out, recordir.j; and alarm provisions in the control room with wh of the instrumentation items
identified in Table 6.5.1-1 of SR P 6.5.1. For partial or non compliance items, provide
justifications.r

RESPONSE 430.55c

The response to this question is provided in Appendix 61L

QUESTION 430.55d

Clarify whether primary containment purging during normal plant operation when required to limit
the discharge of contaminants to the environment will always be through the SGTS (See SSAR Section -

6 5.1.2.3.3). Clarify whether such a release prior to the purge system isolation has been considered
in the LOCA dose analysis.

RESPONSE 430.55d

The respon;c to this question is provided in Subsection 6.5.1.3.6. Note that Subsection
6.5.1.2.3.3 has been renumbered to 6.5.1.2.3.2.

QUESTION 430.55e

Provide the compliance status tables referred to in items (a) and (c) above for the control room
ESF filter trains. (The staff notes that you have committed to discuss control room ESF filter
sptem under Section 9.4.1. Ilowever, since evaluation of the control room habitability system cannot
be completed until the information identified above is provided, the above information is requested
now.)

RESPONSE 430.5Fe

The response to this question is provided in Subsections 9.4.1.1.6.2 and 9.4.1.1.63. g
Amendment 24 20 3-61
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QUESTION 430.55f

Identify the applicable interface requirements for the SGTS and the control room E5F atmosphere
cleanup system.

RESPONSE 430.55f

Both the SGTS and the control room ESF atmosphere cleanup system are completely within the scope
covered by the ABWR SSAR. As such, there are no interfaces with equipment or systems outside the
scope of this submittal. Interfaces with systems or equipment within the scope of the SSAR are
discussed, as necessary, in Section 6.4 and Subsections 6.5.1 and 9.4.1.1. Testing requirements are
described in the standards and Regulatory Guides referenced in these sections.

QUESTION 430.56

Regarding Fission Product Control Systems and Structures, (6.53)

QUESTION 430.56a

Provide the drawdown time for achieving a negative pressure of 0.25 inch water gauge for the sec-
ondary containment with respect to the environs during SGTS operation. Clarify whether the
unfiltered release of radioactivity to the environs during this time for postulated LOCA has been
considered in the LOCA dose analysis. (Note that the unfiltered release need not be considered
provided the required negative pressure differential is achieved within 60 seconds from the time of
the accident).

RESPONSE 4%.56a

The response to this question is provided in Subsection 6.5.13.2.

QUESTION 430.56h

Provide justification (See SRP Section 6.53, II.4) for the decontamination factor assumed in SSAR
Tables 6.5-2 and 15.6-8 for iodine in the suppression pool, correct the elemental, particulate and
organic iodine fractions given in tables to be consistent with RG 13, and incorporate the correction
in the LOCA analysis tables. Alternatively, taking no credit for iodine retention in the suppression
pool, revise the LOCA analysis tables. Note that the revision of the LOCA analysis tables (this also
includes the control room doses) mentioned above is strictly in relation to the iodine retention
factor in the suppression pool (also, there may be need for revision of other parameters (s) given in
the tables and these will be identified under the relevant SRP Sections questions).

RESPONSE 430.56b

Table 6.5-2 has been revised to be consistent with the assumptions of Regulatory Guide 13

With regard to Table 15.6-8, the LOCA analysis is performed in accordance with paragraph 8.9 of
the Licensing Review Bases document. An evaluation of suppression pool scrubbing using the MAAP3B
code for LOCA conditions shows a scrubbing factor of 600 to 1000 (Subsection 19E.2.1). Therefore
the use of a scrubbing factor of 100 is sufficiently conservative. The variance between the current
calculations and the prior evaluation methodologies is found in Table 203-L

Amendment 11 203-61.1
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QUESTION 430.56c

Identify the applicable interface requirements

RESpONr E 430.56c

The response t'a this question can be found in the response to Question 430.55f.

O

O
Amendment 24 20.3-61.2
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QUESTION 210.7O%
Item B2.5 in Table 3.2s1 does not appear to agree with Figure 5.1-3c, " Nuclear Boiler System

P&lD, Sheet 5", item B2.5 states that piping in the Feedwater (FW) Systems from the outermost
isolation valve to and including the seismic interface restraint is Safety Class 1 and Quality Group
A. Figure 5.1-3c shows the FW line as Quality Group A up to the first spring closing check valve
outside containment (F2tPA). The IM' piping is Quality Group B between valves F262A and F282A and
Quality Group D beyond F262A. There does not appear to be a seismic restraint in Figure 5.1-3c.
Assuming that the ABWR FW line is similar to the BWR/6 designs, i.e., valve F282A is a shutoff valve
in addition to the two containment isolation valves, the Quality Group classification of this line
does not appear to be consistent with the guidelines of Standard Review Plan 3.2.2, Appendix B.
Revise Tabic 3.21, Figure 5.1-3c and Subsection 5.4.9.3 to be consistent with the staff position on
Quality Group in SRP 3.2.2, Appendix B. The transition from Quality Group B to D should be at the
seismic interface restraint rather than shutoff valve F282A.

RESPONSE 210.7

Table 3.21 and Subsection 5.4.9.3 have been corrected. Figure 5.1-3c will be revised accordingly
at its next revision as indicated in Figure 20.3-20.

QUESTION 210.8

In Table 3.2-1, item B3.1, the primary side recirculating motor cooling system piping is
classified as Safety Class 3 and Quality Group C. In Subsection 3.9.3.1.4, this piping is described
as being designed to the ash 1E Code, Section 111, Subsection NB 3600, which is comparable to Safety
Class 1. In Figure 5.4-4, " Reactor Rccirculation System P&lD", this piping is identified as Quality
Group A. The staff's position is that this piping should be, as a minimum, Safety Class 1, QualityO Group A and meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B from the interface of the piping with the
pump motor casing to and including the first pipe support. The remainder of this piping, should be
the same Safety Class as the supported piping. Revise items B3.1 and B3.2 in Table 3.2-1 to be
consistent with the staff position.

RESPONSE 210.8

The Recirculation hiotor Cooling System (RhtCS) is now classified Quality Group B and Safety Class
2 which is in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.55a. The Rh1CS, which is part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), meets 10CFR50.55a(c)(2). Postulated failure of the RhtCS
piping cannot cause a loss of reactor coolant in excess of ncrmal makeup (CRD return or RCIC llow),
and the RhtCS ;s not an engineered safety feature. Thus, in the event of a postulated failure of the
Rh!CS piping during normal operation, the reactor can be shutdown and cooled down in an orderly
manner, and reactor coolant makeup can be provided by a normal make up system (e.g., CRD return or
RCIC system). Thus, per 10CFR50.55a(c)(2), the RhtCS need not be classified Quality Group A or Safety
Class 1, however, for plant availability, the system is designed, fabricated and constructed in
accordance with Ah1SE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section !!!, Class 1 criteria as specified in
Subsection 3.9.3.1.4 and Table 3.2-1, item B3.1, " Piping-primary side, motor cooling", has been
corrected.

O
Amendment 24 203-t:3
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QUESTION 210.9

in Table 3.2-1, and the classification summary for the Control Rod Drive Mechanism and the Low
Pressure Core Finoder System or provide a justification for not including this information. The
staff position on the Safety Class of these systems is as stated in Question s 210.5 and 210.45.

RESPONSE 210.9

The classification summary for the control rod drive mechanism has been added to Table 3.2-1.
Portions of the control rod drive rr.;chanism that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
are Safety Class 1. All other portions of the control rod drive mechanism are Safety Class 3 (see
response to Question 210,5). The low pressure core flooder system is a subsystem of the residual

-.

9

O
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